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Introduction: Filling or falling between the cracks? Law’s potential

JEREMY FARRALL AND KIM RUBENSTEIN

1. Introduction

Between 1990 and 2003 the United Nations applied comprehensive economic sanctions against Saddam Hussein’s Iraqi regime. The sanctions aimed to prevent the flow to and from Iraq of all but the most basic of food and medical supplies. They were heavily criticised for the impact they had on Iraqi civilians. Some critics went so far as to describe the Iraq sanctions as ‘the UN’s weapon of mass destruction’, as ‘a genocidal tool’ and as ‘modern siege warfare’. Stung by this kind of criticism, the UN Security Council created the Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP). The OFFP was designed to permit the closely regulated export of Iraqi oil to finance the purchase of humanitarian supplies.

To a large extent the OFFP did channel essential supplies to a population in desperate need. However, as the Volcker Independent Inquiry Committee concluded, the programme was exploited by the Hussein regime. A number of foreign companies were exposed as having made illegal side payments to the Hussein regime in the course of providing humanitarian supplies to Iraq under the umbrella of the OFFP. One of the worst offenders was AWB Limited (AWB Ltd) and its subsidiary AWB International Limited (AWB(I)).

The abuse of the OFFP by AWB Ltd, which came to be known in Australia as the ‘Wheat-for-Weapons scandal’, raised a number of interesting legal questions. The UN sanctions regime imposed against Iraq created a web of legal obligations for UN member states. These obligations were created at the global level, by a global political body (the UN Security Council) whose decisions have global legal effect. Yet the task of implementing those obligations fell upon domestic authorities. In order to prevent the export to or import from Iraq of goods and commodities, action had to be taken by public authorities within the
domestic jurisdictions of all UN member states. The actors targeted were primarily those engaged in international trade, including both public and private actors. The attempt by the UN Security Council to take coercive action against Iraq thus initiated a chain reaction of complex legal interactions, between international law and domestic law, between public and private law, between public authorities and private actors.

This collection explores these issues and other fascinating questions that arise when legal regimes collide. Until now, international and public law have mainly overlapped in discussions on how international law is implemented domestically. While there is some scholarship developing in the area of global administrative law, and some scholars have touched upon the principles relevant to both disciplines, the publications to date contain only a subset of the concept underpinning this book.

This book aims to broaden understanding of how public and international law intersect. It is unique in consciously bringing together public and international lawyers to consider and engage in each other’s scholarship. What can public lawyers bring to international law and what can international lawyers bring to public law? What are the common interests? Which legal principles cross the international law/domestic public law divide and which principles are not transferable? What tensions emerge from bringing the disciplines together? Are these tensions inherent in law as a discipline as a whole or are they peculiar to law’s sub-disciplines? Can we ultimately only fill in or fall between the cracks, or is there some greater potential for law in the engagement? It is part of a series that brings together a range of established and up-and-coming scholars from a variety of fields, including international relations, political science and public administration as well as public law and international law. The diverse contributions to this volume, from distinct yet intertwining disciplines, also provide a launching pad for subsequent conversations on broader linkages between domestic public law and policy on the one hand and international law on the other.

This book grapples with the questions outlined above primarily by thinking about accountability and governance in a globalised world, and in particular through the framework of sanctions. The impetus for using sanctions as a starting point to develop the thinking around these issues evolved from the particularly ‘Australian’ example introduced above and discussed further below.

On 21 April 2004, following allegations of fraud and misconduct in relation to the administration of the OFFP, the UN Secretary-General appointed an Independent Inquiry Committee (the IIC) to investigate
the administration and management of the Programme. In September 2005, the Final Report of the Independent Inquiry Committee into the UN OFFP (the Volcker Report) concluded that there had been a number of violations of Security Council Resolutions 661 (1990) and 986 (1995).

In Australia, in response to the Volcker Report, a Royal Commission was established on 10 November 2005. The Honourable Terence Cole, AO RFD QC, was appointed to inquire and report on whether decisions, actions, conduct or payments by Australian companies mentioned in the Volcker Report breached any federal, state or territory law.

The Cole Commission’s Final Report recommended that twelve people, including eleven former AWB managers, should be subject to possible criminal charges. It concluded that AWB Ltd, AWB (I) and certain individuals had been involved in activities that constituted possible breaches of the Australian Crimes Act 1914 (Cth), the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth), the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic), the Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulations 1959 (Cth) and the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Commissioner Cole found that eleven former AWB employees may have breached the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Moreover, ten former AWB employees were cited for further investigation over possible breaches of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth), the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth), the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) and the Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulations 1959 (Cth).

However, the report cleared the then federal government of any wrongdoing, including the now former Prime Minister, John Howard, and senior ministers Alexander Downer, Mark Vaile and Warren Truss. Commissioner Cole’s findings also exonerated the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) of any knowledge of the relevant activities of AWB. The report found that AWB had deliberately misled and deceived DFAT as well as the UN. The report concluded that ‘at no time did AWB tell the Australian Government or the United Nations of its true arrangements with Iraq’.

Commissioner Cole outlined significant findings as to AWB’s ‘culture of closed superiority and impregnability, of dominance and self-importance’. He found that AWB had failed to create, instil or maintain a culture of ethical dealing, which was the responsibility of the board and management of AWB. He stated that no one at AWB had asked the required question, ‘What is the right thing to do?’ Instead, business efforts were focused on determining if arrangements could be formulated in such a manner as to avoid the impression of breaching laws or sanctions. Commissioner Cole found that the Australian Wheat Export
Authority (WEA) had not had knowledge of AWB’s illicit payments to the Government of Iraq. The WEA had nevertheless failed in its duty to supervise AWB’s activities.

This Australian example highlights the ways in which the national and the international intersect. It does so in the ‘traditional way’ of thinking about public law and international law, by looking at the way sanctions applied by the UN Security Council are incorporated into domestic jurisdiction through the promulgation of national laws. The shortcomings of these domestic legal frameworks and the domestic governance and accountability structures that should have ensured the domestic implementation of the Iraq sanctions are one focus of this book. But the Wheat-for-Weapons scandal also revealed weaknesses in public governance and accountability structures at the global level. Moreover, it also raised questions about the application of UN sanctions to individuals, wherever those individuals may be situated.14

The structure of this introduction follows the structure of the book itself. It begins by laying the foundations for the questions being asked. It then moves on to analyse the concept of internationalising public law and how that is particularly useful in the sanctions context, before looking specifically at implementing Security Council sanctions. Its attention then turns to both corporations and lawyers who straddle the public and international law fields in navigating sanctions, before returning to the public sphere to home in on public law and public policy in the AWB affair in Australia. The value of linking international lawyers and public lawyers together is further extended by concluding with two further scenarios that draw out and emphasise ideas canvassed in the context of sanctions, again emphasising the project’s broader value.

2. Setting the foundations

The first two chapters ground the project within a contestable theoretical frame. Peter Danchin asks: whose law do we have in mind, and to which public are we referring, when we use the term ‘public’ in both public law and public international law? Domestic public law is concerned with governments and the government’s relationship with its membership. In international law,15 we move beyond the domestic relationship between the individual and the state to the law governing those nations in their relationships with one another. Both spheres are ultimately concerned with governance and the links between individuals and governments. But whose law indeed? Can we talk about law as a singular notion? In
highlighting the disciplines of public and international law we are reminding ourselves of a basic idea: that law is not a singular notion.

By contrast, Charles Sampford predicts a development towards a more unified notion of law, believing in a future of convergence between public and international law, where “[t]he actual limitations on state power caused by globalisation and the increasing domestic reach of treaties will mean that international doctrine and methodology will infuse domestic law in all forms.”

However, if one believes that law is contextual then the contexts of public and international law may continue to be different in many ways. Whether one is inclined to a Sampford or Danchin starting point in thinking about the issues, as Danchin explains in his contribution, all of the chapters in this collection in some way address different aspects of the same underlying dilemma: how to understand the conceptual relationship between the rights of states on one hand and the rights of individuals on the other?

In the classic Westphalian view of the relationship, it is a relatively clear picture: “[t]he fundamental rights and duties of states, regardless of their “private” belief systems … are to be determined by that body of customary and consensual norms known as “public” international law; the fundamental rights and duties of individuals, regardless of their “private” belief systems, are to be determined by that body of constitutional, administrative and criminal norms known as “public law”.” In this highlighting of public/private and internal/external we see the beginnings of dichotomies that flow throughout the collection. Boundaries and contrasts amplify the questions and contexts for thinking through these issues.

The early link to sanctions can be seen too in Danchin’s following statement: ‘it is critical to realise at the outset, however, that the underlying rationale of the move to “public law” whether domestic or international is to establish the conditions necessary for community and social order, by limiting the freedom of legal subjects’. Herein lies a common bond in the legal project; of restricting, ordering and limiting people in their actions. By drawing together public lawyers and international lawyers to think through the limiting of legal subjects in the domestic and international arenas, this volume examines whether there are common ideas and problems that each can shed light on for the other.

But Danchin, too, cautions us against thinking about these ‘different’ jurisdictions in an overly idealised and static conception of the divide between international law and public domestic law. International law no
longer only regulates relations between states, but has extended to regulate individuals within states, challenging the Westphalian accounts of the public/private divide and the sovereignty of states. While liberal internationalists, such as Charles Sampford, see this erosion of sovereignty as leading to a ‘post-Westphalian convergence’, Danchin’s objective is to challenge and problematise this convergence thesis between sovereignty and human rights and in so doing he reminds us of the different understandings of foundational concepts such as nation states and sovereignty.

Throughout Danchin’s energetic chapter examining Rawls’s ‘admirable attempt to grapple with the difficulties of value pluralism in international law’ he draws the reader into the different issues at stake. We are reminded that a project that brings together different disciplines should not be necessarily about convergence and congruence, but rather an appreciation of divergence and dissonance and that in talking to one another and sharing our own perspectives we can identify sites of struggle: between internal and external frameworks, between descending and ascending claims to rights, between public and private modes of justification, rather than necessarily seeking sites of harmonisation and unity, as does Sampford.

3. Internationalising public law

One framework in which scholarship has already begun linking public and international law is ‘global administrative law’. The second part of the book begins with Simon Chesterman’s chapter, which draws upon the global administrative law project. Chesterman defines global administrative law as ‘encompassing procedures and normative standards for regulatory decision-making that fall outside domestic legal structures and yet are not properly covered by existing international law’.

A central project of domestic administrative law is to regulate accountability and governance within the nation. This is the focus of later chapters in the collection, such as those of Stephen Tully and Daniel Stewart. Chesterman’s gaze covers many different international bodies and the fragmented nature of international regulatory decision-making to date. He reminds us of the tensions and values inherent in the global administrative law project. ‘The term “global administrative law” does not presume that the normative response to these questions is uniform – or that it should be. But as an emerging area of practice, the concept of a
global administrative law can help frame questions of accountability and sketch some appropriate responses.\textsuperscript{20}

Indeed the UN Security Council’s sanctions committees ‘routinely make decisions with major impacts on countries and individuals’: a point that is explored further by Devika Hovell and Erika de Wet in this section, along with its ramifications for questions of accountability. The UN Security Council’s decisions have an impact on countries’ ‘rights’ vis-à-vis each other, and more pointedly on individual rights within and beyond the state. Chesterman questions ‘[w]hether it makes sense for these activities to be thought of as a coherent whole’ and adds a further, complicating factor: in the process of importing administrative law principles to global administration, one needs to be conscious of different structures of authority.\textsuperscript{21} In domestic frameworks, there is a clear hierarchical order in reviewing governmental decisions. At the global level, however, the ‘horizontal organisation of certain forms of global administration’ is more complicated.\textsuperscript{22}

Chesterman draws upon Ruth W. Grant and Robert O. Keohane’s seven different structures of accountability across the spectrum of legal and political remedies to explore the different ways in which the UN Security Council could become more accountable; a project that Richard Mulgan also takes up enthusiastically in Part IV of this book. Importantly, Chesterman concludes that the goals of administrative law ‘go beyond constraining decision-makers … to providing input legitimacy to decision-making processes, broadening participation, shining light on deliberations and providing the possibility of revisiting bad or unfair choices’.\textsuperscript{23} This is a more elaborate aim common to public and international law than the one identified by Danchin of ‘\textit{limiting} the freedom of legal subjects’. It aims to reform the frameworks within which decision-making occurs, so as to improve not just the outcomes but the processes themselves.

In this same vein, Devika Hovell’s piece extends the domestic public law project in a very specific way, by looking at transparency and access to information in the framework of UN decision-making. Hovell examines the role of legal standards in ensuring transparency and explores the reasonable limits of the principle of transparency in the context of the Security Council’s decision-making on sanctions. In particular, she examines ‘whether there are sufficient points of connection between the domestic laws’ around transparency and freedom of information legislation ‘to be able to identify a “general principle” of international law that might be applied to the Security Council’. As she rightly states, it ‘is an
analysis that also lends itself to broader academic debate about the recognition of a body of “global administrative law” or “international public law”. The focus on sanctions is also particularly significant in this respect. As Hovell explains:

[s]ome fifty states have complained about the lack of transparency in the present sanctions system. Concerns about information-sharing and the lack of transparency in the sanctions regime were present during the three multilateral reform processes that contributed to the development of targeted sanctions. Given the seriousness of the consequences for those targeted by sanctions, including the freezing of global assets, and the denial of educational, employment and international travel opportunities, it is unsurprising that affected entities have applied pressure on the Security Council to explain the basis for their decisions.24

While Hovell does identify five common themes around transparency in a cross-section of legal systems, she reminds us that this is not sufficient in itself to establish a general principle. As she explains by taking us through international law’s approach to establishing general principles, ‘it is necessary also to determine whether the principle can be said to be integral to the nature of law and legal systems’. She comes to the conclusion that it is:

too early to refer to a general principle of international law recognising a right of access to information … because many of the relevant enactments are too recent in origin to be able to reflect principles that can be said to be integral to any legal system, if certain of those enactments can even be said to have achieved the status of law at all.25

That being said, she does show how the common themes identified could play out in the sanctions framework of the UN Security Council to ‘encourage public understanding, scrutiny and trust’; public law values that would serve to legitimate and strengthen the sanctions framework.

Hitoshi Nasu’s contribution to internationalising public law is also directed at the UN Security Council and its Chapter VII powers. Nasu concentrates upon the concept of the rule of law and introduces to the international framework the public law concept of ‘dialogue’. He wants to progress the idea that ‘the supremacy of the rule of law can be sustained over the Security Council acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter’. He argues that ‘[r]ecent developments in the Council’s activity have seen a legislature-like endeavour to address threats posed by non-state actors, and more complex and technical administrative operations imposing sanctions against non-state actors’.26 In his view, this
necessitates, ‘some form of mechanism whereby the legality and validity of the Council’s decision is subject to public scrutiny’. Nasu examines conventional review mechanisms – political accountability and judicial review – and highlights their constraints. He then considers an ‘alternative mechanism’ with a view to fostering communities of dialogue based on the concept of ‘regulatory conversation’. In doing so he seeks to complement the two conventional methods of control by filling the gap with the development of legal accountability. He draws upon the work of Julia Black, also used later in the collection by Linda Botterill and Anne McNaughton in their chapter, to suggest creative ways of dealing with governance and accountability issues within the international framework. This is a prime example of pushing public law into the international domain in ways that may assist in improving common problems of accountability.

Professor de Wet’s concern also lies with the UN Security Council. De Wet’s chapter builds upon her earlier work on the Security Council’s Chapter VII powers and the potential for judicial review of the Council’s exercise of those powers, which has argued that ‘due to the absence of a centralised international judiciary with the (mandatory) competence to review the legality of Security Council decisions, domestic and regional courts will increasingly be confronted with this task, in an era where international organs frequently take decisions with direct consequences for the rights of individuals’.

In this chapter, however, de Wet helpfully extends this argument into the terrain of UN sanctions. Here we return to Danchin’s starting-point directly, with a reminder of the impact of decisions on individuals and placing those decisions and accountability within a legal context.

De Wet’s chapter analyses recent regional and domestic judgments in Europe, where courts were reviewing the legality of Security Council resolutions. Central to the analysis are the two decisions of the Court of First Instance of the European Communities (CFI) of *Yusuf and Al Barakaat International Foundation v. Council and Commission* and *Kadi v. Council and Commission*. These cases evolve from Security Council Resolutions 1267 of 15 October 1999 and 1333 of 19 December 2000 and the measures subsequently adopted within the European Union in order to implement them in a uniform manner throughout all member states.

De Wet’s chapter focuses on the extent to which the UN Security Council is bound by human rights; the particular implications of *ius cogens* norms; and the potential role of regional and national courts in
making the UN Security Council accountable for human rights violations. She therefore examines how human rights concepts, which straddle both public and international frameworks, might regulate and restrain an international body. At the same time, her analysis also returns us to the traditional way in which we see the linking of public and international law – the implementation of international law in a domestic setting.

In de Wet’s view, the cases have strengthened the notion of a hierarchy in international law that also constitutes an outer limit for Security Council action. They have also confirmed a (limited) role for domestic and regional courts in enforcing this hierarchy. However, closer scrutiny reveals that this seemingly progressive development has not yet resulted in meaningful human rights protection when human rights infringements are likely to result from binding Security Council resolutions. Equating the outer limits of Security Council action with the very small number of *ius cogens* obligations currently acknowledged under international law counterproductively makes these limits ring hollow in the ears of those concerned about the Security Council’s increasing encroachment on individual freedoms. It is also likely to spark attempts to elevate all human rights to the level of *ius cogens* obligations in order to curb the Security Council’s powers, which may lead to equally counterproductive consequences.

4. Implementing Security Council sanctions

This next part extends de Wet’s focus on the Security Council further by examining the way sanctions operate: both in a theoretical sense, and in a very practical sense.

Kevin Boreham’s chapter takes us directly to the AWB affair, examining it within the international legal framework. The ‘delicate’ nature of sanctions implementation together with the fact that relevant Charter and customary norms may be asserted but not proven, and the fact that the standards of compliance that resound in the texts of the relevant Security Council resolutions were not reflected in effective guidance to member states, leads him to argue that, while Australia did not violate its obligations under the UN Charter and customary international law as a result of the kickbacks by AWB to the former Iraqi regime under the UN Oil-for-Food Programme, conformity with ‘conveniently minimal requirements of international law does not equal competent governance’. In this sense he is effectively arguing that the law on sanctions
is not strong enough in ‘restricting, ordering and limiting people in their actions’, which is an underlying mission of public and international law.

In Jeremy Farrall’s contribution we see further limitations on the UN Security Council in the area of sanctions monitoring. As Farrall explains, while the task of sanctions monitoring was traditionally undertaken by the Security Council’s sanctions committees, it has been increasingly delegated to independent bodies of experts. So, over the past decade the Council has established a variety of sanctions monitoring expert bodies. The role of these bodies is to provide independent analysis of particular sanctions regimes in order to make recommendations to strengthen sanctions implementation.

Mirroring the UN sanctions system more broadly, he shows how the expert bodies’ evolution has been ‘ad hoc and reactive, rather than systematic and strategic’. While Farrall acknowledges ‘this approach has allowed the Security Council to be flexible and inventive at times’, he reminds us that ‘it has had the consequence that principles of governance and accountability have developed in an equally ad hoc manner’.32 So, for instance, he shows us how the Security Council’s ‘practice of outsourcing sanctions monitoring to independent actors raises a number of questions’. These include:

1. Are there any limits on the Council’s ability to delegate its responsibilities for the maintenance of international peace and security?
2. When the Council creates independent bodies to monitor sanctions implementation, how closely should it supervise those bodies?
3. How does the Council regulate governance and accountability within the independent expert bodies?

Farrall’s chapter reminds us of the global administrative law project, arguing ‘that while there is no shortage of global norms and doctrines purporting to regulate global behaviour, there are few practical mechanisms to enforce those norms’. Indeed, ‘UN sanctions form one of the most visible examples of a global enforcement mechanism, yet they are often criticised for being ineffective’. Constructively, Farrall takes us through the UN Security Council framework and the evolution of sanctions expert bodies, identifying the ‘multi-layered governance structure for sanctions monitoring’. In his view, this governance structure suggests that there should be a similarly multi-layered system of accountability. Ultimately, he comes to the view that the ‘Security Council should give serious consideration to establishing a permanent, well-resourced sanctions monitoring body within the UN Secretariat’. In suggesting this, he
argues ‘[t]he staffing model should be flexible, enabling the monitoring body to respond to surges and lulls in sanctions activity’ and that it ‘should contain experts who focus on cross-cutting issues that affect multiple sanctions regimes’ with a ‘[p]rovision … to hire country-specialists on a short-term basis, in order to conduct fact-finding field missions’.33

The themes of multiple layers and the complicating framework of the public/private divide in Farrall’s chapter are further developed in the next section, which explores the place of corporations.

5. The place of corporations

This part emphasises the range of actors involved in the way international and domestic law operate. Justine Nolan’s piece brings corporations directly into the picture. By focusing on the nexus between human rights and business, Nolan reminds us that states are not the only entities that we should think about when considering human rights principles, highlighting that there are ‘actors’ who operate transnationally in a way that undermines traditional boundaries, both geographically and conceptually.

Beginning with the appointment of a Special Representative on the issue of business and human rights, Nolan highlights the conceptual imprecision of the ‘attempts to apply human rights standards to corporations and the implicit difficulties this exactness imposes on both the corporation and those seeking to hold it accountable’. This theme of accountability resonates with de Wet’s and Nasu’s concerns about the Security Council and is picked up more directly by Richard Mulgan’s contribution. Nolan argues that ‘consistency and guidance from the UN, including input from treaty bodies and the Human Rights Council on the apportionment of responsibility between states and companies, is part of the process required to assist in clarifying the borders of corporate responsibility for human rights’.34

In reviewing the emergence and acknowledgment of the relationship between human rights and business, she acknowledges that both the ‘UN General Assembly and the Security Council have, at times, recognised the need for the cooperation of business in ensuring the efficacy of sanctions’. As a perfect segue into the following chapter, Nolan affirms that the ‘recent AWB scandal in Australia is illustrative of the accountability gap between the standard of conduct espoused (required) by constitutive sanctions instruments and the complex realities posed by the
multijurisdictional nature of business operations’. Here we see the state’s significance in enforcing the effectiveness of sanctions upon business. To that she argues that states should ‘devise or adapt mechanisms to ensure that corporations understand, respond and participate in the protection of human rights … [which] may require states to step outside of their comfort zone and protect human rights from corporate abuses even when occurring outside of their territory’.35

Botterill and McNaughton’s chapter examines these issues in the very scenario that gave rise to this collection: the Wheat-for-Weapons scandal involving AWB. They remind us that the case demonstrates the problems of achieving compliance with legal obligations that cross borders. Picking up on the recurring theme of dichotomies, they concentrate upon the public/international dichotomy in relation to ensuring ‘appropriate compliance by and accountability of those on whom these obligations are imposed’. In other words, ‘[i]f a legal obligation is imposed in one legal system, for example under international law, but must be enforced under another legal system, for example, a domestic legal system, then regulating the compliance of the “obligee” with their obligation must be undertaken by an entity that can bridge this apparent gap between these legal systems’.36

Botterill and McNaughton directly pursue this collection’s underlying project of bringing public law together with international law. They argue for ‘an alternative to persisting with an analysis that tries to reconcile both international and national, public and private, with the state as the norm and the non-state as “other” … [by considering] both public and private, domestic and international as part of a single legal system’.37 Drawing upon Peter Cane’s analysis of Dicey as a starting point, they argue for a broader concept of ‘regulation’ as a way of bridging a divide and viewing it all within one framework. This is where they, like Nasu earlier, draw upon the work of Julia Black on ‘decentred regulation’. They also draw on discussions of regulation in the area of competition law in which the boundaries of national and international intersect.

Botterill and McNaughton suggest that in taking Black’s preferred definition of regulation and applying it to the Oil-for-Food arrangement they are ‘better able to identify who would be best placed to monitor compliance, at a municipal level with obligations that have in fact been imposed at an international level’.38 The actual body, the Wheat Export Authority, examined in their chapter is also analysed by Daniel Stewart, drawing out further links between domestic public policy and domestic
public law. The reforms introduced to Australian legislation after the Cole Inquiry are also surveyed. In Botterill and McNaughton’s analysis we see the complexities of ensuring that international obligations are regulated by the appropriate body under domestic law, particularly when such obligations fall on non-state actors.

6. The role of lawyers

Picking up on the analysis of non-state actors, the next section considers the role of lawyers in the accountability spectrum of the intersections of public and international law. This is done from two different vantage points raising particularly valuable questions. Vivien Holmes examines the role AWB in-house lawyers played in the AWB-Iraq story, exploring how ‘lawyers who are too closely identified with the perceived interests of the client can step over the ethical (even if not the criminal) line, and work against both the client’s best interests and the public interest’.39 In this section then, the term public is situated in the domestic public separation of powers context of lawyers advising government as well as in the public interest, which in Holmes’s view extends beyond the domestic public to the international public. Stephen Tully examines the position of the lawyers who worked for government, exploring several questions in the AWB context, particularly the relationship between government legal advisers and the executive branch.

In her chapter, Holmes reflects on the international reach of legal practice, demonstrating the global ramifications of the role of the lawyers in the AWB affair who were implicated in unethical actions. This was partly because AWB, as a global corporation, acted globally, but she also raises the point that lawyers in a globalised world practice on an international sphere, blurring the lines between public and international law. With AWB lawyers identifying too closely with the perceived interests of the client, they undermined the wider ethical considerations involving the rule of law, and the public interest.

Drawing upon Simon Longstaff’s work on ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ conceptions of ethics, Holmes focuses attention on the fact that while the actions of AWB lawyers were not illegal within domestic law (with the exception of AWB’s General Counsel), they nevertheless demonstrated a thin conception of ethics. With these distinctions in mind, Holmes argues that as legal practice is increasingly globalised, the ramifications of legal practice become broader and we need to rethink professional ethical horizons. While Commissioner Cole did not address possible
breaches by AWB lawyers of professional ethical standards, Holmes argues that AWB lawyers stepped over the ethical line to breach their duties to the law, the client and the public interest.

Holmes’s chapter goes further and addresses the effects of globalisation on the legal profession more generally. She reminds us that domestic lawyers increasingly offer legal services around the globe, and global law firms are becoming major players. Holmes draws out the themes of this collection by looking at the intersection between public and international law in the legal profession. In the future, lawyers will increasingly be called on to play a vital role in developing local, regional and international law, both public and private, as well as to work at the intersections between the two. Those lawyers, however, are not always grounded in any domestic ethical or professional regulatory context. Due to their global nature, they have often lost touch with their ethical commitment to the law and the public interest.

Another pertinent issue is that global law firms service predominantly corporate and commercial clients. Commercialism amongst lawyers, which often results in the maximisation of profit without adequate regard to ethical professionalism, is inconsistent with the role of the lawyer, and was at the heart of AWB’s downfall. Holmes places her arguments squarely at the intersection of public law and international law. She makes us realise that the pursuit of profits at all costs by AWB’s lawyers allowed them to ignore the global public interest and the crucial international issue: that UN sanctions were designed to place severe restrictions on Saddam Hussein’s regime. Their actions had worldwide ramifications when seen in this context.

Holmes, therefore, argues that ethically isolated lawyers require an external reference group or network outside their workplace. In other words, they need professional bodies and external colleagues who can espouse the core values of the profession, particularly the public interest. The AWB lawyers identified too closely with the perceived interests of their client by facilitating the payment of ‘kickbacks’. By failing to see the bigger picture, they overstepped the ethical line.

On a positive note, Holmes reminds us that if lawyers take a global perspective of their ethical duties, the law can go far in redressing the challenges facing humanity, challenges such as international conflict, corruption and worldwide poverty. She concludes by arguing that the expanding horizons of the twenty-first century legal practice, like those of public law and international law, call for a civic professionalism capable of meeting new ethical challenges.
In his chapter, Stephen Tully moves our focus from private lawyers to public lawyers: the legal advisers employed by DFAT. He asks several questions about the role of international lawyers in advising corporations on sanctions compliance, the regulatory framework Australia employed to implement sanctions against Iraq under the OFFP and the extent to which administrative law principles could apply to the circumstances raised by DFAT’s involvement in the AWB affair. In doing so, Tully scrutinises the relationship between government legal advisers and the executive branch.

The issues raised in Tully’s piece reflect the key questions asked by this edited volume. At the national level, he examines the application of considerations of participation, transparency and information access as a means of enhancing public and private sector accountability to the provision of legal advice to corporations by Foreign Ministries. At the international level, he considers how these principles can be applied to corporate engagement with UN sanctions committees. In doing so, Tully’s chapter analyses the concept of internationalising public law, and how this is particularly useful in the context of sanctions. Tully argues that it is only when the disparities in the accountability of transnational actors relative to public institutions are appreciated that administrative law measures in both spheres will emerge.

On both the domestic and international fronts, Tully finds that opportunities and risks exist for government agencies when advisory roles become blurred with regulatory responsibilities. Internationally, administrative law considerations remain peripheral. In the domestic sphere, corporate responsibilities must be appreciated in full.

The multiplicity of actors and jurisdictions discussed in this section illuminate the value and importance of the establishment of global norms across diverse jurisdictions. However, there is a clear need for context and jurisdiction to influence those global norms in differing ways. This will ensure accountability and governance play out in ways that meet the needs of the specific institutional frameworks they are operating in, at any given time and place.

7. Public law and public policy

The use of the term public law in black-letter law terms refers to constitutional and administrative law, which have been discussed throughout this collection. In the domestic sense, very clear examples of legal accountability emerge both through legislative frameworks and
judicial mechanisms. Indeed, Hitoshi Nasu’s chapter seeks to transfer some of those concepts to the international domain.

In this part there are further reflections on how concepts of accountability play out in the domestic public law framework, and, in particular, how notions of legal and political accountability intersected in the AWB affair. In this sense we see public law broadly encompassing both the ‘letter’ of the law and the essence that lies behind it.

Daniel Stewart extends some of the common themes of the public and private distinctions in the national/international framework by examining the implications of the private nature of AWB and its international obligations within a domestic administrative law framework. Stewart examines several Australian High Court decisions of relevance to the discussion. Complicated questions about the role of the courts in these decisions are drawn out. Indeed, the initial questions raised in this introduction in the context of the first part of the book re-emerge – we are again examining ‘the conditions necessary for community and social order’ by looking at the ‘limiting’ of the freedom of legal subjects, both when they act within their jurisdiction and beyond it. As Stewart argues, ‘the basis of the implication of public law standards is … dependent on … external, objective source[s] of limits on authority’. Moving then to consider explicitly how domestic courts treat international obligations, Stewart again examines the Australian cases. Allocating responsibility is a key theme of his chapter – both in terms of the actual decision-making of those bound by the sanctions, and also in terms of determining the legal validity of the implementation of those decisions by the judicial/legal framework.

The allocation of responsibility is a key aspect of accountability, and Richard Mulgan squarely addresses this question, examining issues of accountability in the AWB affair and its placement in the OFFP. As Mulgan states, ‘[w]hile the understanding of accountability differs significantly between the domestic and international spheres, largely because of the comparative weakness of international political and legal institutions, underlying continuities in both the theory and the practice of accountability provide a basis for fruitful comparison’. Mulgan affirms that the ‘AWB affair also illustrates the complex and multifarious nature of accountability structures, whereby being able to hold a particular agent to account for a particular action is often the product of a series of accountability processes by a variety of different individuals and institutions with different powers and incentives’. Mulgan’s message is not entirely damning, however. Although he notes that ‘[t]he domestic
Australian Cole Inquiry and its international predecessor, the Volcker Inquiry, undoubtedly revealed serious accountability deficiencies in the administration and monitoring of the Iraq sanctions regime in general and the OFFP in particular, he also reminds us that ‘these inquiries themselves and the political pressures that gave rise to them provide an accountability success story’. This is because ‘[t]hey helped to bring the facts to light and so provided impetus for establishing a more effective accountability structure’.\textsuperscript{43}

In Mulgan’s chapter, the focus, (in contrast to Botterill and McNaughton’s chapter looking at the corporation) is on the government agencies responsible for monitoring companies such as AWB(I) and holding them to account. The main agencies he considers are the UN Secretariat, the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the Australian Wheat Export Authority. In an engaging journey through the facts, examined through the lens of a theoretical work on accountability, Mulgan finds that a ‘number of accountability failures by government agencies can be identified in the AWB affair, both internationally by the UN Secretariat and domestically in DFAT and the WEA’. In his assessment, ‘[a]ll fell short in their obligations to monitor the activities of companies trading with Iraq under the OFFP’. Moreover, ‘[t]hese failures, in turn, illustrate certain structural weaknesses in the mechanisms by which the government agencies themselves were accountable for performing their accountability functions’.\textsuperscript{44} Most poignantly for this collection, he reminds us that:

\begin{quote}
[t]he general effectiveness of accountability regimes depends critically on the extent to which agencies charged with holding others to account are themselves held to account. Through such chains or cycles of compounded accountability, every institution should be accountable to at least one other body and no institution or office-holder should be beyond scrutiny. Ideally, no guardian should be left unguarded.\textsuperscript{45}
\end{quote}

However, it is the positive outcomes of the AWB affair that in his view ‘exemplify the complexity and multiplicity of accountability relationships faced by all organisations. Any organisation, whether public or private, whether operating democratically or internationally, is subject to a wide range of accountability obligations from different accountability agencies and channels’.\textsuperscript{46} The case giving rise to this collection ‘provides a good example of how multiple accountability channels can complement and assist each other in bringing an organisation to account’. Moreover, returning to the aim of linking public jurisdictions with
international frameworks, he reminds us that ‘[w]hile each of the institutional players, including the UN, the US Congress, the Australian government, the WEA and the Cole Inquiry, was constitutionally anchored in a particular jurisdiction, their actions responded to information and pressure which ignored jurisdictional boundaries’. This makes the following point vitally important regarding the value of this book’s inquiry – for it illustrates ‘how informal cross-jurisdictional networks of communication help to globalise the accountability structure, even though no single, formal institution has a global accountability warrant’.47

Indeed, Mulgan reminds us that these ‘pluralist framework[s], with different institutions making different, complementary contributions to an eventual accountability outcome, … [are] not unique to cross-national activities, such as AWB’s trading with Iraq. [They are] … also familiar in domestic politics’. Mulgan suggests that the ‘international dimension simply provides further complexity by adding yet another level of government’.48 His examination of the affair through the accountability lens is a valuable pointer to how best to move forward from this experience in international public policy terms.

8. Parallel case studies

In the final two chapters we are reminded how the broad project of linking public law and international law can play out in so many different contexts.49 However, both chapters also link back to the underlying concept of sanctions by highlighting how particular conditions, established by laws that limit the freedom of legal subjects, can cause significant human rights consequences.

Simon Rice’s chapter places the spotlight on the US International Traffic in Arms Regulations (the ITAR), which require foreign importers of US defence technology to engage in discrimination by singling out members of their workforce on the ground of nationality and treating them less favourably. An Australian business therefore had to ask a local anti-discrimination tribunal for permission to meet a US requirement that it unlawfully discriminate against its workers. As Rice reminds us, this required the tribunal to untangle ‘the national from the international and the public from the private’. The Australian tribunal was confronted by the dilemma of reconciling ‘the competing claims of the US’s security interests, the private conduct of Australian companies, the integrity of Australia’s anti-discrimination laws and, by extension, Australia’s obligation to comply with international human rights treaties’.50
Indeed, the ITAR defence export regime, like the sanctions regimes described throughout the collection, is an illustration of the complex interplay among private conduct, public laws and international concerns. For while the Australian tribunals appear to be resolving Australian domestic issues, in fact they are reconciling the competing concerns of US national security and fundamental human rights principles of non-discrimination.

In another example of nation states extending their jurisdiction beyond their territory, Angus Francis illustrates how borders can be ‘exported’ through the extraterritorial application of immigration controls. He focuses in particular on the role of private carriers within that context, as a means of denying asylum seekers access to refugee status determinations. Linking the public and private as well as the domestic and international, Francis’s chapter highlights the significance of immigration control trends for the relationship between external and internal restraints on sovereign and governmental authority, the extraterritorial jurisdiction of states at the exported border, and the responsibility of states for the activities of ‘parastatal’ entities. These issues highlight that the theme of ‘movement of people’ is another topic around which an entire collection of public and international lawyers can speak with and learn from one another in the pursuit of extending law’s potential. This chapter and the broader section again emphasise the project’s continuing value in promoting further exploration of the synergies and differences between public and international law on a range of different topics.

9. Conclusion

In addition to raising timely, serious issues about accountability and governance in a globalised world, particularly through the lens of sanctions in international and domestic frameworks, and by contributing to the development of domestic and international law; this collection highlights the fruits of the project through the insights gained in considering the ‘other’.

By bringing together public and international lawyers to engage in a common inquiry, the conflicts and problems in both frameworks are better understood; the similarities and contradictions within both frameworks become clearer, and through this we are all (public and international lawyers) better able to implement and progressively develop the law.
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PART I

Setting down the foundations
Whose public? Which law? Mapping the internal/external distinction in international law

PETE R G. DANCHIN

a. A violent order is a disorder; and
b. A great disorder is an order. These
Two things are one.

– Wallace Stevens

1. Introduction

The chapters in this volume address different aspects of the same basic dilemma: how to understand the conceptual relationship between the rights of states and the rights of individuals. Classic Westphalianism offers a relatively clear picture. The fundamental rights and duties of states, regardless of their ‘private’ belief systems, forms of political organisation or cultures, are to be determined by that body of customary and consensual norms known as ‘public’ international law. The fundamental rights and duties of individuals, regardless of their ‘private’ comprehensive religious, philosophical or moral doctrines, are to be determined by that body of constitutional, administrative and criminal norms known as ‘public’ law. The former defines the ‘sovereignty’ of states as subjects of an international community; the latter defines the ‘liberty’ of individuals as subjects of a national community in the form of a state.

In each case a particular distinction between ‘public’ and ‘private’ spheres, and a particular conception of fundamental rights, is advanced. These approaches in turn generate the distinctive internal/external dichotomies and contradictions that characterise both fields of law. It is critical to realise at the outset, however, that the underlying rationale of the move to ‘public law’, whether domestic or international, is to
establish the conditions necessary for community and social order by *limiting* the freedom of legal subjects. In other words, ideas of public law and public reason are invoked to answer the normative question: how are individuals (whether persons or states) divided over comprehensive conceptions of the good to live together in a just social order? Conversely, the rationale underlying the move to notions of a putative public–private divide and fundamental rights is to *limit* the demands of social order itself by *protecting* the (pre-existing) liberty of the subjects of that order. In other words, in response to the constraints on pluralism and diversity imposed by public law and public reason, notions of a public–private divide and fundamental rights are invoked to answer the normative question: what limits should exist on the demands that a just social order may impose on its subjects? This is what we may term the ‘double-bind’, the controlling paradox of the liberal project.

The difficulty today is that an overly idealised and static conception of the divide between a public *international* law and a public *domestic* law is both descriptively and normatively unconvincing. As a descriptive matter, the increasing effects of globalisation and integration between state and non-state actors in all areas of economic, social and political life is today leading scholars to advance more sophisticated accounts of ‘transnational’, ‘supranational’, and ‘global’ law. As a normative matter, the Westphalian picture has been radically disrupted over the last half-century by the rise of cosmopolitan norms of universal justice and human rights. Public international law no longer regulates relations between states only, but has extended its reach to regulate the rights and duties of individuals *within* states. This has both challenged and undermined Westphalian accounts of the public–private divide and the sovereignty of states.

For liberal internationalists such as Charles Sampford, this ‘erosion’ of sovereignty is seen to be driving us towards a ‘post-Westphalian convergence’: ‘[a]s the walls between states break down so will the walls between public law and public international law’. Central to this argument is a particular view of the Enlightenment, and the fact that ‘[i]nternational law is still based on an idea of sovereignty arising out of the century preceding the Enlightenment’. This has created a disjunction between the international and domestic bases of legitimacy. On the grounds that the ‘shift within domestic constitutional theory to the consent of the governed reverses the direction of power, authority and accountability’, Sampford argues for an ‘international enlightenment’ capable of generating a new jurisprudence and political philosophy in
international law. With the basis of international legitimacy reconceptualised, any conflict between sovereignty and the protection of human rights is said (and hoped) to disappear as sovereignty – now defined as ‘the collective right of a people to participate in, and benefit from, an independent political community’ – becomes a human right.9

My purpose in this chapter is to challenge and problematise this convergence thesis between sovereignty and human rights. I believe it to rest on a partial understanding of the liberal tradition in international law, commonly referred to as ‘liberal anti-pluralism’.10 While relying on a contingent and thus contestable conception of individual autonomy, liberal anti-pluralist accounts do not in fact seek to challenge the ratio-nale for public law or public reason itself. On the contrary, such accounts advance a vision of ‘universal’ or ‘global’ social order governed by a ‘neutral’ public law that limits the freedom of its subjects pursuant to the single ‘trumping’ or ‘covering’ value of individual freedom itself. This understanding, I believe, is at the heart of the project that Sampford anticipates over time will ‘erode the distinction between (domestic) public law and public international law’.

The difficulty with such a conception of social order, however, is that it now itself poses a danger to freedom and diversity by threatening to eviscerate the law’s existing limits on the demands placed by international social order on the liberty of its subjects. It does so by effectively eliminating the public–private distinction and by redefining fundamental rights to mean only, or ultimately, the rights of autonomous individuals. On this view, the very idea of sovereignty as a mediating device between a wide diversity of ‘private’ or ‘national’ political communities and ways of life and a ‘public’ or ‘inter-national’ community dissolves ultimately to be replaced by a universal or global law. Similarly, the idea of collective subjects as rights-holders – whether ‘peoples’, ‘nations’ or ‘minorities’ asserting various claims to self-determination – is rejected, or at least premised on the notion that the rights of groups are derivative of or contingent on the rights of their members.11 On this view, sovereignty becomes a human right and thereby loses its traditional intersubjective and value-pluralist function in international law: that is, to maintain the conditions necessary for peaceful coexistence between different ways of life as opposed to their merging into that single form of life we have known since at least the late nineteenth century as ‘civilization’.

Paradoxically, human rights have exposed not only injustices carried out in the name of sovereignty but also the limits of liberal theory itself.
and its prescription for a universal regime. We can see this, for example, in John Rawls’s surprising rejection of cosmopolitan accounts of human rights in his *The Law of Peoples* (*Law of Peoples*). In the discussion that follows, I argue that both of these issues – state sovereignty and individual human rights – are sites of struggle between certain ‘internal’ and ‘external’ forms of rationality, and between certain ‘private’ and ‘public’ modes of justification. The chapter considers how to make sense of these distinctions and asks whether the problem may be that, in order to justify and maintain these oppositions, we need to qualify liberal theory by something other than itself. If so, what are the implications of this insight for both national and international public law?

There are three parts to the argument. Section 2 first sets out the two main contradictory philosophies of liberal toleration in international law. Section 3 illustrates this tension by considering John Rawls’s admirable attempt in *Law of Peoples* to grapple with the difficulties of value pluralism in international law and by seeking to explain why Rawls ultimately rejected any possibility of a global conception of liberal cosmopolitan justice. Finally, Section 4 raises three issues concerning the nature and justification of human rights in international law to illustrate the extraordinary difficulties confronting the convergence thesis. The chapter concludes by positing some thoughts on the implications of value pluralism for the relationship between national and international public law.

2. The two faces of international law

At the heart of international law is a double-bind. Liberal theory assumes the separateness of individuals (whether persons or states) from each other and denies the existence of a natural, objective social order that pre-exists man’s entry into it. In the absence of a controlling natural order that establishes a firm hierarchy of values, interests and ultimate ends, it logically follows that individuals are both free and equal in some essential sense. But as Martti Koskenniemi has famously argued, a ‘fully formal idea of “freedom” is incapable of constructing a determinate, bounded conception of statehood as well as giving any content to an international order’.12 This is the controlling contradiction of the liberal project:

Just like individuality can exist only in relation to community – and becomes, in that sense, dependent on how it is viewed from a non-individual perspective – a State’s sphere of liberty, likewise, seem[s] capable of being determined only by taking a position beyond liberty.13
As soon as we seek to describe what it means for a state to be ‘free’ within social order, that is, as soon as we ascribe determinate content to the attributes of sovereignty – a state’s competences, set of ‘fundamental rights’ and legitimate spheres of action – we thereby delimit state freedom and construct an argument that stands in tension with our initial premise of state freedom. As indicated in the introduction, this is the basic paradox of the liberal structure of international law: ‘to preserve freedom, order must be created to restrict it’.14

The international legal project is driven by this dialectic, which creates a dynamic of contradiction and oscillation between ‘ascending’ and ‘descending’ patterns of argument seeking to legitimate social order against individual freedom.

How to guarantee that States are not coerced by law imposed ‘from above’? How to maintain the objectivity of law-application? How to delimit off a ‘private’ realm of sovereignty or domestic jurisdiction while allowing international action to enforce collective preferences or human rights? How to guarantee State ‘freedom’ while providing the conditions for international ‘order’?15

To imagine such a project as feasible and coherent, one must first assume the idea of a ‘harmony of interests’, the presence or attainability of ‘an underlying convergence between apparently conflicting State interests’.16 In a widely pluralistic world of different peoples, religions, cultures, languages, ideologies and ways of life, this is quite an assumption. What if, for example, the interests and ends of states are not finally compatible? What if the true nature of international politics is (as the Realists have long contended) conflict rather than harmony? How is a political community defined by the rule of law premised on some notion of shared interests and values beyond the state to be imagined or realised in such circumstances?

2.1 Formalism and instrumentalism

The traditional response to this dilemma has been to employ the technique of legal formalism. First, the subject of the law is defined in formal terms as ‘the state’. Second, the liberty of states is described and given material content in terms of ‘sovereignty’. The function of the law is to secure both liberty and order: to provide for the mutual coexistence of states in such a way that their sovereignty is equally respected and ensured (to use the Dworkinian term). The basic axiom of the system
is sovereign equality. International law provides the “'flat substanceless surface’ [which] expresses the universalist principle of inclusion at the outset and makes possible the regulative ideal of a pluralistic international world’.17 This is absolutely critical as the form of the law

constructs political adversaries as equals, entitled to express their subjectively felt injustices in terms of breaches of the rules of the community to which they belong no less than their adversaries – thus affirming both that inclusion and the principle that the conditions applying to the treatment of any one member of the community must apply to every other member as well.18

In any decision to attach meaning to legal norms, sovereign equality means that states can articulate their interpretations as subjects that share equal standing. They are thus included in the ‘normative universe as subjects of rights and duties or carriers of distinct identities’. It is only because the regime comprises non-instrumental rules (i.e., ‘understood to be authoritative independent of particular beliefs or purposes’) that the freedom of its subjects to be different becomes possible.19 This is what Anne Orford has aptly called the ‘gift of formalism’.20

On this view, international law can be understood as a project to reach political settlements and forms of reconciliation between the conflicting claims to freedom of differently situated subjects and the divergent assertions of right and justice to which they continually give rise. International law, in other words, is an ineliminably intersubjective undertaking. If political power is to be exercised in the name of some common social end – say to protect international peace or security, or justice – such that the sovereignty of a particular state or states is to be limited, then that exercise of power must be justified to the state or states so affected. This remains the case even though, and especially because, states differ greatly in their comprehensive views about the good and true way of life.

This is an attractive picture so far as it goes. The problem, however, is that any argument for such a formal view is highly ambiguous and open to criticism. For one thing, any formal doctrine of sources of law will be unable to exclude political considerations.21 For another, any notion of a ‘pure’ or ‘complete’ theory of public law is vulnerable to familiar charges levelled against doctrinal utopianism and its disconnectedness from actual state interests, values and practice.22 What if, for example, a state asserts that its sovereignty derives not from some imagined, pre-social liberty but ultimately from God? Or, conversely, a state asserts that its sovereignty is subject to no external limit other than that to which it expressly consents?
Questions such as these compel us to look behind the ‘formal validity’ or ‘binding force’ of legal norms. They ask us to consider the purpose of or reasons justifying such norms, their capacity to further social goals. This generates an ‘anti-formal’ mode of reasoning that defines itself in response to the criticisms of formalism. On this view, the traditional attributes of sovereignty – political independence, autonomy, dignity, territorial integrity etc. – are merely legal forms. What really counts is whether they help or hinder certain (as yet unspecified) objectives, values or ends. Do these formal rules stand in the way of protecting basic norms of democracy and human rights? Do they shield undemocratic states that lack a system of government based on free periodic elections in which government is elected by the citizens of the state? Do they shield illiberal states that fail to offer their citizens a range of individual rights? These are the questions that trouble Sampford and justify his attempt to redefine the notion of sovereignty.

But these examples also reveal the dangers of instrumentalist reasoning. If international law is judged only in terms of its instrumental effectiveness, it becomes no more than an apology for the (contested) interests or ends of certain powerful states. Moreover, by emphasising concreteness in this fashion the law risks losing its binding force and normativity altogether. To offset these dangers, instrumentalist reasoning resorts to tacit naturalistic or ‘objective’ ideas of justice. The fundamental norms of democracy and human rights are not just American or Western values, they are ‘universal’ values arrived at by rational consensus and expressing ideals that either are, or should be, embedded in international law as an expression of ‘international right.’

In this way, anti-formalist reasoning paradoxically returns to the initial problem it had sought to overcome as it tacitly invokes the basis on which it first criticised formalism. There is no escape from the double-bind of this argumentative structure. States are free and unfree at the same time. In this respect, it is important to realise that the structure of international law reflects a theory of liberal toleration. At issue in the tension and oscillation between formal and anti-formal modes of reasoning is the scope and limits of that regime. Here we return to the issue of the ‘state’ as the primary subject of international law.

2.2 Dualism and the modern structure of international law

The demanding idea of equal concern and respect for the rights of the individual in Western political philosophy has historically been associated with two closely related modifications. The first is the idea that
conceptions of religious and moral value are ‘private’ matters to be excluded from the sphere of public reason. On this view, religion is ‘private’ – the domain of irrationality and charismatic authority – while the law is ‘public’ – the realm of reason and universal authority. The second idea is that, on the basis of this public–private divide, the demands of equal freedom have been understood to apply only within the public sphere. This is the double-bind again in a uniquely static and historically contingent form.

The reasons underlying these two modifications are what animate the Rawlsian shift from ‘comprehensive’ to ‘political’ liberalism. Because democratic societies are characterised by a pluralism of ‘incompatible but reasonable’ comprehensive religious, philosophical and moral doctrines, the aim of political liberalism for Rawls was ‘to uncover the conditions of the possibility of a reasonable public basis of justification on fundamental political questions’. This requires the development of impartial and neutral means by which to separate and justify ‘public’ reason from the many non-public or ‘private’ conceptions of reasonable comprehensive doctrines. By distinguishing moral from political philosophy, Rawls sought to justify a strictly political conception of justice in contrast to a moral doctrine of justice general in scope and applicable to all areas of life. In this sense, the two views have been seen to express a disagreement as to the fundamental value of liberalism: the former favouring the idea of toleration, the latter the idea of individual autonomy.

The move from comprehensive to political liberalism arises from the need to resolve the problem that the account of stability advanced in A Theory of Justice is unrealistic and inconsistent with realising its own principles of a stable and just society of free and equal citizens profoundly divided by reasonable though incompatible comprehensive doctrines. Comprehensive liberalism of the Millian variety is plausible only if liberty is first understood in ‘eighteenth century North Atlantic Enlightenment’ terms as a matter of ‘private’ conscience and belief as opposed to protecting the ‘public’ manifestation of a religion or comprehensive way of life. Similarly, political liberalism of the Rawlsian variety is plausible only if the specific form of separation between public and private spheres that is advanced allows for the members of that society to pursue their ends and ‘reasonable’ comprehensive conceptions of the good. I return to these issues in Section 4.

Adapting the domestic analogy, that is the view of liberal internationalists since at least the sixteenth century of states-as-individuals in a putative state of nature, I want to suggest that a similar set of assumptions shapes modern
international law. This is the case both in terms of the definition of the legal subject (the state) and in terms of working out the rights and duties of legal subjects so identified (sovereignty). In each case, the internal/external tension of the double-bind is evident: the state, it turns out, is the ‘nation state’ reflecting a people’s right to self-determination; sovereignty, it turns out, defines a right to act externally to protect the state’s anterior liberty; at the same time, it protects from external interference a certain internal autonomy for a people freely to conduct its own affairs and pursue its own conception of the good. The former is the international equivalent of the liberal notion of natural or ‘fundamental’ rights; the latter is the mirror image of the public–private distinction. Sovereignty in this way mediates between the claims of legal subjects inter se in a ‘public’ international community while at the same time defining a ‘private’ national sphere.

My concern here is the first issue regarding the internal identity of the state. This issue has traditionally been regarded as settled. Since the end of World War II, the ‘flat substanceless surface’ of international law as embodied in article 2(1) of the UN Charter has been understood in strongly pluralistic terms. The sovereign equality of states has extended to republics, centrally planned socialist states, theocracies, kleptocracies and modernising post-colonial territories. In more recent times, however, and especially since the end of the Cold War, Western states and the international institutions they control have advanced various anti-pluralist arguments that seek to give greater moral substance to the criteria for recognition as full, independent and equal subjects of international society. Gerry Simpson defines such criteria as constituting a ‘liberal democratic regime’. The criteria for inclusion and exclusion in this regime turn not on the external behaviour of or conduct between states (which would raise familiar issues concerning the scope and shape of the attributes of sovereignty) but rather on the internal identity of the legal subject itself. The case study discussed in ensuing chapters of UN sanctions regimes applied against Iraq after 1990 and culminating in the second Gulf War in 2003 is a powerful illustration of this thesis. This, of course, is precisely the issue which formalism, and its underlying rationale of liberal toleration and political inclusion, had hoped to avoid.

3. The question of human rights in Rawls’s Law of Peoples

What are the implications of these two views of liberal theory for the relationship between sovereignty and human rights? On this point, the literature is sharply divided. The first view is characterised by the work of
Rawls who in his final work, *Law of Peoples*, sought to apply the central ideas of his theory of political liberalism to international law. The second is characterised by cosmopolitan theorists such as Brian Barry, Charles Beitz and Thomas Pogge who have argued for a fully-fledged and unapologetic account of egalitarian liberalism in international law (of the kind earlier developed by Rawls in his seminal *A Theory of Justice*). These two liberal views have variously been described as Reformation versus Enlightenment liberalism, or as modus vivendi versus Kantian or Millian liberalism.

Irrespective of their points of disagreement, both schools of thought have sought to project and apply liberal theory beyond questions of political philosophy to the global context of international legal discourse and relations between states and peoples. Rawls accordingly defines his task in *Law of Peoples* as formulating a ‘particular conception of right and justice that applies to the principles and norms of international law and practice’, the content of which is to be ‘developed out of a liberal idea of justice similar to, but more general than, the idea … called justice as fairness in *A Theory of Justice* (1971).’

The extension of political liberalism to international law necessarily includes the doctrine’s foundational ideas of social contract and toleration of non-liberal comprehensive doctrines, and these are accordingly central features of the Law of Peoples:

[I]t is important to see that the Law of Peoples is developed within political liberalism and is an extension of a liberal conception of justice for a domestic regime to a Society of Peoples. I emphasize that, in developing the Law of Peoples within a liberal conception of justice, we work out the ideals and principles of the foreign policy of a reasonably just liberal people … we go on to consider the point of view of decent peoples … not to prescribe principles of justice for them, but to assure ourselves that the ideals and principles of the foreign policy of a liberal people are also reasonable from a decent nonliberal point of view. The need for such assurance is a feature inherent in the liberal conception. The Law of Peoples holds that decent nonliberal points of view exist, and that the question of how far nonliberal people are to be tolerated is an essential question of liberal foreign policy.

This emphasis on the idea of toleration does not, however, represent the quest for a mere modus vivendi in the face of global religious and cultural diversity. Rather, the Law of Peoples seeks to achieve a genuine overlapping consensus between ‘liberal peoples’ and non-liberal but ‘decent peoples’, societies that together Rawls terms ‘well-ordered peoples’.
In order to achieve such a consensus, Rawls envisages a two-stage process employing his famous device of an ‘original position’. In the first stage, the liberal idea of the social contract is extended to the Law of Peoples. This involves two levels, each using the original position with a veil of ignorance as a model of representation for liberal societies only. At the first (domestic) level, citizens of the same liberal democratic society work out a political conception of justice in the manner described by Rawls in his *Political Liberalism*. At the second (international) level, the original position is used again, but this time by representatives of citizens of different liberal societies who, guided by appropriate reasons, are to specify the ideals, principles and standards of the Law of Peoples and how these apply to relations among peoples. Rawls identifies eight principles of political justice that free and democratic peoples are prepared to recognise as the basic charter of the Law of Peoples.

1. Peoples are free and independent, and their freedom and independence are to be respected by other peoples.
2. Peoples are to observe treaties and undertakings.
3. Peoples are equal and are parties to the agreements that bind them.
4. Peoples are to observe a duty of non-intervention.
5. Peoples have the right of self-defence but no right to instigate war for reasons other than self-defence.
6. Peoples are to honour human rights.
7. Peoples are to observe certain specified restrictions in the conduct of war.
8. Peoples have a duty to assist other peoples living under unfavourable conditions that prevent their having a just or decent political and social regime.

In the second stage, the Law of Peoples thus conceived is extended to non-liberal peoples. Here, Rawls would have us ask, in an international ‘original position’ with a veil of ignorance, whether the representatives of non-liberal peoples would freely assent to the same principles. In this way the Law of Peoples marks the limits of toleration in international relations. Liberal peoples are not only to refrain from exercising political sanctions to make a people change its ways but further to recognise and respect non-liberal societies as ‘equal participating members in good standing of the Society of Peoples’. The need for such an idea of toleration in international law is premised on analogous reasoning to Rawls’s move from comprehensive to political liberalism in the domestic case:
If all societies were required to be liberal, then the idea of political liberalism would fail to express due toleration for other acceptable ways ... provided a nonliberal society's basic institutions meet certain specified conditions of political right and justice and lead its people to honor a reasonable and just law for the Society of Peoples, a liberal people is to tolerate and accept that society.42

This distinctive conception of toleration has important and controversial implications for Rawls's sixth principle of political justice in the *Law of Peoples* – the role of human rights. The need for liberal peoples to tolerate non-liberal but decent societies leads Rawls to formulate an account of human rights that he claims cannot be rejected as 'peculiarly liberal or special to the Western tradition'. He defines human rights as expressing a 'special class of urgent rights' that include:

- the right to life (to the means of subsistence and security);
- to liberty (to freedom from slavery, serfdom, and forced occupation, and to a sufficient measure of liberty of conscience to ensure freedom of religion and thought);
- to property (personal property); and
- to formal equality as expressed by the rules of natural justice (that is, that similar cases be treated similarly).43

Understood in this way, human rights are those norms that belong to both a liberal constitutional democracy and to what Rawls terms an 'associationist social form'.44 They do not depend on any comprehensive religious doctrine or any philosophical doctrine of human nature. Rather, they represent those norms upon which both liberal and non-liberal societies may build an overlapping consensus in line with their own deeper and broader conceptions of the good.45

It is this distinctive contention in the *Law of Peoples* that I wish to focus on for the remainder of this chapter. What does it mean to speak of a 'sufficient measure of liberty of conscience to ensure freedom of religion and thought'? Sufficient for what? More broadly, what are the implications of employing political liberalism as the theoretical basis for human rights in international law? Is it coherent and defensible to distinguish between a 'special class of urgent rights' on the one hand, and 'liberal' rights on the other?

An opposing liberal school of thought provides one set of answers to these questions. For cosmopolitans, Rawls's *Law of Peoples* is insufficiently liberal because it tolerates the denial by nonliberal peoples of human rights held by citizens in a reasonable constitutional democratic regime. In the cosmopolitan view, the liberal idea that persons are citizens first and have equal basic rights should apply universally. The
problem with the two-stage social contract envisaged in the Law of Peoples is that it denies individual persons in non-liberal societies an original position, whether at the domestic or global levels. Cosmopolitans believe that any liberal conception of international law should begin by taking up the question of global justice for all persons.

On this approach there is no distinction between ‘urgent’ or ‘fundamental’ rights and ‘liberal’ rights. All persons have the equal rights of citizens in a constitutional democracy. The difficulty with non-liberal societies is that they ‘fail to treat persons who possess all the powers of reason, intellect, and moral feeling as truly free and equal’. The idea that liberty of conscience may not be ‘as extensive nor as equal for all members of society’, is seen as unjust and impermissibly tolerant of intolerance.

Rawls acknowledges that, at least judged by liberal principles, the Society of Peoples is not fully just. But for him the logic of extending a liberal conception of political justice to the international sphere rules out the possibility of a global conception of liberal cosmopolitan justice. In the second (international) original position, the ‘parties are the representatives of equal peoples, and equal peoples will want to maintain this equality with each other’. Thus, even as between liberal societies, no ‘people will be willing to count the losses to itself as outweighed by gains to other peoples; and therefore the principle of utility, and other moral principles discussed in moral philosophy, are not even candidates for a Law of Peoples’. The same reasons that necessitate the move from comprehensive to political liberalism in the domestic case thus make the purported application of the former in international relations, where the pluralism of comprehensive doctrines is far greater, even more problematic and unjustified.

In this respect, the extension of the Law of Peoples to decent peoples is premised on parallel reasoning to Rawls’s idea of the ‘reasonable’ in political liberalism. The notion of ‘decency’ is said to be a normative idea of the same kind as reasonableness, though ‘weaker’ (in the sense of ‘covering less’). To be regarded as ‘decent,’ hierarchical societies must meet two criteria. First, they must honour the laws of peace by renouncing aggressive aims in foreign policy and respecting the independence of other societies. Second, their system of law must respect human rights and impose duties and obligations on all persons in their territory, and there must be a sincere and not unreasonable belief on the part of judges and other officials that the law is guided by a common good idea of justice.
Rawls adds a further reason for rejecting the cosmopolitan position in international law. Liberal peoples should not require all societies to be liberal, nor subject those that are not to political sanctions, because to do so would deny mutual respect between peoples. This lack of respect is likely to ‘wound the self-respect of decent nonliberal peoples as peoples, as well as their individual members, and may lead to great bitterness and resentment’. The denial of respect to other peoples requires strong reasons to be justified and, on the basis of the criteria discussed previously, these are unavailable under the Law of Peoples. According to Rawls, liberal peoples should ‘try to encourage decent peoples and not frustrate their vitality by coercively insisting that all societies be liberal’.

For these reasons, Rawls concludes that political liberalism requires a conception of toleration that rejects the comprehensive liberal notion of global cosmopolitan justice in international law. If a post-Westphalian convergence is indeed possible, for Rawls this would not mean ‘collapsing the walls’ between public law and public international law. Liberal and non-liberal societies alike should continue to develop their national systems of public law, and public international law should both set limits to and recognise this pluralism within the society of peoples.

4. The implications of value pluralism for public law

The argument in Law of Peoples has both surprised and disappointed scholars. One deep misgiving about the book is how Rawls’s unusual conception of the nature and interests of ‘peoples’ as the subject of international law led him to reject global egalitarianism and important liberal rights such as equal political representation and equal liberty of conscience. As Wenar notes, ‘[c]osmopolitan egalitarian views are concerned with the well-being of individuals … while [Rawls’s] law of peoples is concerned with the justice of societies’. Why does Rawls, himself the doyen of egalitarian liberalism, make this perplexing move at the international level? It is to this puzzle that I now turn.

4.1 The logic of Westphalian sovereignty

In order to answer this question, we must return to first principles and recall the rationale underlying the project of public law itself. Here, a critical distinction is to be made between public domestic law and public international law. As Sampford rightly notes, the emergence of the classical Westphalian notion of state sovereignty preceded the ‘Enlightenment’
of the eighteenth century by at least a century. But what was it exactly that happened so dramatically in 1648? I have discussed this issue elsewhere, but for present purposes I wish to make two observations. First, international law in the early modern (i.e., pre-Westphalian) era was shaped by a purely descending argument from divine law. Thus, the liberal distinctions that we today draw between freedom and order and public and private were non-existent in medieval thought. To speak of a ‘personal right’ to or ‘private realm’ of liberty with independent legitimacy as against the world at large was meaningless within such a conception of social order. The result of this structure was an apparently unitary, communitarian conception of a universal, normative code derived from God, which drew no distinction between the domestic and the international, the moral and the legal, or the public and the private. The *ius gentium* was therefore a universal inter-individual rather than inter-national law. This did not mean of course that all law was regarded as ‘divine’ or ‘natural’, and indeed all the early writers developed complex distinctions between divine, natural, human and international law. Rather, they held that while the content of the law may be found in different sources, its authority derived from a relevant descending strand of justification.

Second, seventeenth-century jurist Hugo Grotius was the transitional figure between the descending, non-liberal order of medieval thought and the ascending–descending order of the classical liberal period. The underlying struggle here was to deal with the unfolding consequences of a loss of faith in a singular concept of the just and the difficulty of reconciling the ‘Christian conception of the unity of the human race with the historical fact of the distribution of power among sovereign States’. If previously conflict between a sovereign’s freedom and the normative order had been impossible – the resolution of actual conflicts being achieved by the exercise of either revelation or reason to determine what the normative order required – in the wake of the bloodshed of the Thirty Years War the latent conflict between sovereign freedoms or sovereignty and the normative order began to surface. While Grotius himself did not do so, we see in his work the early signs of the need to recognise war as a conflict between formally equal sovereigns and to confront the question of how to ‘balance’ the freedoms of sovereigns. To do this, however, required rethinking the primacy of the normative order (now perceived as subjective and hence utopian) and to start international legal discourse from the sovereign’s assumed subjective authority. Such a move from a descending to an ascending initial strand of justification would only follow in the post-Grotian classical scholarship of Locke and Vattel and their followers.
This is the story of the modern birth of the ‘secularised’ law of nations – the idea of positing a ‘public’ law between separate nation states each with their own ‘sovereignty’. This moment in history is said to mark the ‘great epistemological break’ when religious medieval ‘unity’ gave way to a secular system of ‘plural’ territorially-limited sovereign states. Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, this led to the emergence of what Koskenniemi has termed the ‘liberal doctrine of politics,’ the driving force of which was the attempt to ‘escape the anarchical conclusions to which loss of faith in an overriding theologico-moral world order otherwise seemed to lead’. The basic point here is that once the historical and doctrinal shift has been made from moral unity to moral pluralism, the idea of a single universal morality becomes fraught with difficulty. We can see the nature and extent of these difficulties in three main areas: first, the problem of incommensurability of values; second, the complex conceptual problems associated with rights foundationalism; and third, the intrinsic value of communal goods and their relationship to personal autonomy. I consider each of these arguments briefly in turn as they relate to the distinctive logic of Rawls’s *Law of Peoples*.

4.2 Conflicts of rights and the problem of incommensurability

Jeremy Waldron has observed that the ‘liberal algebra’ of rights seeks to secure public order in a way that is fair to the aims and activities of all. This aim is Kantian in inspiration: ‘Act externally in such a way that the free use of your will is compatible with the freedom of everyone according to a universal law.’ The difficulty is that in any pluralistic society this aim is unachievable. While the formality of rights discourse may obscure this, there is no principled way to resolve conflicts, not only between rights but also *internal* to rights themselves, other than by seeking a form of reconciliation between the particular conceptions of the good of different groups in the historical context of particular political communities. To do so, however, undermines the rationale for human rights in the first place, that is, the idea that rights are independent of the good (and thus not subject to the potentially unjust demands of public order). The underlying problem, as John Gray has argued, is that the freedoms that liberal rights protect are not necessarily compatible and may in fact be rivals:

[If such conflicts can be resolved only by invoking judgements of the good on which reasonable people may differ; if, in the absence of such]
judgements, liberal principles are devoid of content; if, that is to say, applying liberal principles necessarily involves resolving conflicts among incommensurable values – then liberal principles have nothing of the simplicity of which Rawls speaks. Liberal regimes are no different from others in having to make choices between rival freedoms; but liberal principles cannot tell them how to make them.63

Let me illustrate this proposition by considering Waldron’s example of an entrepreneurial pornographer (P) who enjoys the public sale and display of his pornographic wares and the devout Muslim (Q) who abhors pornography and, according to the dictates of his religious beliefs, wishes to live and raise his family in a society free of the public displays of P. Waldron has argued that this example poses severe difficulties for Kantian liberalism and the two liberal requirements of compatibility and adequacy. The fundamental Rawlsian concept of ‘reasonableness’ is unable to resolve the dilemma that P and Q are unable to live together in a liberal arrangement. The reasons for this are as follows.

The first meaning of Rawlsian reasonableness – that persons accept the subjection of the good to the right – cannot tell us which of P or Q has a conception of the good that is incompatible with liberal principles.54 The second meaning of Rawlsian reasonableness – that persons have conceptions of the good whose divergence from other conceptions is intelligible in light of the so-called ‘burdens of judgment’ – is similarly unable to tell us which of P’s or Q’s conceptions of the good is ‘unreasonable’.65 Waldron then asks whether the late Rawlsian strategy of the need to state one’s conception of the good in ‘publicly accessible terms’ will not reveal that the problem with Q’s conception of a certain public moral environment free of pornography and blasphemy is that ‘it depends on premises that are internal to his religious faith, and that might seem perhaps arbitrary from an external point of view’.66 But for Waldron this approach will not work either:

I don’t think there is any way of saying that a set of permissions is adequate for the practice of a religion except by paying attention to how that set of restrictions seems from the internal point of view of the religion. To abandon any interest in that would be, in effect, to abandon any real concern for adequacy. An externally stated adequacy condition – which was quite at odds with internal conceptions – would be arbitrary and unmotivated.57

Finally, imagining someone in the classic Rawlsian original position who is unsure whether he will turn out to be P or Q, we again face a predicament. By viewing religion a priori in Protestant, Enlightenment
terms as private ‘conscience’ – and thus restricting the ‘field of aims’ among which compossibility is to be sought – the real dilemmas involving religion in terms of its public role in shaping a communal set of practices and collective way of life are not resolved, but simply avoided.\textsuperscript{68} In relation to P and Q then, Waldron concludes that there is ‘no determinate solution to the problem’ of compatibility of rights, with the result that:

we can no longer confront issues like the case of Salman Rushdie with the conviction that there is a perfectly good solution of live-and-let-live, if only people would restrain themselves sufficiently to adopt it. There is no such accommodating solution. It means that we can no longer organize liberal aspirations around the formula of the kingdom of ends. The algebra intimated in Rawls’s principle of an adequate liberty for each, compatible with a similar liberty for all, is insoluble.\textsuperscript{69}

The problems of incommensurability and incompatibility raise a critical challenge to the notion of a liberal algebra based on a fixed structure of rights. We are left to ask whether the liberal premise rests on a misunderstanding – because it fails to take seriously the incommensurability of values – or on an impossibility – because not everyone’s individual freedom can be respected and ensured consistently with the freedom of everyone else.\textsuperscript{70} Liberal theory can resolve such conflicts only by (tacitly) positing a hierarchy of values – or perhaps a single, trumping, ‘covering value’ – or by drawing ‘domain restrictions’ between spheres of incommensurable values (e.g., between a putative public ‘secular’ and private ‘religious’ sphere) and by then developing theories of toleration based on open-textured principles such as ‘reasonableness’ (in liberal political philosophy) or ‘decency’ (in Rawls’s \textit{Law of Peoples}).

4.3 \textit{From foundationalism to intersubjectivity}

We have strong reasons to be sceptical regarding any agent-neutral political morality that claims to rest not on particularistic loyalties or conceptions of the good, but rather on deontological universal principles of justice or rights. It was the evident failure of this notion in the pre-modern period that led to the ascending–descending structure of modern international legal argument and its twin features of a public–private divide and fundamental rights. This suggests that the search for a definitive list of basic liberties is itself misconceived and any structure or scheme of rights that claims to promote and protect different human interests will necessarily be indeterminate and significantly variable.
This humbling conclusion does not necessarily leave us mired in a hopeless nihilism of ethical and moral relativism. Rather, by acknowledging the historicity of understanding and meaning, it points us toward dialogic and intersubjective approaches to rights discourse that seek to transcend the Cartesian anxiety generated by the dichotomy between subject and object and seek to recover, rather than deny, the indispensability of prejudice and tradition to any defensible conception of understanding and meaning. Rawls himself sought to address this problem in his later work by advancing the notion of an ‘overlapping consensus’ by which persons (or peoples) adhering to different comprehensive religious, philosophical and moral doctrines may affirm the same conception of justice on different moral and political grounds. But as Waldron has argued, this manoeuvre does not resolve the dilemma of ‘justice–pluralism’ and ‘disagreement about rights’. Waldron identifies two models for thinking about the relation between disagreements about justice and disagreements about the good. On the first model, ‘each conception of the good is associated with or generates a particular vision of the just society’. On the second model, ‘particular theories of justice are not seen as tied to or generated by particular conceptions of the good’ but instead ‘are viewed as rival attempts to specify a quite separate set of principles for the basic structure of a society whose members disagree about the good’.

The problems of rights foundationalism within the social contractarian tradition are therefore irresolvable. There is no single, objective foundation for human rights, whether in a putative state of nature, in a psychological conception of human nature, or in any unimpeachable theory of the relationship between individual autonomy and political order. As Gray suggests, ‘human rights have neither substantive content nor moral weight until their impact on human interests, their contribution to human well-being, has been specified’. This dilemma can only meaningfully be addressed by recognising that human rights are not fixed entities to be arrived at either by abstract deontological deduction or (tacit) consensual agreement alone, but rather are sites of contestation and tension straddling opposing spheres – mediating between consent and justice, autonomy and community, freedom and order, passion and rationality. Critical legal scholars have thus suggested that human rights are best understood as mediators between the domains of factual and value judgments. The difficulty for liberal theory is that, on its own assumptions, it cannot consistently justify the normative, objective character of rights without resorting to concrete principles that, in turn, it is then unable to justify. The practical consequence for the politics of justice, as Waldron suggests, is the ‘problem
of selecting a substantive principle of justice to act on (together) when we disagree about which principles are true or reasonable and which not.73

The role of human rights as a mediating concept has important implications for legal theory and our understanding of human rights in international law. The indeterminacy of rights discourse in political philosophy is unavoidable whether at the domestic or international level. Once liberal accounts of human rights are transposed to the international sphere, they suffer from the same conflicts and incommensurabilities. They claim the two sides – objectivity and formality – of law in contrast to the subjectivity of politics in either its utopian or apologist forms. But they fail to provide a convincing argument or theoretical basis for their favoured set of ‘fundamental’ or ‘basic’ liberty norms. Indeed, these are the very questions that rights discourse seeks to refer away from itself, preferring to maintain the illusion of the objectivity and compatibility of rights while seeking to hide their deeper incommensurability. We see this difficulty clearly in Rawls’s conception of human rights in *Law of Peoples*. In the absence of a practical philosophy of critical praxis, rights discourse remains unable to reconcile the contradictory demands of individual freedom and social order.74

4.4 Individuals and peoples

I have argued that the essential logic of the Westphalian conception of international law is one of toleration. In this respect, the concept of ‘sovereignty’ as a mediating device between the ‘public’ sphere of a community of states and a ‘private’ sphere of domestic jurisdiction has its historical origins in the Reformation concept of liberal toleration between competing religious traditions (the ethical modus vivendi of *cuius regio, eius religio*). State sovereignty is therefore the ‘group rights’ solution of the early liberal tradition to the problem of religious and cultural pluralism. By recognising that *communitarian* freedom and autonomy (i.e., the sovereignty of states) is necessary for the flourishing and co-existence of different religious and cultural values and ways of life, international legal theory is in this respect premised on a theory of group-differentiated rights. As already noted, however, according to the logic of a community of autonomous and equal legal subjects, the source and authority of the meaning of that sovereignty must be intersubjective. It is this understanding that underlies Rawls’s distinctive conception of peoples rather than individuals as the proper subjects of international law.

If this is correct, then we need to pay more careful attention to the normative consequences of the shift from the *ius gentium* of the *respublica*
christiana to the ius inter gentes of the ius publicum europaeum. Following the Peace of Westphalia, no longer did the law govern a religiously-based, homogenous Christian nomos that received its validity from God as mediated by the right ecclesiastic and secular authorities claiming universal jurisdiction. It now regulated the relationship between European territorial states realising a sharp separation between secular and Church jurisdiction. This, I suggest, had two interrelated jurisgenerative dimensions – one as between European states inter se (i.e., as between the newly recognised political subjects of the former unified Christian nomos), and the other as between European states taken as a whole and non-European peoples and territory (i.e., as between European states separated as political subjects but united by their background identity and culture and those peoples and territories lying outside of Western Christendom).

In the case of the former, culturally European and religiously Christian background conditions underlay – and perhaps made possible – the Enlightenment idea of a ‘universal’ rational consensus on cross-cultural moral judgments and principles of international justice. Whether justified as secular abstractions from older Christian theologies or as deontologically independent ‘natural law’ principles, classical liberal claims of the priority of universal right and the neutrality of the good are thus premised on a deeper collective religious and cultural particularity.

Indeed, the most notable feature of the early modern societies from which liberal theories of rights emerged was their religious and cultural homogeneity.75 Sampford’s suggestion that the more recent history and philosophy of liberal thought – eighteenth-century Enlightenment ideas of the rights of man and democracy – led to the ascent of modern, tolerant, inclusive liberal states is deeply mistaken. The European state was a nation state first that emerged in the early modern era following massive religious conflict, intolerance and exclusion.76 As contemporary liberal–nationalists remind us, it is the assumption of membership in a nation state coextensive with a single national culture that underlies accounts of rights and obligation in the liberal state.77 This assumption is evident in Law of Peoples and has been criticised accordingly.78 Respect for individual freedom is sure to be an easier proposition in a state already comprised of a dominant majority that shares the same understanding of the public–private divide and conception of the good!

This has two direct consequences: first, assertions of ‘natural’ or ‘universal’ right in liberal rights discourse are the products of a distinctly particular historical and cultural nomian sphere of normative meaning and struggle; and second, such assertions either ignore or are insensitive to
the plurality of assertions of right that have existed, and continue to exist, outside of struggles within Western Christianity. Modern international law constitutes in this respect the projection of the doctrines and norms of the *ius publicum europaeum* into a wider globalising world of both non-European and late modern societies in which there exists a deeper pluralism of ways of life and diversity of values and beliefs. We should expect, therefore, that any (unforced) claims of liberal neutrality and principles of right and justice that portend to stand aloof from conflicts over the good will be strongly contested in those states and societies with their own comprehensive culturally and religiously derived normative systems.

In the case of the latter, Enlightenment commitments to purportedly ahistorical, rational and universal moral norms – conceived as independent of any particular way of life or religious and cultural differences – in combination with a ‘civilising’ imperial mission premised on a doctrine of historical progress, were used to justify the subjugation of non-European peoples. Here, the structure of legal argument discussed above helps to explain the enduring paradox: how is it possible that a moral and political doctrine premised on the universal and equal moral status of human beings could not only exclude certain peoples from such norms, but actually also be deployed to justify cruel acts of slavery, dispossession and even genocide? The reasons are tied, in part, to the Enlightenment’s severing of the connection between the human self and cultural diversity – what Sankar Muthu describes as the uniquely rational ideal that cultural difference is not *integral* to the universal human subject.79 Not only was this proposition in denial of the cultural and religious sources of and authority for (European) ‘universal’ moral norms, it rendered impossible the relevance of non-European ‘culture-specific designs of particularistic meaning’ as sources of and authority for such norms.80

In this respect, the logic of the argument I have advanced is similar to the critiques of formal equality advanced by critical legal scholars. Consider again Waldron’s two-subject case of P and Q above where:

the rights claimed by P, as necessary for the pursuit of his aims, may be different from the rights claimed by Q, as necessary for the pursuit of hers. Of course, the rights claimed by P will be correlative to the duties imposed on Q and vice versa. But although P’s rights are correlative to Q’s duties, and P’s duties correlative to Q’s rights, P cannot simply take the set of rights he has and the set of duties he has and, replacing proper names with variables, regard them as correlative. He is therefore no longer able to work out what duties he has simply by considering what would be correlative to the rights he claims. He must really pay attention to the *situation and needs*
of the other person, Q, because these may differ significantly from anything he can extrapolate from his own case, or any understanding of what he would demand if we were standing in their shoes.81

If we substitute ‘European states’ for P and ‘non-European peoples’ for Q, the argument is the same. An abstract conception of universal liberty (i.e., the ‘universal proposition that everyone is to have whatever is necessary for the pursuit of his or her own good’) will not entail equal or uniform rights of differently situated subjects at a more concrete level. As difference theorists have argued, this requires a conception of justice that pays great attention to the concrete and the particular and emphasises context-sensitive judgments regarding claims of culture and identity arising from different conceptions of the good.

5. Conclusion

This chapter has advanced two arguments. The first is that any descending conception of ‘external’ public reason must recognise the limits of its own rationality and inevitable subjectivity. This requires a theory of ‘reasonable’ toleration as we see evidenced in the distinction between certain public and private spheres and a notion of fundamental rights making these essential and permanent features of both international and domestic public law. At the same time, legal subjects – whether states or individuals – holding their own ‘internal’ comprehensive conceptions of the good must recognise others as reason-giving and reason-receiving subjects in need of mutual justification. This creates the impetus for an ascending convergence toward and search for overlapping consensus on shared objective norms. Each argument has potentially far-reaching implications for the central themes of this volume – sanctions, accountability and governance. Failure to recognise the former will result in the violence of domination while any (unforced) attempt to achieve the latter will result in a shifting patchwork of normative dispensations. These two things, as Wallace Stephens says, are one.
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The potential for a post-Westphalian convergence of ‘public law’ and ‘public international law’

CHARLES SAMPFORD

1. Introduction

I have previously argued that the separation of ‘public law’ and ‘public international law’ is dependent on Westphalian notions of sovereignty, and that the erosion of sovereignty would blur the boundaries between the two – with potentially far-reaching consequences for the way we view both. It is the jurisdictional walls erected along the boundaries of nation states that distinguish public international law and domestic public law. International public law recognises states, their boundaries, the rules under which they interact, the role of multilateral bodies and the place, if any, of individuals and non-state actors. Domestic public law is set by processes internal to sovereign states that have traditionally been completely independent of international law. The extent to which international law has applicability within a sovereign state has generally been a matter for those states themselves.

Sovereignty is under challenge on a number of fronts:

1. The potential conflict between state sovereignty and universal human rights where the failure of states to respect and/or protect the basic human rights of their citizens may trigger a ‘responsibility to protect’ that is borne by other nations.
2. The domestic reach of treaties is increasing.
3. The US has increasingly sought to enforce its laws and executive orders extraterritorially.
4. The US has sought to exercise its Military power (though its ‘hyper power’ status is hyped).
5. The forces of globalisation are weakening the integrity and strength of sovereign states. In so doing they are fundamentally changing the
in institutional context of ‘strong states’ based on independent political communities, which has provided the assumptions on which constitutional and international law as well as the territorial limitations of Enlightenment political values have been based.4

6. Finally, there has been a fundamental shift in the basis of political legitimacy within the majority of nation states – from efficacy (or, as I prefer to call it: ‘the prior successful use of force’) to the consent and active choice of the governed.

I have previously suggested that the limitations on state power caused by globalisation and the increasing domestic reach of treaties will mean that international doctrine and methodology will infuse domestic law in all forms. As the walls between states break down so will the walls between domestic public law and public international law.

However, the biggest change will occur with the paradigm shift involved in the last challenge to state sovereignty listed above. This shift in the basis of political legitimacy is the primary concern of this chapter.

2. ‘Strong states’ and ‘Enlightenment values’

Strong sovereign nation states emerged in seventeenth-century Europe, gradually replacing the patchwork of feudal cities, principalities and empires that, together with guilds and the church, had governed European life for a millennium. After the Treaty of Westphalia5 the emerging nation state was welcomed as a solution to the chaos that followed the break-up of the mediaeval order when trade and religious schisms overflowed across traditional boundaries and submerged them. With few exceptions, such nation states were highly authoritarian and were justified as such. When life was ‘poor, nasty, brutish and short’6 due to civil war, banditry or religious zealotry, a rational person would happily submit without complaint to a government strong enough to keep the peace by whatever means necessary.

Once life and civil peace were secure, citizens began to expect more from their states. The eighteenth-century North Atlantic Enlightenment7 sought to civilize these authoritarian states by holding them to a set of more refined and ambitious liberal democratic values – notably liberty, equality, citizenship, human rights, democracy and the rule of law. These values were necessary, not for bare survival, but for comfortable, civilized and dignified existence. Enlightenment thinkers recognised that values were not self-
implementing and that institutions needed to be reformed or replaced to realise them. After some naive suggestions from the French *philosophes* (to introduce the English system as they misunderstood it or to persuade despots to be enlightened despots), the American revolution and the English response produced critical institutional innovations that enabled the partial realisation of Enlightenment political values (i.e., checks and balances and a return to a stronger form of responsible government after George III’s failed constitutional experiment).

Nineteenth-century thinkers extended the range of rights championed, for example, adding concern for the environment and for practical and social equality. By the mid-twentieth century, disputes within liberal democracies had moved on to the interpretation and ranking of those rights – especially between civil and political rights on the one hand and social and economic rights on the other. Internationally, rights have been introduced in global and regional Charters and Conventions, with a widely shared goal of encouraging states to respect and institutionalise universally declared rights.

One of the most important insights provided by Enlightenment political philosophy was a Feurbachian reversal of the relationship between sovereigns and subjects. According to Enlightenment thinking, it is not for subjects to prove their loyalty to their sovereigns but for states to justify themselves, and be accountable, to their citizens on the basis of their capacity to benefit their citizens (whether through the furthering of inalienable rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness or otherwise). The Enlightenment placed the individual at the centre of legal and political philosophy and insisted that institutions should serve individuals, rather than the other way around. This does not mean that institutions should be abandoned, but that the manner of their justification should be reconceived – as means of protecting, realising and furthering individual human rights. State institutions now had to be accountable to their citizens. The mechanisms for such accountability were initially crude – Locke’s right to revolution, for instance. However, they evolved to include democratic legislatures and administrative law and eventually the creation of what Transparency International has called national integrity systems.8

2.1 Globalisation and universal values

The forces of globalisation increasingly transfer people, cash, goods and ideas across national boundaries. While this process is neither
unidirectional nor uniform, it does have profound consequences for the way we think about states, citizens, the interactions between them and the entire ideological context within which such debates are conducted. This includes a fundamental challenge to liberal democratic values referred to above.

These values were conceived in and for the strong sovereign states that emerged after the Treaty of Westphalia through the ‘North Atlantic Enlightenment’, and it was through their adoption that those highly authoritarian states were civilised. However, these values were largely conceived for individual states and the institutions designed to realise them have been almost exclusively state-based. Thus, the declining relevance of states and the declining capacity of state institutions have generated scepticism about whether liberal democratic values like democracy, citizenship, community and welfare remain realistic. I argue that this is not a reason for abandoning those values, but it is a reason for reconceiving those values for a world without strong states, and for reintroducing these values into a new set of institutions that are not confined to discrete sovereign states. This would constitute a new ‘global enlightenment’. This process involves many challenges, some of which are addressed in the Challenge of Globalisation series. The one I want to focus on here is the extension of democratic notions of constitutional legitimacy to the international sphere contemporaneously with the rise in self-identifying democratic nation states.

3. A paradigm shift in the basis of constitutional legitimacy

As an essentially Westphalian construct, modern ideas of sovereignty predate the Enlightenment by one hundred years. Domestically and internationally, the sovereign was the person who could effectively control the territory based on the prior successful use of force.

In domestic law and political theory, there has been a fundamental shift in the basis of political legitimacy to the consent of the governed (a shift that was fundamental to the North Atlantic Enlightenment). That shift occurred first in the US and France but has occurred in all democracies and is claimed by most non-democracies. The shift within domestic constitutional theory to the consent of the governed reverses the direction of power, authority and accountability. Power is no longer seen as emanating from the omnipotent ‘sovereign’ but, instead from the consent of the people. Domestically, this puts the people at the centre of constitutional jurisprudence. Instead of asking the traditional
question: ‘what power do the people habitually obey’, the question becomes: ‘who have the people chosen to obey?’

International law, however, continues to recognise states and governments on the basis of an effective exercise of political control over discrete territories. Even when a democratically elected government is overturned by a coup d'état, the ambassadors of the new regime are accredited by foreign powers and permitted to take that country’s seat at the United Nations and other international fora.

This inconsistency reflects the fact that the Enlightenment was essentially about the internal workings of states, not their external relations. It was addressed to the domestic aspects of sovereignty, not its international dimensions. International law is still based on an idea of sovereignty arising out of the century preceding the Enlightenment. In a fundamental sense, Enlightenment values were not directed towards international law and the external elements of sovereignty. When Enlightenment values were imposed, this was done either:

1. in defiance of international law or through a refusal to apply international law to the supposedly uncivilised world (e.g., the abolition of the slave trade), or
2. as part of a peace imposed on defeated nations (e.g., the provision of self-determination to the peoples of the Austrian and Turkish Empires after World War I and the imposition of liberal democracy on the German people after World War II).

There were many reasons for this limited role of Enlightenment values in international law. Initially, democratic nations sought the protection of sovereignty against autocratic states that might intervene to crush their fledgling democracies. Their inclination was to keep domestic political values out of international law lest the views of a majority of non-democratic states be imposed on them. It is only recently that the majority of nation states have come to enjoy any real measure of democracy and it has become possible to think that international law might come to reflect liberal democratic ideals.

The glaring inconsistency (or, perhaps, disjunction) between the bases of constitutional legitimacy in domestic and international law has been sustained by a number of factors:

1. The idea that international law is a law for all states, the majority of which have been, until very recently, authoritarian.
2. Cultural relativist notions that different cultures have different approaches to governance.
3. The understanding that it is necessary to ‘do business’ in both commercial and political terms with a particular territory and that the only way to do this is through the group which exercises effective power in that territory.

4. A lack of alternatives to recognising the authoritarian rulers. In some cases, this may be because it is a state which has never had a democratic government that can speak for the people. In other cases, it may be because recognising an ousted democratic regime is seen as futile, and intervention to restore the democratic regime is unlikely to succeed and will impose unacceptable costs to the intervener and/or the country in which intervention occurs.

5. Interventions to protect human rights or to establish democracy have historically been ill-fated.

6. Respect for international law and a desire to promote the rule of law in international affairs is seen as precluding intervention to protect a democratically elected regime.

These factors are gradually weakening. As more and more nations formally embrace democratic ideals, the first two factors listed above are losing much of their force. The same is true of the third, as autocratic regimes discover that they need bilateral trade more than the economically interconnected democracies. The problems referred to in the fourth factor are not as insurmountable as they might once have seemed (e.g., acceptance of the African National Congress in some international fora as the legitimate voice of the black majority). The final factor remains an important one and the resolution of this inconsistency depends on the development of constitutional theory and the development of new institutions, the reform of old institutions and/or the increased utilisation of existing institutions.

The penultimate factor, the ill-fated history of interventions, remains a poignant issue. The Iraq intervention reaffirms the author’s view that ‘democracy can never be given, it can only be taken’. However, once a people have taken charge of their own sovereignty, there is a growing view that other democracies can and should help them defend it. Kofi Anan put the principle very elegantly at the first ministerial meeting of the Community of Democracies held in Warsaw in 2000: ‘wherever democracy has taken root, it will not be reversed’. This bold statement raised the question of the means by which such reversal might be legitimately and effectively resisted. To answer that question the Council of Foreign Relations created a Task Force co-chaired by
Madeleine Albright and Bronislaw Geremek (former Secretary of State and Foreign Minister for the US and Poland respectively) and comprising an international panel of experts, including the author, who drafted the core papers setting out how democracies might better protect themselves and how other democracies could legitimately and effectively assist them in this goal. These considerations were, in turn, incorporated into the Task Force Report which was adopted by the second meeting of the Community of Democracies held in Seoul. Three points contained in that report should be emphasised. Number one, the first line of defence is by the sovereign state itself and international efforts should concentrate on helping weak states to build their defences against coups/erosions and provide support if those defences falter. Second, this ‘one way door’ approach to democracy can be justified in ways that the Concert of Europe (which protected European monarchies from republican challenge between 1815 and 1848) and the Brezhnev doctrine (which sought to prevent ‘socialist’ countries in Eastern Europe from reversion to capitalism) could not. Finally, in a globalising world, the recognition of a regime based upon its ‘effectiveness’ (that is, the successful prior use of force) is not only normatively offensive but circular – no regime is effective/successful until it is recognised.

While I argue that most means by which democracies might defend each other against coups and erosions do not involve the use of force, the ultimate availability of such force is a very useful deterrent if legally available.

The disjunction between the international basis of legitimacy and the domestic basis of legitimacy in a growing majority of countries remains. Nonetheless, I would like to reiterate a ‘rash prediction’ made in 1988 that, within 50 years, the prior successful use of force would be as contemptible a claim to recognition in international law as it was and is within the domestic law of existing democracies. I argued then that, within that timeframe, it would become impracticable for authoritarian regimes to overthrow democratic regimes because of the consequent denial of recognition and, to a lesser extent, because the intervention of others will be unequivocally sanctioned. During that period, the justification for what we would now call ‘intervention’ would be properly worked out as part of the emerging international constitutional jurisprudence.

While the timeline of 50 years was arbitrary, and the prediction viewed by some international lawyers as rash, this period was chosen to give a sense that the long march of history was about to take a turn as a
300-year-old tradition would be forced to give way in the face of a 200-
year-old tradition. This occurrence would not be overnight but it would
be rapid in historical terms. The progress has been remarkable with a
clear majority of nations becoming democracies and ruling an even
clearer majority of peoples. In South America, for example, there was
only one or two democracies in 1982, but by 1999 all but one or two
countries have become democracies. History is never unidirectional and
there will be many setbacks. Nevertheless, 2038 remains realistic bearing
in mind that, like 1648, a date will be chosen to reflect a gradual process.

While my rash prediction may be vindicated in my lifetime, no one
should be so injudicious as to predict the path the world will take should
it achieve that milestone. The ‘tipping point’ will be when China becomes
a democracy – an event that many expect to occur within the next 30
years. As Hendrik Spruyt rightly points out, the international system is
deeply affected by the nature of its members and its members are deeply
affected by the nature of the international system. As more and more
countries become democracies, these states will be able to defend each
other against threats to democracy (to the point of making democracy a
one-way door and justifying the change).

3.1 The paradigm shift and the global enlightenment

Professor Danchin, in his chapter in this volume, is critical of what he
sees as my ‘anti-pluralist liberalism’. Danchin understands my position
to start from an uncritical assumption that there is a “universal” or
“global” social order governed by a “neutral” public law which limits
the freedom of its subjects pursuant to the single “trumping” or “cover-
ing” value of individual freedom itself. Danchin is right to point out
that such a view would have troubling consequences. This, however, is
not my position. Indeed, I am a long-term critic of the idea of social
contract (‘human beings are social animals descended from social pri-
mates without interruption’); I reject the idea of any one value ‘trumping’
others and have argued that the public–private divide is fundamentally
misconceived. My views on what can be learnt from the Enlightenment
(the West’s ‘great leap forward’) and applied to the challenges of global-
isation are briefly summarised above and are set out in great detail
elsewhere. One insight of the Enlightenment that I consider particu-
larly important is the Feurbachian reversal of the relationship between
sovereigns and subjects discussed above. It is also my opinion that such
convergences can be used to guide normative theorising. This cautious privileging of the norm is not the position that Danchin attacks.

The paradigm shift that I identify will have fundamental consequences for the nature, content and practice of international law and international affairs more generally. It heralds a whole new jurisprudence and political philosophy whose details cannot reliably be predicted. In the next section I want to make a modest contribution towards the project of understanding the implications of this paradigm shift, suggesting a range of principles and practices for reconsideration in light of this predicted new order. I consider the issues of international representation, legal personality, intervention, protection of human rights, sovereign debt, constitutional recognition and the rule of law. This catalogue of potential sites of change is intended to provide the reader with an idea of the ramifications of the predicted paradigm shift, not to exhaust the possibilities of change, nor to be taken as individual certainties.

3.1.1 Who speaks for whom?

As argued above, grounding sovereign legitimacy in the choice of the governed changes the domestic question from ‘whom do the people habitually obey?’ to ‘whom have they chosen?’ Where a group has not been chosen but is still exercising power, the question might be asked: ‘whom do they represent?’ If duplicated internationally, this shift would also affect the units that are recognised. Instead of recognising regimes on the basis of who habitually obeys them, regimes will be recognised on the basis of those to whom they are accountable.

The full acceptance of this principle would mean that a government only represents internationally those whose consent it has sought and gained. This would involve little change for democratic regimes. For undemocratic regimes, however, it would mean that the government would be seen as representing only those whose consent it has sought, be it a party, an ethnic group or a restricted franchise. Thus non-democratic regimes would be viewed as representatives of one or more groups within the geographical area of the relevant state who have a current capacity to dominate and control other groups. In short, a government that has not sought and gained a mandate from a group of people would not be seen as speaking for those so excluded.

Cheating to obtain that mandate will not count. Election-riggers will not gain the consent that is the condition precedent of representing a people in the international community. If you fail to gain the support of the people, then you have forfeited the claim to speak for them and others
may claim that right. There is a clear parallel in contract law. If you have obtained the consent of the other party by fraud and deception, the contract is void. By contrast, should the other side win the election despite rigging, interference or intimidation they are entitled to count on the election result. Again, this has a parallel in contract law in which the victim can still enforce a contract against the party engaging in misleading and deceptive conduct.

3.1.2 International legal personality
Once the group in power is only seen as representing those whose consent it has sought and to whom it is accountable, huge consequences follow for international legal personality. Initially, only states had international legal personality. The above paradigm shift changes the nature of the international legal personality of states. The excluded groups whose consent is not sought and to whom the group in power is not accountable have a right to demand full participation in the processes by which consent is sought and accountability delivered. If that right is denied, then the group in power does not have the right to represent before the international community those so excluded. This provides a lacuna that the excluded people have a right to fill and gives those who represent the excluded a particularly important right to be heard. A form of international legal personality would then need to be extended to such representatives. If the group in power has ousted a democratic government, the answer would be easy – the ousted government would continue to be recognised. If an authoritarian government prevents the emergence of representative groups, the right to be heard is not extinguished; the individual members of the excluded group retain it.

Where coups have ousted democratically elected governments, it will be easy to determine who speaks for a majority. In non-democracies, it will be harder to determine who will have the right to speak for those whose consent the government has not sought. One suspects that the international community will seek the clearest cases for representation initially and will work out the principles based on those cases. It is reasonable to assume that the recognition of the representatives of excluded groups who have never been in power will not occur as quickly as the continued recognition of ousted governments and the limited recognition of coup leaders.

3.1.3 Legitimating intervention in some cases
If governments represent only those whose consent they have sought, action to prevent them from oppressing those whose consent they have
not sought ceases to be seen as ‘intervention’ in the traditional sense. Those who try to protect the oppressed would not be interfering in the internal workings of a sovereign territory or trying to break down the walls around a sovereign state. They would be assisting in a conflict between international legal persons. ‘Intervention’ will take on a different character, similar to action taken to assist the self-defence of a sovereign government.

Of course, this does not mean that all such ‘interventions’ will be justified. The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty\textsuperscript{18} has advanced debate by turning traditional questions about the ‘right to intervene’ on their head, posing the issue not as when do states have a right to intervene in the domestic affairs of other states but when do they have a responsibility to protect the rights of foreign citizens. This reflects the Feurbachian reversal of relationships between sovereign/state and subject/citizen. Much more normative debate is required and the general principles need to be developed and applied by the UN Security Council and the International Court of Justice.

3.1.4 Elimination of the conflict between sovereignty and human rights

This reconceptualisation of the basis of international constitutional legitimacy largely eliminates most of the conflict between sovereignty and the protection of human rights. Conflict of this kind is always possible when the international community recognises, as the sovereign power, any group which has gained effective political control through the ‘prior successful use of force’. This formula does not deny the possibility that such force will be exercised to deny the human rights of the excluded groups. If anything, it actively encourages human rights abuses by rewarding the successful exercise of force to secure dominion over a particular territory. It rewards those who mount anti-democratic coups. It rewards those who rig elections. It rewards those who intimidate the population or who rule through and for one ethnic or social group against others.

If sovereignty covers only those to whom the sovereign power is democratically accountable, then this principle provides members of any group over which that sovereign power purports to extend a right to democratic participation. It also accords a right to those who have been excluded from democratic participation in that or another state. Sovereignty would cease to be power over a people but the collective right
of a people to participate in, and benefit from, an independent political community, participating as an equal in the community of nations. To put it another way, sovereignty becomes a human right.

3.1.5 Liability for sovereign debt

At present, international legal personality involves the right of those in power to contract on behalf of the state and the people within its territory. Even if the contract is beyond the legal powers of the government that signed it or is corruptly entered into with the benefits corruptly appropriated, its provisions bind the successors to those rulers. Sovereign debt is incurred by corrupt regimes and the proceeds spirited away to bank accounts in the developed world. When a democratic regime replaces the former rulers, it is forced to pay back the debt to the lenders – while the corrupt former leaders often enjoy the loan funds from the comfort and security of their first world exile.

If international law were to treat these transactions in the same way as domestic public law (or, for that matter, corporate law), the power of leaders to contract and the circumstances under which they contract are highly relevant. Domestic analogies to coups are even starker. If hoodlums take over a house and hold the lawful owners in terror, they commit serious offences. If they seek to borrow from a bank on the security of the house, the loan is not only unenforceable against the owners but the bank could be subject to conspiracy charges, especially if they knew that the money was being used to buy new guns to terrorise the occupants. If the same approach were taken in international law, successors to authoritarian regimes would be under no obligation to repay loans to the latter. If so, loan funds would dry up for all but democracies, rendering dictatorial regimes economically non-viable.

If the above-mentioned paradigm shift were to be completed, it would fundamentally change the dynamics of such arrangements. If a government is not accountable to all of its citizens, then the people are not accountable for the actions of the government. When the international debt collectors call, the people can legitimately cite the Latin maxim *non est factum* – ‘it is not my deed’. They should be able to say: ‘You did not contract with us, you contracted with them. Look to recover your funds from those to whom you lent them and seize their assets – especially those held in Western countries.’

However, as in so many complex developments, new treatments of sovereign debt may help generate rather than merely follow the paradigm shift. Much lending to third world tyrants has been supported by first
world governments and first world banks who have been involved and who have known the nature and likely uses to which the loans have been put. One could imagine a particularly egregious example, pushed by a ‘vulture fund’, generating a public backlash that deters major banks from further such loans because the financial and reputational risk is too great. They may seek to rescue public reputation by joining with NGOs and some states and international organisations to publicly repudiate such loans. Once these changes were implemented, most authoritarian regimes would collapse – though some would seek autarky first.

3.1.6 Treatment of coup leaders

To the domestic lawyer, one of the most bizarre elements of international law is the way that those who seize power in coups are treated. When an individual or junta seizes power, they claim the right to a seat in the United Nations, the keys to the embassies and a series of rights for themselves and their regime, ranging from diplomatic immunity to the right to borrow on the sovereign credit of their state. Why do they claim this? Fundamentally, it is because they have either murdered or threatened to murder anyone who has done, or has threatened to do, their constitutional duty. In addition to these crimes they have generally committed a large number of lesser ones – from criminal trespass and armed robbery of the federal treasury to the occasional hijacking.19 However, because international law and other states recognise the representatives of states on the basis of their effective control, and the successful completion of these crimes is evidence of effective control, international law does in effect reward them for their publicly admitted criminality.20

3.1.7 Taking constitutions seriously

Once governments are seen as representatives of those whose consent they have obtained, an entirely new question arises: what powers have the people consented to delegate to their representatives? To a constitutional lawyer, this issue is strangely absent from much international law. One of the core elements of constitutionalism is that there must be constitutional authority for every action by a public body. This is reinforced by the ‘closure rule’ in public law – ‘whatever is not permitted is prohibited’. Domestically, this principle is sometimes reconciled with sovereignty by seeing the people as sovereign: the only power a public body has is that which has been specifically authorised by the constitution which has been agreed (or at least accepted) by the sovereign people.
Raising such questions means that the international community would have to take domestic constitutions seriously. A state’s international representatives would be seen as just that: representatives, with only the power they have been given.

In domestic law, the constitution is the central defining document from which all power flows. Every actor is expected to take the constitution seriously. Indeed, political leaders can only point to the power they have from the constitution if they want their actions legally recognised. In legal terms, acting outside the constitution is self-defeating. The action is a legal and constitutional nullity. Its only potential legal effect is if it triggers dismissal, impeachment or criminal prosecution in the case of deliberate and egregious breaches.

If international law and the international community took constitutions seriously, then they would only deal with those whom the relevant domestic laws endorsed. Presidents or generals who sought unconstitutionally to seize or to extend their power (temporally or substantively) would lack the power they assert from an international as well as domestic perspective; and any such attempted exercises of that power would be treated as nullities by other countries. Of course, there would still be arguments about the validity of purported exercises of power.

Respect for the constitution also entails respect for those bodies who the constitution establishes to settle such questions. We do not expect other countries to second guess the decisions of, for example, an independent ultimate appellate court. However, if the relevant ‘general’ or ‘president’ seeks to ‘nobble’ the court by intimidation, unconstitutional sackings etc., other countries have to act on their own legal advice – taking note that the very action taken by the general/president to ‘nobble’ the court creates a presumption of invalidity. This would (and should) put the general/president in an even worse position as other countries would no longer wait for the court hearing to come to the conclusion that their tenure had come to an end. Unconstitutional activity would be self-defeating – as it should be in a community subject to the rule of law.

In this, as in other matters, courts should not be seen merely in negative terms – as institutions that can declare a particular action by a government invalid. Ultimately, they are the only institutions that can establish that an action is legally recognised rather than void ab initio.

Sadly, such thoughts presently remain idle fantasies because international law and the international community have not taken constitutions seriously. International actors are still prepared to deal with those who
violate their constitution and use force to impose their will without constitutional warrant. However, there are growing demands that domestic actors avoid unconstitutional actions, and pressure is growing for states to accept the decisions of relevant appellate courts.

3.1.8 The rule of law

Taking constitutions seriously and respecting the actual delegations of power they establish is, of course, central to the idea of the rule of law. While I do not want to take this opportunity to re-enter the debates about the interpretation of that ideal in domestic and international jurisprudence, a central concept is that official power comes from law and is exercised under conditions and limitations established by law. To do that, we need to take constitutions seriously and see power as determined by laws not men. I would argue that the domestic and international rule of law are not only linked conceptually but practically in that they are mutually reinforcing and, at least partially, mutually interdependent.

Some might consider this discussion utopian and indicative of too much soft-left liberal internationalism – not least because the US will supposedly never agree. To such realist pessimism, I recall the words of President Dwight Eisenhower 50 years ago:

[A] world of swift economic transformation and growth must also be a world of law … The time has come for mankind to make the rule of law in international affairs as normal as it is now in domestic affairs. Of course the structure of such law must be patiently built, stone by stone … Plainly one foundation stone of this structure is the International Court of Justice [he goes on to emphasise the importance of the obligatory jurisdiction of that Court]. … One final thought on rule of law between nations: we will all have to remind ourselves that under this system of law one will sometimes lose as well as win. But here is another thought: nations can endure and accept an adverse decision, rendered by competent and impartial tribunals. This is so, I believe, for one good reason: if an international controversy leads to armed conflict, everyone loses; there is no winner. If armed conflict is avoided, therefore, everyone wins. It is better to lose a point now and then in an international tribunal, and gain a world in which everyone lives at peace under a rule of law.23

This approach may be more attractive now that it could be argued that the Bush presidency’s contempt for the rule of law at domestic and international levels has undermined US influence almost as rapidly as it has exhausted US coffers.
3.1.9 Towards the unification of public law and public international law

Once the issues outlined above are taken seriously in international law, public law (that is, constitutional and administrative law) and public international law will begin to fuse methodologically and doctrinally. Methodologically, the question of what powers public bodies exercise will become a matter of international as well as domestic constitutional law. This concordance will automatically introduce critical elements of domestic constitutional content and doctrine into international law. Other chapters in this volume address these issues – from the rise of global administrative law discussed by Chesterman to the requirement of procedural standards discussed by Farrall and Hovell. Much of the interchange will be from domestic public law to public international law as the former is much more developed, at least in long-standing jurisdictions. However, there will still be considerable traffic in the other direction. The actual limitations on state power caused by globalisation and the increasing domestic reach of treaties will mean that international doctrine and methodology will infuse domestic law in all forms. While human rights norms emerged within domestic jurisdictions, they have been internationalised and globalised through the international charter and conventions on human rights; it is likely that this international and global form of human rights norms will feed back into domestic law. One of the most profound changes may come if the recognition of the limits of international law, long remarked upon by international lawyers and international courts, assists domestic courts to recognise the real if not theoretical limits of domestic sovereignty.

4. Conclusions

Westphalian sovereignty was based on regime effectiveness – essentially the prior successful use of force. It provided a simple answer to the jurisprudential question that asks the difference between a state and an armed band of thugs – success. The democratic revolutions of the following century emphatically rejected that approach to domestic sovereignty and engendered a paradigm shift that substituted the prior successful use of force with the choice of the governed. These changes also reversed the lines of accountability – making states justify themselves to their citizens rather than subjects having to prove their loyalty to their sovereigns. As the number of democracies subject to the rule of law
increased, the disconnect between the basis of sovereignty in domestic and international law grew ever starker.

My prediction in 1988 that this disconnect would disappear within 50 years may not seem as rash as it did then. The globalising movement of people, goods and ideas that constantly flood over the walls between sovereign states – walls that are still being lowered in most countries, 9/11 notwithstanding – will tend to erode the distinction between (domestic) public law and public international law. More crucially, the changes have shown the effectiveness/success test to be problematic and possibly circular. In an increasingly interdependent world, effectiveness and success depend on being able to trade and interact with others. Recognition cannot be based on success because success is dependent on recognition.

This chapter has anticipated some of the consequences of re-uniting the criteria of sovereignty in domestic and international law in favour of the active choice of the governed. Consequences would include changes to international legal personality, legitimating interventions in some cases, elimination of the conflict between sovereignty and human rights, liability for sovereign debt and the treatment of coup leaders. Furthermore, domestic constitutions would be taken more seriously by the international community. Thus, the rule of law in domestic and international affairs would become increasingly linked and mutually supportive.

Of course, predictions of this kind are not predictions of solar eclipses or millenarian predictions of the end of the world. It is not a call to go to a mountain top to await the inevitable second coming of the Enlightenment, because it will not come by itself but only through human action. What this ‘prediction’ does is to emphasise a realistic and achievable goal if individuals, and the organisations that are accountable to them, seek to push history in that direction.

Notes

3. Supposed economic preponderance is undercut by dependence on foreign resource deposits of lesser economic powers, and its military preponderance is much less
than that of the strongest powers in the past. Although the US could destroy any fixed object on the face of the globe, previous predominant military powers had the capacity to conquer and control their chief rivals, something which the US cannot do.

4. Sampford, above n 1.

5. The term ‘Westphalian states’ is liable to engender cries of naivety, theoretical simplicity or historical ignorance. Of course, economic, political, legal and ideological forces had long been at work and the job was not completed with that one pact. However, it is a useful date and time to represent a series of processes that were going on long before 1648 and were never fully theorised let alone fully realised.


7. I call this the ‘North Atlantic’ Enlightenment to emphasise the way philosophical and institutional ideas flowed back and forth across the Atlantic, growing in strength with each passage.

8. These systems include elements of judicial review, freedom of information legislation, merits review tribunals, ombudsmen, investigative media and public interest litigation.


11. Kofi Anan, ‘Closing Remarks’ (Speech delivered at the ministerial meeting of the Community of Democracies, Warsaw, Poland, 27 June 2000).


17. See Sampford, above n 1.


19. It is hard to otherwise construe General Musharaf’s action in requiring the plane he was in to divert from the airfield at which he was to be arrested. See Charles

20. Note that the policy of recognising states rather than governments is disingenuous because governments still have to decide whose credentials to accept.

21. I use inverted commas because an unconstitutional exercise of power may constitute a serious criminal offence that is later found to have disqualified them from office.


PART II

Internationalising public law
Globalisation and public law: A global administrative law?

Simon Chesterman*

In the space of a generation, the term ‘globalisation’ has passed from neologism to cliché. As a commercial phenomenon and political reality, the elision of traditional national borders has opened economies and transformed the context within which political decisions are made. Analysis and critique tend to focus on these two aspects of globalisation: the economic winners and losers, and the distancing of representative government from a great deal of political decision-making. This is understandable since international agencies, expert committees and hybrid interest-driven networks increasingly make decisions that affect large numbers of people. As formerly public responsibilities have been assumed by these new entities, however, there is evidence of an emerging normative context within which such activity takes place, characterised by a demand for accountability in decision-making. Responses to this demand have been piecemeal, sometimes inconsistent, and frequently inadequate. But seen as a whole, those responses have begun to coalesce into an entirely new area of law that may provide a set of rules for accountability in globalisation: a global administrative law.¹

This phenomenon lies in the interstices of what Peter Danchin describes as the traditional concept of ‘public’ in public international law,² and the traditional Westphalian conception of the domestic sphere outlined by Charles Sampford elsewhere in this volume.³ Whereas Danchin presents a nuanced theoretical critique of the assumptions that underlie ‘internal’ and ‘external’ rationalities, and Sampford exposes tectonic shifts in how legitimacy operates in a post-Westphalian world, this chapter has the more modest task of mapping globalisation as a phenomenon, focusing in particular on the sporadic and at times inconsistent moves towards accountability in this sphere of action. Public international law, traditionally the jurisdiction that mediates disputes
between states while respecting their own jurisdictions, is a particularly interesting vantage point from which to view these developments given the tension between its ‘public’ and ‘international’ aspects. For the purposes of this volume, it also represents an important opportunity for international lawyers to learn from public lawyers and, perhaps, vice-versa.4

The emerging set of rules referred to here as ‘global administrative law’ encompass procedures and normative standards for regulatory decision-making that fall outside domestic legal structures and yet are not properly covered by existing international law, which traditionally governs state-to-state relations rather than the exercise of regulatory authority with direct or indirect effects on individuals. The standards that are being imported into this new sphere of regulatory activity draw upon existing administrative law principles common to many jurisdictions, such as transparency, participation and review.5 As a response to the demand for accountability in globalisation – as distinct from demands that globalisation be made more democratic – these developments aim to make decision-making more reasoned.6 Though much of the discussion here is descriptive of existing phenomena, it will be argued that the consolidation of these moves would improve both the quality of decision-making and the ability of those affected by decisions to protect their legitimate rights and interests.

The fragmented nature of activity in this area to date is easily seen. The fora in which regulatory decisions are being made range from formal treaty-based organisations such as the United Nations and the World Trade Organization (WTO) to networks of government officials such as the Basel Committee of national bank regulators. In addition to government representatives, the actors include experts such as the technical committees of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the non-profit Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Increasingly, less formal networks of interested parties play a role in developing standards in areas as diverse as ‘fair trade’ coffee and ‘dolphin-friendly’ tuna. Participation in these disparate decision-making processes varies widely, but there is rarely a general right for affected parties to challenge a decision; frequently it is not possible even to seek reasons as to why a particular decision was made.

The disparate regimes may overlap – sometimes quite intentionally – as the market comes to be regulated by a market of regulation. In some areas, competing standards may be adopted on a ‘voluntary’ basis, though the global marketplace quickly leads to standards becoming mandatory as a commercial reality if not a legal requirement.7 Mechanisms that have
sought to regulate these activities tend to come from traditional governance institutions operating at the limits of or beyond their traditional boundaries. At the national level, courts and legislatures have increasingly asserted a capacity to review domestic implementation of global standards and national officials’ participation in global administrative decisions. At the international level, accountability may depend on specific mechanisms established for a particular regime, such as the WTO’s inspections panels and Appellate Body, or reactive ad hoc bodies such as the Independent Inquiry Committee into the United Nations Oil-for-Food Programme. For many regimes, there is no formal review procedure at all and no means of calling for one.

Dissatisfaction with these piecemeal and inconsistent regimes is, ironically, one of the reasons why they may be thought of as part of a larger whole. As demands for transparency, participation and review are made across sectors, similar conversations are taking place in discrete communities of practitioners, advocates and academics. The term ‘global administrative law’ does not presume that the normative response to these questions is uniform – or that it should be. But as an emerging area of practice, the concept of a global administrative law can help frame these questions of accountability and sketch some appropriate responses.

This chapter discusses the practice of global administration before surveying the forms and structures of accountability that are developing. It then addresses some of the key questions of power disparities that affect both the mechanisms created and how they are implemented. The chapter touches on a range of bodies engaging in what is termed here global administration; significant time, however, is spent on the United Nations as the organisation that is most familiar to non-specialists but also the one whose accountability has been most prominently questioned in recent years. The argument made here is that the whole of these emerging practices may yet make up more than the sum of their parts: global administrative law will not displace calls for greater democratisation in global decision-making processes, but it can address many of the concerns brought under that large and ill-defined tent, while being significantly more likely to find traction with decision-makers themselves.

1. Global administration

‘Global governance’ was originally understood as regulatory in nature. Though international agencies might generate norms through
intergovernmental processes, the execution of these norms was traditionally the purview of states or exceptional entities such as the European Union. This limited view of global governance is no longer tenable. Though most advanced in the economic sphere, areas such as the environment and, increasingly, international security are subject not merely to regulation but to global administrative control.\textsuperscript{12}

Much as the European Union began life as an economic idea with political implications, economic regulation and administration has led to the development of global administrative law. Important structures today include the WTO, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the G7 group of major industrial democracies (expanded to include Russia for the annual G8 heads of government meeting), the Financial Action Task Force and the International Monetary Fund. Environmental regulation – sometimes conceived as administration of the global commons or the common heritage of humanity – has also been the subject of far-reaching regimes, most notably the Kyoto Protocol. But the most rapid recent growth in administration has been in international security. In addition to the assertion of expanding powers over post-conflict territory through the 1990s – culminating in the United Nations exercising effective control over East Timor from 1999–2002, and ongoing quasi-sovereign control of Kosovo – the sanctions committees of the UN Security Council routinely make decisions with major impacts on countries and individuals.\textsuperscript{13} Since September 11, 2001, the Council has also exercised extensive powers for swift action in the fields of counter-terrorism and counter-proliferation, at times acting as a kind of global legislature.\textsuperscript{14}

Though such activities are far from uniform, they mark a paradigm shift in the governance activities of bodies that do not fit neatly into historic categories of national or international law. The former typically controls activities within the jurisdiction of one country; the latter the relations between countries. This schema was never particularly neat – a separate body of law deals just with conflicts of jurisdiction – but the activities considered here frequently operate in the interstices between jurisdictions, while encompassing activities that would normally be undertaken by domestic governance authorities.\textsuperscript{15} Seeing such activity as global administration reflects those qualities and pointedly raises the legitimacy issues that would follow from a government asserting such powers. A government that determines capital adequacy requirements for banks, runs a trading regime for pollution credits or freezes the assets of a suspected terrorist financier would typically be subject to some
form of administrative law process, perhaps requiring varying degrees of 
transparency, rights of participation and review of decisions.16 These 
procedural remedies do not exist for the Basel Committee, the Kyoto 
Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism or the UN Security Council’s 
1267 Al-Qaeda Sanctions Committee respectively.17

Whether it makes sense for these activities to be thought of as a 
coherent whole is an open question. Similarly, analogies between 
national legal regimes, such as administrative law, and international or 
transnational law must be drawn carefully. Nevertheless, the increasing 
demands for accountability are suggestive of the manner in which 
administrative activity by governments came to be subject to review.18

A prominent example of the demand for administrative law-type 
reforms in recent years has been the accountability deficit at the 
United Nations. Accusations of mismanagement in the Oil-for-Food 
Programme led to the establishment of an inquiry headed by former 
Federal Reserve Chairman, Paul Volcker. Responding to an interim 
report in February 2005, Deputy Secretary-General Louise Fréchette 
acknowledged that there were weaknesses in UN management, but 
averred also to the UN’s ill-preparedness for such responsibilities in 
the first place: ‘Personally, I hope to God we never get another oil- 
for-food program or anything approaching that kind of responsibil-
ity,’ she said, ‘which was tantamount to trying to oversee the entire 
import-export regime of a country of 24 million people, which was a 
tall order.’19 When the UN next oversaw the flow of large amounts of 
money, in the wake of the 26 December 2004 tsunami, it retained the 
services of the accounting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers to help with 
financial tracking.

Lack of capacity to administer is only rarely the reason for a lack of 
accountability, however. More commonly, a regime is designed with an 
accountability deficit in place. This is true, for example, of another recent 
United Nations scandal concerning sexual exploitation and abuse by 
peacekeepers in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Though blame 
is often targeted at the United Nations itself for such crimes, countries 
contribute forces to peacekeeping operations on the basis that their 
troops have immunity from local laws and from any UN disciplinary 
action other than repatriation. In theory, a wrongdoer’s home govern-
ment is obliged to investigate and prosecute abuse; in reality, few 
governments do, and the United Nations is reluctant even to name 
and shame recalcitrants for fear that troops might not be sent at all to 
future peacekeeping operations.20
Other global administrative regimes have been established precisely to avoid national administrative remedies. Foreign investment treaties, for example, may presume the inadequacy of a developing country’s legal regime and allow foreign investors to enforce rights directly before an international tribunal. Allowing a corporation to sue before an international tribunal is itself a departure from classical international law, but a further interesting element is the common inclusion (especially in bilateral investment treaties negotiated by Britain, France and the US) of a requirement for ‘fair and equitable treatment in accordance with international law’. The content of this ‘international law’ is far from clear, but as global administrative law develops over time it may inform the interpretation of such treaties, which have grown in number from around 500 a decade ago to more than 2,300 today. A more basic challenge to the importation of administrative law principles into global administration is the structure of authority. National institutions of governance tend to be organised hierarchically with power distributed in accordance with constitutional or foundational legal norms. International and transnational institutions of governance, such as they are, frequently operate in a less structured environment driven by negotiation; formally, much authority comes from the countries whose consent gives them legitimacy. The horizontal organisation of certain forms of global administration is most evident in mutual recognition regimes, which provide that a product or service that can be sold lawfully in one jurisdiction may also be sold freely in any other participating jurisdiction. These regimes, which tend to be formulated as treaties, are in turn being overtaken by technology as the Internet and satellite television make it increasingly impractical for one country to opt out of the globalised commercial sphere.

2. Accountability deficits

Is it possible, then, to have meaningful accountability in this area? There are many ways of holding power to account. Mechanisms do exist at the international level, but they tend to be responsive in nature and ad hoc in structure. Accountability should not simply be a reaction to scandal, however. To be effective it should normally exist as of right, which requires the creation of institutions, the elaboration of standards and the potential for sanctions.

This is not, of course, the only way to constrain power. Other means include negotiation constraints, checks and balances, the threat of
unilateral action and so on. Such constraints fall outside ‘accountability’ as it is used here, but point to an important distinction between legal and political accountability. Legal accountability typically requires that a decision-maker have a convincing reason for a decision or act. Compliance with a rule will normally be sufficient reason, though some administrative agencies may be established with a requirement to provide substantive reasons on the merits of a particular decision. Political accountability, by contrast, can be entirely arbitrary. In an election, for example, voters are not required to have reasons for their decisions – indeed, the secrecy of the ballot implies the exact opposite: it is generally unlawful even to ask a voter why he or she voted one way or another. These forms of accountability may be seen as lying on a spectrum book-ended by the political and legal respectively, with all manner of variations in between. In a legislature, for example, individual legislators may have specific reasons for voting in favour of or against a piece of legislation, sometimes demonstrated through speeches made before or after it was adopted. But if such reasons are inconsistent, it may be unclear what significance is to be attributed to them.

In the absence of political, or what we might loosely term ‘democratic’ accountability, is it desirable to provide for legal accountability mechanisms? Two concerns immediately present themselves. First, it is unclear that the objective implementation of standards implied by legal accountability can adequately substitute for a democratic deficit: such an approach presumes that holding power to specified standards is a sufficient form of accountability, but by ignoring the fact that the standards themselves are contestable, it loses the essentially arbitrary character of democratic accountability. Second, the relationship between those making decisions and those affected by them is different in the global administrative sphere from the way it is in national institutions. In a democracy, power is delegated through elections by the same population that is typically affected by decisions; in global administration there is no such corresponding link between those affected and those delegating power. As a result, those with the most leverage to demand and enforce accountability may be those with the least interest in doing so.

It is necessary, therefore, to look more closely at different structures of accountability across the spectrum of legal and political remedies. Ruth W. Grant and Robert O. Keohane have identified seven such structures, reflecting different relationships between those who delegate power, those who make decisions and those who feel the consequences:
1. hierarchical accountability within a bureaucracy, such as the UN Secretariat;
2. supervisory accountability, such as countries on the executive boards of the World Bank and IMF;
3. fiscal accountability, such as through the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) of the General Assembly or the unilateral withholding of UN dues by member states;
4. legal accountability, where a disinterested independent third party, such as a court, is vested with decision-making powers, for example arbitral tribunals set up under the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) or the International Criminal Court;
5. market accountability, where decisions are left to the operation of the market, such as pressure on developing economies to adopt standards attractive to global capital markets or consumer pressure against inadequate labour standards on running shoes;
6. peer accountability, such as the desire of diplomats to maintain credibility and influence among their colleagues; and
7. public reputational accountability, which applies to all the preceding categories but also embraces ‘soft power’ connected with the prestige and esteem of a given country.\(^\text{31}\)

The UN Security Council presents an interesting case study. There is no electoral or political accountability, since the Council is composed of both permanent and elected members – and any implicit political accountability of the latter group is undermined by the rule against immediate re-election. Ad hoc measures draw upon a kind of ‘expert accountability’, such as the recent International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur and the many reports of the Secretary-General and his representatives to the Council, though with limited effectiveness in holding the Council to account when it acts inadequately or fails to act at all. There is a degree of quasi-legal accountability, for example through bodies such as the Volcker Committee, though that inquiry did not examine the legality of Council actions as such. Public reputational accountability of the Council is problematic because of the willingness of countries that play a lead role on the Council nonetheless to call upon ‘the Council’ or ‘the UN’ to act. Since any such action depends upon state capacities, such calls are often disingenuous.\(^\text{32}\) More generally, the use of the veto – or the threat of a veto – by a permanent member of the Council distorts decision-making processes further, though evidence of this is limited as the vast majority of decisions are made behind closed doors.
There is, then, no simple answer to the question of to whom the Security Council is accountable for its actions and those taken in its name. Since it was traditionally understood as the apotheosis of a purely political body, this was not seen as a major concern at the creation of the United Nations or in the course of much of its subsequent history. That situation may be changing, however, as the Council assumes and delegates administrative powers on a more frequent and a more far-reaching basis. Pressure for change may come from two directions. First, as the Council takes decisions that increasingly affect individuals, such as including them on lists of suspected terrorist financiers whose assets are to be frozen, national courts (notably in Canada and the European Union) have begun to examine whether they themselves can review Council decisions, a question taken up in Erika de Wet's chapter in this volume.\(^3\) Second, and more generally, as the Council moves along the spectrum from being a purely political body to assuming more traditionally administrative responsibilities – including, at its most extreme, the governance of territory in Kosovo and East Timor – a more 'legal' model of accountability, in which the Council is expected to have and give reasons for its decisions, will be demanded by stakeholders more generally, as is happening in response to the Council's counter-terrorist activities.\(^3\)

An important caveat is to note the danger of a body like the Security Council embracing too many rules and too much accountability. The UN General Assembly is a more representative body than the Security Council, but there is a reason why matters of international peace and security were delegated to a smaller body with special rights accorded to the most powerful countries of the day. If the cost of greater accountability was that the capacity of the Security Council to respond to crisis suffered, many would argue that the cost would be too great. In this respect, those who urge the Council to make decisions in a transparent manner, open to a wide range of contesting viewpoints, should be careful what they wish for: the only example of the Council functioning in this manner in recent years is on the handling of the Iraq file from 2002–2003 – the rifts to which this gave rise are the reason why reform is on the agenda today.

Nevertheless, as the Council's role continues to evolve it may be possible to differentiate between appropriately 'political' functions and those where more structured forms of accountability are possible. In the Council's increasingly administrative functions, having and giving reasons for decisions – including, as appropriate, receiving input from
countries and other actors not on the Council prior to decisions and responding to challenges after them – would be a useful first step.\textsuperscript{35}

The UN Security Council is unusual for the way in which its powers have expanded over the past decade in particular, but many other bodies are similarly removed from the affected individuals who have the greatest stake in the quality of their decision-making. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), for example, is a privately funded body based in London that develops global accounting standards requiring transparent and comparable financial statements. Its members are appointed by the International Accounting Standards Committee Foundation, a non-profit corporation incorporated in the US state of Delaware. In 2002, a European Union regulation required listed companies, including banks and insurance companies, to prepare their consolidated accounts in accordance with the IASB’s standards from 2005 onwards – delegating not only adoption of these standards but their interpretation to a private body. An EU Accounting Regulatory Committee was established to oversee incorporation of the standards, but its function was limited to providing an opinion on proposals to endorse IASB standards. The connection between the standards-setter and those required to implement the standards is a chain of broken links.\textsuperscript{36}

Whether such connections should be more direct, and whether such standards-setters should be accountable to the end-users of their product, points to a counter-majoritarian problem that frequently arises in economic law and policy. Should such areas of governance be isolated from day-to-day democratic processes?\textsuperscript{37} In other words, in times of quiet can a government establish economic policies that will be protected from political pressure in moments of crisis? Human rights are protected in this way by many constitutions, structured to limit the capacity of a state to derogate from that to which it originally consented. It is less clear that this should apply to economic policy. The European Union has gone furthest in submitting control of the economy to intergovernmental processes, including the adoption of a common currency (something achieved de facto in a ‘dollarised’ country such as Panama). Even so, the limits of transferring economic policy to transnational actors were tested when both France and Germany breached the EU Stability and Growth Pact that requires countries using the euro to keep their deficits below 3 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP). A three-year dispute ended in a truce in December 2004, premised on an assumption that both countries would keep their deficits below the ceiling in 2005. Germany, at least,
violated that agreement, and along with Greece and Malta was subject to excessive deficit procedures, similar to those brought against Portugal when it violated the pact in 2001.

Accountability, then, depends not only on the relationship between overseer and overseen, but also on the stability of that relationship. In a developed legal system, the rule of law – meaning subjection to consistent and transparent principles under state institutions exercising a monopoly on coercive power – is intended to avoid arbitrary departures from uniform behaviour. The emerging body of global administrative law has few such protections, and accountability mechanisms have frequently been responsive to the realities of power, not merely in implementation, but in design.38

3. Some animals are more equal than others

During negotiations on the International Criminal Court in 1998, there was brief consideration of including corporations within its jurisdiction. French negotiators pushed to include legal as well as natural persons in order to make it easier for victims to sue for restitution and compensation. Differences in this form of accountability across jurisdictions – where it exists at all – meant that consensus was impossible and the language was dropped from its square brackets.39

Six months after the Rome Statute was adopted, at the 1999 Davos World Economic Forum, the then UN Secretary General Kofi Annan proposed the Global Compact. This is not a regulatory instrument – it does not ‘police’, enforce or measure the behaviour or actions of companies. Rather, the Global Compact claims to rely on ‘public accountability, transparency and the enlightened self-interest of companies, labour and civil society to initiate and share substantive action in pursuing the principles upon which the Global Compact is based’.40 The emergence of such essentially voluntary codes of conduct is an admission that regulation of labour standards through governments and intergovernmental organisations has failed. Though there are reasons to be hopeful about the impact of these voluntary mechanisms, they shift the burden of compliance in large part from the legal division of a corporation to the marketing division.

It should come as no surprise that norms and institutions are weaker in labour regulation and, say, environmental law than in trade. The largest multinational corporations now dwarf the economies of many countries and frequently mobilise greater political influence: preserving
their freedom of action (while protecting property and contractual rights) is a major reason for the weakness of labour and environmental regimes. At the same time, however, political power has also driven the expansion of global administrative law – most importantly in the export of US regulations and, increasingly, in US support for the judicialisation of international economic institutions such as the WTO. Much of the rhetoric within the US is critical of these developments, but they are frequently encouraged by US regulators and business with a strong interest in the harmonisation of global standards and the consistency and predictability of a legally robust trading environment. Where possible, this is pursued through the extraterritorial application of US regulations, either in law or in fact. A passive example is the adoption of Food and Drug Administration standards by pharmaceutical companies outside the US. A more aggressive approach is evident in the use of certification mechanisms that provide rules for other countries in areas such as abortion, arms control, environmental protection, human rights, narcotics and terrorism. In each of these areas, Congress requires the US President to provide detailed annual reports that may lead to the imposition of sanctions. It was in response to such unilateralism in pursuing violations of US intellectual property law that developing countries eventually agreed to the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement, which came into force in 1995. (Such arguments were later turned on their head to weaken the TRIPS regime as it applied to the use of generic drugs to fight HIV/AIDS.)

If powerful countries such as the US are able to inscribe domestic rules on foreign actors, precisely the opposite happens in the weakest countries. The idea of a social contract was traditionally that a state provides basic goods to its citizens in exchange for authority to raise taxes and exercise power on their behalf. Such a relationship is reinforced by democratic structures and reflects the theory (at least) of most industrialised countries. In the developing world, however, many governments are now engaged in what Barnett Rubin has called an external social contract, complying with foreign standards in order to receive official development assistance and gain entry into the global financial system. This relationship may actively undermine democratic processes.

Inequality of arms may also reduce the effectiveness of regimes intended to allow wider participation in global administrative decision-making. The participation of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in decision-making fora, for example, ranging from civil society observers at intergovernmental processes to participation as amicus curiae in
WTO dispute settlement proceedings, in theory ensures greater access. Such access is rarely reflective of a general ‘public interest’, however. In reality, participation rights tend to be exercised by those at the extreme ends of a spectrum of views on a given topic. In national structures, democratic processes may serve as a check on extreme views that are filtered through an electoral process. At the international and transnational level, a cacophony of unstructured participation is frequently dominated by the groups that shout the loudest.

4. Conclusion

Global administrative law presently exists as, at most, an idea and a set of questions. Central among these questions are the two highlighted at the start of this chapter: who wins and who loses? And what happens to politics? Put another way, is the goal of developing transparency, participation and review procedures to exclude politics from these activities or to formalise it?

The argument here is that such procedures will improve the quality of decision-making and responsiveness to those affected by decisions. It would be a mistake, however, to assume that all of these problems are technical questions to be resolved by lawyers. Objective implementation of standards is not neutral unless the standards themselves are legitimate. For this reason, purely legal forms of accountability will never be sufficient to bridge the democratic deficit frequently cited in the areas described here.

An alternative critique is that formalising these structures will shape global administrative law according to the interests of the industrialised countries and multinational corporations wielding the greatest influence. It probably will. Nevertheless, law’s capacity to restrain power and prevent the co-optation of norms to serve the ends of the powerful has always been questionable. Writing on the development of the rule of law in eighteenth-century England, the historian E. P. Thompson endorsed the Marxist view that law systematised and reified inequality between the classes. Even so, he argued, law also mediated those class relations through legal forms, constraining the actions of the ruling class. For this reason, unusually for a Marxist, he termed the rule of law an ‘unqualified human good’. Global administrative law will not bring about a New International Economic Order, but it might enable those most affected by globalisation to hold those with influence to their rhetoric.
The goals of global administrative law go beyond constraining decision-makers, however. In addition to providing ‘input legitimacy’ to decision-making processes, broadening participation, shining light on deliberations and providing the possibility of revisiting bad or unfair choices, global administrative law should improve the decisions themselves. This may be thought of as ‘output legitimacy’.48

The vagueness of the term ‘legitimacy’ in this context is one of the reasons why the language of accountability is normally preferred. In national institutions, such questions merge as both legitimacy and accountability are seen as grounded in the principles and practice of democracy. At the global level, the lack of a global demos means that such a link will never be so clear.49 Instead, legitimacy will have to be negotiated in different ways in different fields, guided by principles that are necessarily contingent, standing or falling by their effectiveness and responsiveness to the demands of the practitioners and protestors of globalisation.
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The deliberative deficit: Transparency, access to information and UN sanctions

DEVIKA HOVELL

Transparency is commonly recognised as a desirable institutional value. It has been touted as a core attribute of good governance. Yet, while the benefits of transparency in institutional decision-making are clear, unqualified transparency may be less obviously desirable in the case of institutions that rely on a measure of confidentiality to achieve their aims. The UN Security Council, for example, has been described as ‘a body in which confidentiality and informality regarding the decision-taking process are part of the business’. Some have attributed the Council’s effectiveness to a ‘procedure of confidentiality’, which provides a climate for free-ranging and uninhibited debates, and the achievement of consensus. Even so, this has not diminished the chorus of voices calling upon the Council to ensure greater transparency in its working methods and procedure. The call has been particularly strong in the context of decision-making on UN sanctions. With the increasing move to ‘targeted’ sanctions against particular individuals, groups and products, affected entities have a heightened interest in the reasons behind decision-making in sanctions regimes.

This chapter seeks to provide an adjunct to the political debate by examining the role of legal standards in ensuring greater transparency. If the application of unmitigated transparency can be criticised on justifiable grounds by those who would otherwise recognise the merits of a principle of transparency, determining the reasonable limits of such a principle is of crucial importance. Though international law may not often be determinative in the realm of international politics, it can be a helpful means to identify the parameters of fair and reasonable standards.

In legal terms, the notion of transparency is most often represented by a principle of freedom of or access to information. Such a principle is an
increasingly important aspect of contemporary domestic legal systems, with freedom of information laws presently existing in almost seventy countries around the world. The question addressed in this chapter is whether there are sufficient points of connection between domestic laws to be able to identify a ‘general principle’ of international law that might be applied to the Security Council. It is an analysis that also lends itself to broader academic debate about the recognition of a body of ‘global administrative law’ or ‘international public law’, a subject pertinent to many of the chapters in this volume. In particular, this chapter explores whether it is possible to determine the existence of a concrete principle of public law or administrative law at the international level, in this case a principle of transparency.

The chapter begins by examining the nature of decision-making on sanctions, and in particular the extent to which the process can be said to be transparent. Section 2 explores whether transparency is a principle appropriately applied to the Security Council, examining the rationale for the legal requirement of access to information across a range of legal systems and assessing whether any such rationale is applicable to the particular context of the Security Council. It pinpoints as a key issue the question of whether there is a link between transparency and legitimate decision-making by the Security Council. The remaining sections focus on determining the content of a legal principle of transparency. The analysis draws upon one of the three primary sources of international law recognised in article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, the ‘general principles of civilised nations’. In determining whether the principle of transparency can be said to constitute a ‘general principle’ under international law, the chapter examines the operation of the principle in eleven legal systems, including the legal systems of each permanent member of the Security Council. The primary focus is to ascertain whether there is sufficient support for a general principle of access to information and, if so, the content of this principle.

1. Interrogating Security Council practice: Transparency and Security Council decision-making on sanctions

As a recent report on the Security Council remarked, while the Security Council’s workload has multiplied over the last decade, placing it increasingly at the centre of major world events, it has, at the same time, become significantly less visible. While there have been a number of reform initiatives promulgated by the Council on the issue, the lack of
transparency in Security Council working methods continues to attract criticism in a variety of fora. The September 2005 World Summit Outcome Document recommended that the Council ‘continue to adapt its working methods so as to … enhance its accountability to the membership and increase the transparency of its work’. 

In the context of decision-making on UN sanctions, the concern has been particularly pronounced. Some fifty states have complained about the lack of transparency in the present sanctions system. Concerns about information-sharing and the lack of transparency in the sanctions regime were present during the three multilateral reform processes that contributed to the development of targeted sanctions. Given the seriousness of the consequences for those targeted by sanctions, including the freezing of global assets and the denial of educational, employment and international travel opportunities, it is unsurprising that affected entities have applied pressure on the Security Council to explain the basis for their decisions.

1.1 Nature of Security Council decision-making on sanctions

It is appropriate to begin with a brief overview of the nature of Security Council decision-making on sanctions. Of the eleven sanctions regimes currently in place, ten of them are targeted against individuals and non-state entities and envisage or incorporate some form of list of individuals established and monitored by the relevant sanctions committee. The ‘blunt instrument’, described by Boutros Boutros-Ghali, now differentiates between governments and their people, so that the sanctioned entity is no longer always a state, but more frequently individuals and entities within it. Sanctions may also target specific products, such as diamonds, timber or arms.

The decision-making process in relation to sanctions is generally divided between two key bodies: the Security Council and regime-specific sanctions committees. The decision to impose sanctions is taken by the Security Council and is achieved by way of a Security Council resolution enacted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter. The resolution designates the threat to or breach of the peace that sanctions address, delineates the scope of measures to be applied and identifies the state or parties against which the sanctions are to be imposed. Though the Security Council continues to oversee the implementation of the sanctions regime, responsibility for the day-to-day administration of sanctions is then delegated to a sanctions committee, created as a
subsidiary organ of the Security Council. Many of the key decisions affecting individuals and entities are taken by these subsidiary organs and their practice is the predominant focus of our inquiry.

Reflecting broader Security Council practice, much of the work of sanctions committees takes place in ‘informal consultations of the whole’, meetings that are held behind closed doors without a record being taken. Yet recourse to informal consultations by sanctions committees is even more frequent than by the Security Council – between the establishment of the Al-Qaeda and Taliban Sanctions Committee in October 1999 and the end of 2005, the Committee held thirty-one formal meetings and approximately 150 informal consultations. Decisions rarely provide any justification and, on occasion, are not even communicated to affected parties. There have been instances when individuals and entities designated by sanctions committees have reportedly found out about their listings from non-official sources. Non-participating states, not to mention the states and individuals targeted by the sanctions, have no means to assess the principles that guide decisions made by sanctions committees. This has led to descriptions of sanctions committee decision-making as ‘prone to politicization and … at times bewildering to the observer’.

The secrecy of proceedings is not something that is contested by the sanctions committees themselves. Indeed, the committees appear to foster the secrecy of their proceedings as essential to ensure the effectiveness of their role. In its Annual Report 2004–2005, the Al-Qaeda and Taliban Sanctions Committee paid tribute to a Chairman who had ‘wisely determined that much of the work should be performed at informal meetings of the Committee to allow for enough flexibility in convening them and the free exchange of views, without a record’. In his book on *UN Sanctions and the Rule of Law*, Farrall identifies that the ‘closed-door’ approach is commonly justified by two factors: first, the need to protect the confidentiality and sensitivity of the issues under discussion, and second, the desire to diminish political ‘grandstanding’ to the detriment of genuine discussion and negotiation. Against these arguments, Farrall cites the work of Paul Conlon, whose analysis of the inner workings of the Iraq Sanctions Committee concluded that discussion of sensitive confidential matters accounted for a mere 2.5 per cent of the committee’s meeting time and that the closed meeting format in fact elicited little candour and frankness from committee members. Even more damning is the same commentator’s conclusion that the lack of transparency in the proceedings of the Iraq Sanctions Committee...
actually aided Iraq and sanctions evaders as it shielded them from the public spotlight.18

In a system that relies heavily on information-sharing between states,19 including non-members of the Security Council, information is in short supply. The Security Council has taken some steps toward enhancing the transparency of sanctions decision-making in response to criticism of unduly closed sanctions committee processes. This has included successive notes from the President of the Security Council, typically drafted in aspirational rather than mandatory terms, encouraging greater openness.20 Sanctions committees have been encouraged to convene substantive and detailed briefings on the work of the committees following each meeting, increase press releases, publish information about sanctions committees on the Internet, make summary records of formal meetings publicly available and to prepare annual reports with a concise summary of activities undertaken in the reporting period. Many of these measures have been implemented, albeit at times in a desultory fashion – annual reports contain limited substantive information about committee decision-making and little valuable information on the manner in which the committees function. Concerned states and organisations may be invited to give comments during closed meetings. However, there is no public access to meetings of the committees or to records of those meetings.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the extent of the duty upon the Security Council to enhance its transparency beyond the ad hoc measures taken to date. Though transparency is a ‘vogue’ term,21 and is often presented as an unqualified good, the argument of ‘transparency for transparency’s sake’ will have no purchase with those who come from the (not unreasonable) position that greater transparency would undermine the Council’s effectiveness. The call for transparency must be built on stronger foundations and incorporate reasonable limitations.

2. Challenging the transparency paradigm: Transparency, legitimacy and the Security Council

Terms such as ‘transparency’, ‘accountability’ and ‘democracy’ attract automatic reverence such that they can sometimes be employed in political and academic debate beyond their useful purpose. For example, an international institution can be damaged by criticism that it is undemocratic or unaccountable without any interrogation as to whether such a body was ever intended to be democratic or accountable in its
operation. Relevantly to the present discussion, the Security Council is regularly criticised for its lack of transparency, though it is widely recognised that it is the body primarily responsible for international security, and it is commonly accepted at a domestic level that ‘security’ issues are exempted from public disclosure requirements. In order to determine the applicability of the principle of transparency to the Security Council, it is pertinent to examine the rationale for recognition of the principle in other contexts and consider whether it is a requirement that is appropriately applied to the Security Council framework.

The primary formulation of the principle of transparency, recognised by the majority of legal systems, is a right of access to information by the general public, irrespective of individual motives, justifications or interests regarding the use of the information. This ‘general’ right is tied most commonly to deliberative theories of democracy. Deliberative democracy theorists argue that legitimate law-making can only arise from the public deliberation of the citizenry, which is dependent in turn upon public knowledge stemming from access to information.\(^\text{22}\) In post-modern democracies, information (rather than representation by way of a vote) has become the ‘currency of democracy’.\(^\text{23}\) Faith in representative government has faltered and the fact of representation by elected officials is no longer regarded as sufficient to gain public trust.\(^\text{24}\) Many authors consider the principal benefit of transparency as being a method to address perceptions of a ‘democratic deficit’.\(^\text{25}\)

This rationale for a general right of access to information is reflected in a variety of legal systems. In the US, the link to democracy is long-standing. In signing the first American access legislation into law, President Lyndon Johnson proclaimed that ‘[a] democracy works best when the people have all the information that the security of the Nation permits’.\(^\text{26}\) Similarly, the Preamble to India’s Right to Information Act 2005 recognises that ‘democracy requires an informed citizenry and transparency of information which are vital to its functioning’. One of the key aims of Mexico’s Federal Law of Transparency and Access to Public Government Information is to ‘[c]ontribute to the democratization of Mexican society and the full operation of the Rule of Law’.\(^\text{27}\) The integral relationship between openness and democracy has also been emphasised as a purpose underlying freedom of information laws in France, Japan, South Africa and the UK.\(^\text{28}\) Even the EC regulation regarding public access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents, pertaining to a less representative form of democracy, stresses in its Preamble that ‘openness contributes to strengthening the principles of democracy’.\(^\text{29}\)
Of course, the Security Council is not an organ operating within the context of a democracy, which prompts the question as to whether the principle has any application to the Security Council’s functioning in the context of the UN and the international legal order. In this respect, it is relevant to note that certain non-democratic systems such as China and Russia recognise the right as a necessary element of their legal and political systems. Moreover, even within democracies, the right of access to information is not generally restricted to citizens (that is, the voting members of the public), but often extends to foreign citizens, corporations and organisations, suggesting the rationale extends beyond enhancing democratic representation to something more. Indeed, when we penetrate beneath the overarching rationale of enhancing a state’s democratic credentials, more concrete purposes can be identified with greater relevance to the Security Council. Specifically, nine interrelated rationales for the right of access to information can be distinguished from the various legal systems:

1. promoting transparency in decision-making;
2. ensuring accountability of decision-makers;
3. fighting corruption;
4. enhancing public trust and confidence;
5. enabling public scrutiny;
6. facilitating public participation;
7. conferring public control over decision-makers;
8. protecting community and individual rights; and
9. improving the effectiveness of governance.

Rather than connecting the principle exclusively with enhancing democracy, the principle of access to information is more appropriately seen as a measure capable of correcting a ‘deliberative’ deficit, a rationale that is not necessarily tied to the liberal democratic model of nation states. Consent is not an essential condition for the application of laws and regulations in the practice of deliberative democracy. Instead, this model ‘draws on the insights of deliberative theorists who perceive political will formation processes as essential for democracy’ and ‘emphasizes active participation rather than intermittent and passive procedural participation of voting in elections as the key to democratic decision-making processes.’ In terms of the discourse model of law and politics, the validity of every kind of action norm depends on the agreement of those participating in rational discourses as affected parties – a process of will-formation that leads to justified decisions about the
pursuit of collective goals and the normative regulation of life in com-
mon. In this sense, the mischief that the principle of transparency
addresses is not a democratic deficit, but a possible deliberative deficit.

Ultimately, the relevant overriding characteristic to which transpar-
ency and greater deliberation contribute is legitimacy. Legitimacy is best
described (and most often employed) as a theory about compliance. It
explains why rules issued by decision-makers are obeyed. While the
question as to whether legality is an essential ingredient of Security
Council decision-making can be debated, unquestionably the Security
Council must aspire to legitimacy in decision-making. The effectiveness
of Security Council measures depends upon it. Compliance is secured, at
least in part, by the perception of its rules being legitimate by those to
whom they are addressed. According to Thomas Franck’s exegesis, the
essence of legitimacy is that quality of a rule which derives from a
perception on the part of those to whom it is addressed that it has
come into being in accordance with ‘the right process’. Increasingly,
we see the traditional pillars of the international order – state consent,
sovereignty and non-intervention – overshadowed by more collective
and systemic considerations. In the UN context, the traditional contrac-
tual understanding of the system has given way to one that privileges
process, in which legitimate decision-making is conditioned not so much
on the will of the parties as on the processes of deliberation. Though the
quest is often presented as one for democracy, this is generally a syno-
ym for greater participation and deliberation. For example, in an
Agenda for Peace, UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali advo-
cated that ‘[d]emocracy within the family of nations … requires the
fullest consultation, participation and engagement of all States, large
and small, in the work of the Organization’. In the Security Council
context, Wheatley advocates that ‘[t]here must be an inclusive process of
democratic decision-making, with those who will be subject to the laws
and regulations able to participate effectively in the process’ and ‘a
reasoned basis for the introduction of laws and regulations’. He con-
siders this to be particularly necessary where the impugned measure will
have the effect of interfering with, or negating, the rights of subjects
recognised within the legal order. According to a deliberative under-
standing of the nature of the system of international law, the legitimacy
of the international legal order therefore depends on a process of ‘rea-
soned consensus’ and ‘discourse, reasoning and negotiation’.

How then do we determine the elements of the ‘right process’? Ac-

According to Franck, ‘it is only by reference to a community’s evolving
standards of what constitutes right process that it is possible to assert meaningfully that a law is legitimate.\textsuperscript{39} This reference to the ‘community’s evolving standards’ offers a bridge between legitimacy and law. In the international legal sphere, one recognised source of law in particular draws upon those standards common to all legal systems. The ‘general principles of civilized nations’, a recognised source of international law under article 38(1)(c) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, includes those principles considered to be integral to the functioning of the international legal system as a whole – the evolving standards of the international community.

According to the above analysis, the legitimacy of Security Council decision-making will be enhanced if it is consistent with general principles. In order to determine whether transparency should be an integral aspect of Security Council decision-making, it is necessary to ascertain whether the right of access to information can be said to constitute a ‘general principle’ within the meaning of article 38(1)(c), and, if so, to determine the parameters of this principle.

### 3. A concise methodology for determination of general principles

What does international law have to say on the question as to how to identify ‘general principles of civilized nations’? Both during and since its recognition by the Advisory Committee of Jurists responsible for drafting the Statute of the Permanent Court of Justice in 1920,\textsuperscript{40} the meaning of this omnibus phrase has been debated. As the phrase suggests, the principles referred to are those generally recognised in municipal jurisprudence. While a purely comparativist approach is not advocated in ascertaining these standards, comparative law can be used as a guide. The following analysis will examine the operation of the principle of access to information in eleven legal systems, including the legal system of each permanent member of the Security Council. These systems were chosen on the basis that they represent a cross-section of legal traditions and geographical regions.\textsuperscript{41} By way of closer analogy to the UN, we shall also focus on the operation of the principle within a supranational organisation, the European Union.

A general principle is one that ‘can be regarded, on the basis of the universal or near universal testimony of municipal legal systems, as part and parcel of universal justice’.\textsuperscript{42} Accordingly, a principle will be a general one if (1) it is applied by the most representative systems of
municipal law, and (2) is inherent in the very nature of law and legal systems.

Our analysis will proceed in two parts. First, the notion of ‘inherency’, or the extent to which the principle is necessitated by the terms of ‘universal justice’, will require us to pay consideration to the significance of the principle within legal systems, which can be assessed from the degree to which the principle is entrenched, its permanence and the scope of exceptions.

Second, we will seek to identify common themes observable across the various legal traditions in relation to access to information. In analysing the different legal regimes, as much as it is important to understand the particular context and contours of each regime, it is important to take a synoptic approach to discern whether it is possible to identify a ‘general’ principle. Of course, our aim is not in this case to identify a general principle of transparency in the abstract, but one that applies to the Security Council. Even within domestic systems, the impact of any principle of access to information is significantly reduced by the many exceptions that exist in relation to it. As we shall see, most legal systems incorporate exceptions in relation to information concerning ‘national security’, ‘defence’, ‘law enforcement’ and ‘international relations’. As the Security Council will most often operate in a context in which these issues are at the forefront, such that the information it generates and possesses (including information belonging to national authorities) would generally be caught by domestic exceptions, our analysis of the principle will need to focus predominantly on the operation and scope of these exceptions within domestic legal systems.

4. Nature and significance of right of access to information in different legal systems

In many legal systems, the right of access to information is of relatively recent origin. At the turn of the millennium, a broad legislative right of access to information had not entered into effect in nine of the eleven legal systems examined. Presently, all legal systems examined include legislation or regulations recognising the right of access to information. In certain cases, the right is contained in ordinances rather than legislation. For example, the Chinese ordinance was passed by the State Council, and accordingly does not have the status of law promulgated by the National People’s Congress. In Pakistan, the ordinance passed by General President Musharraf should have lapsed within six months. However the President
issued a constitutional decree ensuring its continuance. In the case of Russia, rudimentary access to information provisions were implemented in a 1995 law, although a draft bill introduced into the Duma in September 2005 provides for more concrete recognition.

In nine of the eleven domestic legal systems examined, the right of access to information is also recognised in the national constitution. While certain constitutions expressly recognise the right, in other cases the right has been implied from constitutional recognition of a right to freedom of speech and expression. In many cases, the constitutional right is narrower than the statutory right. For example, in Japan, while most scholars agree that the right to know is embodied in the guarantee of freedom of expression in article 21 of Japan’s Constitution, so far the furthest the Supreme Court has taken this is to recognise the right to receive information through the media. Similarly, in the US, the Supreme Court has never gone so far as to recognise a positive right to access information in the First Amendment, referring instead to a ‘right to receive information and ideas’, a ‘right to gather information’ and a prohibition on government ‘from limiting the stock of information from which members of the public may draw’.

Outside the state constitutional framework, the European Union has enshrined the right of access to information in European Community law by way of a treaty provision. In 1997, the Treaty of Amsterdam inserted then article 191a into the Treaty on the European Union, providing that ‘[a]ny citizen of the Union, and any natural or legal person residing or having its registered office in a Member State, shall have a right of access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents, subject to the principles and the conditions to be defined in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3’. The right has also been included in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The Charter is not presently binding, but it will form an integral and binding part of the European constitutional order in the event of the adoption of a European Constitution. This has contributed to debate that the right of access to information constitutes a ‘fundamental right’. Applicants before European courts have relied on the fundamental nature of access to documents and have argued that action by EC institutions must conform to this right. Although the European Court of Justice acknowledges the importance of the public’s right to access documents, to date it has not accepted this right as fundamental.

While some states attribute constitutional significance to the principle of access to information, the scope of the constitutional right is often a
very narrow one. The recent origin of the law in many states, and the choice by some states (at least initially) to consign the principle to secondary or subordinate decrees such as ordinances, also speaks against the status of the principle as fundamental to legal systems. Conversely, the swell of public advocacy and judicial pressure that has often preceded legislative adoption of the right indicates its broader significance within domestic systems. The trend within domestic systems appears to be towards greater rather than lesser recognition of the right.

5. Towards a general principle of access to information: Content, scope and exceptions

The right of access to information enjoys wide support among legal systems. Each of the legal systems examined exhibits a general right of access, though the scope of this right differs between legal systems. The following analysis identifies common themes exhibited by the access to information regimes examined in this chapter.

5.1 Presumption of maximum disclosure

The starting point of many access to information regimes is a presumption of maximum disclosure. The European Court of Justice has held that article 1 of Regulation 1049/2001, read in light of the fourth recital in the preamble, seeks to give ‘the fullest possible effect to the right of public access to documents’ held by the institutions. Courts in the US have also interpreted the relevant US Act as containing a presumption of maximum disclosure, interpreting the disclosure requirements in the Act broadly, and the exceptions narrowly. Article 6 of the Mexican Act provides that ‘[i]n interpretations of this Law, the principle of publicity of information possessed by subjects compelled by the Law must be favoured’. In discussing the extent to which documents should be classified in the lead-up to passage of the bill, both Houses of Parliament in Mexico indicated that ‘[t]he principle that should guide [classification] by authorities is that of publicity rather than withholding’. Relevant laws of other states provide that, in reviewing the application of exemptions denying access, the burden generally falls on the government authority denying access to information to prove it falls within an exemption, further supporting the existence of a presumption.

Exceptional in this respect are the laws of Angola, China and the UK. In the UK, where access to information has been denied on national
security grounds, the burden is on the requester of information to show that non-disclosure is not justified.58 In China, the General Offices of the Communist Party and the State Council issued a document establishing a presumption of disclosure of information concerning administrative management and public services as a matter of national policy, though the presumption was that information would be disclosed ‘strictly according to facts and in strict compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations and relevant policies’.59 Moreover, this presumption expressly excluded information ‘involving state … secrets … protected by law’. Article 14 of the Chinese Regulations provides that, in the event the administrative organ cannot determine whether the information should be made public, it should not disclose it.60 One commentator notes that the provisions of the Chinese regulations ‘reflect unease about, and the continuing impulse to control, the release of information’.61 In both Angola and China, criminal sanctions are imposed for disclosing information that should not be disclosed.62

5.1.1 Limits on bodies from whom information may be requested

Limits are sometimes placed on the entities subject to freedom of information requests. Some legislation is extremely broad and extends to all branches of government.63 In general, though, while the executive and administrative organs are almost always included within the parameters of those subject to requests, the legislature and judiciary are often excluded.64 Rationales for the exclusion of certain bodies from the parameters of freedom of information laws include that information is not relevant to ‘public functions’, disclosure would undermine ‘operational effectiveness’ and information is already publicly available. The reason for Parliament’s exclusion is presumably in recognition of parliamentary privilege.65

5.1.2 No need to demonstrate special interest

Almost all access laws preclude the need for a requester to show a special interest in obtaining the information or to give any reason for accessing the information.66 Curiously, in the case of Pakistan, the application form to be completed by those seeking access to information provides that the requester must state the ‘purpose of acquisition of the information or record’, and then must sign a declaration that ‘[t]he information obtained [will] not be used for any purpose other than specified above’.67 The language of
article 13 of China’s Ordinance also intimates that the request may be subject to a needs test, stating that persons can request information ‘according to their particular production, life, research and other needs’.68 However, article 29, which stipulates the content of any information request, does not require the requester to provide reasons as to why they need the requested information.

5.1.3 Conclusion

In essence, the common theme that can be derived is a presumption of maximum disclosure of information about public functions carried out by public authorities, to the extent that disclosure would not undermine the effective fulfilment of those functions. The right of access to information does not stem from any special interest on the part of the requester, but is tied to a broader public interest in enhancing governance in accordance with the goals identified in Section 2 above.

5.2 Exception where reasonable link established between disclosure and identifiable threat to national security and defence

As identified above, the Security Council operates predominantly in the domain of international security, processing information relating to national security and defence interests. While national security and defence are normally exceptions to domestic access to information regimes,69 we see that the regime of exception is not generally a blanket one and can incorporate its own limits and safeguards. Indeed, one of the key concerns of governments establishing access to information regimes has been to balance the public interest in the protection of national security against the public interest in disclosure. On the one hand, governments realise that publicity of intelligence information can severely undermine national security.70 Secrecy is therefore a common, and sometimes important, tool employed by governments to protect national security interests. On the other hand, as many states have discerned, public access to information is vital to safeguarding important governance values such as accountability, scrutiny and public confidence. National security has been the cover for many examples of disproportionate censorship of information, for example, by the South African apartheid regime and the British colonial administration in India. As Justice Black of the US Supreme Court advocated, ‘[t]he guarding of military and diplomatic secrets at the expense of informed representative government provides no real security for our Republic’.71
Indiscriminate secrecy is a disproportionate response to occasional threats to national security and ignores the benefits of transparency to other matters in the public interest. Accordingly, governments have sought to draft exceptions to the access to information regimes that achieve an appropriate balance between disclosure and national security.

5.2.1 Narrow designation

In line with the presumption of disclosure favoured by most legal systems, exceptions should be construed narrowly. In addition, most exemptions are permissive, and not mandatory, providing discretion to release information even where it is covered by the exception.

5.2.2 Degree of harm

Certain specific limitations to the exception are more helpful than the broad rule that exceptions are to be construed narrowly. In most legal systems, it is insufficient merely to establish that the relevant information is related to national security. Generally, it must be established that there is a risk that disclosure would cause some degree of harm to national security, defence or international relations.

Various formulations of this principle are employed. For example, while the standard of harm in the UK is that the disclosure must ‘be likely to prejudice’ defence or international relations, in the US disclosure must ‘be reasonably expected to cause exceptionally grave, serious damage or damage to the national security’.

5.2.3 Need for identifiable threat

Tied to this is the requirement in certain access to information regimes to specify an identifiable threat, rather than a general claim of national security harm, to avoid the disclosure requirements.

In Japan, the national security exception permits non-disclosure where, ‘with adequate reason’, the head of an administrative organ deems disclosure would risk harm to national security or international relations. In the US, information can only be classified on national security grounds in accordance with the Executive Order on Classified National Security Information, which requires that the risk to national security posed by disclosure be identified. In South Africa, the Process of Access to information Act specifically lists concrete examples of information which, if disclosed, could constitute a threat to national security (arguably precluding more general claims according to the principle of expressio unius est exclusio alterius), though the list is
declared to be non-exhaustive. In an unusual case in the UK (within a system with a judicial tradition of deference to the executive), the UK Information Tribunal in *Norman Baker v. Secretary of State* quashed a certificate issued by the Home Secretary denying disclosure of information on national security grounds on the basis that it did not sufficiently identify the threat to national security.

5.2.4 Balancing test with public interest in disclosure

The law of several states also incorporates a requirement for some form of balancing test between the public interest in disclosure and the possible harm that disclosure will cause to the protected interests.

Both India’s and South Africa’s access to information laws incorporate a blanket public interest override, such that authorities have discretion to release information where the public interest in disclosure outweighs the harm to the protected interests. In South Africa, this is confined to situations in which disclosure of the record would reveal ‘a substantial contravention of, or failure to comply with, the law’ or ‘an imminent and serious public safety or environmental risk’. In China, a public interest override is permitted where non-disclosure ‘could do serious harm to the public interest’. Similarly, in Japan, authorities have discretion to disclose information when ‘there is a particular public interest necessity’.

In the UK, information exempted on grounds of national security, defence or international relations is also subject to a ‘public interest’ test such that ‘in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption [must outweigh] the public interest in disclosing the information’. The DCA’s *Full Exemptions Guidance* provides that, if non-disclosure is required to safeguard national security, it is likely to be only in exceptional circumstances that consideration of other public interest factors will result in disclosure. However, in order for this qualification to have meaning, the public interest in disclosure must be weighed in the balance in each case.

In the US, while the most recent Executive Order on the classification of national security information, issued by President Clinton in 1995 and amended by President Bush in 2003, does not incorporate a balancing test, previous executive orders have done so. President Carter’s Order included a provision requiring classification decisions to explicitly weigh the potential national security harm from disclosure against the public interest in knowing the information. Interestingly, in 1997, legislation was introduced in Congress to amend the Freedom of Information Act
to require the courts to weigh the public interest in disclosure, but this amendment failed to pass.\textsuperscript{88}

Although the EU Regulation 1049/2001 does not recognise a balancing test in relation to security, defence and international relations (while it does in relation to other exceptions), it is possible that the principle of proportionality could be invoked in relation to the application of the exception.\textsuperscript{89} The European Court of Justice has recognised that any curb on a fundamental right must be proportionate to the legitimate purpose sought to be achieved.\textsuperscript{90} As such, in making a decision to exempt information, regard must be had to a two-part proportionality test ensuring that (1) derogations from public access remain within the limits of what is appropriate and necessary for achieving the aim in view; and (2) the same result could not be achieved by other less restrictive measures.

5.2.5 Least restrictive

The second limb of the proportionality test referred to above also means that authorities should take the least restrictive measures available, and exempt the minimum information necessary to protect the national interest.\textsuperscript{91} For example, authorities might be able to give partial access to information, by severing or suppressing only the information that offends the exception.

5.2.6 Conclusion

Ultimately, though we see that certain limitations are built into national security exceptions, access to information in the domain covered by the exception is very narrow indeed. However, this is not the same as blanket censorship. It must be recalled that non-disclosure is exceptional and is only justified if and to the extent that there is a reasonable possibility that disclosure would cause some degree of harm to a state’s national security, defence or international relations. Of course, the difficulty in applying this principle to the Security Council, where the Security Council relies on security information derived from member states who would insist on controlling its disclosure, is clear.

5.3 Independent review of decisions to deny access

A consistent aspect of access to information regimes is the inclusion of a mechanism for independent review of decisions to deny access to information.\textsuperscript{92} It is common for legal systems to incorporate at least three tiers of review: an internal review, appeal to an ombudsman or administrative
tribunal and appeal to the courts. Other systems provide two tiers of review, usually where there is no separate administrative tribunal or body for dealing with complaints. It is notable that, in some systems, courts (or the relevant reviewing authority) are given the power to review the information in camera to determine whether it has been justifiably withheld on national security grounds.

In many states, the scope of judicial review is generally more limited where the basis for the denial of access to information is national security and defence. In such cases, a high degree of deference is typically given to decisions of the executive. Given the extent of case law on the issue, it is worth giving more focused attention to the case law of particular legal systems in considering the scope of judicial review.

5.3.1 European Union

In the EU, the European Court of Justice has emphasised the importance of judicial review, even in relation to questions of national security. Nevertheless, the court has held that the Council enjoys wide discretion for the purpose of determining whether the disclosure of documents relating to public security and international relations could undermine the public interest. In a recent judgment, the European Court of Justice held that the court’s review of the legality of such a decision must be ‘limited to verifying whether the procedural rules and the duty to state reasons have been complied with, whether the facts have been accurately stated, and whether there has been a manifest error of assessment or a misuse of powers’.

5.3.2 United Kingdom

British courts have traditionally been reluctant to interfere in determinations by the executive in relation to national security. Consistently with a recent judgment of the House of Lords in Secretary of State v. Rehman, the UK’s Freedom of Information Act has adopted a modified approach, authorising the Information Tribunal to quash a Ministerial certificate authorising non-disclosure on national security grounds if it finds the Minister did not have reasonable grounds for issuing it. As the certificate is ‘conclusive evidence’ that non-disclosure is required on national security grounds, the burden is on the appellant to show otherwise. The Tribunal is to decide the matter ‘applying the principles applied by the court on an application for judicial review’, allowing four possible grounds of challenge: illegality, procedural impropriety, irrationality...
and perhaps lack of proportionality. While the judicial tradition of deference to the executive suggests that intervention will be rare, the Information Tribunal quashed a certificate issued by the Home Secretary in Norman Baker v. Secretary of State (see above).

5.3.3 United States

In the US, decisions to deny access have always been subject to review by the judiciary, although early interpretation of the ‘national security’ exemption favoured deference to the executive. In 1974, in the wake of the Watergate Scandal, Congress responded to broad interpretations of the exemptions by proposing amendments mandating greater agency disclosure, and clarifying the national security exception. As a result of the amendments, the court must examine the matter de novo and the burden is on the agency to sustain its denial of access. The Act requires the government to give detailed justifications as to why the information is classified, submitting sworn statements by appropriate officials that the disclosure of the information would in fact cause harm to the national security, addressing each item of classified information separately and in detail. The courts are required to give ‘substantial weight’ to an agency’s determination that the information is classified.

In practice, plaintiffs have rarely been successful in seeking the release of classified information. A large degree of deference was shown to the Executive in Epstein v. Resor, where the Ninth Circuit held that the Act only requires that the court determine whether the information was properly classified, and that the origin of the file’s contents be sufficiently evidenced to dispel any suggestion that the classification was ‘arbitrary or capricious’. The court considered that courts ‘have neither the “aptitude, facilities, nor responsibility” to review these essentially political decisions’. Other courts have recognised the need to undertake a qualified review into the Executive’s reasoning to ensure there is a reasonable expectation that release of the information would cause harm to national security. Interestingly, this approach seems more consistent with the drafters’ intention. In the debate on the FOIA, the remarks of several Senators made it clear that Congress did not want federal judges to passively approve FOIA exemption claims. As Senator Muskie stated:

I cannot imagine that any Federal judge would throw open the gates of the Nation’s classified secrets, or that they would substitute their judgment for that of an agency head without carefully weighing all the evidence in the arguments presented by both sides. … On the contrary, if we constrict the manner in which courts perform this vital review function, we make
the classifiers themselves privileged officials, immune from the accountability necessary for Government to function smoothly.\textsuperscript{109}

5.3.4 Conclusion

While review of non-disclosure decisions based on national security concerns is inevitably circumscribed, domestic decisions demonstrate a tendency towards some scope for review, even if the review is \textit{in camera} and confined to determining manifest unreasonableness. Of course, the added controversy attracted in the Security Council context to any form of review of decision-making should alert us to the difficulty in translating this aspect of the principle to the international context.

5.4 Obligation to publish

Perhaps the simplest way for the sanctions committees to enhance their accountability would be to publish as much information as possible. While freedom of information is generally associated with the right to request access to information, it has also been interpreted as placing an active duty on public bodies to publish certain information, even in the absence of a request.\textsuperscript{110} Specifically, where a duty to publish is recognised in domestic legal systems, it generally extends to information in the following categories:

1. a description of the body’s structure, functions and duties;\textsuperscript{111}
2. the content of all legislation, regulations, decisions and/or policies it has adopted that affect the public, along with the reasons for them, any authoritative interpretations of them and any important background material;\textsuperscript{112}
3. any regulations, policies, rules, guides or manuals regarding the discharge by that body of its functions;\textsuperscript{113}
4. a description of the documents or categories of document held by that body;\textsuperscript{114} and
5. any direct request or complaints mechanisms available to members of the public regarding acts or a failure to act by that body, along with a summary of any requests, complaints or other direct actions by members of the public and that body’s response.\textsuperscript{115}

6. Conclusion

The general right of access to information enjoys wide support across a range of legal systems. The parameters of a general principle of access
to information can already be defined with some clarity. Having regard to the common themes exhibited within the legal systems examined above, a general principle recognising a right of access to information would contain the following elements:

- The general public (including foreign citizens, corporations and organisations) have a right to request access to information generated or possessed by public bodies.
- There is no need for the requester to provide reasons for the request, nor to establish a special interest in the information requested.
- In considering requests for access, a presumption of disclosure operates, such that disclosure can only be refused if the requested body can identify a legitimate reason in the public interest for non-disclosure.
- Information can be withheld legitimately where the relevant body considers that disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause harm to national security, defence or international relations.
- In the event of non-disclosure of information, there must be a mechanism for the independent review of the decision to deny access. There should be at least two tiers of review, which might include an internal review and review by an independent administrative tribunal or court.
- Even in the absence of a request, public bodies must publish information necessary to provide the public with the tools (1) to understand the purpose and functions of the body; (2) to assess whether these purposes/functions are being fulfilled; (3) to know and comprehend applicable laws or regulations; and (4) to interact with the body where there is scope for such interaction.

While it is possible to identify common themes in a cross-section of legal systems, this is not sufficient in itself to establish a general principle. As discussed above, it is necessary also to determine whether the principle can be said to be integral to the nature of law and legal systems. Having regard to the status of the right in many domestic legal systems, it is probably too early to refer to a general principle of international law recognising a right of access to information. Many of the relevant enactments are too recent in origin to be able to reflect principles that can be said to be integral to any legal system, if certain of those enactments can even be said to have achieved the status of law at all.\(^\text{116}\)

Of course, the \textit{lex lata} can be distinguished from the \textit{lex ferenda}. While principles of good governance must be differentiated from legal principles, transparency, openness and some opportunity for public
participation have emerged as nearly universal principles of good governance. Moreover, the contemporary trends in legal systems across the globe are striking, and there are clear indications pointing towards a gradual evolution of a general principle of international law recognising a right of access to information. As such, to the extent that the Security Council wants to adopt a 'best practice' approach to its processes and procedures, it would be well-advised to incorporate respect for a public right of access to information. The goals underlying recognition of the right, such as accountability, elimination of corruption, enhancement of public trust, enablement of public scrutiny, facilitation of public participation and improvement in the effectiveness of governance, are also aspirations of the Security Council. Further, by recognising this principle in its operation, the Security Council might contribute to the evolution of this principle, rather than awaiting its development by nation states.

In the context of the UN sanctions regime, a right of access to information would entitle individuals, corporations, organisations and states to request access to information generated or possessed by the Security Council and sanctions committees. To limit the need for individual requests, sanctions bodies should publish as much information as possible through improved websites, more frequent press statements and a broader dissemination of committee procedures.

In the Security Council context, transparency has an obvious downside, given the regularity with which sensitive issues of international security must be weighed in the balance. In its daily work, the Security Council has much to gain from tapping into confidential sources, and states will be more reluctant to share such information where there is a risk such information might be disclosed. Nevertheless, just as domestic systems have managed to incorporate exceptions to access to information regimes that protect information from disclosure where it would compromise important values in the public interest, so too can any regime adopted by the Security Council. For example, instead of meeting regularly in private sessions, the committees should meet openly where possible, moving into informal consultations only when discussions touch upon issues that are considered highly sensitive or confidential.

Adopting common principles accepted by most domestic systems, information would be legitimately withheld in the Security Council context where the relevant body considers that disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause harm to public security or international relations. Public security would encompass both international peace and security, and the national security of individual states. It might include
threats to the survival, integrity or stability of a state’s territory, government, citizens or assets, economy or critical infrastructure. International relations would include relations between states, and relations between the UN, individual states and other international organisations. In determining what to disclose, the relevant body should take the least restrictive measure possible and allow partial access to information where this is possible.

A more difficult issue arises in applying the requirement for an independent review of decisions to deny access to information. To the extent the information was provided to the Security Council by a nation state, it might be appropriate for the Security Council to reveal the source of the information so that the individual could utilise the domestic access to information regime (and avenues of appeal) in the relevant nation state. To the extent the information was generated by the Security Council itself, there should be a mechanism for internal review by a separate subsidiary organ. It might also be possible, in time, to establish an independent review tribunal, containing qualified legal experts appointed by members of the Security Council, to review decisions denying access to information.

In conclusion, on the basis that much of the information generated and possessed by the UN sanctions framework clearly concerns public security, defence and international relations, the scope of access to information will be minimal compared to that permitted in domestic legal systems. However, by recognising the application of the principle, the Security Council can avoid disproportionately shielding its practice and procedure from the international community. To do so would represent an important means by which to encourage public understanding, scrutiny and trust, values that are currently lacking in the Security Council’s sanctions framework.
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1. Introduction

This chapter addresses the question of how the supremacy of the rule of law can be sustained in relation to the Security Council acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter.\(^1\) Since the 1990s, recourse to Chapter VII has become a commonplace and unchallenged practice of the Council, furnishing a wide range of flexible grounds for justifying its actions.\(^2\) The highly political nature of the body, influenced largely by the five permanent members (P-5), in combination with the discretionary use of Chapter VII powers, has allowed the Council to expand its scope of activities whenever the political hurdle of the veto can be overcome. Recent developments in the Council’s activity have seen a legislature-like endeavour to address threats posed by non-state actors,\(^3\) and more complex and technical administrative operations imposing sanctions against such non-state actors.\(^4\)

There is no doubt that Chapter VII powers must be exercised consistently with the UN Charter.\(^5\) The legality of the Council’s actions is subject to the purposes and principles of the Charter including subsequently developed human rights norms.\(^6\) It is also arguable that the Council’s decisions under Chapter VII must be adopted within the jurisdictional limits, which form the prerequisites for the valid exercise of Chapter VII powers.\(^7\) Yet the reference to such requirements does not automatically lead to the objective assessment of the legality and validity of the Council’s action. It requires a mechanism whereby the legality and validity of the Council’s decision is subject to public scrutiny. The following two sections examine conventional review mechanisms – political accountability and judicial review – showing their constraints in controlling Chapter VII powers. An alternative mechanism is proposed in the final section with a
view to fostering communities of dialogue based on the concept of ‘regulatory conversation’ in an attempt to complement the two conventional methods of control by filling the gap with the development of legal accountability.

2. The Security Council and distrust

There is no doubt that the Security Council is a political organ that has reflected and institutionalised the asymmetric power balance between the P-5 and other states. The veto power, the voting privilege given to the great powers, has played a significant role in preserving the Council’s authority by preventing it being used as a politically ‘privatised’ tool in the face of a powerful dissenter, whilst allowing it to take peacekeeping action when they are acting in concert. The political coalition among the P-5, however, does not guarantee that necessary action will be taken, but rather allows for the exercise of discretion in determining whether action is to be taken. The discretionary element involved in decision-making is characteristic of governance generally. Nevertheless, it has laid the ground for the Council being accused of adopting double-standards or a selective approach in responding to threats to the peace.

While the view that the Council is not acting enough represents one side of the criticism, the view that the Council may be acting excessively is also suggested. The fact that the P-5 states have been more readily agreeable to forming collective decisions since the end of the Cold War has facilitated the expansion of the Council’s scope of activity, reflected in the widening concept of a threat to the peace, as well as in the proliferation of measures taken under Chapter VII. At times, doubt has been cast on the legality and validity of the Council’s decisions, especially when they purport to trump or override existing legal orders, seemingly in the interest of particular states rather than in the international public interest. Illustrative is the Council’s action on the Lockerbie incident, whereby it demanded the extradition of two Libyan nationals who were indicted for terrorist offences overseas, notwithstanding the existing legal arrangements under the Montreal Convention.

The Council’s expanded functionality – beyond traditional peacekeeping and peace-enforcement – could well be characterised as international security regulation. UN member states have delegated to the Council their sovereign powers to regulate activities, both of state and non-state actors relating to the maintenance of international peace and security. Whilst having been successful in deterring the ‘privatisation’ of the body
by a permanent member, the veto power does not prevent the P-5, when acting in concert, from using the Council as the source of legitimacy for pursuing their own national interests. From the regulatory point of view, this possibility of the P-5 taking advantage of their privileges and influence in mobilising the Council to pursue their own national interests can be loosely explained as ‘capture’ of the regulatory regime. The risk of corruption and capture is at the heart of regulatory debates, calling for innovative accountability mechanisms to constrain the exercise of the Council’s discretion.

Barring exercise of the collective veto by non-permanent members, there is no mechanism in place within the UN system to hold the Council accountable for its decisions. Once the Council adopts a resolution, moreover, it follows its own path independent of the collective will of Council members, leaving ambiguous terms to be interpreted differently and thereby wittingly or unwittingly ‘de-legalising’ the situation at hand. UN member states arguably reserve the right of ‘last resort’ to raise opposition if the Council’s decision is not adopted in accordance with the UN Charter, although the refusal to implement a resolution remains controversial in the absence of objective third party assessment of the legality of the Council’s decision. Instead, states may seek action through the General Assembly, whether in the form of a declaration challenging the authority of the Council’s decisions, by using its budgetary powers or, arguably, by requesting the submission of explanatory memoranda. While not legally prohibited from doing so, such channels of protest remain ad hoc, sporadic and ineffective. All this has contributed to the perception that the General Assembly is stagnant or impotent.

There is no doubt that the extent to which the Council is subject to political accountability is, at best, weak. Viewed against the trajectory of the quest for Security Council reform in the historical context, the primary concern has predominantly been the issue of representation and democratisation of the Council, presumably in an attempt to strengthen political accountability. As Bailey and Daws point out, however, ‘perceptions of whether the Council is acting in a representative manner are based more on the perceived legitimacy of the content of Council actions than on the size and composition of its membership’. The term ‘democratisation’ in the context of Security Council reform is in fact deceptive. Institutional decision-making itself is arguably responsible for undermining substantive democracy at both inter-state and intra-state levels. It is therefore doubtful whether compositional changes can significantly enhance the Council’s accountability in respect of the use of Chapter VII powers.
3. Inherent limits of judicial review

The conventional view is that the supremacy of the rule of law over the exercise of discretionary power is best maintained through judicial control. The concern that the Security Council may act ultra vires has led to the development of a significant body of literature examining the possibility of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) reviewing the Council’s actions. Different views have been expressed on the doctrinal basis for judicial review by the ICJ of the acts of international organisations. The ICJ has developed its practice of judicial review on an incidental, rather than primary, basis of judicial power. However, proposals have been made to expand the review role of the ICJ on the basis of the advisory jurisdiction.

The true point of contention could be not so much with the jurisdictional basis of judicial review by the ICJ, but rather with the propriety of judicial review of the Council’s decisions under Chapter VII. Even if the ICJ assumed jurisdiction of a case involving an issue as to the legality or validity of the Council’s decision, its proceedings might well be challenged on the basis of the non-justiciability of the matter. The Court can exercise judicial restraint by virtue of the ‘inherent limitations on the exercise of the judicial function which the Court, as a court of justice, can never ignore’. The likelihood of the Court finding a matter non-justiciable under its advisory jurisdiction could be greater owing to the permissive wording of art 65 of the ICJ Statute, though the court has noted that a matter will be justiciable in the absence of compelling reasons.

Judicial discretion must be carefully circumscribed lest it expose the Court to criticism of arbitrariness. In practice, however, the attitude towards judicial restraint is deep-rooted and commonly observed in the judgments of the ICJ and other international courts. It is thus argued that the discretionary determinations under article 39 of the Charter are by their very nature non-justiciable by virtue of a number of the political, social and circumstantial factors involved, which cannot objectively be weighed or balanced by judicial scrutiny. This stance has been influenced by the political question doctrine, originating from US case law. It has also been suggested that the ICJ should refrain from exercising its judicial power in cases where the decision may not entail practical consequences, or where it may put the international legal system into greater jeopardy than if the question of lawfulness remained unresolved.

The alternative possibility of judicial review lies with domestic courts. Given that each state theoretically retains the right of last resort to challenge the legality and validity of Council decisions, review by an independent
domestic court would carry more weight than review by a political organ. The push towards a more active judicial role may well be echoed in different jurisdictions, which could encourage judicial engagement in an iterative process of interaction, interpretation and reinterpretation, creating a pathway to transnational judicial dialogue. This possibility has been flourishing recently, especially in the context of human rights litigation.

However, the recourse to domestic courts is also subject to the issue of justiciability. The idea of judicial restraint lies in the distinction, familiar to common law countries, between public policy and legal principle, the former being based on technical expertise and political judgment. This traditional common law approach, albeit diverse in each jurisdiction, tends to defer to the public authority’s decision about what is required, in so far as it conforms to the formal conception of the rule of law. Judicial restraint is also commonly observed in other countries, suggesting that domestic courts are inclined to find acts of international organisations non-justiciable. Same aspects of Security Council decisions under Chapter VII – such as reasonableness and proportionality – therefore may well lie beyond the reach of judicial scrutiny.

It is rightly pointed out that there are no independent international legal barriers to review of decisions of international organisations by domestic courts. Yet the conservative attitude common to international and domestic courts is likely to incline them to refrain from evaluating executive decisions. The sentiment that domestic judicial review of Council decisions will undermine the whole collective security arrangements under the UN Charter seems strong.

However, the impropriety of judicial justice does not necessarily mean that the Security Council’s decisions are beyond the reach of law. In the context of administrative justice and the international rule of law, Lauterpacht states that: ‘Administrative justice and legal justice are not opposed one to another. It is only judicial justice which is opposed to administrative justice. But judicial justice is not the only manifestation of the rule of law.’

It is an established principle that, whilst barring conduct that is ultra vires, it is for each organ to determine its own jurisdiction. This creates a prima facie presumption of validity of its own decision. The requirement that discretionary powers be legally authorised or regulated does not necessarily require that all discretionary powers be judicially reviewable. Judge Schwebel in fact pointed out that many legal systems rely ‘not upon judicial review but on self-censorship by the organ concerned or by its members or on review by another political organ’.
therefore, is the question of what alternative mechanisms are available or can be set in place to ensure that the Security Council, acting under Chapter VII, remains within its authorised jurisdiction.

4. Legal accountability through dialogue

4.1 Theoretical basis

There is potential to enhance the accountability of the Security Council by streamlining ways in which the legality or the validity of its decisions can be addressed. The Report of the UN Secretary-General’s High Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change recommended that ‘processes to improve transparency and accountability be incorporated and formalized in the Council’s rules of procedure’. Although it is not clear what kinds of processes were envisaged in the report, the intention was evidently to promote greater legal accountability of the Council.

The extension of Chapter VII powers has transformed the Council’s role from that of a peace enforcer to that of a regulator governing international peace and security as understood broadly. The Council, drawing an analogy to the modern welfare-regulatory state, is ‘no longer a mere conduit for the implementation of programmes’ authorised by the UN Charter, but ‘has become an independent source of policy formulation and governance, reflecting its own views of the public interest’. The legal techniques employed to control Chapter VII powers must respond to the changing volume and nature of Council activity.

The rise of the modern regulatory state in the late twentieth century saw the de-centring of the state, its resources and powers, as a result of privatisation and regulatory growth. This brought a shift in regulatory focus from the central command and control model to de-centred, responsive regulatory techniques. This shift has posed serious accountability problems that the traditional control mechanisms – judicial control and political accountability – may not adequately address. In an attempt to rectify the accountability deficit in the regulatory state, it has been suggested that ‘communities of dialogue’ be developed wherein each actor is recursively accountable to each other. The way in which dialogue is generated depends on how we conceive dialogue within the institutional construction. In the context of constitutional dialogue it is shown that a dialogue theory in Canada has been conceived of predominantly as an inter-branch conversation, whereas US legal scholars have begun to reconsider the role of judicial review as part of
a broader dialogue involving societal discussion about constitutional meaning.\textsuperscript{65} Given the insufficiency of political accountability and the restricted scope of judicial review, an attempt should be made, for the purpose of controlling Chapter VII powers, to create ‘communities of dialogue’ wherein a broader societal discussion can take place.

Reconceptualising the Council’s role under Chapter VII as that of regulator sets a new paradigm requiring the development of legal techniques for the management and regulation of increasingly complex and technical operations. The reconceptualisation can also be described, using Summer’s categorisation of legal techniques,\textsuperscript{66} as a shift of focus from grievance-remedial and penal techniques to administrative-regulatory techniques. The latter are intended to operate preventively before any grievance arises. A theoretical ground upon which to develop such administrative-regulatory techniques with a view to controlling Chapter VII powers can be found in the concept of ‘regulatory conversation’ proposed by Julia Black.\textsuperscript{67}

Julia Black suggests the conversational model of regulation as one of the strategies to ameliorate the inherent limitations of rules, such as their over- or under-inclusiveness due to generalisation, their indeterminacy and the need for interpretation.\textsuperscript{68} The conversational model can adopt a variety of forms and aspects of interaction in the course of rule formation, rule re-formulation, rule application and rule enforcement to suit individual regulatory relations.\textsuperscript{69} Regulatory conversations play a particularly significant role in cases where decision-making is subject to discretion and where the task of regulation involves uncertainty and ambiguity.\textsuperscript{70} This approach, when it is adopted in the context of public administration, has the potential to develop into a system of responsiveness and reflectivity facilitating public participation.\textsuperscript{71} However, the regulatory conversation takes place only within the regulatory framework once it has been established. Four elements have been identified as central to the effective operation and acceptability of regulatory conversations: commitment, accessibility, authority, and accountability.\textsuperscript{72}

4.2 Regulatory conversation model

4.2.1 Commitment

The establishment of a regulatory framework requires conversants (including the regulator and the regulated) to be committed to the regulatory process, if not to individual regulatory measures. The relationship between the Security Council and UN member states may well
be characterised, in theory, as unilateral in that the ‘enforcer’ takes enforcement action against the ‘enforced’ with the cooperation of other ‘audience’ states. Yet in reality, the relationship has been increasingly bilateral or multilateral between regulator and regulated, some of the latter being closer to, and having greater influence over, the former than others. For instance, the P-5 have been given special constitutional status with more legal privileges in the sphere of law-making and enforcement, whereas so-called ‘rogue states’ have been susceptible to strict regulation with little or no influence within the Security Council.

Pro tanto, the P-5 may appear to have a significant disincentive to commit to conversational regulation, since they fear that it threatens their existing hegemony legalised under the current Charter framework. However, such commitment may well gain momentum in the midst of the constitutional crisis of the UN, which has formed the platform for the Council’s reform agenda. The declining perception of the Council’s legitimacy by UN member states could be rectified by the P-5 pledging their commitment to regulative conversational processes. The mere expansion of the Council’s membership, including the introduction of additional permanent positions, will not help to enhance the legitimacy of the body. The legitimacy of the body does not stem from political accountability to member states, but rather lies with the institutional role that it plays in maintaining and restoring international peace and security. What is required of the Council is its commitment to a more principled system of regulation to improve the profile of the body in terms of impartiality and objectivity.

4.2.2 Accessibility

The regulatory conversation must be accessible to the regulated, external actors and wider communities. By ‘closing off’ the regulatory system the regulator would have a monopoly over the interpretation and application of rules. The Council lacks vertical legitimacy to redeem the democratic deficit resulting from the state-centred structure of the UN. Greater accessibility reinforces the significance of ensuring greater openness, participation and transparency by means of reinforced guarantees for and greater involvement of civil society. The key to this issue is to ensure accessibility, not only in the decision-making phase, but also in the interpretation and application phases.

Accessibility in the decision-making phase can be enhanced by an expanded engagement with international civil society, the movement indicative of extending dialogue to wider communities. Yet this idea of
resorting to international civil society at large must be examined with caution.\textsuperscript{81} While transparency is generally desirable, politically sensitive issues may well require conversation in a private forum.\textsuperscript{82} Likewise, greater participation in the conversation is not always justified unless there is a direct impact upon the third party’s interest.\textsuperscript{83} Although it is ultimately a matter to be resolved by public policy and political debates,\textsuperscript{84} the extent to which, and the manner in which, international civil society is involved in decision-making must not interfere with the effective and efficient functioning of the Council.

On the other hand, the trend towards targeted sanctions,\textsuperscript{85} brought under Chapter VII against individuals and non-state actors and imposing implementation obligations on states, has drawn attention to the issue of accessibility during the interpretation and application phases of Council decisions. Traditionally the exercise of Chapter VII powers targeted sovereign states directly. Conventional remedial mechanisms – limited political accountability and judicial review – are only available for sovereign states to challenge the Council’s decisions for political, economic or strategic reasons. There is no avenue for individuals or non-state actors to seek review of the legality or validity of decisions even where they are directly adversely affected.\textsuperscript{86} Given that the Council’s extended powers are such that the interests of individuals and other non-state entities can be directly and adversely affected by Chapter VII measures, a question has arisen concerning the legal entitlements of such entities, including the right to freedom of information.\textsuperscript{87}

When the interests of individuals and other non-state entities are directly and adversely affected, the establishment of a tribunal affording standing to non-state actors would enhance their accessibility to the dialogue.\textsuperscript{88} The power given to a tribunal cannot supersede the authority of the Council. Therefore, unless the Council were to delegate review authority, such a tribunal would be unable to substitute its views for those of the Council.\textsuperscript{89} Nevertheless, the primary purpose of establishing a tribunal would be to provide adversely affected parties with the opportunity to present their case for review of the way in which sanctions are applied and administered. Even without the power to quash or substitute original decisions, the adjudicatory nature of the body would enable it to provide a fairer and more objective decision than administrative de-listing procedures.

\textbf{4.2.3 Authority}

The \textit{locus} and distribution of authority to determine the interpretation of rules within the regulatory framework is critical to the operation of
conversation. Where the ultimate authority should lie to interpret the UN Charter is a contested point. Some suggest that the ultimate authority is given to each organ in pursuance of the principle of ‘*compétence de la compétence*’ and consistently with the actual practice of the UN, whereas others argue that it is reserved for sovereign states. The *travaux préparatoires* of the Charter, while affirming that each organ is empowered to make an initial interpretation in the course of day-to-day operations, stipulate that ‘if an interpretation made by any organ of the Organization … is not generally acceptable it will be without binding force’. It remains unclear how and by reference to which criteria general acceptability should be measured.

The development of an interpretive community, as Black suggests, may well contribute to the fostering of a shared body of understanding relating to the meaning and interpretation of rules. The key to the development of an interpretive community is that whoever has the authority to interpret rules should do so consistently, objectively and not arbitrarily. Palmer underlines the significance of dialogue from a legal realist perspective as an inherent element of the separation of the law-maker from the law-interpreter, because those two groups of people come to their conclusions using different processes and speaking in different languages. While the Council has increasingly been playing a greater role in law-making, little attention has been given to the institutional development of legal interpretation. Accordingly, the authority to interpret has been left to states and sanctions committees represented by the Council’s member states. Proposals for creating independent review mechanisms seem to echo this concern for the monopolisation of interpretive authority by political bodies. Interpretive authority needs to be dispersed among different law-interpreting institutions such as tribunals, ombudsman and expert bodies.

### 4.2.4 Accountability

The regulatory framework needs to incorporate accountability mechanisms so as to engender and maintain trust in the regulator’s actions. Despite the confusion as to the meaning of accountability, especially in relation to international organisations, accountability in the strict sense indicates the process by which one party that asserts authority to call to account seeks answers and obtains rectification from the other party who, in turn, being separate and accountable to the former, responds to the call. Working with this strict sense of accountability, the accountability deficit in relation to the Council’s Chapter VII powers
consists in the fact that the powerful states with leverage and authority to
call others to account are in fact those which are required to respond to
the call.\textsuperscript{103}

Attempts to rectify accountability deficits have led to the emergence of
global administrative law,\textsuperscript{104} and the move towards the creation of
institutions to enhance the accountability of international public autho-
rities.\textsuperscript{105} The recent development of ombudsman is worthy of note in this
context. There are a wide variety of different systems of ombudsman,
with differences of institutional status, powers, jurisdiction and mode of
functioning.\textsuperscript{106} Nonetheless, independent investigatory powers, either
upon receipt of a complaint or under the office’s own initiative, consti-
tute the defining feature of the office.

The idea is not alien to the UN, as can be seen in the Office of
Ombudsman established within the Secretary-General’s Office to make
available services of an impartial and independent review to address
employment-related issues of staff members.\textsuperscript{107} In relation to the Council’s
action, the creation of an ombudsman has been suggested for each
peacekeeping mission since the late 1990s.\textsuperscript{108} In 2000, it formed part
of the UN Mission in Kosovo, albeit as an institution established by
the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), to
‘receive and investigate complaints from any person or entity in Kosovo
concerning human rights violations and actions constituting an abuse of
authority by the interim civil administration or any emerging central or
local institution’.\textsuperscript{109} Although its role and effects were limited, both in
scope and intensity,\textsuperscript{110} it exhibits potential to play a greater role in
developing communities of dialogue.

The suggestion has been made for the establishment of a system-wide
ombudsman institution as a permanent independent body to supervise
the activities of the Security Council.\textsuperscript{111} Yet there are serious questions
concerning what role the ombudsman should play. Should the Council
be held accountable to the ombudsman? To what extent should the
ombudsman be empowered to intervene in the Council’s decisions?
How far should the scope of review by the ombudsman extend?
Realists will cast doubt on any opportunistic answers to these questions.
It might be realistic to expect such a body to have its function limited to
the collection and investigation of complaints on the administration of
sanctions. Even this, however, would enhance the extent to which the
Council is held accountable for its action if the ombudsman creates a
pathway through which dialogue is facilitated among regulators in
furtherance of collectively prudent judgments.
5. Implications of the regulatory conversational model

The application of the regulatory conversational model to the Council measures under Chapter VII is not straightforward. The creation of such a framework will have immense implications for political, administrative and financial aspects. A critical question to be asked is whether the creation of a regulatory conversational framework will adversely affect the effective performance and authority of the Council. The regulatory conversational model, when applied to the Council’s sanction regimes, adopts a form of continuous dialogue between the Council and regulatory institutions, clarifying the interpretation and application of rules, potentially resulting in their re-formulation. The Council’s authority and effective performance will not be diminished, as long as the regulatory conversation stays away from the Council’s decision-making itself. The regulatory conversation is rather designed to enhance the Council’s authority and effective performance by developing a system that is responsive to, and facilitates participation by, the public.

The mere establishment of a regulatory conversational framework will not be sufficient to enhance the legal accountability of the Security Council. Efforts must be made, through the creation and activity of regulatory institutions, to require the Council to provide convincing justifications for decision-making under Chapter VII. Transparency of decision-making is required to the extent necessary to provide greater clarity and awareness of legal issues surrounding Council resolutions and to facilitate deliberations within and among regulatory institutions. The duty to provide reasons for action may help foster a ‘culture of justification’, upon which clear, well-accepted and legally embedded procedures can be developed. Although legal considerations have already had some bearing on decision-making processes of the Council, the ‘power of the better argument’ will carry more weight in a regularised process of dialogue. The input of legal voices may well help regulatory institutions to ascertain the synoptic values underlying the Council’s decision which, together with deliberation through a regularised process of dialogue, assists the realisation of collectively prudential judgments.

6. Conclusion

It is suggested in this chapter that, given the need to manage and regulate increasingly complex and technical operations of Chapter VII powers, administrative-regulatory techniques be developed to foster communities
of dialogue based on the concept of ‘regulatory conversation’. A regulatory conversational framework will complement the conventional methods of control – political accountability and judicial review – whose scope of application to the Council’s exercise of Chapter VII powers is inherently limited.

There is an increasing emphasis on the management of international regulatory regimes, guiding states and international organisations towards compliance with norms, rather than assigning responsibility on the basis of traditional binary ways of legal thought (i.e., behaviour is either in conformity with the law or is not). The concept of regulatory conversation for fostering communities of dialogue provides an effective regulatory framework within which the exercise of Chapter VII powers is subject to public scrutiny and therefore guided towards more accountable action.
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Holding the United Nations Security Council accountable for human rights violations through domestic and regional courts: A case of ‘be careful what you wish for’?

ERIKA DE WET

1. Background

1.1 The legal framework

I have previously argued extensively that the competence of the United Nations Security Council to adopt measures in the interest of international peace and security is not unlimited under international law.¹ In addition, I have argued that due to the absence of a centralised international judiciary that has explicit competence to review the legality of Security Council decisions, domestic and regional courts will increasingly be confronted with requests to this effect in an era where international organs frequently take decisions with direct consequences for the rights of individuals.² In particular, such review may occur in cases where domestic or regional courts are confronted with challenges to domestic or regional measures that implement Security Council resolutions in a manner that results in the infringement of individual human rights. When reviewing these implementation measures, the domestic or regional courts may also be incidentally confronted with the question of whether the Security Council itself acted in accordance with international law when adopting the decision that ultimately resulted in the measure under debate.³

As far as the legal obligations to which the Security Council itself is bound under international law are concerned, I have argued extensively that when the Security Council creates subsidiary organs exercising (quasi) judicial functions,⁴ such organs have to function in accordance with basic standards of procedural justice; notably, the principles of independence, even-handedness and impartiality. This argument is distilled from public international law itself, namely from article 24(2) of
the Charter of the United Nations, read together with articles 1(1), 1(3) and 2(2) of the Charter. Article 24(2) of the Charter determines that, in discharging its duties, the Security Council shall act in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United Nations, which, in the present context, are contained particularly in articles 1(1), 1(3) and 2(2).

Article 1(1) articulates the primary goal of the United Nations, namely the maintenance of international peace and security and the peaceful settlement of disputes in accordance with international law and procedural justice. Article 2(2) requires that the United Nations (and its organs) respects the principle of good faith, whereas article 1(3) obliges the organisation to protect human rights. According to my line of argument, the principle of good faith as articulated in article 2(2) of the Charter is closely related to the concept of equitable (promissory) estoppel, which applies to international organisations as a general principle of law. Where a country or an international organisation creates the legitimate expectation that it will act in a certain manner, it is under a legal obligation to fulfil that expectation. More concretely, in light of the interaction of the principle of good faith with articles 1(1) and 1(3) of the Charter, the principle of good faith would estop the organs of the United Nations from behaviour that violates the rights and obligations flowing from these articles. As a result, the Security Council would be estopped from behaviour that violates the core elements of the human rights norms underpinning article 1(3) of the Charter.

One can draw these core human rights elements from the human rights instruments developed under the auspices of the United Nations itself. These documents represent an elaboration of the original human rights vision found in article 1(3) and articles 55–56 of the Charter. The human rights contained in these documents thus constitute the human rights that, under article 1(3), the United Nations must promote and respect. The United Nations is not a party to these instruments but was responsible for their creation, and also for the creation of an elaborate system for monitoring their implementation by member states. This created the expectation that the (organs of the) organisation itself should respect the core content of the norms propagated by that same organisation. The obligation to act in good faith thus obliges the member states, when acting in the context of an organ of the United Nations, to fulfil legally relevant expectations that are raised by their conduct with regard to international human rights standards adopted in the framework of the organisation. It also implies that those (permanent) members of the Security Council that have not yet ratified any of the above mentioned
instruments are nonetheless bound to the core of the rights contained therein when acting on behalf of the organisation itself.\footnote{9}

This line of argument acknowledges that the adoption of coercive measures (such as targeted sanctions) in the interest of international peace and security can result in the limitation of rights and obligations under international law – including human rights obligations – as long as the core content of the rights in question is respected. It thus rejects the notion that the Security Council can deviate completely from international human rights standards when adopting binding measures under Chapter VII of the Charter. It also rejects the notion that the Security Council is only bound by the very small number of peremptory norms of international law ($\textit{ius cogens}$), a point which will be revisited below. The above line of argument will form the background against which I will analyse recent regional and domestic decisions in Europe, in which courts were called upon to review the legality of Security Council resolutions.

\subsection*{1.2 The Yusuf and Kadi decisions}

Central to the analysis are two (for relevant purposes identical) decisions of the Court of First Instance of the European Communities (CFI), \textit{Yusuf and Al Barakaat International Foundation v. Council and Commission},\textsuperscript{10} and \textit{Kadi v. Council and Commission},\textsuperscript{11} as well as some elements of the subsequent appeal before the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in \textit{Yassin Abdullah Kadi and Al Barakaat International Foundation v. Council and Commission}.\textsuperscript{12} The dispute has its roots in Security Council Resolutions 1267 of 15 October 1999\textsuperscript{13} and 1333 of 19 December 2000\textsuperscript{14} and the measures subsequently adopted within the European Union (EU) in order to implement them uniformly in all member states.\textsuperscript{15}

Following the attacks on the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, and the suspected involvement of Osama Bin-Laden with those acts, the Security Council adopted Resolutions 1267 (1999) and 1333 (2000). These resolutions, geared towards pressuring the (then) de facto Taliban regime in Afghanistan into extraditing Osama Bin-Laden to the US, authorised a Security Council Sanctions Committee (the Al-Qaeda Committee) to identify and blacklist individuals and entities associated with the Taliban, Osama Bin-Laden and Al-Qaeda (the Al-Qaeda sanctions regime).\textsuperscript{16} The assets of blacklisted individuals and entities were to be frozen by their state of residence until such time as the Sanctions Committee might remove them from the list. Since the attacks on the United States of 11 September 2001, the Al-Qaeda Committee has been
very active in expanding the list of targeted persons and entities. Although following the fall of the Taliban regime the Security Council lifted the sanctions against Afghanistan in Security Council Resolution 1390 of 16 January 2002, sanctions have been maintained against the Taliban, Osama Bin-Laden and Al-Qaeda. Neither Resolution 1267 (1999) nor subsequent resolutions explicitly provide for independent judicial review for the individuals and entities targeted. Instead, the 1999 resolution merely provides for a political procedure in the form of de-listing, a point which will be revisited below in Section 2.3.2.

The EU implemented Resolution 1267 and subsequent resolutions through Common Positions and Regulations in order to ensure uniform application in all member states. The respective regulations had direct effect, and as they did not explicitly provide for an independent review mechanism, the issue of the right to a fair trial was bound to arise before the CFI. In its decision of 21 September 2005, the CFI concluded that it did not have any (extensive) power to review whether blacklisting resulted in the violation of fundamental human rights, including the right to a fair hearing. The Court saw itself restricted to assessing whether the Security Council had acted in accordance with peremptory norms of international law (ius cogens), ultimately concluding that no such violations had occurred.

Subsequently on appeal, the ECJ reached the opposite jurisdictional conclusion, namely that the Community judicature had the right to review the blacklisting, and inter alia that the right to judicial protection guaranteed by EU law was violated in this case. Even so, the CFI’s reasoning remains highly relevant. The ECJ’s conclusion that the blacklisted individuals and entities had the right to a fair hearing at the EU level was based exclusively on EU law, leaving the question of whether or not the Security Council had acted in accordance with international law unanswered.

This means that the ECJ did not follow the same methodology as the CFI, which attempted to resolve the matter on the basis of international law itself. Due to this difference in approach, the validity of the CFI’s arguments pertaining to international law have not been formally refuted. This applies in particular to the CFI’s reasoning on whether the Security Council violated (peremptory) obligations of international law. As a result, it remains unclear whether a decision to grant the affected individuals access to an independent tribunal at the EU level (and on the basis of EU law) would result in a violation of binding Security Council resolutions. If this were the case, it would trigger the international responsibility of the respective member states, which could lead to countermeasures by the Security Council.
The answer to the question of whether state responsibility could be triggered in this fashion would, in turn, depend on whether the Security Council itself acted in accordance with international law when requiring states to implement sanctions in a manner that effectively suspends the right to a fair trial of those affected by the sanctions regime. According to the CFI’s reasoning, the Security Council acted in accordance with international law when suspending this right. This reasoning – which was not addressed at all by the ECJ – has subsequently been adopted by domestic courts in Switzerland\textsuperscript{21} and the UK.\textsuperscript{22} These examples of the potential spill over effect of the reasoning of domestic and regional courts further underline the importance of analysing the reasoning of the CFI.

This chapter challenges the CFI’s reasoning on the basis of the legal framework outlined above in Section 1.1. What follows will focus on three questions of public international law that were of central importance to the CFI’s decision. The first concerns the relationship between the primacy rule in article 103 of the Charter and the purposes and principles of the Charter, as well as peremptory norms of international law. The second relates to the competence of the courts of the European Communities under international law to review Security Council decisions, while the third concerns the implications of the right to a fair trial for the Security Council. Although the right to a fair hearing was not the only fundamental right affected by (domestic implementation of) Resolution 1267 (1999) and subsequent resolutions, it was arguably the most deeply affected. In addition, it constitutes a procedural prerequisite for the effective enforcement of all other fundamental rights that were affected by the sanctions regime. As a result, it ought to have a prominent place in the subsequent analysis. Following this discussion, the author will draw some general conclusions from the case law in order to illustrate the (role of domestic courts in the) development of a hierarchy of norms within international law itself.\textsuperscript{23}

2. Challenging the reasoning on the basis of public international law

2.1 The relationship between article 103 and article 24 of the Charter and ius cogens

The CFI’s analysis of the Charter framework reflects an insufficient appreciation of the complexities pertaining to the scope of article 103 of the Charter and its relationship with the obligation to respect the
Charter’s purposes and principles, as articulated in article 24. In addition, its analysis of the relationship between the Charter purposes and principles and *ius cogens* norms is confusing, as is its identification of the norms which have acquired *ius cogens* status.24

The CFI correctly stated that the primacy rule laid down in article 103 of the Charter extends to decisions contained in resolutions of the Security Council, in accordance with article 25 of the Charter, which obliges members of the United Nations to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council.25 However, the CFI failed to deal extensively with the question of whether the primacy rule also applies in instances where the Security Council itself acts illegally, for example, by violating human rights obligations to which the Security Council itself is bound. Although a disputed point, this author has argued elsewhere that article 25 of the Charter would only apply to decisions which are *intra vires*. As a result, the primacy rule contained in article 103 would be inapplicable to decisions taken *ultra vires*. Thus, states would be under no obligation to implement such decisions.26

A question which comes to mind in this context is how to reconcile the Security Council’s own human rights obligations under international law with the presumption of legality attached to Security Council resolutions.27 In light of this presumption, which follows from the Security Council’s special role in the maintenance of international peace and security, one cannot lightly assume that a Security Council resolution does not conform with its human rights obligations. The most logical way to harmonise the different obligations would be to interpret Security Council decisions in a human-rights-friendly manner.28 This would *inter alia* imply that a limitation or derogation from human rights norms cannot be assumed unless explicit.29 This approach would mean interpreting Resolution 1267 as necessarily (implicitly) granting states discretion to enforce the sanctions regime in accordance with human rights standards, even though this is not self-evident on the face of the resolution.

In this context the recent *Möllendorf* decision of the ECJ provides an interesting example.30 This request for referral to the ECJ arose from unforeseen third party property rights consequences of the Al-Qaeda sanctions regime. A contract of sale concerning real property was concluded between the Möllendorfs (the sellers) and buyers who were subsequently blacklisted under the Al-Qaeda sanctions regime. At the time of the blacklisting the buyers were already in possession of the immovable property and the sellers had already received (and spent) the sales
price. However, ownership had not yet transferred since the transaction was not yet registered in the Land Register as required by German law.\(^3\)

Since registration was no longer possible after the blacklisting of the buyers, the question arose whether the sales transaction had to be reversed. This would have been the normal procedure under German civil law in cases where a legal impediment arises against the transfer of property.\(^3\) The sellers objected, arguing that rescission of the contract would disproportionately limit their right to property.\(^3\) The ECJ supported this position to the extent that it required the national authorities to apply German contract law in a manner that gave maximum effect to the EU protection regime for fundamental rights.\(^3\) It is important to note that the legality of the sanctions regime itself was not at stake in this case. Instead, it concerned the scope of the EU implementation measures and in particular their impact (‘collateral damage’) on the rights of third parties under EU law. Even so, the case provides an interesting example of the technique of human rights-friendly interpretation, in the sense that elements of proportionality and human rights protection were interpreted into a sanctions regime. Neither Resolution 1267 and subsequent resolutions nor the EU implementation measures explicitly provide for such protection in instances where the sanctions regime affects the rights of unlisted third parties. Even so, the ECJ was prepared to read it into the sanctions regime.\(^3\)

If one considers the approach of the CFI in the \textit{Yusuf} and \textit{Kadi} decisions in light of the aforementioned analysis, it appears that the CFI did not succeed in striking a balance between the presumption of legality attached to Security Council resolutions and respect for human rights obligations. The CFI essentially concluded that the Security Council acted \textit{intra vires}, but this conclusion was reached in a manner that was confusing both in relation to its interpretation of the purposes and principles of the Charter, as well as its treatment of \textit{ius cogens}. The CFI acknowledged that article 24(2) of the Charter obliges the (organs of the) United Nations to respect the purposes and principles of the Charter, which include respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.\(^3\) However, at the same time the CFI equated the human rights standards contained in the purposes and principles to \textit{ius cogens} obligations and in this fashion severely limited their scope.\(^3\) This is rather perplexing, since the purposes and principles are drafted in broad language. In addition, the concept of \textit{ius cogens} did not yet exist at the time the Charter was adopted, as it was only introduced into positive law through article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969.\(^3\)
Therefore, it seems unconvincing to reduce the scope of the purposes and principles of the Charter to a narrow category of norms, the existence of which was only formally acknowledged at a much later point in time. One should also consider the fact that the concept of *ius cogens* was first and foremost introduced to regulate interstate treaties, begging the question of whether it even applies to decisions of international organisations and their organs. Current legal doctrine tends to answers this question in the affirmative, as anything else would allow states to circumvent their most fundamental obligations by creating an international organisation. Nevertheless, one would have expected the CFI to address this issue directly.

One can further criticise the CFI for its over inclusive categorisation of *ius cogens* norms, considering both the prohibition of arbitrary deprivation of property and the immunity of the United Nations (including decisions of its organs) within the corpus of *ius cogens* obligations. At no point does the CFI indicate any authority for these conclusions. One should keep in mind that neither the International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) nor the International Covenant for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) guarantees the right to property. Although the right was subsequently included in the three regional human rights instruments, it remains contested whether it has acquired the status of customary international law, let alone *ius cogens* status. If the right to property itself has not acquired *ius cogens* status, it seems unconvincing to argue that the arbitrary deprivation of the right to property has done so.

Similarly, the immunity enjoyed by the United Nations, as specified in article 105(1) of the Charter, does not belong to the corpus of *ius cogens* norms. The article was intended to protect the organisation against direct action in domestic (or regional) courts, which must be distinguished from the case at hand, which concerns the incidental review of a binding decision taken by an organ of the United Nations. In essence therefore, the CFI’s analysis of the human rights obligations binding on the Security Council is both under-and over-inclusive. It is under-inclusive insofar as the CFI reduces the purposes and principles of the Charter to *ius cogens* obligations. However, by simultaneously attaching *ius cogens* status to obligations which are not recognised as such in state practice, the CFI’s analysis is over-inclusive.

### 2.2 Judicial review of the application of Security Council decisions

Insufficient reasoning also plagues the CFI’s conclusion that it would not have the right to review incidentally binding Security Council
resolutions.49 First, the CFI failed to explain if and to what extent the existing practice of the CFI and ECJ in this regard, as well as those of other (international) courts and tribunals, would be relevant to its decision. Second, it failed to explain why an exception to its ‘non-competence’ would exist in relation to peremptory norms of international law. At this point it is necessary to mention that similar deficits plague the reasoning of the ECJ. Although its decision turned on EU law, the ECJ did note in rather categorical terms that the Community judicature did not have the jurisdiction to review incidentally the lawfulness of a decision adopted by an international body. Moreover, the ECJ was unwilling to accept that any exception existed in relation to the compatibility of the international decisions with peremptory norms of international law.50

Before engaging in analysis of these points, it is worth recalling that when conducting incidental review, domestic and regional courts may be confronted with several different dimensions of a hierarchy of norms. The first concerns the more traditional question of the standing of international law in the domestic legal order, whereas the second (and for the purposes of this article more relevant) dimension concerns the existence of a normative hierarchy within international law itself. Incidental review implies that the regional or domestic court is first of all concerned with reviewing or interpreting domestic or regional implementation measures – a competence that is regulated by its own domestic or regional legal order. This legal order may also give an indication of the extent to which international law overrides domestic law. From the perspective of public international law, the dominant view is that international law takes precedence over all domestic law, including states’ constitutions.51 Even so, it remains debatable whether this position corresponds with state practice. The relationship between international and constitutional law is not always (explicitly) clarified in domestic constitutions and, where it is clarified, the picture is varied in terms of whether international law takes precedence. These conflicting positions are illustrated by the Kadi case itself, since the CFI determined that international law overrides EU law, whilst the ECJ gave preference to fundamental principles of EU law, which it treated as a municipal legal order.52

In those instances where the domestic or regional court gives preference to international law, it will also engage in an interpretation of international law. This, in turn, may lead to a domestic or regional court reviewing whether a hierarchy exists amongst different international obligations. In these instances the question arises if and to what extent such a review is permitted under international law. In the European context, such review
has become common where the relationship between states’ human rights obligations under the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR)\textsuperscript{53} and other treaty obligations is concerned.\textsuperscript{54} The fact that the neither the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) nor the respective domestic courts were explicitly set up with the purpose of reviewing different sets of international obligations against one another has not prevented them from developing this competence in practice. Less common and more controversial is the incidental review of Security Council obligations by domestic and regional courts. This review is complicated by the fact that the courts are not necessarily confronted solely with the balancing of different treaty obligations pertaining to the same state. They can also be called upon to determine the legality of the acts of an international organisation, which is itself a product of one of the treaties in question.

Recent practice of the Community judicature indicates that one can identify three situations of incidental review of Security Council resolutions. In the first scenario, the ECJ had to interpret the scope of the EU’s implementation measures, and incidentally that of the relevant Security Council resolutions. However, in this situation neither the legality of the measures nor that of the Security Council resolutions were questioned. In the second scenario, the ECJ was confronted with challenges to the legality of the implementing measures, but could avoid an incidental review of the legality of the respective Security Council measures. In this instance the Security Council measures were formulated in broad terms, as a result of which those responsible for their implementation had discretion as to how to achieve the desired result. The third scenario concerned disputes about the legality of measures of implementation that incidentally also touched on the legality of the respective Security Council resolutions. This was the case where the relevant Security Council resolutions were formulated in narrow terms that did not prima facie allow the member states (or the EU) any discretion in relation to their implementation. As far as the first two scenarios are concerned, the ECJ has not hesitated to exercise its competence in the past, even though such review was not provided for under the Charter. This suggests that international law has developed in a manner that permits domestic and regional courts some discretion in interpreting or even reviewing Security Council resolutions.

An example of the first scenario is found in the \textit{Bosphorus} decision.\textsuperscript{55} In that instance, the ECJ had to determine the scope of EC Regulation 990/93\textsuperscript{56} and, in particular, whether it authorised the impoundment by the Irish authorities of two aircraft leased to the applicant by the former
Yugoslav airline JAT. As the respective EC regulation implemented a Security Council sanctions regime against the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the ECJ also had to determine the scope of Security Council Resolution 820 of 17 April 1993. The ECJ also took the purpose of the sanctions regime into account when concluding that the limitation of the applicant’s right to property under international law (he effectively lost three years of a four-year lease) was proportionate under the circumstances. However, neither the legality of EC Regulation 990/93 nor the sanctions regime from which it resulted was in question.

The second scenario is exemplified in the Segi case. In this instance the ECJ reviewed the EU measures implementing Security Council Resolution 1373 of 28 September 2001, which, inter alia, requested United Nations member states to freeze all funds and other financial assets or economic resources of those involved in terrorist activities. In order to ensure consistent implementation of this resolution across member states, the EU implemented this resolution through a series of measures, which inter alia resulted in the blacklisting of the Basque organisation Segi. This organisation filed an action for damages arising from the implementation measures, on the basis that those measures violated their international right to judicial protection in accordance with article 6(2) of the Treaty on European Union (EU Treaty). In their view, the violation consisted in the fact that they had no means of challenging Segi’s inclusion on the blacklist, due to the nature of the Common Positions that were adopted under the so-called third pillar of the EU Treaty. Effectively, this claim also constituted an indirect challenge to the validity of the relevant Common Position.

In reviewing the matter and concluding that EU law indeed provided for an avenue of legal protection in this case, the ECJ emphasised the applicants’ right to a remedy and access to a court of law. However, it is important to note that Security Council Resolution 1373 clearly left states the discretion to implement the obligations contained therein in accordance with international human rights obligations. For example, it did not identify the persons to be blacklisted in a manner that appeared to suspend any avenue of (domestic) legal protection for such individuals. As a result, the question of whether the respective implementing measures were in accordance with the EU standards of legal protection could be addressed without raising the issue of the possible illegality of Security Council Resolution itself.

The Yusuf and Kadi cases represent the third scenario mentioned above. In these instances the CFI and ECJ were confronted with a request
for an annulment of EC regulations. However, due to the manner in which these regulations implemented a Security Council sanctions regime, the request for annulment unavoidably raised issues concerning the legality of the Security Council measures. As these regulations were near literal transpositions of the relevant Security Council resolutions, any review of the substance of the challenged regulations necessarily amounted to indirect review of the relevant Security Council measures.67

It is surprising that the both the CFI and the ECJ reached the conclusion about their own lack of competence to review the legality of Security Council resolutions adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter in a rather categorical fashion.68 One would have expected these courts to justify their power to both review the *scope* of Security Council decisions and *balance* these obligations against other international (human rights) obligations of states, while distinguishing this from the power to review the *legality* of such decisions, a power which they did not have. In addition, both the CFI and ECJ could have considered the potential relevance of previous, well-known international decisions that confirmed the power of the respective international courts or tribunals to review the legality of Security Council resolutions. The first such case concerned the *Namibia* opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ),69 in which the ICJ confirmed the power of the General Assembly and the Security Council to terminate a League of Nations mandate. In doing so, the ICJ effectively reviewed the legality of binding Security Council resolutions terminating South Africa’s mandate over (then) South-West Africa. Whilst acknowledging that it was not a court of appeal, the ICJ nonetheless – in the exercise of its judicial function – considered the validity of the respective Security Council resolutions and concluded that they were adopted in accordance with the Charter.70

Similarly, in the Tadić decision,71 the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), itself a sub-organ of the Security Council, reviewed the legality of the Chapter VII resolution by means of which the Security Council created the ICTY. Relying *inter alia* on the *Namibia* opinion of the ICJ, the Appeals Chamber concluded that it had the inherent jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction, which effectively amounted to the competence to review the legality of the relevant Security Council resolution ‘in the exercise of its judicial function’. Of course one has to acknowledge that the Community judicature is not in any way bound by these decisions. What is more, the nature of the ICJ and the ICTY is very different from that of the CFI and ECJ. Whereas the two former courts are international institutions, the CFI
and ECJ, given their centralised nature, arguably bear more resemblance to municipal courts. Even so, one should keep in mind that all of these institutions are independent judicial bodies, none of whose statutes explicitly provide for the competence to review the legality of Security Council resolutions. A coherent and systematic approach to international law would have required the CFI and ECJ to explain whether this fact has any bearing on their own competence and if so (or if not), why (not). Moreover, if one accepted that no power of review existed, one would also have expected an explanation as to why an exception would exist in relation to *ius cogens* norms. In this instance the ECJ was more consistent than the CFI, since it rejected the CFI’s submission that an exception existed in relation to peremptory norms of international law.

2.3 *The right to a fair hearing*

2.3.1 The content of a right to a fair hearing

As indicated in Section 1, the human right that was arguably restricted most severely by the implementing measures pertaining to Resolution 1267 and subsequent resolutions is that of the right to a fair trial. The substance of this right (of which the core content is binding for the United Nations)\(^72\) is defined in article 14(1) of the ICCPR. That article provides that, in the determination of any criminal charges against individuals, or of their rights and obligations in a civil suit of law, everyone is entitled to a fair and impartial hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law.

Although there has not been much dispute about the fact that Resolution 1267 and subsequent resolutions affect the civil limb of article 14(1), the question of whether the freezing of assets undertaken in accordance with these resolutions constituted a sanction belonging to the criminal sphere has been more controversial.\(^73\) However, recent jurisprudence of the UK House of Lords pertaining to a right to a fair trial as guaranteed by article 6(1) of the ECHR indicates that the level of protection provided respectively under the criminal and civil limbs of this article would not necessarily differ significantly.\(^74\) There is sufficient similarity in the wording of article 6(1) of the ECHR and article 14(1) of the ICCPR to apply the decision by analogy in the present context.\(^75\) The relevance is increased by the fact that the case relates to precautionary measures adopted in order to prevent terrorism, as is the case with the Al-Qaeda sanctions regime.
The so-called Control Orders decision of the House of Lords illustrated that a fair trial, whether in a civil or criminal context, implies a core minimum protection of access to an independent, impartial and even-handed judicial hearing.\textsuperscript{76} In question were so-called non-derogating control orders imposed under the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 (UK)\textsuperscript{77} which confined targeted individuals to their homes for eighteen hours per day. The orders were adopted on the basis of a reasonable suspicion of their involvement in terrorism. Although the individuals had the right to challenge the legality of the order, neither the individuals nor the Special Advocates whom the state appointed on their behalf had access to the evidence which led to the imposition of the order in the first place.\textsuperscript{78}

By a majority decision, the House of Lords did not accept that the (cumulative effect of the) control order constituted a criminal charge, as there was no assertion of criminal conduct but merely a foundation of suspicion. In addition, the purpose of the order was preventative, and not punitive or retributive.\textsuperscript{79} The House of Lords confirmed that the proceedings fell within the civil limb of article 6(1) of the ECHR;\textsuperscript{80} moreover, it explicitly relativised the difference between the criminal and civil limb of that article by emphasising the need for procedural protection commensurate with the gravity of the potential consequences – regardless of whether one is dealing with the criminal or civil dimension of article 6(1).\textsuperscript{81}

Acknowledging the severe nature of the control orders at stake, the House of Lords further described the right to be heard in judicial proceedings as being of essential importance. It underlined that, whilst the right was not absolute, it contained a core, irreducible and non-derogable minimum.\textsuperscript{82} In the present circumstances this core content was undermined as the affected individuals were effectively confronted by a bare, unsubstantiated assertion that they could only deny. The justifiability of the control orders depended exclusively on closed (inaccessible) materials, which could not be effectively challenged by the controlled persons. The situation was therefore distinguishable from cases where the thrust of the case was conveyed to the controlled person by a summary of statements that have been made anonymous.\textsuperscript{83}

In essence therefore, the House of Lords confirmed that the ability to effectively challenge allegations of involvement in terrorism constitutes an irreducible minimum of the right to a fair trial, regardless of whether one is dealing with a civil suit or criminal charge.\textsuperscript{84} If one applies this reasoning analogously to article 14(1) of the ICCPR, a similar core content of the right to a fair hearing would constitute an outer limit for
Security Council action. Consequently, Security Council resolutions authorising the freezing of individual assets as a preventative measure against terrorism have to provide for some form of independent and impartial *ex post facto* judicial review that enables the affected individuals to be informed about the gist of the case against them. An unsubstantiated assertion supported by inaccessible evidence would not meet this criterion. This would be the case regardless of whether one regards the freezing of assets as a criminal charge or civil suit in light of the severe consequences for the listed individuals. Where a Security Council resolution does not explicitly provide for such review, one would have to assume that it is implicit in the resolution so as to prevent the conclusion that the Security Council adopted an illegal resolution.

2.3.2 The CFI’s analysis of the Al-Qaeda Sanctions Committee’s (de-) Listing procedure

An examination of the Al-Qaeda Sanctions Committee’s procedures reveals that they do not adhere to the core of the elements of a fair trial, notably those of access to a judicial tribunal, impartiality, independence and even-handedness. The CFI’s analysis reflects a poor understanding of the procedure itself as well as its impact on international human rights standards to which the United Nations itself is bound.

According to the Guidelines of the Sanctions Committee for the Conduct of its Work (the Guidelines), affected individuals do not have a right to be heard before the sanctions committee and can submit requests for de-listing to the sanctions committee only via their states of citizenship or residence, or the so-called Focal Point in the Secretariat of the United Nations. The Focal Point, which was created in December 2006, does not engage in any substantive review of the request. It merely serves as an administrative unit that passes on de-listing requests to the sanctions committee. Whether the request for de-listing will actually be considered by the sanctions committee depends on the willingness of the state of residence or citizenship to exercise diplomatic protection with the sanctions committee. Although public international law acknowledges the right of states to exercise diplomatic protection, it does not oblige them to do so. In this context one has to note that subsequent to the *Yusuf* and *Kadi* decisions, the CFI decided that EU law obliges the EU member states to exercise such diplomatic protection in relation to blacklisted individuals in their territory. However, this does not alter the fact that this avenue of diplomatic protection does not amount to even-handed, independent and impartial judicial protection.
First, the affected individuals have no access to the information upon which their inclusion in the sanctions list was based, as it is in the discretion of the state requesting the listing whether such information has to be made public.\textsuperscript{92} The listed individuals therefore do not have access to the thrust of the case against them. The sanctions committee also reaches its decisions by means of political consensus, as a result of which the objection of one member can prevent the removal from the list.\textsuperscript{93} In addition, the committee effectively reviews its own decision; the same members who initially suspected individuals of involvement in international terrorism consider the accuracy of that judgment.\textsuperscript{94} Where the sanctions committee refuses to de-list individuals, the result is that they remain blacklisted for an indefinite period of time as there is no sunset clause attached to the blacklisting procedure.\textsuperscript{95} In order to introduce a sunset clause, a new Chapter VII resolution would be necessary, which could, in turn, be prevented by a veto from one of the permanent members.

In light of these considerations, it is unconvincing for the CFI to claim that the Guidelines guarantee an effective de-listing procedure and that rights of individuals are only affected for a limited period of time.\textsuperscript{96} Similarly, the submission that the Guidelines take the fundamental rights of the listed persons into account as much as possible\textsuperscript{97} seems apologetic at best since the Security Council could have done much more to ensure the right to a fair hearing. It could, for instance, have instituted a quasi-judicial body conforming to the standards of a fair trial to deal with complaints of listed individuals, or alternatively it could have explicitly authorised decentralised judicial review of such individuals along the lines of Resolution 1373.\textsuperscript{98} However, the fact that the Security Council did not follow these options does not necessarily mean that no avenue for judicial review existed. As explained in Section 2.3.1, the CFI could have adopted the interpretation endorsed in this article that the Al-Qaeda sanctions regime implicitly authorised judicial review in a decentralised fashion. Instead, by assuming the opposite – namely that the de-listing procedure was the only remedy available to the listed individuals – it legitimated a sanctions regime in violation of the Charter purposes and principles.\textsuperscript{99}

3. Assessment in light of subsequent developments

In light of the above analysis one can conclude that the reasoning of the CFI in the \textit{Yusuf} and \textit{Kadi} decisions is convoluted and unconvincing.
However, this has not prevented these decisions from significantly influencing the approach of other courts in the region towards the emerging hierarchy of norms in international law and the role of domestic courts in enforcing such a hierarchy. At first glance, the Yusuf and Kadi decisions have strengthened the notion of a hierarchy in international law by imposing an outer limit on Security Council action (compliance with ius cogens norms). They have also confirmed (a limited) role for domestic and regional courts in enforcing this hierarchy.

Closer scrutiny reveals that this development does not result in any meaningful human rights protection when human rights infringements are likely to result from binding Security Council resolutions. Equating the outer limits for Security Council action with the very small number of ius cogens obligations currently acknowledged under international law makes these limits ring hollow in the ears of those concerned about the Security Council’s increasing encroachment on individual human rights. It is also likely to spark attempts to elevate all human rights to ius cogens status in order to curb the Security Council’s powers, a move that may ultimately devalue the concept.

While the subsequent reaction of the ECJ to the CFI’s decision provides for comprehensive human rights protection for individuals affected by Security Council sanctions at a EU level, it is not an entirely satisfactory solution. As its reasoning was based entirely on the nature of the EU as an autonomous legal order in which certain fundamental (human rights) values had to be protected, it leaves the question of whether the Security Council is bound by more than ius cogens obligations unanswered. Stated differently, it is possible to argue that the CFI’s reasoning pertaining to article 103 of the Charter and its relationship with ius cogens norms on the one hand, and the purposes and principles of the Charter on the other remains valid as it has not (yet) been overturned.

This, in turn, implies that from the perspective of public international law, EU member states that provide extensive judicial protection to individuals when implementing Resolution 1267 and its follow-up resolutions would violate Security Council obligations and could face state responsibility claims on the international level. This perception is strengthened by the fact that the Swiss Federal Supreme Court already adopted the reasoning of the CFI in December 2007, in a case in which the facts were similar to that of the Yusuf and Kadi decisions. For this reason, it would have been preferable if the ECJ had also overturned the deficient reasoning of the CFI in relation to international law, on the basis that the Security Council itself is bound by the core content of the
international human rights standards developed under the auspices of
the United Nations.

Moreover, such clarification also has practical relevance on the domest-
ic level. As long as the CFI’s analysis regarding international law is not
refuted, it can result in different levels of human rights protection within
EU member states when implementing Security Council resolutions –
depending on whether the respective Security Council measures affect
Community law. In accordance with the ECJ decision in Kadi, member
states would have to live up to the extensive fundamental human rights
protection required by Community law whenever they give effect to
Security Council measures that affect the Common Market.101 However,
when giving effect to Security Council decisions that fall outside the scope
of community law, they would be able to effectively suspend fundamental
human rights protection, as long as this does not result in a violation of a
ius cogens obligation. In this context the Al-Jedda case, which was decided
before English courts, provides an interesting example.

This case concerned an entirely different issue, namely whether the
detention without trial on the basis of Security Council Resolution 1546
of 8 June 2004102 of a British/Iraqi national by British forces in Iraq in
2004 violated the extraterritorial application of article 5(1) of the
ECHR.103 Following the reasoning of the Yusuf and Kadi decisions,104
the Court of Appeal concluded that there was no such violation. This
resulted from the authorisation to use ‘all necessary means’ in Iraq in
Resolution 1546,105 which served as a basis for deviating from the
protection provided by rights in the ECHR.106 Subsequently on appeal,
the House of Lords107 did not review this part of the Court of Appeal’s
reasoning, aside from confirming that the Security Council is bound by
ius cogens. As a result, one could interpret its decision as an approval, in
principle, of the Court of Appeal’s reasoning that the Security Council is
only bound by peremptory norms of international law and no more.

At this point it is worth noting that, although the House of Lords did
accept that Resolution 1546 provided a legal basis for internment – a
ground for detention which is not covered by article 5(1) of the ECHR –
it was not inclined to accept a complete displacement of the protection
provided by article 5, and determined that it should be applied as far as
possible.108 Of particular interest is the extent to which the guarantees
provided by article 5(4) of the ECHR would still be applicable in
instances where individuals were interned in Iraq for security purposes
on the basis of Resolution 1546. Unfortunately this particular question
was not under debate before the House of Lords at the time, and is
unlikely to be resolved in the near future. On the one hand, a convincing argument can be made that Resolution 1546 did not intend to have the effect of suspending the protection provided by article 5(4) of the ECHR. The text of this resolution explicitly calls for the promotion and the protection of human rights and the maintenance of international peace and security in accordance with international law. However, even though this line of argument might result in better judicial protection for those prisoners detained on the basis of Resolution 1546 as such, it would not clarify – as a matter of principle – whether the Security Council could suspend human rights protection entirely. It would still make it possible for EU member states to provide different levels of human rights protection when implementing Security Council measures, depending on whether or not those measures affect areas governed by Community law.

These developments illustrate that judicial review of Security Council measures by regional and domestic courts has thus far raised as many (if not more) questions than it attempted to answer. This may strengthen the hand of those opposing such review, claiming that it results in legal uncertainty and an undermining of the efficacy of Charter obligations. In addition, domestic or regional courts can only provide limited relief. The regional or domestic determination of illegality of a Security Council resolution on the basis of international law, or a determination of its non-applicability due to incompatibility with fundamental values of domestic law or EU law, could not result in an annulment of that resolution. It remains in force on the international level – even if not applied on the domestic or regional level – until such a time as it is revoked by the Security Council itself.

However, one should also keep in mind that the fact that decisions of domestic or regional courts are not universally binding and have no formal effect outside their own jurisdiction does not necessarily mean that they have no practical effect on other jurisdictions or on the international level. If nothing else the Kadi decision of the CFI has illustrated the potential spillover effect of a regional decision pertaining to international law on various domestic jurisdictions and in very different contexts. Courts are keen to take note of developments in other jurisdictions, regardless of whether this stems from a legal obligation.

Moreover, the uncertainties resulting from the Kadi jurisprudence may be a necessary element in the dialogue that is developing between domestic and regional courts, as well as these courts and (international) political organs in an era where the infringement of human rights
increasingly originates from within international organisations. In time, this dialogue may result in more underlying consensus between the different actors, less differences in interpretation and better protection of individual human rights by international organisations. After all, much of the current confusion could be removed if the Security Council itself had sufficient political will to provide for an effective judicial review mechanism at the level of the United Nations, and in accordance with the human rights standards developed by the organisation itself.111 In such a situation, domestic and regional courts would be much less inclined to engage in stringent judicial review of Security Council decisions, and the risk of contradictory interpretations would be significantly reduced.
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PART III

Implementing Security Council sanctions
'A delicate business’: Did AWB’s kickbacks to Iraq under the United Nations Oil-For-Food Programme constitute a violation of Australia’s international obligations?

KEVIN BOREHAM

1. Introduction

The object of this chapter is to show that Australia did not violate its international legal obligations as a result of the kickbacks by AWB to the former Iraqi regime under the United Nations Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP), but that the AWB scandal showed systemic failures in effective domestic governance and the appropriate conduct of Australia’s foreign policy, compounded by a failure of accountability when the AWB scandal was exposed.

The chapter will examine the relevant norms of the Charter of the United Nations and customary international law, and Australia’s conformity with them in its implementation of the OFFP, as follows:

- Australia’s treaty obligations under the Charter to implement Security Council sanctions resolutions only require the implementation in Australian law of the measures in the relevant resolutions, rather than an imaginary standard of vigorous enforcement. The report resulting from the Inquiry into certain Australian companies in relation to the UN Oil for Food Programme (the Cole Report) confirmed that Australian regulations implementing the Security Council Iraq sanctions regime covered the subsequent modification of the sanctions by the setting up of the OFFP.1

- The relevant customary international law standard by which any alleged violation of Australia’s obligations should be judged is want of due diligence. This standard can only be defined by state practice in relation to the relevant obligations.2 The relevant standard of due diligence was met by Australia in respect of the OFFP: the Cole Report acknowledges that ‘DFAT [the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade] had been astute to give proper advice, when asked [by AWB], regarding the operation of the UN sanctions and the Oil-for-Food Programme.\textsuperscript{3}

- The customary international law rules of state responsibility for imputation to Australia of responsibility for AWB’s internationally wrongful actions, as substantially codified in the International Law Commission’s Articles on State Responsibility,\textsuperscript{4} reflect the ‘general principle [that] the conduct of private … entities is not attributable to the State under international law’.\textsuperscript{5} AWB’s relationship with the government did not meet the strict test for an exception to this rule where the relevant entity that has committed an internationally wrongful act is under the ‘effective control’ of the state.\textsuperscript{6} AWB’s complicity in violation of the relevant Security Council Resolutions therefore cannot be imputed to Australia.

The AWB scandal did nevertheless show systemic failures in domestic governance and the moral and political conduct of Australia’s foreign relations that the Howard Government resolutely resisted exposing to public scrutiny.

The Cole Inquiry ‘was restricted to the activities of the AWB and did not extend to scrutiny of executive responsibility for the scandal, or to the level of government knowledge at each step of the process’.\textsuperscript{7} Despite the former government’s care to avoid scrutiny of its own conduct, the recently published ‘memoirs’ of former Treasurer Peter Costello fatuously claim that ‘the royal commission dismissed any suggestion that Ministers had been warned and it exonerated them’.\textsuperscript{8}

Legislative and budgetary measures, which were implemented before the change of government in Australia in November 2007, appear to ensure that Australia will monitor the domestic implementation of sanctions measures more effectively in future.

2. UN Iraq sanctions, the Oil-For-Food Programme and the AWB kickbacks

The Security Council’s decision-making on sanctions against Iraq began with Resolution 660 of 2 August 1990, which demanded at paragraph 2 ‘that Iraq withdraw immediately [from Kuwait]’.\textsuperscript{9} On 6 August 1990 the Council decided in Resolution 661, in order to secure Iraq’s compliance with resolution 660,‘that all States shall prevent: (a) The import … of all products originating in Iraq’.\textsuperscript{10} Resolution 687 of 3 April 1991,\textsuperscript{11} which set out the conditions for a ceasefire with Iraq, explicitly affirmed all the
Council’s previous resolutions on Iraq, including Resolutions 660 and 661. Sanctions therefore remained in place.

Resolution 986 of 14 April 1995 set up the OFFP: responding to ‘the humanitarian needs of the Iraqi people’ the Council authorised states, ‘notwithstanding the provisions of resolution 661 … to permit the import of petroleum and petroleum products originating in Iraq’; determined that the funds from these sales should be paid into a UN escrow account; and decided ‘that the funds in the escrow account shall be used to meet the humanitarian needs of the Iraqi population’.12

The Council generally, with only a few exceptions, carries out its responsibility for monitoring the implementation of sanctions by setting up a committee for each individual sanctions regime to monitor its implementation, usually designated by the number of the resolution that creates the sanctions regime.13 In the case of the Iraq sanctions measures, this was the 661 Committee.14

The report resulting from Independent Inquiry Committee into the United Nations Oil-for-Food Programme (the Volcker Report),15 found that AWB had paid a total of US$ 221.7 million in side payments to the Iraqi regime, more than 14 per cent of all the funds illicitly collected by Iraq under its OFFP kickback schemes.16

The AWB affair was ‘by a wide margin, Australia’s biggest-ever foreign bribery and kickbacks scandal’.17

3. Australia’s obligations under the Charter to implement Security Council sanctions resolutions

The extent and content of member states’ obligations under the Charter to implement sanctions, and their parallel obligations under the customary international law norm of due diligence, are infused with doubt arising from highly inconsistent state practice.18

The Security Council’s responsibility for the implementation of sanctions comes from article 24 of the UN Charter under which the member states give the Council ‘primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security’, and agree that in carrying out its duties under this responsibility the Security Council acts on their behalf.19 Article 25 of the Charter provides that ‘[t]he Members of the United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the present Charter’.20

The Charter does not refer to sanctions; however, it is accepted that the Council’s power under article 41 to ‘decide what measures not
involving the use of armed force are to be employed to give effect to its decisions’ includes the imposition of sanctions. Article 48 provides that:

The action required to carry out the decisions of the Security Council for the maintenance of international peace and security shall be taken by all the Members of the United Nations or by some of them, as the Security Council may determine.21

The extent and content of member state obligations under articles 25 and 48 therefore depend on the interpretation of the obligation to ‘carry out’ resolutions concerning sanctions. This requires the application of the rules of treaty interpretation in article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.22 Although the Vienna Convention applies strictly speaking to treaties concluded after the Convention came into force in 1980, the International Court of Justice has applied its principles in several cases as customary international law.23 Authoritative commentators agree that article 31 may be applied by ‘analogy’ or as customary international law to the interpretation of the Charter.24

Article 31 provides that:

1. A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.
2. The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, in addition to the text, including its preamble and annexes:
   (a) any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connexion with the conclusion of the treaty;
   (b) any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connexion with the conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty.
3. There shall be taken into account, together with the context:
   (a) any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions;
   (b) any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation;
   (c) any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties.

The application of article 31(1) presents particular difficulties in dealing with the constitutive documents of any international organisation, but particularly the UN Charter. The Charter has no mechanism for settling disputes about its interpretation. There are some long-standing differences of view about interpretation of particular provisions.25 These
include the extent and content of member states’ obligations to ‘carry out’ the decisions of the Security Council under article 25 and article 48.

The determination of the object and purpose of any provision of the Charter is particularly difficult. As with any multilateral treaty, it is difficult to assess the common ‘will’ of all states parties.26 In any case, it is questionable whether the object and purpose of the drafters of the Charter are relevant to interpreting it when the membership of the UN has almost quadrupled since the San Francisco Conference: new members can only be reasonably considered to be bound by the objective wording.27

3.1 The travaux préparatoires of the Charter

For these reasons, the historical will of the original drafters is only of secondary importance in the interpretation of the Charter.28 Bearing this caveat in mind, we can derive some broad insight into the drafters’ intentions in articles 25, 41 and 48 from the travaux préparatoires of the San Francisco Conference, formally titled the United Nations Conference on International Organisation (UNCIO). Discussion of these articles by Commission III of the Conference, which dealt with the functions and powers of the Security Council, was limited. Most of the Commission’s discussions were consumed with debate on the Permanent Five veto and military enforcement measures.

There was certainly a common opinion among the drafters of the Charter that the inability of the Council of the League of Nations to impose binding measures on member states had been fatal to the effectiveness of the League, and a common determination that the Security Council should not be similarly handicapped.29

3.1.1 The travaux préparatoires of the Charter: Article 25

There were several unsuccessful attempts to amend article 25 (Chapter VI, section B, paragraph 4 of the 1944 Dumbarton Oaks proposals). All these proposed amendments were evidently intended to limit member states’ obligations to ‘carry out’ the decisions of the Council. For example, one amendment would have given the General Assembly ‘the power to revise the decisions of the Council’.30

3.1.2 The travaux préparatoires of the Charter: Articles 41 and 48

Agreement was easily reached on the Council’s power under article 41 to decide on economic enforcement measures with binding effect on
member states (Chapter VIII, section B, paragraph 3 of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals).³¹ There appears to have been little or no discussion of article 48 (Chapter VIII, section B, paragraph 7 of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals) which represented the ‘affirmation of members’ obligations under article 25 to accept binding decisions of the Council’.³²

Nevertheless, the travaux préparatoires tend to support the comment on article 48 that the expectation at the San Francisco Conference was that ‘the Great Powers would bear the main burden’ of enforcement of Council decisions.³³ The Rapporteur of Commission III reported that the relevant sections of the final text of the Charter ‘represent an attempt to harmonise power with responsibility, recognising that certain states must, by virtue of their immense strength, necessarily bear a predominant share of the responsibility for the enforcement of the future peace’.³⁴

3.2 The ICJ’s jurisprudence on Article 25

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) in its Namibia Advisory Opinion referred to member states’ obligations under article 25 as a consequence of the Council’s declaration of the illegality of South Africa’s continued occupation of Namibia. The application of article 25 in this situation was straightforward. The ICJ declared that:

> It would be an untenable interpretation to maintain that, once such a declaration had been made by the Security Council under Article 24 of the Charter, … Members [of the UN] would be free to act in disregard of such illegality … Members of the United Nations would be expected to act [under Article 25] in consequence of the declaration made on their behalf.³⁵

The Charter travaux and the ICJ’s jurisprudence therefore confirm that member states must ‘act in consequence’ of a decision of the Council under article 41 relating to sanctions, but this does not settle whether member states are bound to do anything beyond implementing the sanctions in their domestic law. A fuller interpretation of member states’ obligations under articles 25 and 48 therefore requires a broader contextual understanding of the way the Charter has been interpreted by the ICJ.

3.3 The ICJ’s approach to interpreting the Charter

The ICJ’s Advisory Opinions on the interpretation of the Charter have taken divergent approaches. They have been assessed as both mainly teleological³⁶ and mainly literal.³⁷
In general, the ICJ has followed the teleological or ‘principle of effectiveness’ approach. In the 1998 Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (Spain v. Canada) the ICJ affirmed that ‘this principle has an important role in the law of treaties and in the jurisprudence of this Court’. Under the principle of effectiveness ‘of one or more possible interpretations, the one that best serves the recognisable purpose of the treaty … provisions must be preferred’.

In the Namibia Advisory Opinion quoted in the previous section, the ICJ went on to say that:

[When the Security Council adopts a decision under Article 25 in accordance with the Charter, it is for member States to comply with that decision … To hold otherwise would be to deprive this principal organ of its essential functions and powers under the Charter.]

In his classic work on the development of the ICJ’s jurisprudence, Sir Hersch Lauterpacht explained the principle of effectiveness as based upon the Court’s ‘determination to secure a full degree of effectiveness of international law, in particular of the obligations undertaken by parties to treaties’. However, Lauterpacht cautions that the principle of effectiveness must not be permitted to displace the intention of the parties.

Lauterpacht acknowledges that in many cases the common intention (or ‘recognisable purpose’) of the parties ‘is an assumption rather than a reality’. This is particularly relevant to an assessment of the extent and content of member states’ obligations under articles 25 and 48. The broad application of the principle of effectiveness to obligations of member states to ‘carry out’ the decisions of the Council under articles 25 and 48 would suggest that the obligation extended as far as was necessary to ensure the fullest possible effectiveness of the decisions of the Council under article 24. But does this ‘recognisable purpose’ correspond with the intention of member states?

3.4 The role of ‘subsequent practice’ in Charter interpretation

The key provision in article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties for the interpretation of member states’ obligations under the Charter is found in article 31(3)(b) (noted above in full). This provision directs attention to ‘any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty’. Aust states that this provision:

is a most important element in the interpretation of any treaty, and reference to practice is well established in the jurisprudence of international
The ‘subsequent practice’ in the context of the Charter usually means the practice of UN organs. ‘Pure’ state practice may be only ‘indirectly relevant’. But as we are dealing here with member states’ interpretation of their obligations under articles 25 and 48, reliance on the practice of UN organs rather than the state practice of member states seems to risk a lack of ‘reality’, to quote Lauterpacht.

In order to interpret the ‘carrying out’ of obligations of Security Council sanctions resolutions, Aust’s explanation of the role of ‘subsequent practice’ of article 31(3)(b), while highly relevant, has to be stood on its head. It is the widespread inconsistency of relevant state practice that suggests a minimalist interpretation of the extent and content of member states’ obligations to ‘carry out’ Council sanctions resolutions.

The high level of variability among national regimes for implementing sanctions means that it is not possible to discern any consistent state practice on the monitoring of sanctions regimes and the imposition of penalties for breaching them.

The Council has responsibility for monitoring the implementation of sanctions but member states have the primary responsibility for implementation. With some exceptions, Security Council resolutions leave the choice of means to implement sanctions measures up to member states.

In practice, ‘the Council’s authorisation of mandatory sanctions is rarely sufficient … to guarantee that sanctions will actually be implemented’. Implementation in particular cases goes well below or well beyond the requirements of Council resolutions; domestic implementation is affected by whether states are ‘enthusiastic’ about the particular sanctions regime; and the penalising of nationals who violate sanctions regimes is ‘problematic’: ‘There are few indications that States have carried out prosecutions in a consistent and across the board manner.’

Simma’s authoritative commentary on the UN Charter acknowledges that:

The implementation of measures under Article 41 has proven to be generally unsatisfactory. Apart from the cases in which military means were employed to give those measures effect, their actual enforcement depended upon the will and capabilities of the member states concerned.

A recent study of the Security Council’s anti-terrorism measures has shown a continuing pattern of inconsistent implementation by member
states and ‘difficulties that the SC has encountered in managing the implementation of the sanctions regime’.56

Professor Iain Cameron, in his paper for the Swedish Foreign Ministry on ‘targeted’ UN sanctions and their impact on human rights found that:

Many states do not implement targeted sanctions properly, or implement them at all. … The lack of enthusiasm is shown inter alia by the huge number of doubtful applications for humanitarian etc. exceptions … indicating a lack of seriousness, or even good faith, on the part of certain applying states.57

A report by the Security Council Committee established in 1999 by Resolution 1267 to monitor sanctions against Al-Qaeda and the Taliban (the 1267 Committee)58 found that there were three main methods by which member states had implemented the assets freeze required by Resolution 1267. The first was legislation that automatically froze assets upon the relevant listing by the Committee (the method used by Australia). The second was legislation authorising the executive to name those parties whose assets were to be frozen. The final method employed the state’s criminal code, which required proof of a specific domestic criminal offence as a condition of freezing assets. The Committee commented that this last method ‘generally does not satisfy the requirements of the sanctions. … This is untenable.’59

In the case of the OFFP, the Volcker Report found that member states generally fell well short of reasonable expectations in the fulfillment of their responsibilities for ensuring that the regime was implemented in accordance with Resolution 986.60

Any contention that Australia violated UN sanctions in its implementation of the OFFP must be tempered by recognition of the inherent difficulties in sanctions implementation, not only by member states, but by the Security Council itself. Cameron observes that:

The implementation of UN Security Council sanctions is a delicate business. If states are not wholehearted in their implementation, if the customs authorities, the export control agencies, the financial inspection units, and financial police are less than enthusiastic, then the sanctions are very easily undermined.61

The UN Security Council failed, in its oversight of the OFFP, to enforce a higher standard of member state enforcement of sanctions: there was no consistent level of effectiveness, practice or procedure by the 661 Committee.62 The Council, in the words of the Volcker Report, ‘struggled
in clearly defining the broad purposes, policies, and administrative control of the Programme. … When things went awry, no one was in charge’.63

Specifically, the Volcker Report found that the Security Council committee responsible for implementing the OFFP was unable to agree whether the making of some form of payment for internal transportation costs to companies that may have links to the government of Iraq (the main vehicle for the AWB kickbacks) was ‘permissible’.64

States are clearly obliged to take some form of binding legal steps in their domestic jurisdiction to implement sanctions, because of their obligation under article 25 of the Charter to ‘carry out’ Security Council decisions. Australia had legislated appropriately to implement the Iraq sanctions regime.65 The obligation of states under international law to implement Security Council sanctions resolutions, given the highly inconsistent state practice, cannot be said to extend beyond this minimal requirement.

4. Was there a breach of Australia’s customary international law obligation to observe a standard of ‘due diligence’ in its performance of its international obligations?

The customary international law concept of due diligence recognises that a state is liable for an internationally wrongful act for which private individuals are responsible, where organs of the state have been at fault in failing to prevent or repress the act concerned.66

A violation of UN sanctions’ measures is unquestionably an internationally wrongful act because of member states’ obligations under the Charter to obey Security Council decisions. A member state might therefore be liable for ‘a failure to show due diligence in taking measures to prevent or punish such violations’.67

The due diligence rule is, however, not a fixed standard: ‘there is no single standard but different standards relating to different situations’.68

The difficulty in stating that the Australian government committed an internationally wrongful act by omitting to detect or prevent AWB’s corrupt dealings with the former Iraqi government cannot therefore be separated from the question discussed above: what is the nature and extent of the obligation of states in relation to implementation and enforcement of sanctions?

The finding of the Cole Report that Australian officials ‘did very little’ in relation to the occasional reports they received indicating possible AWB conduct in violation of the UN sanctions might relevantly amount to a failure of due diligence.
However, the Cole Report acknowledges that ‘DFAT had been astute to give proper advice, when asked [by AWB], regarding the operation of the UN sanctions and the Oil-for-Food Programme.’ It is arguable that the uncertain standard of due diligence was met by the consistent 'proper advice' of officials to AWB about its obligation to observe UN sanctions.

When is the obligation of due diligence engaged? The Encyclopedia of Public International Law finds ‘persuasive’ the commentary in the Harvard Law School’s 1929 Draft Convention on State Responsibility that ‘due diligence implies ... jurisdiction to take measures of prevention ... consequent upon knowledge of impending injury or circumstances which would justify an expectation of a probable injury’. The former government’s oversight of AWB’s involvement in the OFFP was inadequate, but it had no knowledge of AWB kickbacks to the Iraqi regime. Commissioner Cole has stated that ‘[t]here was no evidence of any such knowledge’.

5. State responsibility

The final issue of international law in relation to AWB’s complicity in the corruption of the OFFP is whether the rules governing state responsibility can be interpreted as attributing responsibility to the Australian government. The relevant rules are contained in the Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, contained in the Annex to a UN General Assembly resolution adopted in 2001 (Articles on State Responsibility).

An internationally wrongful act such as non-implementation of Security Council decisions will give rise to state responsibility: no distinction can be drawn between states unable and those unwilling to carry out sanctions.

State responsibility would have been incurred by Australia if the Australian government’s failure to detect and prevent the violation of sanctions measures by AWB itself constituted an internationally wrongful act by omission; or if AWB’s status as a statutory body during the initial phase of its corrupt dealings with the former Iraqi regime made its conduct a wrongful positive act by Australia; or if the subsequent actions of AWB could be attributed to the Australian government.

The first issue potentially invokes article 2 of the Articles on State Responsibility which states that:
Elements of an internationally wrongful act of a State

There is an internationally wrongful act of a State when conduct consisting of an action or omission:

(a) Is attributable to the State under international law; and
(b) Constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State.\(^74\)

Given the uncertain standard of member states’ obligations in relation to implementation and enforcement of sanctions, it is doubtful that the Australian government itself or its agencies committed any ‘action or omission’ in relation to AWB’s wrongdoing which would bring the governments conduct within article 2.

The second issue is whether there was any ‘positive conduct’ leading to sanctions-busting by the government or its agencies. It is true that the discussions between AWB and the Iraqi regime that led to the corrupt kickbacks began in June 1999 while AWB was still a statutory agency\(^75\) but it was privatised ‘soon after’ in July 1999.\(^76\) The actual contracts for wheat sales under which kickbacks were paid were concluded in July and October 1999.\(^77\) A study of rural policy under the Howard government notes: ‘by the time of the [AWB] offences, AWB Limited was a private company’.\(^78\)

Because discussions leading up to sanctions-busting conduct began while AWB was a statutory body consideration should be given to whether this ‘positive conduct’ should be directly attributed to the Australian government under article 4 of the Articles on State Responsibility which states that:

Conduct of organs of a State

1. The conduct of any State organ shall be considered an act of that State under international law, whether the organ exercises legislative, executive, judicial or any other functions, whatever position it holds in the organization of the State, and whatever its character as an organ of the central government or of a territorial unit of the State.
2. An organ includes any person or entity which has that status in accordance with the internal law of the State.

However, this ‘conduct’ must still clear the hurdle for attribution of state responsibility under article 4 set by the ICJ in the \textit{Bosnian Genocide} case, that is that the body in question must be in a relationship of ‘complete dependence on the State’.\(^79\) The July 1999 privatisation of AWB was the end stage of a process ‘almost entirely driven by industry’ in which ‘Government observers were little more than observers’\(^80\). This test would therefore not be met for the relevant brief period in which AWB remained technically a statutory body.\(^81\)
The third issue is whether the conduct of the AWB can be attributed to the Australian government under article 8 of the Articles on State Responsibility:

Conduct directed or controlled by a State
The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, or under the direction or control of, that State in carrying out the conduct.

It should be acknowledged that interpretation of article 8 should take account of the fluid relationship between governments and private entities at a time when former government functions (such as managing a monopoly on wheat sales) have been increasingly devolved to private entities through privatisation (as in the case of AWB) or outsourcing arrangements.\(^8^2\) It is reasonable to warn that ‘[i]nternational law rules on State responsibility should not … encourage [governments] to transfer functions from State organs to private organs’.\(^8^3\)

However, the attribution of state responsibility under article 8 is subject to the strict test of ‘effective control’ which the ICJ affirmed in the Bosnian Genocide case. The ICJ said that the threshold test for ‘direction or control’ under article 8 is that:

It must … be shown that this ‘effective control’ was exercised, or that the State’s instructions were given, in respect of each operation in which the alleged violations occurred, not generally in respect of the overall actions taken by the persons or groups of persons having committed the violations.\(^8^4\)

In rejecting the less-stringent test of ‘overall control’ adopted by the Appeals Court of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in the Tadić case, the ICJ emphasised that the ICTY test broadened the scope of state responsibility:

well beyond the fundamental principle governing the law of international responsibility: a State is responsible only for its own conduct, that is to say the conduct of persons acting, on whatever basis, on its behalf.\(^8^5\)

Applying this strict interpretation of article 8 to the findings of the Cole Report shows that AWB was not under the ‘effective control’ of the Australian government: indeed the report finds that during the period of AWB’s corrupt dealings with the Iraqi authorities:

the process of receiving notification forms and contracts from AWB and forwarding them to the Australian Mission to the United Nations for
submission to the 661 Committee became an essentially routine procedure performed by lower level DFAT officers – so much so that DFAT’s role came to be described as nothing more than a ‘post box’.86

Therefore application of the relevant tests in the Articles on State Responsibility shows that Australia did not incur responsibility for the wrongful acts of AWB.

Indeed, the application of the concept of state responsibility for the corruption of the OFFP is largely theoretical: the OFFP was ‘arguably’ ‘destined from the start to be corrupted by Iraq … because it was a basic premise of the programme that Iraq was free to choose the companies with whom it did business … [which] meant … power for Iraq to extract secret kickback payments from the companies with whom it did business’.87 The response of a representative of China on the 661 Committee to representations about the need for stricter mechanisms to prevent illicit kickbacks to the Iraqi government through inflated oil prices was to quote ‘an old Chinese proverb, “If the river is too clean, there are no fish”’.88

6. Standards of accountability and governance

This chapter’s conclusion that AWB’s kickbacks to the Iraqi regime did not constitute a violation of Australia’s international obligations is not a defence of the failure of the previous Australian government and its officials to detect and stop the kickbacks. Conformity with conveniently minimal requirements of international law does not equal competent governance. The enforcement of sanctions against Iraq by Australian government agencies was inept and inadequate.

The Cole Inquiry found that ‘DFAT did very little in relation to the allegations or other information it received that either specifically related to AWB, or related generally to Iraq’s manipulation of the Programme’.89 The former Secretary of the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Dr Peter Shergold, has reflected that ‘the findings of the Cole Royal Commission into the behaviour of the Australia Wheat Board [sic] in breaching UN sanctions exposed significant organisational weaknesses: inadequate channels of communication, structural demarcations, insufficient quality control and poor reporting systems’.90

A study of governance under the fourth Howard government found that ‘[t]he government was either unwilling or unable to exercise oversight of the illegal activity [by AWB]’.91 Stephen Bartos’ assessment is that the failure to put together the pieces of information about AWB’s activities was ‘systemic rather than individual’. ‘More important still’, he
adds, ‘is the question of why, when there was ample evidence of something amiss, there was no investigation’.92

The refusal of responsible Howard government ministers to acknowledge that there were any shortcomings of governance in Australia’s implementation of the OFFP raised reasonable adverse comment.93 ‘[T]he unwillingness of senior officials and ministers to acknowledge awareness or responsibility, in particular the failure of the Prime Minister to require his ministers to accept ministerial responsibility was depicted as symptomatic of arrogance and being out of touch.’94

The AWB scandal was a failure of Australian foreign policy. The Howard government’s 2003 White Paper Advancing the National Interest listed the ‘core challenges and strategies’ of foreign and trade policy.95 These included ‘promoting good governance, human rights and development’. The White Paper declared that ‘the high quality of governance in Australia [described elsewhere in the White Paper as ‘among the highest in the world’96] means that we have a distinctive contribution to make to other countries’.97 This ‘strategy’ seems richly ironic in the light of the governance failures revealed by the AWB scandal.

Media assessments of Alexander Downer’s record tenure as Minister for Foreign Affairs at the time of his retirement from politics in July 2008 cited Downer’s oversight of the OFFP and his handling of the AWB scandal as among his significant failures.98 Downer himself ‘does not accept that the government should have known $300 million worth of bribes were paid to Saddam’: he says ‘there were clearly people within AWB determined to deceive the … Australian Government’.99 (One prominent commentator found the AWB scandal not worth considering among Downer’s achievements.)100

It is only fair to acknowledge that Commissioner Cole’s report stated that ‘the shadow over Australia’s reputation in international trade’ cast by AWB ‘has been removed by Australia’s intolerance of inappropriate conduct in trade, demonstrated by shining the bright light of this independent public inquiry on AWB’s conduct’.101

The need for oversight of conformity with UN sanctions has been addressed. The Cole Inquiry recommended a series of reforms directed to ensuring that a repeat episode like AWB’s dealings with the former Iraqi regime could be detected and punished.102 These reforms, it must be acknowledged, constitute a detailed interlocking suite of measures that require effective domestic enforcement of sanctions and clear penalties for violators of sanctions. These reforms should minimise the possibility of further serious breaches in the Australian Commonwealth jurisdiction.
The then Attorney General introduced into the Commonwealth Parliament on 14 June 2007 legislation that faithfully implements the relevant recommendations of the Cole Report.\footnote{Commonwealth of Australia, Inquiry into certain Australian companies in relation to the UN Oil for Food Programme, Report (2006) (Cole Report), vol. 1, 62.} In his Second Reading Speech the then Attorney General emphasised that ‘[t]he government is committed to promoting a culture of ethical dealing in connection with UN sanctions and international trade’.\footnote{Antonio Cassese, International Law (2nd edn, 2005) 250.}

The 2007–2008 Commonwealth Budget included AUS $4.6 million over four years to address a number of recommendations of the Cole Inquiry. The Budget papers state that the funding will enable the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to incorporate UN and bilateral sanction regimes into Australian law, administer and coordinate their implementation and contribute to whole-of-government efforts to monitor and ensure compliance with Australian law on sanctions.\footnote{Notes}  

7. Conclusion

One of the hardest, but most necessary, aspects of any analysis of international law is to keep clear the distinction between a state’s obligations under international law and its moral and political obligations to the international community. It is wrong to inflate international legal norms in order to assert that a state’s conduct has been unlawful as well as irresponsible, just as it is wrong to assert that compliance with strictly defined international legal norms constitutes good international citizenship.

Australia’s failure of oversight over the OFFP was not unlawful. But the AWB scandal showed that Australian Ministers and officials had no sense of responsibility for the active and effective governance of the OFFP, and no sense of accountability when it went wrong.

Winston Churchill, acknowledging in his war memoirs the devastating inadequacies in the defences of Singapore, said ‘I do not write this in any way to excuse myself. I ought to have known. My advisers ought to have known and I ought to have been told, and I ought to have asked.’\footnote{Notes}

Australian Ministers ought to have asked whether the OFFP was being effectively managed to prevent abuse. Having failed to do so, they ought to have given the Cole Inquiry terms of reference that would have enabled Commissioner Cole to tell the Australian people why it had not been.
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Should the United Nations Security Council leave it to the experts? The governance and accountability of UN sanctions monitoring

JEREMY FARRALL

1. Introduction

The chapters in this collection use the example of United Nations sanctions as a means to explore the questions of accountability and governance that arise when legal norms are applied with cross-boundary effect. The boundaries in question are both physical, in the sense of clearly delineated national borders, as well as conceptual, as with the traditional distinctions that are drawn between the domains of public and private law, and between international and domestic law. Some contributors explore the broad theoretical questions that arise when seeking to enforce global norms across diverse jurisdictions (Danchin, Sampford). Some discuss accountability and governance at the international level, where the decision to apply cross-border norms is made (Chesterman, Hovell, Nasu). Some concentrate on the domestic interpretation, application and regulation of globally articulated norms (Botterill and McNaughton, Fraser, Nolan, Rice, Stewart, Tully). Others examine the way that actors at the domestic or regional level might influence the accountability and governance of actors at the international level, or vice versa (Boreham, Holmes, Mulgan, de Wet).

This chapter focuses on accountability and governance within the UN sanctions system for sanctions monitoring. The task of sanctions monitoring, which was traditionally undertaken by the Security Council’s sanctions committees, is increasingly being delegated to independent bodies of experts. Over the past decade the Council has created a range of sanctions monitoring expert bodies. These bodies provide independent analysis of particular sanctions regimes and make recommendations to strengthen sanctions implementation.
The evolution of sanctions expert bodies, as with the UN sanctions system more broadly, has been ad hoc and reactive, rather than systematic and strategic. While this approach has allowed the Security Council to be flexible and inventive at times, it has had the consequence that principles of governance and accountability have developed in an equally ad hoc manner. The Security Council’s practice of outsourcing sanctions monitoring to independent actors raises a number of questions. Are there any limits on the Council’s ability to delegate its responsibilities for the maintenance of international peace and security? When the Council creates independent bodies to monitor sanctions implementation, how closely should it supervise those bodies? How does the Council regulate governance and accountability within the independent expert bodies?

A familiar criticism of global efforts to regulate transboundary activities is that, while there is no shortage of global norms and doctrines purporting to regulate global behaviour, there are few practical mechanisms to enforce those norms. UN sanctions form one of the most visible examples of a global enforcement mechanism, yet they are often criticised for being ineffective. In the literature it is common to find calls for more frequent and more effective monitoring, evaluation and enforcement of UN sanctions. Surprisingly, there is little written about the expert monitoring bodies that pursue these objectives.¹

This chapter describes how the sanctions expert bodies operate and explores questions of governance and accountability. It concludes that mechanisms for the governance and accountability of sanctions expert bodies, where they exist, have evolved in an ad hoc, reactive manner, just like the UN sanctions system and the expert bodies themselves. The chapter argues that the Security Council should reconsider its approach of leaving it to the experts. Instead, the Council should promote a more strategic, coherent and accountable approach to sanctions monitoring.

The chapter proceeds in four parts. It starts by introducing the UN Charter framework for UN sanctions and describes the traditional approach to sanctions monitoring. It goes on to trace the recent evolution of sanctions expert bodies and describe the governance structure for sanctions monitoring and examines the accountability of the key actors within this structure. Finally, it explores alternatives for improving the governance and accountability of sanctions monitoring.
2. The UN Charter sanctions framework and the traditional model of sanctions monitoring

The UN Charter bestows primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security upon the UN Security Council. Chapter VII of the UN Charter outlines the steps that the Council may take in order to address a threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression. These steps can include provisional measures, sanctions short of the use of force and even the use of force itself. Article 41, the Charter’s sanctions provision, provides that:

The Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of armed force are to be employed to give effect to its decisions, and it may call upon the Members of the United Nations to apply such measures. These may include complete or partial interruption of economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication, and the severance of diplomatic relations.

During the Cold War, the Council was only twice able to muster the necessary agreement to apply sanctions, doing so against Southern Rhodesia (targeted then comprehensive economic sanctions) and South Africa (arms embargo). In stark contrast, since August 1990 the Council has created twenty-three new sanctions regimes. This represents a remarkable increase in sanctions activity. Accompanying this dramatic expansion in the use of sanctions has been a growing sophistication, both in how sanctions are applied and evaded. Sanctions were originally applied against a nation as a whole, but they increasingly target individual policy-makers. Gone are the days of blunt, comprehensive economic sanctions. ‘Targeted’ or ‘smart’ sanctions, such as individual assets freezes and travel bans, are the preferred UN sanctions measures of the early twenty-first century.

Under article 25 of the UN Charter, UN member states have a legal obligation to implement decisions of the Security Council. When the Security Council decides to apply sanctions under Chapter VII, UN member states are therefore legally required to take the necessary steps to ensure that sanctions are implemented within their jurisdiction. Yet in the absence of action by UN member states to take the concrete steps necessary to prohibit the stipulated trade, commercial, financial, diplomatic or travel activities, a decision by the Security Council to apply sanctions will simply amount to strong words on paper rather than robust action in practice. The UN sanctions architecture thus relies upon the good will of UN member states to act upon their legal obligation to implement the Council’s sanctions decisions.
The UN Charter sanctions framework recognises that the Security Council may need to create subsidiary bodies to fulfil its responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. Article 29 of the Charter provides that ‘[t]he Security Council may establish such subsidiary organs as it deems necessary for the performance of its functions’. In addition, rule 28 of the Security Council’s provisional rules of procedure enables the Council to ‘appoint a commission or committee or rapporteur for a specified question’. It is also important to note the role played by the UN Secretariat in servicing and supporting the activities of the Security Council and its subsidiary organs. The UN Charter established the Secretariat, headed by the Secretary-General, as the UN’s sixth principal organ. The Secretariat is responsible for supporting the activities of the other principal organs, with the exception of the International Court of Justice (ICJ). Indeed, the Council and its subsidiary organs could not function without Secretariat support.

The Security Council has traditionally delegated responsibility for sanctions administration and monitoring to sanctions committees. The Council usually establishes a sanctions committee when it creates a new sanctions regime. In a number of instances, however, months or years have elapsed between the imposition of sanctions and the creation of a sanctions committee. In fact, the Council did not even create a sanctions committee for the 1054 Sudan sanctions regime, suggesting that it was not particularly interested in monitoring the implementation of these sanctions.

Sanctions committees operate as Security Council committees of the whole. They thus mirror the membership of the Council at a given point in time. Committees have conducted their business almost entirely in meetings that are closed to the public. Moreover, records of these closed meetings are rarely made public. In their substantive activities, sanctions committees have tended to conduct their work by receiving and analysing reports from UN member states on steps taken to implement sanctions. The activities of sanctions committees have been conducted almost entirely at UN Headquarters in New York, despite a movement by the Chairs of some sanctions committees to conduct field visits. The diplomats representing their nations on sanctions committees do not generally do so on a full-time basis. Indeed, they are usually required to fulfil a range of additional diplomatic responsibilities. The amount of time that a particular sanctions committee member is able to devote to preparing for and attending sanctions committee meetings thus varies considerably.
Some sanctions committees have met more regularly and reported more routinely than others. The 253 Southern Rhodesia Committee held a total of 352 formal meetings during its twelve-year existence.\(^{23}\) The 661 Iraq Committee met formally more than 230 times between its establishment in August 1990 and its dissolution in May 2003.\(^{24}\) By contrast, the 918 Rwanda Committee held just seven formal meetings in its first twelve and a half years.\(^{25}\) Although the task of reporting to the Security Council has been included in the mandate of all sanctions committees, they have not always submitted routine reports. The low-watermark was set by the 841 Haiti Sanctions Committee, which did not submit a single report to the Council during its sixteen-month tenure.\(^{26}\)

Concerns over the irregularity of sanctions committee reporting led to the issuance in early 1995 of a note by the President of the Security Council, calling on sanctions committees to report to the Council on an annual basis.\(^{27}\) On the whole this call has been heeded, but the annual reports by sanctions committees still vary significantly in length, scope and quality. Annual reports sometimes appear to have been written with the aim of inducing the reader to fall asleep lest they detect something interesting! At their worst, as in the case of the 918 Rwanda Sanctions Committee, these reports simply state that nothing much has happened over the preceding year.\(^{28}\) More accomplished examples have surveyed trends in sanctions implementation and identified sanctions violations. Unfortunately, the very best annual reports tend to have been final reports issued by sanctions committees that had just been dissolved.\(^{29}\) Diplomatic politics seem to prevent sanctions committees from engaging in critical analysis until they reach the post-mortem phase.

3. The turn to experts

The impracticability of sanctions committees conducting meaningful monitoring of sanctions implementation from New York, combined with the discomfort of sanctions committees at airing genuinely critical recommendations, eventually prompted the Security Council to explore other avenues for securing effective sanctions monitoring. The first experiment with tasking a body other than a sanctions committee with sanctions monitoring responsibilities occurred in April 1991 when the Council established the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM), which was to monitor Iraq’s disarmament activities in accordance with its obligations under the Iraq sanctions regime.\(^{30}\) Since then, the Council has established more than a dozen bodies tasked with monitoring and recommending how to improve sanctions implementation.\(^{31}\)
The Security Council creates each expert body individually. Each body is established by a resolution that outlines the body’s mandate, size and duration. Sanctions expert bodies have taken various forms, including disarmament commissions and commissions of inquiry; panels, groups, teams and committees of experts; and monitoring mechanisms, groups and teams. They have been created in different sizes (from two to twelve members) for different periods (from weeks to years) and have been tasked with a variety of different tasks. While there has been a general evolution in sanctions monitoring trends, the ad hoc nature of the process means that each sanctions expert body is unique. The common thread is that expert bodies are nominally independent bodies with short, discrete mandates to monitor the implementation of a specific UN sanctions regime.

### 3.1 Commissions: Disarmament commissions and commissions of inquiry

Of the various bodies that have played a role in sanctions monitoring and implementation, commissions are the most formal. They are established by the UN Secretary-General at the request of the Security Council and they report to the Council through the Secretary-General. By contrast, the other sanctions expert bodies report to the Security Council through the appropriate sanctions committee.

#### 3.1.1 Disarmament commissions

The Security Council has established two disarmament commissions to monitor Iraq’s compliance with its disarmament obligations under the Iraq sanctions regime, including in particular those outlined by Resolution 687 (1991). The UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) was established in April 1991 to carry out on-site inspections based on Iraq’s declarations regarding its weapons holdings and programmes; to undertake the destruction, removal or rendering harmless of all nuclear, biological or chemical weapons and anti-ballistic missiles with a range of greater than 150 kilometres; and to develop a plan for the ongoing monitoring and verification of Iraq’s compliance with its disarmament obligations under Resolution 687. UNSCOM played a constructive role in monitoring Iraq’s compliance with its disarmament obligations, but it confronted major difficulties following Iraq’s refusal to allow it to resume operations after UNSCOM inspectors had been withdrawn from Iraq in late 1998.
In December 1999 the Council replaced UNSCOM with another disarmament commission, the UN Monitoring Verification and Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC), which was to establish a reinforced system of ongoing monitoring and verification of Iraq’s compliance with its disarmament obligations. UNMOVIC did not have an auspicious beginning, as it was unable to establish operations in Iraq for almost three years. It was not until November 2002, when the Council adopted Resolution 1441 (2002), that Iraq finally agreed to UNMOVIC’s deployment on its territory. During the subsequent three months, UNMOVIC’s role became quite prominent, as the international community scrutinised the extent to which Iraq was complying with its disarmament obligations. However, since the conclusion of the second Gulf War, the Commission’s work has effectively been placed on hold, as it has not been permitted to resume its inspections in Iraq.

3.1.2 Commissions of inquiry

The Council has established commissions of inquiry in connection with the Rwanda, 1556 Sudan and Hariri sanctions regimes. The International Commission of Inquiry for Rwanda (ICIR) was established in September 1995 to investigate the illegal supply of arms to former Rwandan government forces in the Great Lakes region, in violation of the Rwandan sanctions, and to recommend measures to end the illegal flow of arms in the subregion. The Sudan International Commission of Inquiry (SICI) was created in September 2004 to investigate reports of violations of international humanitarian law and human rights in Darfur and to determine whether acts of genocide had occurred. The Commission’s findings induced the Council to take the unprecedented step of referring the Darfur situation to the International Criminal Court (ICC). The findings have also wielded considerable influence over the evolution of the 1556 Sudan sanctions regime. The UN International Independent Investigation Commission (UNIIIC) was established in April 2005 in order to assist the Lebanese authorities with the investigation into the Hariri bombing and to identify the bombings’ perpetrators, sponsors, organisers and accomplices. Its activities prompted the establishment of the Hariri sanctions regime and have also led to the recent creation of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon.

3.2 Monitoring mechanisms, groups and teams

The Security Council has established a range of monitoring mechanisms, groups and teams. These monitoring bodies have tended to conduct their
work from a base at UN Headquarters. They have thus been able to form a closer relationship with their relevant sanctions committee than the other expert bodies described below in Section 3.3, which visit New York only when they begin their mandate and subsequently when they submit their written report to the Security Council via the relevant sanctions committee. In other respects, ‘monitoring’ and ‘expert’ bodies have very similar mandates. They generally report to the Council via the relevant sanctions committee, with the Chairman of that sanctions committee forwarding or presenting regular written and oral reports to the Council on their behalf.

3.2.1 Monitoring mechanisms

The Security Council initially floated the idea of a sanctions-related monitoring mechanism in October 1991, when it requested the 661 Iraq Sanctions Committee to develop a mechanism to monitor sales or supplies to Iraq of items that could be used for the production or acquisition of weapons, in contravention of the sanctions against weapons of mass destruction.\textsuperscript{43} It took almost five years to realise this idea, however, with the Council eventually establishing such a mechanism in March 1996.\textsuperscript{44} The monitoring mechanism consisted of a Joint Export/Import Monitoring Unit established by UNSCOM and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).\textsuperscript{45} All states were required to notify the mechanism if their nationals planned to export to Iraq any items or technologies that might have ‘dual-use’ potential.\textsuperscript{46} When the Council established UNMOVIC, it requested the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC and the Director-General of the IAEA to establish a unit that would assume the monitoring mechanism’s responsibilities and update the lists of contraband items and technology.\textsuperscript{47} After the adoption of the Goods Review List (GRL) by the Council in May 2002,\textsuperscript{48} the unit’s work increased substantially as it became involved in the process of reviewing applications to export humanitarian supplies to Iraq under the OFFP to ensure that the items or technologies proposed to be supplied to Iraq did not feature on the GRL.\textsuperscript{49}

The Security Council has established two other monitoring mechanisms: the UNITA Monitoring Mechanism and the Afghanistan/Taliban/Al-Qaeda Monitoring Mechanism. These monitoring mechanisms have had a less specific focus than the Iraq monitoring mechanism, with more general mandates to monitor and recommend improvements in sanctions implementation. The UNITA Monitoring Mechanism was established in April 2000 to investigate allegations of violations of the UNITA
sanctions. The Taliban/Al-Qaeda Monitoring Mechanism was established in July 2001 to monitor sanctions implementation, provide assistance to states bordering the territory of Afghanistan under Taliban control to increase their capacity for sanctions implementation and to gather information on and make recommendations for addressing sanctions violations.

3.2.2 Monitoring teams

In January 2004 the Security Council replaced the Taliban/Al-Qaeda Monitoring Mechanism with an Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team. The Monitoring Team’s initial mandate was not dissimilar to that of the Monitoring Mechanism, but it has grown in complexity. Among the Team’s additional responsibilities were conducting sanctions implementation case-studies, reporting on the listing, de-listing and exemptions processes for the Afghanistan/Taliban/Al-Qaeda sanctions, including specific recommendations for improved implementation and possible new sanctions; cooperating closely with the expert bodies assigned to the UN Counterterrorism Committee (CTC) and the 1540 Weapons of Mass Destruction Committee; consulting with the intelligence and security services of UN member states in order to share information and strengthen sanctions enforcement; and enhancing cooperation with Interpol.

3.2.3 Monitoring groups

The Security Council has also established a monitoring group in connection with the Somalia sanctions regime. The Somalia Monitoring Group was established in December 2003, following the final mandate of the Somalia Panel of Experts. The Monitoring Group’s mandate has included investigating violations of the arms embargo, making recommendations for strengthening the embargo’s implementation, reviewing the national customs and border control regimes of states in the region, compiling a list of embargo violators both in and outside Somalia, identifying how to strengthen the capacity of states in the region to facilitate embargo implementation, and investigating activities generating revenue used to violate the embargo.

3.3 Panels, groups, committees and teams of experts

The third and biggest category of sanctions monitoring bodies consists of those with the term ‘experts’ in their title, including panels, groups,
committees and teams of experts. Expert bodies are generally established to serve for short periods, ranging from a matter of weeks to a number of months. They report to the Council via the relevant sanctions committee.

3.3.1 Committees and teams of experts
There is little material difference between panels and groups of experts. However, the terms ‘committee’ and ‘team’ of experts have been used to describe initial bodies of experts established to undertake preparatory monitoring activities prior to the subsequent establishment of a panel or group of experts or another type of monitoring body. In the case of the 1267 Afghanistan/Taliban/Al-Qaeda sanctions regime, the Council initially established a committee of experts, before later creating a monitoring mechanism and then a monitoring group. In the case of the 733 Somalia sanctions regime the Council established a preparatory team of experts, before proceeding to create a panel of experts and then a monitoring group.

3.3.2 Panels and groups of experts
The Council’s initial experiments with a group and panels of experts each related to the Iraq sanctions regime. These experiments differed from more recent examples of groups and panels of sanctions experts, however, in that they were not mandated to focus explicitly on improving the implementation of sanctions. The Iraq Group of Experts was established in June 1998 with the aim of determining whether Iraq was able to export the amount of petroleum and petroleum products permissible under the Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP). In January 1999 the Council established three ad hoc panels connected with the Iraq sanctions regime. These panels were to make recommendations on: re-establishing an effective disarmament monitoring and verification regime in Iraq; the humanitarian needs of the Iraqi people; and outstanding issues relating to prisoners of war and Kuwaiti property.

The first example of an expert body with a clear mandate to monitor and recommend improvements in sanctions implementation was the UNITA Panel of Experts, which was established in May 1999. The Security Council initially intended to create two panels of experts, but when the experts first convened, they decided that it would be more efficient to act as one panel. The mandate of the UNITA Panel included: (1) collecting information relating to violations of the arms, petroleum, diamond and financial sanctions; (2) identifying those committing or facilitating the violations of those sanctions; and
(3) recommending measures to end such violations and to improve sanctions implementation. 73

Since the establishment of the UNITA Panel, other panels of experts have been created to monitor the 1132 Sierra Leone, 1343 and 1521 Liberia, 733 Somalia and 1556 Sudan sanctions regimes, while Groups of Experts have been formed to monitor the 1493 DRC and 1572 Côte d’Ivoire sanctions regimes. 74 These subsequent bodies of experts have been endowed with similar mandates to that of the UNITA Panel. Among the more innovative responsibilities assigned to panels have been: investigating the link between the trade in natural resources and the trade in arms that fuel conflict; 75 conducting an independent audit of a target government’s compliance with sanctions; 76 reporting on the potential economic, humanitarian and social impact of sanctions; 77 assessing the capacity of states in the region to implement sanctions fully; 78 reporting on sources of financing for the illicit trade of arms; 79 recommending how to strengthen the capacity of states in the region to implement sanctions; 80 and compiling a list of sanctions violators. 81

4. The governance and accountability of UN sanctions expert bodies

As the previous section illustrates, the Security Council has approached sanctions monitoring in an ad hoc, flexible manner, rather than pursuing a general, strategic approach. In December 2006, the Security Council’s own Informal Working Group on General Issues of Sanctions (‘Sanctions Working Group’) made the remarkably frank admission that the working methods of expert groups had ‘developed through a system of trial and error’. 82 The Working Group proceeded to take the extraordinary step of outlining recommendations designed to improve the ‘integrity’ of the reporting habits of sanctions expert groups. 83 This was a clear indication that the independent sanctions expert model was not working in the manner anticipated by the Security Council.

The Sanctions Working Group’s confession raises a number of basic questions relating to governance and accountability. In terms of governance, what structures are in place to govern the activities of the expert bodies? Which actors are responsible for overseeing their work? In terms of accountability, what steps do these actors take to meet their responsibilities? If it is indeed true, as the Sanctions Working Group concluded, that the integrity of expert reports is questionable, whose fault is it?
4.1 Governance

Before exploring questions of accountability, it is important to understand the governance structure that theoretically regulates the activities of sanctions monitoring bodies. The key actors involved in the governance of sanctions expert bodies are the Security Council, its sanctions committees, the UN Secretariat and the expert bodies themselves.

4.1.1 The Security Council

As described in Section 2, the UN Charter does not provide explicit guidance on how to conduct sanctions monitoring. Rather, it bestows upon the UN Security Council the primary responsibility to maintain international peace and security, including the power to apply sanctions and create subsidiary bodies to support the Council’s work. When the Council decides to establish an expert body to monitor a sanctions regime, it determines what the body’s mandate should be. The details are articulated in a Security Council resolution, which provides for the size of the body, its mandate in substantive terms and the duration for which it is created. The Council requires each expert body to report to it, through the appropriate sanctions committee, at the conclusion of its mandate. If the mandate of the body is longer than three months, then the Council would normally require it to provide an interim report at the half-way point of its mandate.

Once an expert body is established, day-to-day oversight falls upon the relevant sanctions committee and the UN Secretariat, as outlined below. Unless something unusual occurs, the Council will not hear from the expert body until it receives its report, which is submitted through and filtered by the appropriate sanctions committee. At that point the Council will consider the body’s report, decide which of its recommendations should be acted upon, and determine whether to extend the body’s mandate.

4.1.2 Sanctions committees

As outlined above, when the Security Council creates a new sanctions regime it usually establishes a sanctions committee to oversee that regime’s administration. If a decision is made to create a sanctions expert body, that body reports to and through the sanctions committee, rather than directly to the Security Council. If the expert body is field-based, it will generally meet with the relevant committee at the beginning of its mandate and then again towards the end of its mandate, when the time
comes for the committee to review the body’s report. This process of reviewing expert body reports can be time-consuming, as sanctions committee members scrutinise the draft report for anything that might be considered inaccurate, offensive or impolitic.

Once the expert body’s report is approved by the sanctions committee, it is forwarded to the Security Council by the Chairman of the sanctions committee for consideration by the Council. At this point the report becomes a public document. The issuance of the report as a public document usually coincides with the periodic review of the sanctions regime in question by the Council. Thus the Council meets to decide whether to make modifications to the sanctions regime, based on the recommendations of the expert body. The Council will also decide whether to extend the mandate of the expert body and, if so, whether modifications are required to the body’s mandate.

4.1.3 The UN Secretariat
The UN Secretariat, and in particular the Security Council Subsidiary Organs Branch of the UN’s Department of Political Affairs, plays a role in support of both sanctions committees and sanctions expert bodies. When the Security Council decides to establish a new sanctions expert body, the Secretariat takes the necessary steps to identify suitable candidates and makes arrangements for their appointment. When the body begins functioning, the Secretariat provides it with administrative support.

4.1.4 Expert bodies
The governance structure within sanctions expert bodies is relatively simple. One member of each expert body is appointed Chairman. This member becomes responsible for official contact between the body and other entities. A major responsibility of the Chairman is to coordinate the preparation of and sign off on official correspondence and reports.

4.2 Accountability
As the discussion above indicates, the Security Council stands at the apex of a multi-layered governance structure for sanctions monitoring. Below the Security Council are the sanctions committees, through whom the expert bodies report. Within the expert bodies themselves, the Chairman is responsible for overseeing decision-making. At the same time, the UN Secretariat also plays an important role in support of both sanctions committees and expert bodies.
This multi-layered governance structure suggests that there should be a similarly multi-layered system of accountability. Assuming that the powers vested in the sanctions bodies are legitimately delegated by the UN Security Council, primary accountability for the activities of the expert bodies would rest with the expert bodies themselves. Proceeding up the structure, the UN Secretariat, the sanctions committees and the Council itself should each have the opportunity and the responsibility to reinforce accountability by scrutinising the activities of expert bodies to ensure that they are acting in accordance with their mandates.

4.2.1 Accountability of expert bodies

Within the expert bodies themselves, the issue of accountability largely arises with respect to the preparation of reports. A common approach of expert bodies has been to name and shame individuals involved in sanctions-busting, as well as the countries from which sanctions violations have emanated. This approach has sometimes drawn a fierce response from those alleged to have engaged in sanctions violations, some of whom have pursued litigation against sanctions expert bodies. Bodies of experts are increasingly aware of the need to ensure that they are drawing upon reliable evidence when outlining their findings and making recommendations. Indeed, expert body reports often begin with a disclaimer on standards of verification, outlining the methods they followed in an attempt to ensure that the facts they present are ‘irrefutable’.

Nevertheless, at times dubious information does make it into expert body reports. The Panel on the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources of the Congo, although not directly concerned with sanctions monitoring, published provocative findings without being able to substantiate the evidence upon which they were based. Concern about the reliability and quality of evidence gathered by sanctions expert bodies has led the Security Council to request some expert bodies to bring allegations to the attention of states concerned and allow them ‘the right of reply’. The Sanctions Working Group has also outlined a range of proposals for ensuring that expert bodies share common methodological standards and employ a standard format for written reports. The Group has also recommended that expert bodies should: identify the sources of their information where possible; ensure that their information is as transparent and verifiable as possible; and emphasise impartiality and fairness when drafting reports, including by making available to relevant parties evidence of wrongdoing for their comment and response.
Another dimension of accountability within expert bodies relates to ownership and protection of the information they collate. Although expert bodies are purportedly independent, any documentary information or evidence they collect becomes UN property. Members of expert bodies have a responsibility to ensure that such information and evidence remains confidential and is not tampered with or destroyed. The protection of information became an issue in early 2004, during the transition from the Taliban/Al-Qaeda Monitoring Team, whose mandate had been terminated, to the newly created Taliban/Al-Qaeda Monitoring Group. The outgoing Monitoring Team refused to hand over to either the UN Secretariat or its successor, the Monitoring Group, the information database it had created during its two and a half-year tenure.93

Another interesting question is the relationship between the purported independence of the expert bodies and their accountability. Does this independence enhance or undermine accountability? Arguably, the independence of expert bodies should enable them to engage in robust monitoring and analysis, without fear or favour. It should also encourage creative and innovative thinking, promoting freedom to explore the best possible solutions. Independent expert bodies should not get mired down in second-guessing the politics of the Security Council and sanctions committee decision-making processes. They should be free to focus on making their analysis and recommendations as strong as they can possibly be.

From the viewpoint of the Security Council, independence should also encourage accountability in the sense that experts be vetted for competence and expertise in advance. Moreover, the fact that independent expert bodies are hired for a temporary, fixed period should promote accountability since if individual experts turn out to be less accountable, productive or technically proficient than anticipated, there is no need to maintain or rehire them beyond their existing, short-term mandate. This stands in stark contrast to the often cumbersome hiring procedures of the UN Secretariat, where recruitment can take many months and is subject to both in-house politics and the requirement of equitable geographic representation. Thus, it can be difficult for managers to recruit those whom they consider best qualified for a specific position.

In practice, however, expert bodies are not necessarily as independent as they are purported to be. Their monitoring costs are borne by the UN and travel plans and budgeting requests must be channelled through the appropriate UN avenues. Official correspondence is also routed through
the UN Secretariat. In the field, expert bodies often rely on UN peace operations, programmes and agencies for logistical support, including transport, accommodation and travel. Moreover, expert bodies generally emphasise their link to, rather than their independence from, the UN in order to secure interviews with influential figures and gain access to useful information. The fact that an expert body has been established by the UN Security Council is sometimes highlighted to illustrate the gravity of the body’s mission. In Liberia local media referred to the Liberia Panel of Experts as being both a ‘UN Panel’ and ‘from New York’.94

The blurring of lines in terms of the appearance of independence would not be problematic if expert bodies remained independent in substance. But in some instances the short-term nature of expert appointments has had the ironic effect of fostering a form of expert dependence. Although experts initially accept assignment to an expert body on the understanding that it is on a short-term basis, the longer they undertake expert duties, the less easy it is to maintain another, more permanent position. Many experts thus come to rely on the possibility of gaining a further assignment to an expert body as a means of career security. It is not by chance that one of the most common recommendations by expert bodies is that their mandate be extended.95 The longer certain individuals serve on an expert panel, the more likely it will become that they will develop a form of career dependency. With the onset of this dependency, it becomes less likely that experts will engage in genuinely critical analysis, thus undermining one of the key rationales for having independent expert bodies.

4.2.2 Accountability of the UN Secretariat

Questions concerning the accountability of the Secretariat arise largely in respect of the appointment process for experts. In the early days of sanctions expert bodies, there were few ground rules relating to what experience or expertise was necessary to qualify as an expert. Although appointments to expert bodies were made by the UN Secretary-General, there was nothing to prevent pressure from being brought to bear upon the Secretariat by influential members of the Security Council.96 However, over the course of time various checks and balances have evolved. An internal UN handbook stipulates that in order to serve on an expert body an individual should be ‘an authority or specialist in an area directly related to the mandate of the expert group on which he or she is recruited to serve’.97 The UN Secretariat maintains a roster of individuals fitting required expert profiles to assist in the selection
process of experts when the Security Council establishes a new expert group. The roster contains basic information about rostered experts, including their name, date of birth, nationality, fields of expertise, regions of expertise, languages, degrees and work experience.98

The process for selecting experts is initially conducted by the UN Secretariat, through the UN Security Council’s Subsidiary Organs Branch.99 When the Security Council establishes a new expert body, the Secretariat consults the roster for individuals with the required expertise. In this recruiting process the Secretariat seeks to achieve broad geographical and gender representation. The Secretariat conducts interviews and selects its preferred candidates. A list of those selected is then circulated to the appropriate sanctions committee, via the 48-hour no-objection procedure. If a single committee member objects to a proposed selection, then the individual concerned is struck from the list. However, if there is no objection after 48 hours, then the Secretariat’s selections are considered approved. The experts are then appointed to the relevant expert body by the UN Secretary-General.

The UN Secretariat has thus made some effort to ensure that individuals selected to serve as experts meet high standards of technical expertise and professionalism. The maintenance of a roster of qualified experts theoretically helps to avoid the risk that pressure will be brought to bear upon the Secretariat to hire unrostered, potentially unqualified individuals. The involvement of the sanctions committee in vetting proposed experts arguably adds another layer of scrutiny to the recruitment process, although it could also be contended that this reintroduces politics into the selection process.

4.2.3 Accountability of sanctions committees

The main role of the sanctions committees is to serve as the filter between the expert bodies and the Security Council. They do this by reviewing the draft reports of the expert bodies before transmitting them to the Council. This process involves a two-way responsibility. On the one hand, sanctions committees have a duty to ensure that the reports do not contain inaccurate information. On the other hand, they should also ensure that the Council receives all information that is relevant to its own process of reviewing sanctions regimes.

The process of filtration between the expert bodies and the Security Council is somewhat artificial. As sanctions committees are committees of the whole of the Security Council, the very same countries that sit on the sanctions committees also sit on the Council. Hence, the members of
the Council have ample opportunity to review expert body reports before they are transmitted to the Council as formal documents. Unfortunately, the review process is sometimes used by committee members to censor references that might reflect poorly on their own country. For example, in March 2003 the Panel of Experts on Somalia ‘named and shamed’ a number of African countries, including Yemen and Djibouti, through which arms transited, but it failed to mention the countries in which the arms originated, one of which was Bulgaria. The Chairman of the Somalia Sanctions Committee at the time, whose responsibility it was to forward the report to the Council, happened to be the Ambassador of Bulgaria.

4.2.4 Accountability of the Security Council

Ultimately it is the Security Council that must take responsibility for the performance of expert bodies. The critical moments in terms of ensuring accountability in sanctions expert bodies are at their creation, when mandates are articulated, and at the end of their tenure, when the Council has the opportunity to review performance and decide whether to extend, modify or terminate their mandates. The Council can take the lead in promoting accountability by articulating clear, unambiguous, achievable mandates at the point of establishment, and then during the review process by carefully evaluating the extent to which expert bodies have fulfilled their mandate.

Another important dimension of accountability relates to the way the Security Council responds to the recommendations of its expert bodies. In theory, if the sanctions expert body is tasked with undertaking a set of specified activities and reporting to the Council with recommendations for improving sanctions implementation, it would be reasonable to expect that the Council would respond by implementing not necessarily all but at least some of those recommendations. On occasion the Council has acted decisively and swiftly in response to recommendations by a sanctions expert body. In late 2000, the Sierra Leone Panel of Experts produced a sophisticated report outlining numerous concrete recommendations for action to address violations of the Sierra Leone sanctions and UN sanctions in general. The Security Council subsequently acted upon many of these recommendations, including by applying targeted sanctions against Charles Taylor’s regime in Liberia. But this level of responsiveness from the Council is rare. More frequently, expert body reports contain dozens of recommendations that are not taken up by the Council.
5. An alternative vision of sanctions monitoring

The Security Council’s delegation of sanctions responsibilities to independent expert bodies amounts to outsourcing its peace and security responsibilities. While the UN founders stopped short of prescribing a precise framework for sanctions implementation in order to give the Council maximum flexibility in determining how to exercise its sanctions powers, it is unlikely that they would have envisaged that the Council would choose to outsource such tasks in such an ad hoc manner. The delegation of public responsibilities to independent or private actors should not necessarily undermine governance and accountability. Indeed, Timothy Mitchell has shown persuasively that a system that provides for a ‘rule of experts’ can be an efficient, if not necessarily principled, way to promulgate and implement policy. However, as Angus Francis demonstrates in his analysis of the Australian Howard government’s policy of intercepting asylum seekers on the high seas and sending them to Nauru, when public responsibilities are bestowed upon private actors, there is a danger that principles of governance and accountability can be diluted, potentially amounting to an abdication of basic public legal obligations. It is thus important to have checks and balances in place to ensure that the delegation of important public responsibilities does not lead to diminished accountability.

Almost a decade has passed since the Security Council first ushered in a new generation of sanctions monitoring by establishing the UNITA Panel of Experts. Although informal checks and balances have gradually evolved in the governance and accountability of sanctions expert bodies, they remain rudimentary and unsophisticated. It is time to reassess the Security Council’s ad hoc, reactive approach to sanctions monitoring. This approach has contributed to a proliferation of sanctions expert bodies, which each consume valuable financial and logistical resources and require considerable support from the UN Secretariat, as well as from UN funds, programmes, agencies and peace operations in the field. The prevailing approach undermines efforts to construct a more strategic, accountable approach to sanctions monitoring, based upon building institutional memory, capacity and procedures.

If the UN Security Council genuinely considers sanctions monitoring to be important, it should revisit its current approach of leaving it to the experts. Independent expert bodies are not the only model available to the Security Council to pursue improved sanctions monitoring. One obvious alternative would be to task the UN Secretariat with sanctions monitoring.
The Council could thus create a central monitoring mechanism in the UN Secretariat. Or it could request the UN Secretary-General to appoint a Special Representative for Sanctions, with responsibility for monitoring the implementation and impact of sanctions. Another option would be to create a Sanctions Monitoring Commission, akin to the commissions surveyed in Section 3.

The decision to locate sanctions monitoring outside the UN Secretariat was no doubt motivated by a desire to avoid the bureaucratised, rigid, costly nature of creating new sanctions monitoring machinery within the Secretariat. Yet the attempt to avoid the practical operational frustrations of an existing bureaucracy by outsourcing sanctions monitoring responsibilities to independent, outside actors has created frustrations of its own, as expressed by the Sanctions Working Group in relation to the integrity of expert body reporting. Moreover, by creating a mechanism within the UN Secretariat, the Council would not have had to reinvent the wheel from a governance and accountability perspective. Each of the three alternative options floated above – a central monitoring mechanism, a Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sanctions or a Sanctions Monitoring Commission – would be subject to the existing UN Secretariat rules and regulations relating to UN staff conduct, thus requiring minimum levels of professionalism, governance and accountability.

The Security Council should give serious consideration to establishing a permanent, well-resourced sanctions monitoring body within the UN Secretariat. The staffing model should be flexible, enabling the monitoring body to respond to surges and lulls in sanctions activity. It should contain experts who focus on cross-cutting issues that affect multiple sanctions regimes. Provision should also be made for the mechanism to hire country-specialists on a short-term basis, in order to conduct fact-finding field missions.

6. Conclusion

This chapter has traced the development of sanctions expert bodies and explored their governance and accountability. It has illustrated how the Security Council’s approach to sanctions monitoring, as with its approach to sanctions in general, has been ad hoc and reactive. Mechanisms for governance and accountability are thus rudimentary, where they exist at all. The chapter’s primary argument is that the Security Council should adopt a more strategic, coherent approach to
sanctions monitoring. One way to do this would be to create permanent sanctions monitoring machinery within the UN Secretariat. The governance and accountability of sanctions monitoring are not well-served by the current approach of leaving it to the experts.
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The place of corporations
The nexus between human rights and business: Defining the sphere of corporate responsibility

JUSTINE NOLAN

1. Introduction

It is no longer a revelation that companies have some responsibility to uphold human rights. The interesting questions concern which rights and to what extent. In 2005, the then United Nations Commission on Human Rights put the issue of corporate responsibility front and centre when it adopted a resolution requesting the Secretary-General to appoint a Special Representative on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises (SRSG). The appointment of Professor John Ruggie to this position in July 2005 signalled a strategic re-engagement by the UN with the ongoing struggle to marry human rights with business. Recognition of the relationship between business and human rights is one thing, delineating its boundaries is another. In seeking an answer to the recurring question of how, in practice, can corporate compliance with international human rights standards be improved, one must begin by clarifying the boundaries of corporate responsibility for human rights. What is it we are asking corporations to assume responsibility for and how far does that responsibility extend?

The mandate of the SRSG on business and human rights recognises a variety of attempts that have been employed to apply human rights standards to corporations. The mandate seeks identification and clarification of the standards of corporate responsibility and accountability including the nebulous concept of a corporation’s ‘sphere of influence’: a non- (or perhaps pre-) legal concept that is being increasingly used to attempt to place practical limits on corporate accountability for human rights. As the calls become more strident for corporations to be made responsible for the human rights consequences of their actions, the absence of, and the need for, an unambiguous legal basis for both differentiating and delineating corporate responsibility for human rights is increasingly apparent. As a
first step, we need to clarify and accept the body of human rights that have a clear nexus to business, and second, seek to define the limits of both the state’s and the corporation’s ‘sphere of responsibility’ for those rights.\textsuperscript{5}

2. What nexus? The emergence and acknowledgment of the relationship between human rights and business

Recognition of the interconnection of human rights with business activities has progressed slowly but steadily from the fringe to become a mainstream position.\textsuperscript{6} The last three decades have witnessed an evolution in societal notions of corporate responsibility with a recognition that with the power of corporations on the rise, an increase in their level of responsibility must follow. It is clear that few companies today do not confront human rights problems of some sort, but the willingness to address them and explore the limits of such boundaries vacillates broadly between the principal stakeholders in the debate, including companies, governments and civil society. However, a gradual acknowledgement of the clear nexus between certain human rights and the business community has emerged, and continues to emerge, in a variety of spheres.\textsuperscript{7}

2.1 Human rights treaties and their interpretation

The drafters of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)\textsuperscript{8} could not have foreseen in 1948 that select states’ powers might one day be dwarfed by corporate power. Accordingly, the emphasis in the UDHR, and in international human rights law generally, is on the responsibility to protect and respect human rights owed by states rather than by non-state actors such as corporations. This does not mean, however, that other actors have no obligations. The preamble to the UDHR states that ‘every individual and every organ of society … shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance’.\textsuperscript{9}

Increasingly, human rights activists draw on this statement as a basis for arguing that corporate responsibility should be transformed into ‘corporate accountability’ that holds companies legally liable for protecting human rights. However, the UDHR is a declaration and thus non-binding. While morally persuasive it does not provide a legal basis for attributing responsibility to either states or corporations for the enumerated rights.
Further arguments attempting to extend the moral, if not legal, authority of the UDHR rely on article 29 which acknowledges that ‘[e]veryone [including non-state actors] has [non-specific] duties to the community’ and article 30, which prohibits ‘any State, group or person’ from engaging in any activity or performing any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms in the Declaration. Ultimately, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the provisions in the UDHR express no more than a desire that business might ‘strive’ to promote respect for human rights, rather than impose any binding legal obligation.10

In the nearly 60 years since the drafting of the UDHR, international human rights law has continued to emphasise the primary responsibility of states to protect human rights, while remaining at least partially blind to the opportunity to speak more directly to powerful non-state actors such as corporations. While the major human rights treaties that followed and legalised many of the provisions of the UDHR11 do not explicitly address a state’s obligation regarding business, later treaties and occasionally now treaty bodies have begun to refer more directly to the role of states in specifically guarding against abuse of human rights by corporations. For example, the recently adopted Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities states clearly that states parties have an obligation ‘to take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination on the basis of disability by any person, organisation or private enterprise’.12 In 2004, the UN Human Rights Committee, when commenting on the nature of a state’s legal obligations with respect to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),13 affirmed that an obligation ‘will only be fully discharged if individuals are protected by the state, not just against violations of Covenant rights by its agents, but also against acts committed by private persons or entities’,14 thus acknowledging a growing need to include corporations within the rubric of the human rights protection framework. Such commentaries and interpretations of fundamental human rights treaties continue to acknowledge the primary role of states in protecting against abuse of human rights by non-state actors, at least where protective action is required within state borders.15

However, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which oversees the implementation of the International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)16 (the body of rights with arguably the strongest nexus to business activities), has on a number of occasions clearly acknowledged the threat business
may pose to human rights. In 1999 the Committee noted that, while states bear the primary responsibility in realising the right to adequate food, other members of society, including the business sector, also have responsibilities. Continuing with this theme and extending it further, in 2000 the Committee commented that the subsequent protection obligation a state assumes in the face of such a threat may extend extraterritorially. In its General Comment concerning the right to the highest attainable standard of health, the Committee noted in 2000 that:

States parties have to respect the enjoyment of the right to health in other countries, and prevent third parties from violating the right in other countries, if they are able to influence these third parties by way of legal or political means.

Similarly, two years later, the Committee noted that this extraterritorial protection obligation may also extend to states with respect to protecting the human right to water. However, the vision of human rights protection is not always commensurate with practice and it is evident that some states, while welcoming the investment offered by corporations, have been unwilling or unable to react to corporate human rights abuses or heed the advice of the UN treaty bodies in pursuing their protection obligations.

2.2 International law: Isolated examples of direct engagement with business

International law refers to the rights and obligations that govern and emanate from relations between states. This much is undisputed. The extent to which international law can or should be employed in governing the relationship not only between states but also non-state actors invokes greater dissent. By necessity, international law has been employed, in isolated areas such as labour law, environmental pollution and anti corruption, to speak more or less directly to, or at least about, business. Such direct engagement with business has been brought about by the incontrovertible nexus between the subject matter, the state and the principal stakeholder involved – the business sector.

The overarching international obligations with respect to labour rights are set out in the eight fundamental conventions of the International Labour Organization (ILO). These conventions are legally binding on those states that have ratified them. Obligations then exist at a national level to ensure enforcement of these rights by corporations; they do not
directly bind companies. However, it is widely acknowledged that these, along with the International Labour Organization’s Tripartite Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work\textsuperscript{21} provide a framework and operational guidance for how and why corporations should respect labour rights. Without corporate involvement, the protection of labour rights would be a farce and indeed, some might argue, this remains a major problem. The development of numerous codes of conduct – whether by companies, stakeholder groups or international bodies – is, in part, an attempt to address the accountability deficiency between international standards of protection and their enforcement. The degree of success with which they achieve this is debatable.\textsuperscript{22}

Holding third parties directly responsible for pollution is one area in which international law has been willing to engage business directly.\textsuperscript{23} There are a number of environmental treaties that directly impose responsibility on polluters (i.e., corporations) but employ the machinery of domestic courts to enforce them. For example, both the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage and the Convention on Civil Liability for Damage resulting from Activities Dangerous to the Environment directly impose liability on legal persons including corporations.\textsuperscript{24}

Beyond labour and environmental law, international law has focused on corporations with respect to discrete economic activities. Corruption undermines the enjoyment of human rights. It weakens democracies, harms economies, impedes sustainable development and can undermine respect for human rights by supporting corrupt governments with widespread consequences. In 1997, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) developed its Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, which requires state parties to criminalise the bribery of foreign public officials in their domestic law and to enforce that law in a manner which shall ‘not be influenced by considerations of national economic interest, the potential effect upon relations with another state or the identity of the natural or legal persons involved’.\textsuperscript{25} The OECD Convention makes it clear that such criminal liability extends to corporations.\textsuperscript{26} The UN Convention Against Corruption has a number of specific provisions relating to the need for state parties to take steps to prevent corruption involving the private sector and to criminalise bribery in the private sector.\textsuperscript{27} While still speaking directly to states, it is clear that with respect to this particular subject, international law is willing to recognise the clear causal nexus between corporate behaviour and corruption and is willing, and indeed asked, to ‘regulate’ business in respect of it.
2.3 United Nations sanctions

Both the UN General Assembly and the Security Council have, at times, recognised the need for the cooperation of business in ensuring the efficacy of sanctions. The most common examples cited are the pleas of the General Assembly to business during the South African apartheid era to respect the sanctions it had recommended. More recently, the Security Council, in dealing with sanctions violations in Sudan, recognised the need for states to engage with ‘all non-governmental entities’ in order to prevent them obtaining or supplying weapons to the conflict. However, again the key issue is enforcement of such sanctions. The responsibility for enforcing particular sanctions generally falls on the state party in which the corporation is incorporated. The recent AWB scandal in Australia is illustrative of the accountability gap between the standard of conduct espoused (required) by constitutive sanctions instruments and the complex realities posed by the multijurisdictional nature of business operations. The AWB inquiry report found evidence that the Australian company, AWB, paid approximately US$224 million in ‘kickbacks’ to the regime of Saddam Hussein in direct breach of UN sanctions. In the sanctions context, either via direct targeting or more general engagement and cooperation, the UN acknowledges the nexus and necessity of engaging business in the task of protecting human rights while relying on state enforcement.

2.4 Soft law developments

Since the 1970s, a number of attempts have been made to draft voluntary guidelines, declarations and codes of conduct to regulate the activities of trans-national corporations. The most notable of these (at an intergovernmental level) are the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the ILO’s Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy and the ILO’s Tripartite Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. Many of these initiatives have a very broad coverage with only brief references to human rights. Generally, while such ‘codes’ encourage companies to promote and protect internationally recognised human rights, there are no effective, independent enforcement mechanisms to ensure they do so. Decisions cannot be enforced directly against a company and the power of such instruments to compel behavioural changes remains subject to the political will and ability of national governments.
In 2000, the UN ventured boldly back into the arena of the corporate responsibility movement (trying to put past failures behind)\(^{36}\) and established the Global Compact (Compact), whereby the then UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, called on world business leaders to voluntarily ‘embrace and enact’ a set of ten principles relating to human rights, labour rights, the protection of the environment and corruption. The human rights principles ask business to ‘support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights’ within their sphere of influence. However, the Compact does not specify the exact human rights that business should support and respect nor the jurisdictional limits of how far a company should extend its ‘influence’ to protect such rights. The lack of conceptual clarity within the Compact’s standards has left a wide margin of appreciation to business regarding the interpretation of these principles and their application.\(^{37}\) In spite of, or more likely because of this, the Compact has been successful in attracting a large number of business participants, now estimated at more than 4,700.\(^{38}\) This attempt to build such a broad and inclusive tent with a diverse range of corporate participants has resulted in a diminution of its overall effect.

Aside from these high-level intergovernmental efforts, the last 20 years has seen a vast increase in the number of codes of conduct developed by companies, trade organisations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and multi-stakeholder bodies. These have been largely aimed at delineating business’s responsibilities with respect to specific human rights and environmental issues. Levi Strauss & Co was one of the early adopters in 1991 with the development of its ethical code, and was followed soon after by multi-stakeholder approaches to the development of consensus on code standards, guidelines and monitoring mechanisms.\(^{39}\) Codes of conduct have been one of several tools used by activists to try and hold companies accountable for activities throughout their entire supply chain, thus implicitly acknowledging a broader corporate sphere of responsibility than the company might claim itself. Some corporations now make express claims as regards human rights. For example, a 2006 survey of Global Fortune 500 firms conducted by the SRSG on business and human rights, found that a high percentage of respondents report having an explicit set of human rights principles or management practices in place although the particular human rights highlighted varied between respondents.\(^{40}\) The development of the codes has largely focused on multinational corporations that potentially bear responsibility, either directly or via their supply chain or business network, for the protection and promotion of human rights. While the
proliferation of codes of conduct in the last decade – whether company specific or as part of a multi-stakeholder initiative – has meant that hundreds of companies have now publicly committed to upholding basic human rights, the challenge remains to ensure the standards espoused in codes or guidelines adopted by business are consistent, comprehensive and implemented.

It is this precise challenge that the UN Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights (the Norms)41 attempted to address when it burst onto the scene in 2003. The Norms were an attempt to develop an overarching framework with consistent and comprehensive standards that might counter the cacophony of opportunistic standard setting that has so far marked the code of conduct debate and worked to confound consensus building on human rights issues. The Norms comprise a set of human rights obligations directed at companies and ask them ‘within their respective spheres of activity and influence … to promote, secure the fulfilment of, respect, ensure respect of and protect human rights recognised in international as well as national laws’.

Objections to the Norms from both businesses and states were many and varied and included claims that the Norms privatised human rights and were extraordinarily vague and overreaching.43 The non-governmental sector was equally vocal in its defence of the Norms. The SRSG has subsequently declared that the Norms are ‘dead’, but clearly not the issues that gave rise to their birth.

Like the Global Compact before it, the Norms embraced the concept of a ‘sphere of influence’ to delineate corporate responsibility for human rights but also failed to take up the challenge to define more precisely its boundaries. Such imprecision was seized upon by the SRSG in 2006 when he noted that ‘neither the text of the Norms or the Commentary offers a definition, nor is it clear what one would look like that could pass legal liability tests’.45 In the SRSG’s 2008 report to the UN Human Rights Council, he seeks to draw a clear distinction between corporate ‘influence’ and ‘responsibility’ for rights and notes that ‘asking companies to support human rights voluntarily where they have influence is one thing; but attributing responsibility to them on that basis alone is quite another’.46 Thus for the moment the extent of the sphere of influence or perhaps more precisely, responsibility of a company for human rights, remains a concept in search of a definition with the major stakeholders in the debate at loggerheads on the direction in which the search party should be sent.47
3. **Sphere of responsibility for human rights: States**

Before embarking on a mission to delimit the potential boundaries of corporate responsibility for human rights, one must first appreciate the start and finish lines for determining state responsibility for protecting such rights from abuse by third parties, including corporations. As noted in the opening section of this chapter and reiterated in numerous documents, including the Norms, “[s]tates have the primary responsibility to promote, secure the fulfilment of, respect, ensure respect of and protect human rights recognised in international as well as national law.”48 The traditional vision of international human rights law is that it focuses on and binds only states, as states have long been viewed as the principal protagonists of human rights abuses. However, with the rise in the number and power of corporations in recent decades, fundamental questions are now legitimately being asked about how responsibility for the protection, promotion and fulfilment of human rights should be apportioned between state and non-state actors.49 Such dialogue calls into question traditional assumptions that government is the only actor of substance in this arena.

While international law does not (or rarely does) directly address corporations,50 the state’s duty to protect against non-state human rights abuses (including such abuses by corporations) *within their jurisdiction* is firmly enshrined in international law.51 However, the critical question is under what circumstances states may or should exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction to hold corporations (domiciled in their jurisdiction) accountable for human rights abuses they commit overseas? The multijurisdictional nature of multinational corporations poses complex scenarios for regulating adherence to human rights standards. Generally, human rights and environmental standards of companies are traditionally regarded as matters for the host state (the state in which a particular investment is made or where the activities of the multinational take place). However, where the host state is unwilling or unable to react to corporate abuses of human rights, the home state (the state of incorporation of the parent company) may have an important role to play.

In a report by the SRSG submitted to the UN Human Rights Council in 2007 he suggested that international human rights law is more ambiguous in regard to home states employing such extraterritorial jurisdiction.52 The Report suggested that while human rights treaties do not *require* states to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over corporate human rights abuses, nor do they *prohibit* a state from doing so.53 For
example, in interpreting a states’ duty under article 2(1) of the ICCPR to respect and ensure the covenant rights to all individuals within ‘its territory and subject to its jurisdiction’, the Human Rights Committee has interpreted this as applying to ‘anyone within the power or effective control of that State Party even if not situated within the territory of the State Party’. However the Human Rights Committee has not specifically considered this in the context of regulating extraterritorial corporate acts, the basis for exercising such jurisdiction, nor the nature of the subject matter that might justify such action (e.g., is protection justified for all corporate human rights abuses or just the most egregious?). Thus the issue can be seen in two parts: (1) what is the jurisdictional basis of the home state for (over)reaching extraterritorially to protect, prevent or redress corporate human rights abuses; and (2) what types of human rights abuses will justify such action?

3.1 Jurisdictional basis for extraterritorial protection

Traditionally, international law’s jurisdictional principles are generally regarded as being designed to protect not human rights but the territorial sovereignty of the states. Habitually, extraterritorial encroachments are justified by one or more of the established principles such as: the ‘nationality’ principle, the ‘universality’ principle or the ‘effects’ doctrine. None have been extensively examined from the viewpoint of justifying extraterritorial regulation of corporations. Briefly, the nationality principle provides that states may regulate their nationals, even as regards their conduct abroad. For example, the antibribery provisions of the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 make it unlawful for a US person, and certain foreign issuers of securities, to make a payment to a foreign official for the purpose of obtaining or retaining business whether such action occurs within or outside of the United States. As will become apparent, such regulation might be justified as falling with the ‘nationality’ basis for extraterritorial regulation, but equally by another of the principles as well.

Under the principle of universality, states are seen to be acting under an obligation to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction ‘in order to contribute to the universal repression of certain international crimes’. One might argue that the increasingly narrow extraterritorial reach of the US Alien Torts Claims Act (ATCA) (as interpreted by the US Supreme Court in Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain) reaffirms the employment of the universality exception for international crimes. Despite the hype that
surrounds ATCA, its potential reach is seriously confined by both the connections of the company to the US and the type of human rights violations that fall within it. It is a rarity among human rights tools and its effects should not be overstated.

The ‘effects’ doctrine whereby a state may seek to regulate extraterritorial activities that have a substantial, direct and foreseeable effect upon or in its national territory may be more controversially applied to offshore business activities.\textsuperscript{60} The doctrine is contentious because, as noted by one commentator, ‘economic effects can be remote and general, [and] an unlimited acceptance of extraterritorial jurisdiction based on economic effects could clearly lead to extensive interference in the internal affairs of other States’.\textsuperscript{61} While the effects doctrine has been justified in terms of its application to competition law, it is unlikely to be so accepted in relation to justifying extraterritorial regulation of human rights standards.\textsuperscript{62}

Each of these jurisdictional bases is sufficiently broad and arguably sufficiently ambiguous to at least justify extraterritorial regulation of business. At a minimum, such extraterritorial jurisdiction should be exercised in a ‘due diligence’ manner, to prevent human rights abuses. However, assuming such abuses do occur, international law’s extraterritorial arm should also be employed to provide redress to the victims. While legally, acceptance of such extraterritorial encroachment can be justified, whether it will in fact be exercised is likely to be heavily influenced by the type of human rights abuses that are allegedly occurring.

\section*{3.2 What type of human rights abuses matter?}

Extraterritorial regulation of corporate activities is most easily defended in respect of a state acting to combat particularly heinous crimes such as genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, torture and forced disappearances. Many states are already under obligations to act to combat such crimes on the basis of international treaties. Arguably, all states are under such an obligation on the basis of customary international law. However, this obligation, whether customary or conventional, is generally directed to individuals and not corporations. While the current prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC), Luis Moreno-Ocampo, has indicated that officials of corporations could be held accountable before the ICC for directly or indirectly facilitating conduct that leads to violations of international law, the Court’s jurisdiction does not yet extend to corporations themselves.\textsuperscript{63} The seriousness of the violation is directly connected to the likelihood of states acting to protect potential victims
and recognising the role corporations can play in human rights abuses. For example, in July 2002 Australia amended its Criminal Code\(^6^4\) to allow for prosecution of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes and the jurisdiction of Australian courts for these crimes extends not only to individuals but also to corporations. The involvement of corporations in such crimes is most likely to occur in an ‘accomplice’ role.\(^6^5\)

However, in a world of over 75,000 multinational corporations,\(^6^6\) while involvement in such heinous human rights violations (amounting to international crimes) clearly does occur it remains relatively uncommon when compared against the number of corporations in existence. However, corporate involvement or complicity in human rights abuses that do not amount to international crimes is more common and therein lies the problem. As noted by de Schutter, there exists no general obligation imposed on states, under international human rights law, to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction to protect and promote internationally recognised human rights outside their national territory.\(^6^7\) Despite the rhetoric and the vehement theoretical claims to the contrary, it appears that the international community has not heeded the call to ‘treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis’.\(^6^8\) For example, the recent run of allegations levelled at American technology companies such as Google and Yahoo!, accused of acting in complicity with the Chinese government to censor and track Internet usage and restrict individual rights to privacy and freedom of expression, raises questions about how and if such companies should be held accountable.\(^6^9\) At least in the case of extraterritorial regulation of corporate abuses, rights to freedom of expression and privacy along with a much larger raft of economic, social and cultural rights seem to be regarded as ones that may not (yet) justify extraterritorial encroachment.\(^7^0\) While states are not prohibited from exercising such jurisdiction over violations of international human rights standards that do not amount to international crimes, it appears they will continue to require reminding that silence can indeed be interpreted as acquiescence and be actively encouraged via UN treaty bodies and through the universal periodic review conducted by the UN Human Rights Council to act to protect, prevent and provide redress for any human rights violations.

4. Sphere of responsibility for human rights: Corporations

Given the limited likelihood of states embarking on a widespread programme of extraterritorial protection of human rights, the question has
arisen as to whether corporations should step into the void to assume any level of responsibility for protecting human rights with which they have a particular and relevant relationship? While it is not reasonable or feasible to assume that corporations have responsibility for the litany of rights set out in the UDHR, there is an argument that non-state actors, such as corporations, have some level of responsibility to protect rights that have a strong nexus with their operations. The UN Global Compact asks business to ‘support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights’ within their sphere of influence. The UN Norms note that states have the primary responsibility to protect rights but that corporations also have a protection obligation ‘within their respective spheres of activity and influence’.

However the concept of companies assuming a ‘sphere of responsibility’ for human rights predates these two initiatives in a practical sense. In 1996 when the US television network CBS’ 48 Hours programme broke news alleging sweatshop conditions in Nike’s contracted factories in Vietnam, the company’s first reaction was not to assume immediately direct responsibility for conditions in a factory that it did not own and for workers that were not direct employees of Nike. However the publicity backlash that ensued soon ensured Nike’s acceptance of a broader sphere of influence or responsibility for itself than would otherwise flow from legal liability. In 1995 when Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight others were executed in Nigeria – after a trial that violated international fair trial standards and dealt with alleged offences arising out of their campaign against environmental damage by oil companies, including Shell – Shell refused to criticise the trial. A Shell executive commented at the time, ‘Nigeria makes its rules and it is not for private companies like us to comment on such processes’. The public criticism that followed subsequently resulted in Shell embarking on developing new human rights policies that embraced a much broader notion of what human rights issues it might assume some level of responsibility for.

In 2000, Amnesty International’s publication *Is it any of your business?* implicitly introduced the concept of a sphere of influence to the business and human rights agenda in the form of popular concentric circles illustrating the nexus between a company and its contractors, the community and society generally. The codes of conduct which were developed at a consistent pace since the mid-1990s are illustrative of the gradual acceptance of a broader notion of how and when a company might use its influence to protect human rights and of the idea that business owes duties that extend beyond its immediate employees.
Business Leaders Initiative on Human Rights (BLIHR) has been proactive in pursuing practical efforts to test the confines of a company’s sphere of influence by accepting a broader notion of corporate responsibility than pure legal analysis might discover.\textsuperscript{78}

Precisely what falls within the sphere of activity and influence of a corporation is debatable and may be influenced by both moral and legal responsibility that will help determine if a company is complicit in human rights violations.\textsuperscript{79} As argued by Lehr and Jenkins, the notion of influence is broad and does not provide a clear basis for attributing human rights responsibility to companies.\textsuperscript{80} In attempting to refine the concept further and perhaps relabel it as a ‘sphere of responsibility’, both the nature of obligations and the question of to whom those obligations are owed should be considered.

### 4.3 The nature of the obligation

The obligations placed on business via the Norms, for example, are to ‘promote, secure the fulfilment of, respect, ensure respect of and protect human rights’.\textsuperscript{81} The terminology used suggests that business is seen as having an obligation to do more than simply refrain from acting in a way that constitutes a violation of rights: they have a positive duty to prevent violations of rights and to play a proactive role in promoting the specified rights. That is, they are an active duty holder with respect to certain human rights. Traditional interpretations of human rights may emphasise only the state as a duty holder despite the reality that the rights of individuals give ‘rise to not only a variety of duties but also a variety of duty holders’.\textsuperscript{82} However, surely human rights law does not preclude an evolving list of duty holders? As argued by Joseph Raz, ‘one may know of the existence of a right … without knowing who is bound by the duties based on it or what precisely are those duties’.\textsuperscript{83} To accept such flexibility in the law is to acknowledge the developing nexus between business and human rights and to understand and accept that changing circumstances and the ever increasing role of corporations in all aspects of our lives permit, or even require, a departure from the view of the state as the only duty holder with respect to human rights.

### 4.1 To whom is the obligation owed?

The question of who or what falls within the sphere of responsibility of a corporation, that is, to which stakeholders the obligations to protect,
promote, respect and secure the fulfilment of human rights are owed, may not turn on restrictive legal principles alone. A legalistic interpretation could limit a company’s sphere of responsibility to those with whom it has a direct relationship, such as employees and shareholders. However, a more contemporary view may be to look beyond a company’s contractual relationships in defining its stakeholders and consider those with whom it has a particular political, economic, geographical or contractual relationship: it is this broader relationship that is already acknowledged by some companies via their codes of conduct and is emerging in some jurisdiction’s company law reform packages.\textsuperscript{84} One of the key considerations is to determine the \textit{proximity} of the company to the individual whose right has been violated. Establishing proximity may involve geographical considerations (particularly relevant for pollution) but may also give rise to relationship proximity questions. For example, Chinese Internet users affected by American company censorship tactics are geographically distant from the company’s immediate operations but still fall within its sphere of responsibility.

Taking a ‘bottom up’ approach, a strong case could be made for a relevant connection existing between a company and its workers (not just direct employees, but including workers in its supply chain who may have no direct contractual relationship to the company), consumers and its host community (those who live near, or are directly impacted by, its operations, such as those living downstream from a mining operation). Looking at it from the ‘top down’, a company could also have a relevant connection (based on political, economic, geographical or contractual factors) with business partners (including, but not limited to, its contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, licensees and distributors), the company’s host or home government or with armed militia who exert control over the territory in which they operate.\textsuperscript{85} Clearly there is a sliding, and at this point in time still largely undefined, scale of responsibility between a company and the victim or violator of the human rights abuses. The more direct the connection, the greater the responsibility placed on the company to prevent or protect from such abuse.

\subsection*{4.2 When is the obligation owed?}

This final question involves an examination of some of the same factors that states should bear in mind when considering when to act to prevent third party human rights violations. From the perspective of establishing a corporate sphere of responsibility, relevant factors to consider are:
(1) type – the type of human rights abuse alleged; and (2) causation – the role of the company in causing the violation including which company committed or was complicit in the commission of abuse. This will involve examining the control framework of the company.

As to the type of violation that matters, much of the same rhetoric can be expected regarding the universality and importance of defending all human rights, but the reality is that not all rights are, or will ever be, protected equally. The greater the shame and media attention that can be brought to bear exposing the violation, the more likely it is to be embraced within a company’s sphere of responsibility. Beyond negative publicity is the basic issue of the nexus between the specific right and the company. An apparel company, for instance, is more likely to embrace responsibility for labour rights because of the direct connection with its product, whereas a resource company may affirm its connection with environmental rights but be reluctant to act to protect freedom of speech.86

Causation is a key issue in determining responsibility but is often unclear or indirect for reasons of the violation occurring within the company’s supply chain, or perhaps because the company is accused of being complicit rather than directly engaged in the violation. While there is no definitive judicial definition of what amounts to complicity in such a case, the Unocal test of ‘knowing practical assistance or encouragement that has a substantial effect on the perpetration of the crime’ is perhaps the closest to it.87 Causation involves examining the impact of the company on the enjoyment of particular rights and leads into the final question of control.

Where a company did not directly commit the human rights violation, one issue is the extent to which the company could or did control the actions of the violator. This may involve an examination of the corporate framework within which the company operates. Most of the current litigation arising out of the US ATCA attempting to hold corporations accountable for human rights violations focuses on trying to attribute blame to the corporate parent for the actions of its subsidiary or even an agent in a developing country.88 The parent company is eager to claim a lack of control over its subsidiary or agent and thus a lack of liability for the violation. In order to track liability for the violation to the parent company, it may require a ‘piercing of the corporate veil’, which serves to establish a separate juridical personality for a corporation and protect shareholders from liability.89 Courts may be more willing to pierce the corporate veil where the parent company can be seen to exercise a strong
or ‘extreme’ degree of control over its subsidiary or agent though to date there is no consistent cases between jurisdictions for when the veil will be pierced.90

5. Conclusion

There is no doubt that the ever-increasing nexus between human rights and business and the accompanying vagueness of such concepts as a company’s ‘sphere of influence’ can, and has, created anxiety amongst companies. Calling for the outright rejection of the concept because of lack of precision in the term is an extreme reaction. The reality is that a ‘sphere of responsibility’ for certain human rights is being thrust upon companies and it is a concept – non-legal at this stage, or perhaps more accurately pre-legal – that needs to be nurtured and developed in parallel with efforts to further clarify the limit of a states’ jurisdictional protection of human rights.

There is no doubt that the inability of the international legal framework to keep pace with the rise of the corporation as a significant non-state actor has resulted in the emergence of an accountability gap for corporate human rights abuses. The many and varied voluntary frameworks that have arisen to affirm the human rights responsibilities of companies are useful but insufficient. Consistency and guidance from the UN, including input from treaty bodies and the Human Rights Council on the apportionment of responsibility between states and companies, is part of the process required to assist in clarifying the borders of corporate responsibility for human rights. The other half of the puzzle lies with the willingness of states to devise or adapt mechanisms to ensure that corporations understand, respond and participate in the protection of human rights. This may require states to step outside their comfort zone and protect human rights from corporate abuses even when occurring outside of their territory.
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At the intersection of international and municipal law: The case of Commissioner Cole and the Wheat Export Authority

LINDA BOTTERILL AND ANNE MCNAUGHTON

[T]he corpus of international law … has been transformed; being no longer exclusively concerned with relationships between nations, it now penetrates formerly sacrosanct national borders and concerns itself with domestic affairs … For Australia this dual transformation, of our federation and international law, now brings international law into intimate relationship with the structure and working of our federation.¹

1. Introduction

The global economy is becoming increasingly integrated thanks to developments in technology, the reduction of trade barriers and the increase in direct foreign investment, particularly in developing states. Law, in the broadest sense of that term, has not integrated in the same way. This is, in our view, demonstrated starkly by the Oil-for-Food scandal. The transference of obligations from international to domestic legal systems has been settled for a long time. Ascertaining at what level responsibility attaches for monitoring compliance, investigating cases of apparent non-compliance and, where necessary, imposing sanctions remains unsettled, as this case study demonstrates.

Between 1999 and 2003, a private Australian company, AWB Limited (AWB Ltd), through its subsidiary AWB International Limited (AWB(I)), engaged in dealings with the Iraqi government, which undermined a United Nations sanctions regime that the Australian government was legally obligated to implement. The subsequent inquiry into the sanctions evasion was headed by an eminent Australian lawyer who, in his recommendations, drew attention to the failure of a small regulatory
body to prevent the company’s misbehaviour. In this chapter we argue that a fresh approach needs to be taken to understanding and explaining the legal framework in which obligations established under international law are imposed on private, non-state actors. We use the Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP) and the AWB scandal as a case study to demonstrate why this fresh approach is necessary.

Areas of law can be classified in a number of ways (public/private; civil/criminal; international/domestic). The classification of law into international law and domestic law results in a demarcation of competence. In international law, states are the ones with competence (inter alia, through the UN) to hold themselves and each other accountable for complying with obligations under international law. If that obligation must, in fact, be carried out by a private, non-state actor, (as was the case with the OFFP), this can only be achieved if the international obligation is given effect under domestic law, a responsibility of the individual state. The difficulties this demarcation presents are also considered in other contributions to this volume (see, for example, the work of Kevin Boreham, Angus Francis and Justine Nolan).

In this chapter we argue that this demarcation, in certain instances, is an obstacle to achieving the effective implementation of obligations and ensuring appropriate compliance by and accountability of those on whom these obligations are imposed. If a legal obligation is imposed in one legal system, for example, under international law, but must be enforced under another legal system, for example, a domestic legal system, then regulating the compliance of the ‘obligee’ with their obligation must be undertaken by an entity that can bridge this apparent gap between these legal systems.

This becomes as much a political/policy question as it does a legal one. Once the sanctions have been determined under international law, domestic legislators and policy makers must determine how best to give effect to those obligations when they are ultimately obligations of private, non-state actors rather than of the state itself. It is in this specific context – holding private, non-state actors accountable for obligations determined under international law – that it is necessary to identify the most appropriate agency for regulating that compliance. We suggest that that appropriate agency will be one established under domestic law, such as the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC), the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) or the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). These domestic agencies would, in turn, need to have an understanding of the
international implications of the obligations they are monitoring and enforcing. In this regard, scholarship in the field of regulation, particularly international regulatory coordination, is particularly useful.

The chapter is structured as follows. We begin with a discussion of the conventional understanding of the connection between international and municipal law, including some consideration of the concept of regulation. The chapter applies these ideas to the case study of the Cole Inquiry and the role of the Wheat Export Authority in monitoring the activities of AWB during the OFFP. We then reflect on the aftermath of the inquiry and the resulting domestic legislative arrangements intended to give effect to Commissioner Cole’s recommendations. Our conclusion highlights issues the examination of which would further our understanding of regulation at the intersection of international and municipal law.

2. Domestic regulation and international obligations

The ‘orthodox positivist doctrine has been explicit in the affirmation that only states are subjects of international law’.2 UN obligations, such as the imposition of sanctions, are addressed to states, Australia among them. However it is not generally the state that is involved in business or other dealings that are the target of the sanctions, but private companies and individuals. They bear the costs of sanctions and are also largely responsible for their success or failure. These private actors are not directly impacted by international law. In order for states to meet their obligations, they need to take steps to ensure their citizens comply with the terms of those commitments. As Renwick argues, the observance of sanctions ‘depends to a large extent on the vigor with which governments are prepared to follow up suspected breaches by persons and companies within their jurisdiction’.3 This raises some important issues, particularly when sanctions fail or, as in the case of the OFFP, are severely undermined.

One of the problems in analysing these questions is the fact that domestic law and international law are regarded, especially in dualist states, as being separate legal systems. This international/domestic, public/private dichotomy resonates in the opening quote of this paper from Opeskin and Rothwell. It is ‘state-centric’ – traditionally, states are the actors in international law and, looking inward, the state is the source of regulatory power, accountability and governance. In the public/private context, the ‘private’ is defined by reference to the state, the ‘public’. An
alternative to persisting with an analysis that tries to reconcile both international and national, public and private, with the state as the norm and the non-state as ‘other’, is to consider both public and private, domestic and international as part of a single legal system. This is not a new approach: Cane points out that as far back as 1885, for example, A. V. Dicey ‘rejected both a substantive distinction between public and private law and an institutional arrangement under which the two bodies of law would be administered’.\(^4\) The international/domestic perspective is also not so sharply delineated in monist legal systems where international law is regarded as part of domestic law.

Dicey’s focus was the public/private distinction developing within domestic law, influenced in part no doubt by developments in French law.\(^5\) In this context, as Cane indicates, Dicey was conceiving the public/private distinction in ‘institutional terms’. Further comments made by Cane are just as applicable to the international/domestic distinction as they are to the public/private distinction:

\[\text{[P]olitical and legal developments of the last 25 years have seriously undermined the institutional understanding of the public/private distinction. We now see clearly that non-government institutions are implicated in various ways in governmental tasks (‘governance’) and, conversely, that government participates in various ways alongside its citizens in social and economic life. One result has been a shift from conceiving the public/private distinction in institutional terms to thinking about it in functional terms.}\(^6\)

This point is equally valid if we substitute ‘international/domestic’ for ‘public/private’ and consider the international/domestic relationship as analogous to the relationship between national government and non-governmental organisations.

Cane’s discussion, and Dicey’s arguments canvassed in that discussion, are directed largely towards issues of judicial adjudication. The expression ‘regulated by law’\(^7\) is used in the narrower context of regulated by the courts (i.e., judicial review), as opposed to the broader context of the legal framework that regulates the structure and development of our social and economic life.

Regulation itself is not a settled concept. The term has no single, agreed meaning, ‘but rather a variety of definitions in usage which are not reducible to some platonic essence or single concept’.\(^8\) Indeed, most writing on the subject begins with a disclaimer or qualification that the term is ‘contestable’\(^9\) and defined in different ways across disciplines\(^10\) and within disciplines.\(^11\) Regulation has developed into a distinct field
of academic inquiry but ‘it is often difficult to obtain a holistic sense of its contours and the nature of its terrain’.12

Among those writers focusing on regulation within a state, the work of Gunther Teubner and Julia Black is particularly valuable in developing a theory of regulation that matches and explains the reality of contemporary society. As Black notes,13 Teubner’s work on autopoiesis and reflexive law seeks to explain the nature of law in the regulatory and post-regulatory state. Teubner’s work is largely theoretical. Black’s work, by contrast, has a practical dimension. She contributes to the development of regulatory theory but also tests it in specific, practical contexts.

One of Black’s most important contributions to regulatory theory is the concept of ‘decentred regulation’. She has developed the concept drawing on the scholarship of Michel Foucault and Carl Offe, defining ‘decentring’ as ‘the reduction of the governance role of the state but without resulting in the dominance of any one other system. … Decentring involves a shift from state regulation to other, multiple, locations, and the adoption of indirect or negotiative strategies of regulation.’14 Approaching regulation from this decentred perspective, Black offers the following as a definition of regulation:

Regulation is the sustained and focused attempt to alter the behaviour of others according to defined standards or purposes with the intention of producing a broadly identified outcome or outcomes, which may involve mechanisms of standard-setting, information-gathering and behaviour-modification.15

She herself favours this ‘essentialist’ definition as it:

delimits ‘regulation’ as an intentional, systematic attempt at problem-solving, so marking it out as a specific site of social activity and thus of investigation. … Regulation is an activity that extends beyond the state, thus regulation may on the basis of such a conceptualisation embrace a variety of forms of relationship between state, law and society. It thus enables the identification, creation and analysis of regulatory arrangements that involve complex interactions between state and non-state actors, and enables each to be identified as both regulators and regulatees.16

This definition ‘sees regulation as a form of intentional, problem-solving activity, distinguished from other problem-solving activities … in that it attempts to alter the behaviour of others using a range of mechanisms’.17

The particular value of Black’s ‘decentred regulation’ is that it recognises the reality of non-state actors in controlling and influencing the conduct of others.
Another thread of regulation scholarship, which we feel is useful in grappling with the issue at hand, examines international regulatory coordination. At the centre of this scholarship is the coordination of activities that national regulatory authorities are engaged in and the development of regulatory networks. The actors in the regulatory networks that are developing are largely, although not exclusively, creatures of domestic legislation. Their responsibility is to regulate certain conduct of particular entities in the domestic sphere. These regulators are not intended to regulate conduct at an international level. Indeed, that is one of the reasons for the growth in regulatory networks: the growth of the transnational corporation, assisted by developments in technology, has meant that the regulators have had to develop strategies to regulate effectively in the new, transnational environment.

This literature is, perhaps, most fully developed in the area of competition law. National competition regulators found that they needed to work more closely with each other and to coordinate their activities in order to keep pace with the growth and development of transnational corporations. While the institutions of international law, particularly the World Trade Organization, consider whether and how to include the regulation of global competition on their agenda, the national agencies have, in the meantime, been getting on with the task of managing that regulation.

Drawing on this scholarship, we could consider regulatory coordination, not so much between the regulators of states, but between the international institutions, and the relevant state regulators – which is to say, the appropriate regulatory bodies within a state that could logically be charged with overseeing compliance with these international obligations, obligations external to the state. In Australia, that regulatory authority could be ASIC, APRA, ACCC or even a combination of these bodies.

It is here that Black’s work on ‘decentred regulation’ would be useful. Hitoshi Nasu, in his chapter, has noted that Black’s work on ‘decentred regulation’ could be useful in the context of regulating the institutions of international law, specifically, the institutions of the UN. We suggest that her work could also be useful in identifying at the intersection of international and municipal law which bodies – be they creatures of international law (such as the Security Council, for example), or of municipal law (such as ASIC, APRA or ACCC) or, indeed, non-state actors (such as Human Rights Watch, Greenpeace and Medicins sans Frontières) – could be useful in regulating compliance by non-state
actors with a state’s international obligations. Black’s work removes the state from the centre of a consideration of regulation, making the relevant question: who regulates whom and why?

If we take Black’s definition of regulation and apply it to the OFFP we are, we suggest, better able to identify who would be best placed to monitor compliance at a municipal level with obligations that have in fact been imposed at an international level. In responding to the Cole Report, the government introduced legislation which we argue still fails to deal with the preliminary question of who is responsible for monitoring compliance with these obligations. We could take some guidance from the scholarship on corporate governance regarding compliance, disclosure and accountability – this might similarly occur, as Justine Nolan advocates in her chapter, in respect of monitoring corporations for compliance with their social responsibilities.

3. Case study: Commissioner Cole and the role of the Wheat Export Authority

A good example of the difficulties and misunderstandings that arise from a state-centric approach to these issues is provided by the role attributed, in our view incorrectly, to the Wheat Export Authority (WEA) by Commissioner Cole in his 2006 report to the Australian government following the Oil-for-Food scandal. Cole interpreted the role of the WEA as that of a regulator and then argued that in that role the Authority had failed. The OFFP was set up to alleviate the suffering of the Iraqi people resulting from the imposition of the sanctions regime against the Iraqi government. While the aims were laudable, the way in which the programme was set up left it exposed to the risk of abuse and corruption. In 2003, the UN established an inquiry into the operation of the OFFP, and the inquiry’s findings, tabled in the Volcker Report identified a range of companies that had cooperated with the Iraqi government in bypassing sanctions. To the embarrassment of Australia, the greatest offender was AWB Ltd through the activities of its wholly-owned subsidiary AWB(I).

AWB Ltd is the privatised successor to the statutory Australian Wheat Board and understanding the context of that privatisation process and the rationale for the establishment of the WEA is important when assessing the effectiveness of the WEA. Following the revelations in the Volcker Report, the Australian Government commissioned the Honourable Terence Cole, a retired Federal Court judge, to inquire into
‘[c]ertain Australian Companies in relation to the UN Oil-for-Food Programme’. Commissioner Cole’s fifth recommendation was that ‘there be a review of the powers, functions and responsibilities of the body charged with controlling and monitoring any Australian monopoly wheat exporter. A strong and vigorous monitor is required to ensure that proper standards of commercial conduct are adhered to’.21 This recommendation assumes a particular role for the WEA or its successor, which was never intended by the Parliament and which does not recognise the political context within which the WEA was established.

The case study begins with a brief overview of wheat marketing arrangements in Australia, focusing on the privatisation of the former Australian Wheat Board and the establishment of the WEA as part of the new arrangements after 1999. It discusses the role of the WEA and then sets out the regulatory aftermath of the Cole Inquiry before drawing some conclusions about the challenges of regulating across the international-municipal divide.

3.1 The privatisation of the Australian Wheat Board

Debate over government policy towards the wheat industry dates back to the beginning of wheat cultivation in Australia. Attempts at price setting and various forms of protection were employed sporadically to secure supply of this staple foodstuff and to ensure adequate income for wheat growers.22 In 1915 a war time wheat pool was established and run by an Australian Wheat Board made up of the Prime Minister and a minister from the wheat growing states.23 The powers of the wartime Board lapsed in 1920. In 1930 the Australian wheat industry faced very low prices. In response the Scullin government unsuccessfully attempted to establish a permanent Australian Wheat Board with powers of compulsory acquisition and a guaranteed minimum price. War time measures were again instituted in 1939 and then from 1940 a ‘temporary’ scheme of stabilisation, guaranteed minimum pricing and pooling was established. In 1948, the arrangements were consolidated with the passage of the Wheat Industry Stabilization Act 1948, which set up the statutory Wheat Board with a fixed price for wheat based on costs of production underpinned by a stabilisation fund. Domestic wheat prices were higher than the export price in order to fund the stabilisation component.24 The legislation was reviewed every three years and the arrangement renewed without serious challenge.
By the late 1980s government intervention in all areas of the economy was coming under increasing scrutiny, including agricultural regulation. Two inquiries into the wheat industry in 1988 proved pivotal: the Royal Commission into Grain Storage, Handling and Transport and the Industries Assistance Commission report into the Wheat Industry. Following these reports, the Commonwealth introduced the Wheat Marketing Act 1989 which effectively deregulated the domestic wheat market and ended the guaranteed minimum price. The Australian Wheat Board retained the export monopoly with the quid pro quo that it act as receiver of last resort to ensure a market for all wheat delivered to the Board that met its standards. In order to provide growers with a significant first payment on wheat delivered to the pool, the Wheat Board needed to borrow substantially. The Board’s borrowings were guaranteed each year by the government. This guarantee was subject to review within five years. The legislation also established a levy-based Wheat Industry Fund (WIF) to replace wheat taxes that had been raised for research and development purposes.

In 1992 the legislation was amended to continue the single desk arrangements, to extend the government guarantee of Wheat Board borrowings until June 1999 and to allow for the continued accumulation of the WIF until June 1999. The continuing growth of the Fund was intended to provide a capital base for the Wheat Board to provide working capital for its trading activities and to fund advances once the borrowing guarantee ran out, and for investment in value adding.25 By the time the Australian Wheat Board was privatised, the WIF contained around AUS $650 million in grower equity.

The 1989 domestic deregulation occurred largely against the wishes of the grains industry. However, it was clear by 1991 that the pressure for change in industry structures had not ended with the domestic deregulation. The Grains Council of Australia, a commodity council of the National Farmers’ Federation, determined that any further changes should not be introduced without grains industry involvement. In 1991 the Council convened the Grains 2000 Conference, which set up a strategic planning process to consider the future of the grains industry 5, 10 and 20 years into the future. This process included consideration of the marketing of milling wheat and the future structure of the Australian Wheat Board. The publication of the Inquiry into National Competition Policy (the Hilmer Report) in 1993 put further pressure on the grains industry as the Inquiry Committee devoted a section to the anti-competitive impact of statutory marketing arrangements in
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agriculture and a chapter to public monopolies. The report was explicit in relation to the privatisation of monopolies:

While the Committee recognises that privatisation may offer efficiency benefits, there is a risk that privatisation without appropriate restructuring may entrench the anti-competitive structure of the former public monopolies, making structural reform even more important.

From 1993 to 1997, the grains industry debated the issues around export marketing with most of the deliberations being undertaken through a working group of the Grains Council, the Australian Wheat Board and the Department of Primary Industries and Energy. During the process, five key objectives for the Wheat Board restructure were identified by the Grains Council:

1. Retention of the AWB’s single export desk;
2. Grower control and/or ownership of the AWB with the ability for growers to access their equity in the AWB;
3. An adequate capital base to ensure a strong commercial entity with the ability to maintain adequate first advance payments;
4. A commercial structure that reflects market signals, provides commercial flexibility and maximises returns to growers; and

These objectives, which were the grains industry’s key objectives for the restructure process, thereby provided the parameters for the models that the Working Group considered. After much internal debate a final model, known as the ‘grower corporate model’, was announced by Primary Industries Minister John Anderson on 17 April 1997. The grower corporate model comprised a statutory authority which managed the single desk and a privatised company that would manage the pooling and marketing associated with the export monopoly. The details of the share structure for the privatised body were not finalised at the time of the Minister’s announcement, nor was it clear how the WIF would be converted into shares.

The legislation giving effect to the model reflected the ongoing disagreement within industry about the nature of the privatisation. It was divided into two parts with the first, the Wheat Marketing Amendment Act 1997 (Cth), setting up transitional arrangements to set the framework for the final privatisation, the details of which had not yet been finalised. The 1997 legislation authorised the statutory
Australian Wheat Board to establish subsidiary companies to take over certain of its functions. The functions of the old Board were split, leaving the Board with responsibility for ‘management of the export monopoly, management of the wheat industry fund, and overseeing the activities of its subsidiary, the holding company’. This was foreseen to cease on 1 July 1999 when responsibility for the export monopoly would pass to an ‘independent regulatory mechanism … established to manage and monitor the performance of the export monopoly’. The holding company was set up as a ‘commercial company operating under Corporations Law’ with ‘overarching responsibility for the pooling and commercial operations of the … Australian Wheat Board, including trade in wheat and grain and value adding activities’. The pool was to be operated by a subsidiary company ‘company B’. The purpose of the transitional arrangements was to provide the holding company with the opportunity to establish a commercial track record before being transferred to full grower ownership and control on 1 July 1999.

In 1998 the second phase of the legislation was passed, transforming the statutory Australian Wheat Board into the Wheat Export Authority (WEA). The legislation also finalised the privatisation process, converting equity in the Wheat Industry Fund into shares in AWB Ltd, the former holding company. ‘Company B’ became AWB(I), a wholly owned subsidiary of AWB Ltd with responsibility for running the export pool for wheat. In order to provide grower control of the newly privatised entity, the legislation established two classes of shares. Class A shares were provided on the basis of one per wheat grower. Class A shareholders elect the majority of the members of the board of AWB Ltd but receive no dividends. Class B shares were allocated on the basis of WIF equity and became tradeable on the Australian stock exchange after AWB Ltd listed on 22 August 2001. Class B shareholders elected the minority of the board of AWB Ltd and had a right to receive dividends. The changes included in the 1998 legislation came into effect on 1 July 1999.

3.2 The role of the Wheat Export Authority

The new WEA was given limited functions. The final legislation did not deliver the ‘independent regulatory mechanism’ foreshadowed in 1997, rather the role of the WEA was set out in Section 5(1) of the Wheat Marketing Act 1989 (Cth) (as amended):
(a) to control the export of wheat from Australia;
(b) to monitor nominated company B’s performance in relation to the
export of wheat and report on the benefits to growers that result
from that performance.

The Act required that a permit be sought from the WEA to export
wheat from Australia – wheat is a prohibited export under the Customs
(Prohibited Exports) Regulations 1958 (Cth). However, until amended
in December 2006 in light of the Cole Inquiry, the Wheat Marketing
Act 1989 (Cth) exempted AWB(I) (‘nominated company B’) from the
requirement to obtain such a permit. Further, the legislation stated
that the WEA ‘must not give a bulk-export consent without the prior
approval in writing of nominated company B’\(^3\) to ensure that no
proposed exports undermine the effectiveness of the wheat pool in
maximising returns to growers. This mechanism in effect gave AWB a
veto over exports by other companies. From 1999 until 2006, AWB did
not agree to the issuing of any permits for bulk wheat exports under this
mechanism except for one which it advised the WEA was an ‘error’\(^4\).

In his fifth recommendation (quoted above), Commissioner Cole
conflates the two roles of the WEA as set out in its legislation: namely
that of controlling wheat exports and of monitoring the monopoly
wheat exporter. Until December 2006, AWB(I) was exempt from the
‘control’ part of the WEA’s function as it did not require a WEA permit
in order to export. In relation to AWB(I), WEA’s role was to monitor its
performance and report on that performance to growers. This gave the
Authority little or no role as a monitor of AWB(I)’s commercial conduct
and arguably no powers to enforce the UN sanctions.

As noted above, when the first phase of the restructure was presented
to Parliament in 1997, the second reading speech foreshadowed the
establishment of an ‘independent regulatory mechanism’ in relation to
the management of the single export desk. The speech did not elaborate
what this regulatory mechanism might be and indicated only that its
role would be ‘to manage and monitor the performance of the export
monopoly’. The second reading speech for the 1998 legislation, which
established the WEA, referred to the body as an ‘independent statutory
authority’ with no reference to a regulatory function. The speech stated
that the WEA was set up to ‘manage’ the wheat export monopoly and
also to provide ‘oversight [of] the pool subsidiary’s use of the export
monopoly to ensure it is being used in accordance with the intentions of
parliament’.\(^5\) Because section 57 of the legislation exempted AWB(I)
from the requirement to obtain an export permit from the WEA, the company’s activities fell outside the WEA’s role of managing the wheat export monopoly.

The WEA’s interpretation of its role can be gleaned from various public documents and its statements in appearances before Senate Estimates Committees. In 2006 WEA Chairman Tim Besley explained the role of the WEA as follows:

The only control we exercise over wheat that is exported is for non-AWB(I) exporters who need to have a permit. Before they get that permit, we have to talk to AWB(I) and take their comments on board; also listen to and take on board the advice we have got from other places, like Austrade; and apply our own market knowledge and so on. We then decide independently whether or not to issue that permit. So that is the control side.

... The other function we have is to monitor, not to audit, the way that AWB(I) manages the single desk for the benefit of the growers. That is a fairly limited role. People think that we have much more of an investigative or audit role, which we do not have. We have to monitor it.36

He went on with a plea that ‘anyone who is changing the act…, for goodness sake, make it clear precisely what role the Wheat Export Authority or its successor body may have’.37 The WEA’s Annual Report for 2005–2006 also reflects this retrospective, monitoring role – as opposed to the functions of an industry regulator. The Authority’s mission was ‘to facilitate the operations of the existing wheat export arrangements and to inform Government and growers of outcomes’.38 The Annual Report identifies three business goals:

1. ‘To create and maintain a wheat export consent system that is effective, efficient and objective, and to manage export compliance with the terms of consents’;
2. ‘To effectively monitor, examine and accurately report to stakeholders on the export performance of AWB(I) and the resulting benefits to growers’; and
3. ‘To effectively manage the operations of the WEA and raise stakeholder awareness of achievements, consistent with Australian Government Corporate Governance principles’.39

In relation to the second of these goals, the Annual Report states that the ‘WEA’s analysis is focused on AWB(I)’s export performance in managing the National Pool from the perspective of maximising
grower returns’. It notes that ‘the manner in which AWB(I) conducts its business resides with the Board of AWB(I) and is governed by AWB(I)’s constitution and an established corporate governance framework’.40 This latter point is reinforced in the Chairman’s report which directly challenges Commissioner Cole’s suggestion that the WEA (or any replacement body) should monitor performance of proper standards of commercial conduct of the monopoly exporter. In the Annual Report Besley notes that ‘[t]he WEA does not agree that this is a role for the WEA and is properly a matter for the Directors of AWB(I) and AWB Ltd. It is not for the WEA to shadow those Directors’ responsibilities’.41

In October 2007 the WEA became the Export Wheat Commission and in 2008 was replaced by Wheat Exports Australia under legislation which ended the export monopoly arrangements. The changes to the agency and to the legislation do not affect the matters under consideration in this chapter. The WEA comprised a chairman, two members nominated by the Grains Council, a government member and one other member.42 Its functions and powers were set out in section 5 of the Wheat Marketing Act 1989 (as amended). Section 5A stipulated that:

(1) In performing its function of controlling the export of wheat from Australia, the Authority must seek to complement any objective of nominated company B to maximize net returns for pools operated by that company, while at the same time seeking to facilitate the development of niche and other markets where the Authority considers that this may benefit both growers and the wider community.

The Authority was required to prepare an annual report to the Minister and to growers in relation to AWB(I)’s performance in respect of two things: the export of wheat for the year and the benefits to growers that resulted from that performance.43

The powers of the Authority (and, after October 2007, the Commission) to obtain information were set out in section 5D. The powers under this section were quite limited: the Authority was empowered only to obtain information or documents (or copies of documents) that the Authority considered relevant to ‘the operation of pools mentioned in section 84 (including the costs of operating the pools and the returns to growers that result from the pools)’.44 In order to obtain this information the WEA was required to issue a direction in writing specifying the information or documents that were required.45 So, the WEA only had the power to ask
for and receive information or documents that it considered relevant to the operation of the wheat pools, nothing more. The Act, and hence Parliament, clearly did not envisage the role of the WEA as a general ‘watch-dog’ of AWB(I).

Like many jurisdictions, Australia has an array of regulatory bodies and structures. Three of the most important regulators are the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC),\textsuperscript{47} the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC),\textsuperscript{48} and the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA).\textsuperscript{49} They each play a supervisory and regulatory role, overseeing and regulating the conduct of corporations, for the most part. The ACCC, for example, has among its responsibilities the task of investigating and prosecuting possible breaches of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth).

The WEA was not this type of institution. It was not established to carry out the sort of supervisory or regulatory role with which ASIC, the ACCC or APRA have been charged. Its purpose, as noted above, was to manage the grain industry monopoly, the single desk. It was an industry body responsible for the collective representation of members of a particular domestic industry in overseas markets.\textsuperscript{50} As with bodies such as the Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation, and Meat and Livestock Australia, the WEA was set up for a particular purpose under special legislation.

By contrast with these industry bodies, APRA, ASIC and the ACCC have extensive investigatory powers. Part 3 of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth), for example, sets out extensive powers of investigation and information-gathering. ASIC has the power to compel a person to provide information that ASIC reasonably believes to be relevant to a matter it is investigating.\textsuperscript{51} It also has similar powers under other pieces of legislation.\textsuperscript{52} APRA also has powers of investigation, although these are set out in legislation other than the Australian Securities and Investment Commission Act 2001 (Cth) and the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority Act 1998 (Cth). Section 54 of the Insurance Act 1973 (Cth), for example, empowers APRA, or its authorised inspector, to enter the land or premises of an entity under investigation and examine books there that relate to that entity. Section 55 sets out further powers of ASIC and its inspector and section 56 makes it an offence for a person to refuse to comply with a requirement under section 55. Similarly, the ACCC has considerable powers of investigation. These are set out in Part XID of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth).
The ACCC, ASIC and APRA are arguably the most significant regulatory bodies under domestic law. The foregoing discussion shows that it was never the intention of Parliament, or the grain-growing industry for that matter, for the WEA to be a regulator in the mould of these three authorities. In addition to this, given the responsibilities of APRA, ASIC and the ACCC, we would argue that it is inappropriate to try and convert the WEA into a similar regulatory body. In principle, there is no reason why adhering to ‘proper standards of commercial conduct’ cannot be ensured by the three existing regulatory authorities.

Commissioner Cole’s fifth recommendation\(^5\) suggests that the WEA or its successor should be given additional powers that would align it more closely with these three bodies. The issue became moot in 2008 when the new Rudd government introduced legislation ending the export monopoly arrangements and AWB(I)’s privileged role therein. The new Wheat Export Marketing Act 2008 (Cth) established a system of accreditation for wheat exporters managed by the new Wheat Exports Australia. The simplified version of the Act sets out its purpose as follows:

This Act sets up a system for regulating exports of wheat (other than wheat in bags or containers).
- Exporters of wheat must be accredited under the wheat export accreditation scheme.
- An exporter will not be eligible for accreditation unless the exporter is a company that satisfies the eligibility criteria set out in the scheme.
- The eligibility criteria include being a fit and proper company.
- An accredited wheat exporter must comply with conditions of accreditation (including reporting conditions).
- Wheat Exports Australia (WEA) will administer the wheat export accreditation scheme.
- WEA has power to: (a) obtain information from accredited wheat exporters; and (b) direct the audit of an accredited wheat exporter.
- The Minister may direct WEA to carry out an investigation.
- WEA will report to growers on an annual basis.\(^5\)

This is worth including in its entirety as it illustrates that once again the government does not see the role of a wheat export regulator in a similar light to the ACCC, ASIC and APRA.

4. The regulatory aftermath of the Cole Inquiry

In response to Commissioner Cole’s report, the Howard Government introduced the International Trade Integrity Act 2007 (Cth), which
gives effect to the first three of the Commissioner’s recommendations. This Act clothes the ‘CEO of a designated Commonwealth entity’ with investigative powers similar to those granted to ASIC, APRA and the ACCC. It also appears that the Government, after a fashion, heeded Commissioner Cole’s fifth recommendation as well. It is not clear from the Act who, if anyone, is responsible for actively monitoring compliance with UN-sanctions and, to that extent, the question of supervision raised implicitly in Commissioner Cole’s fifth recommendation remains unanswered. As Margaret Doxey has argued ‘[f]ar-reaching exemptions undermine the effectiveness of … sanctions’. In these circumstances, clear monitoring and compliance regimes are essential.

To an extent, the problem will remain ‘subject specific’. In other words, the question of who is responsible for the supervision of compliance with UN sanctions will depend on the nature of the sanctions and the kind of examination required to monitor compliance. Cole did not call for measures to be adopted to ensure a ‘strong and vigorous monitor’ of UN sanctions regimes. The third recommendation, which is given effect in the International Trade Integrity Act 2007 (Cth), does not call for such a monitor; it recommends that there be conferred on an appropriate body power to obtain evidence and information of any suspected breaches or evasion of sanctions that might constitute the commission of an offence against a law of the Commonwealth. The recommendations are silent as to who is to oversee compliance with sanctions regimes and notify this ‘appropriate body’ if such evidence and information needs to be obtained. No doubt the presumption underlying the International Trade Integrity Act 2007 (Cth) is that, in the first instance, permitted derogations from sanctions regimes will be managed and monitored at the UN level. According to the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs (DFAT), the amendments to the Charter of the United Nations Act 1945 (Cth) (set out in the International Trade Integrity Act 2007 (Cth)) will introduce an investigatory power ‘for agencies that administer UNSC sanction regimes in Australia, such as the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’.

As the inquiries into the OFFP have shown (both the Cole Inquiry and the Volcker Inquiry), it was assumed that the active oversight for compliance with the UN sanctions would take place at the UN level. DFAT saw its role in the implementation of the scheme as barely more than a courier service, delivering relevant documents to the UN. DFAT never understood its role to be that of a regulatory agency in the mould of ASIC, APRA or the ACCC. Indeed, Commissioner Cole’s
fifth recommendation implicitly supports rather than detracts from this interpretation. The conduct of AWB(I) and its officers may have contravened law that was already in place in Australia. The basis on which the offending parties could be brought before a court was existing domestic law. Although such legislation was not brought into existence for the specific purpose of ensuring compliance with Australia’s international obligations, it could nevertheless be applied, to an extent, in that context. The broader obligation not to breach the UN sanctions was, as set out earlier, an obligation of Australia, not its citizens. This situation changed on 24 March 2008 when the provisions in Schedule 1 of the International Trade Integrity Act 2007 (Cth) entered into force. What will remain unchanged, however, is the question of who will monitor any given sanctions regime to ensure compliance on the part of states and their citizens.

5. Conclusion

Commissioner Cole’s fifth recommendation raises the issue of the appropriateness of requiring the regulatory authorities of a state to undertake a supervisory role in respect of international legal apparatuses such as the OFFP. It fell to private, non-state actors, to give effect to Australia’s international obligations. The regulatory regime in place to monitor and facilitate the OFFP in Australia was clumsy and, ultimately, ineffective in holding those actors to account. This can in part be explained or accounted for by the sharp division in Australia and other dualist states between the domestic and the international spheres. When the state was the primary actor in the international arena, such a demarcation may have been natural and understandable. In the context of increasing global integration in which there are significant non-state actors, this demarcation is an inappropriate frame of reference for developing mechanisms to give domestic effect to international obligations.

The AWB case highlights the need for a fresh approach to the implementation of international agreements where meeting the obligation falls not on the state that is party to the commitment but in fact on that state’s citizens (legal or natural). The state then must ensure its citizens will meet the obligations contained in the international instrument. As the Cole Inquiry revealed, the Australian government failed to do this and, as argued above, it is doubtful that the International Trade Integrity Act 2007 (Cth) effectively addresses this failure.
Emerging strands in the regulation literature suggest that thinking beyond hierarchy and establishing relationships between international organisations and appropriate regulatory agencies within states may be more successful mechanisms for addressing this gap at the intersection of international and municipal law.
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PART V

The role of lawyers
International legal advisers and transnational corporations: Untangling roles and responsibilities for sanctions compliance

STEPHEN TULLY*

1. Introduction

The legal advisers employed by foreign affairs departments, and the advice they provide, are increasingly the subject of public scrutiny. US lawyers, for example, reportedly interpreted the Convention against Torture to enable interrogation and their English counterparts controversially identified a legal basis for military force against Iraq. The latter issue also arose in Australia, similarly attracting debate, as did a legal memorandum concerning the maritime interception of asylum seekers.

Such circumstances give rise to several questions, particularly the relationship between government legal advisers and the executive branch of government, for which there are various solutions. This chapter examines the circumstances where national corporations receive advice concerning prospective sanctions compliance from their Foreign Ministries, and the potential application of administrative law principles in such cases. This discussion springs from correspondence identified by the Cole Inquiry in which the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) could see ‘no reason from an international legal perspective’ why the Australian Wheat Board (AWB) should not proceed with proposed arrangements involving Jordanian trucking companies under the UN’s Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP).

Section 2 outlines the classical function of international lawyers employed by governments, posing the question whether advising corporations on sanctions compliance heralds a departure from that role. Section 3 reviews the unique regulatory framework Australia employed to implement sanctions against Iraq under the OFFP. Although these administrative arrangements have since been superseded, this
historical case study nonetheless offers several generalisable lessons for contemporary discussion of the role of legal advisers and their interactions with national corporations. Section 4 considers the extent to which administrative law principles could apply in two specific contexts: first, in relation to foreign ministerial advice to corporations, second in respect of corporate engagement with UN sanctions committees. It will be suggested that administrative law considerations will encounter appreciable limits when purporting to link distinctly ‘public’ institutions with transnational actors.

2. International legal advisers and their clients

However labelled, Foreign Ministries typically enjoy access to internal legal expertise when conducting international affairs. These international legal advisers occupy ‘very much the same’ field of responsibility across different states and the tasks performed ‘correspond to a great extent’.7 The multiplicity of clientele, and the mode of interaction, produces a range of challenges.

2.1 The Foreign Ministry and its Minister

The Foreign Minister and other decision-makers within the Department are advised on legal matters arising in the context of their work.8 Functions include conducting intergovernmental and domestic litigation, responding to advice requests concerning a state’s international obligations, overseeing treaty-implementing legislation and participating in treaty negotiations. International legal advisers also attend international conferences and discharge mandated legislative responsibilities.9

The ‘constant, regular and ready interplay’ between a Foreign Ministry’s work and its legal advisers includes obtaining advice where appropriate before adopting particular courses of action.10 Legal opinions may occasionally be ‘controlling’ reasons for departmental decision-makers.11 Furthermore, even if avoided during initial deliberations, legal advisers are ‘always called in to pick up the pieces’.12 It is accordingly ‘extremely important that the legal adviser should maintain close and informal contact with the political or functional departments which it is his duty to advise’.13 Rather than passively waiting for advice requests, advisers should be actively involved at early stages.14
2.2 The executive branch

International legal advisers advise the executive branch on the consistency of proposed measures with national and international law. The pressure to ‘bend’ legal opinions in support of policy initiatives by incumbent administrations ‘may be intense’. Legal advisers can be bypassed and advice ignored. This advice need not be impartial. Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice observed that ‘[w]hat governments want is accurate and judicious legal advice (which is not quite the same thing)’ from individuals ‘whose awareness of the background and imponderabilia of the situation enables them to give their advice with a knowledge of all its implications that no outside lawyer could normally have’.

Nevertheless, government lawyers have a ‘heavy responsibility’ to ensure that their advice contains alternative views. An aggressive advisory role may be warranted to highlight considerations of legality. Professional independence is frequently emphasised. Sir Arthur Watts, for example, observed that ‘the legal adviser should at all times give advice with a proper sense of professional responsibility and integrity’. Put another way, ‘never say no when you could say yes; and never say yes when you must say no’. Government lawyers ‘must say no’ when required by national law, public service obligations, documentary responsibilities, professional standards and ethical duties. Furthermore, lawyers should also uphold human rights standards in certain circumstances.

2.3 Government departments

Foreign affairs departments may interact with other national institutions depending upon issue complexity. Each agency has its own ‘in-house’ counsel. Formally allocating responsibility and coordinating interdepartmental interaction is accordingly necessary to ensure a consistent quality and content in international legal advice across government. In Australia during the 1970s, for example, the Attorney-General’s Department rivalled the then Department of External Affairs for Australian representation at treaty conferences. ‘Public international law work’ is currently ‘tied’ to three legal service providers: the Office of International Law of the Attorney-General’s Department, the Australian Government Solicitor (AGS) and DFAT. The Office of International Law may express legal or policy perspectives where any government agency requests advice on a public international legal issue from the AGS. The Office of General Counsel also seeks to ensure
international legal compliance by Australia and avoid inconsistent positions arising from portfolio-specific approaches.

2.4 Private individuals and corporations

Foreign Departments are responsible for developing national trade in an orderly fashion, facilitating exports and promoting national commercial interests in overseas markets. Private actors call upon them for non-confidential, technical information that is not readily available and may receive consular assistance or diplomatic protection. Mutual information exchange occurs when jointly addressing international legal questions including expropriation, discriminatory treatment and, as considered further below, prospective sanctions compliance.

2.5 The resulting role for international legal advisers

Given the range of clients, legal advisers can be alternately characterised as technicians, apologists and visionaries. As technicians assessing the correctness of legal processes or outcomes, they are both ‘players’ and ‘umpires’ within the international legal system. Legal advisers act as ‘judge’ to express legal views for their political colleagues and as ‘advocates’ when representing their state. Their unique position and experience allows them to anticipate and address factual situations for which there may be little or no legal certainty, with political differences between states impeding the development of international law. Legal advisers accordingly demonstrate a ‘tendency to view [the] … law less as a body of fixed and unchangeable rules than as a flexible tool for use in forging real solutions to practical problems of international order’. That may render them apologists for sovereign authority, with certain questions beyond law’s province over which they cannot purport to advise. Legal advisers must also take a ‘long view’ insofar as ‘arguments and approaches must be acceptable in a range of situations and over long periods of time’.

Foreign Ministry legal advice has a ‘special significance’ for developing international law and the integrity of the international system. Increasing interdependency has reputedly added several ‘new aspects’ to the role of international legal advisers. In particular, the challenges associated with implementing Security Council resolutions are of ‘universal concern’. The interpretation of such instruments must be sufficiently predictable so that legal advisers are ‘better equipped’ to provide accurate advice. A ‘new load of specific legal and administrative work’ is also created at national levels.
This ‘new load’ is usefully illustrated by the sanctions regime instituted by Australia against Iraq, the forensic investigation conducted by the Cole Inquiry and, as evidenced by the statutory declarations of former and current officers, the practices and systems employed by DFAT.

3. **Australian implementation of sanctions against Iraq**

From 1990, UN member states were required to prevent the sale or supply of commodities by their nationals or from their territories to any person or body in Iraq except for medical supplies and, in humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs. A further exemption for foodstuffs was created in 1991, permitting entry into Iraq of foodstuffs notified to the ‘661 Committee’, the Security Council body responsible for monitoring sanctions implementation.

Potential Australian suppliers of humanitarian goods under the OFFP received written information prepared and disseminated by DFAT. Corporations also received guideline documents, templates for various UN forms and information concerning the OFFP’s approval mechanism. DFAT’s website also outlined its understanding of the OFFP and corporations were referred to UN websites for comprehensive instructions.

DFAT was responsible for advising those commercial entities wishing to export to Iraq whether proposed arrangements were permissible under national law and Security Council resolutions. Potential exporters contacted designated DFAT officers located on geographical desks to inquire whether contemplated transactions complied with requirements imposed by the 661 Committee. DFAT officers responded orally or in writing and attended face-to-face meetings.

Issues of law, the UN process or the OFFP’s operation were regularly and routinely referred to either the UN section or the International Legal Division (ILD) within DFAT. The ILD coordinated sanctions implementation under Australian law with relevant government agencies and provided advice to individuals and organisations located both within and outside DFAT. DFAT sections requiring advice would submit written requests to the ILD, commonly by email. An ILD desk officer would prepare a written minute of advice on the facts as provided, cite relevant UN resolutions or Australian regulations, provide the author’s conclusion and submit the document to senior officers for final clearance. Advice was provided electronically or orally depending on the nature of the request and circumstances. Requesting officers would then take that advice into consideration when formulating responses to enquiries. Legal analysis could be
wholly or partially summarised or reproduced within reply letters and only occasionally did legal officers communicate directly with enquirers.

Legal questions were also channelled upwards to Australia’s permanent mission to the UN in New York (UNNY). UNNY monitored the status of export applications, liaised with corporate nationals concerning the OFFP’s operation and arranged meetings upon request with UN officials including sanctions committee members. Information derived from intergovernmental contacts was reconveyed downwards for subsequent incorporation into an advice.

Legal questions for which advice was sought included the legality of certain payment methods including letters of credit, conversion of humanitarian gifts into recoverable debts, discharge payments for Iraqi port agents and amendment of previously-approved supply contracts. Most controversially, the question of engaging a Jordanian trucking company to alleviate port delays in breach of UN sanctions was the subject of the Cole Inquiry.

AWB claimed to have previously notified DFAT in 2000 of an arrangement concluded with a Jordanian trucking company and pointed to the existence of DFAT correspondence evidencing approval under the OFFP. Commissioner Cole concluded there was no basis for this assertion. Initial AWB correspondence was a ‘charade’ and a ‘disingenuous attempt’ to demonstrate to DFAT that trucking fees were UN-approved. AWB’s claim that ‘it was customary … to make sure that DFAT was comfortable with the terms’ of its correspondence to DFAT also went against the weight of evidence.

Nonetheless, DFAT’s reply of 2 November 2000 to AWB was in the following terms:

You therefore propose to enter into discussions with the Jordan trucking companies with a view to agreeing to a commercial arrangement in order to ensure that there are enough trucks available to enable the prompt discharge of Australian wheat cargoes when they arrive.

We have examined, at your request, this proposed course of action and can see no reason from an international legal perspective why you should not proceed. That is, this would not contravene the current sanctions regime on Iraq.

International Legal Division has been consulted in the preparation of this response.

Although one DFAT officer observed that certain textual indications suggested the existence of a legal advice, others could not recollect the relevant events and extensive searches failed to locate one. There were
other inconsistencies and unexplained evidentiary gaps, the totality of which ‘reflect on the reliability of the documentary systems within DFAT’ and ‘raise a concern that AWB’s request for advice and the response may not have been dealt with in the ordinary course’.\(^{46}\) That said, DFAT’s correspondence was not improper, did not purport to authorise activity outside the sanctions regime and could not be construed as an advice.\(^{47}\) Nor did Commissioner Cole accept AWB’s evidence that DFAT had orally indicated that it had investigated the proposed arrangement.\(^{48}\) AWB’s explanation lacked credibility and contemporaneous documentation.\(^{49}\) Nor did AWB’s conduct conform to DFAT’s reply, notwithstanding that a subsequent contract for sale contemplated increased inland transportation and after-sales-service fees.\(^{50}\)

In Commissioner Cole’s view, the ‘real reason’ why AWB wrote its original letter was to create a paper trail of government approval upon which it could rely in the event that payments were queried.\(^{51}\) The evidence did not support a finding that, in the context of AWB’s request and DFAT’s reply during 2000, AWB had informed DFAT that inland transportation fees were incorporated into contract prices.\(^{52}\)

Others have expressed contrasting views. For example, it was queried whether DFAT routinely ‘gives advice on something as incredibly sensitive and important as this, of which there is absolutely no record, no-one knows who gives it, no-one knows who they give it to, no-one knows what it is and there is no record of it at all’.\(^{53}\) Although DFAT’s practices are unlikely to be reviewed,\(^{54}\) the Australian Securities and Investments Commission initiated civil proceedings against six former AWB individuals for breaching management and supervision requirements\(^{55}\) and causing harm, including reputational damage, to AWB Ltd.\(^{56}\) A shareholder action claiming damages for breaching continuous disclosure obligations and investigations into criminal breaches of the corporations law remain ongoing although criminal proceedings have been abandoned in other contexts.\(^{57}\) Given overlapping legal regimes, do the circumstances considered by the Cole Commission offer opportunities for the application of administrative law considerations?

4. Administrative law’s potential and the role of legal advisers

Establishing links between distinctly public institutions and transnational private actors may occasion a blurring of respective roles and responsibilities concerning sanctions compliance. Corporations ordinarily assess risk through diligent management, close consultation with
their own legal counsel and periodic interaction with foreign affairs departments. This collaboration has been characterised as self-regulation ‘in the shadow of hierarchy’, ‘co-regulation’ and ‘controlled delegation’. However, ‘incomplete liaison’ between government decision-makers may lead to ‘curial sanctions’ initiated by actors whose rights, interests or legitimate expectations have been inadequately considered. A ‘transformative’ vision of public law that promotes participation, transparency and information access is one means of enhancing public and private sector accountability. This section considers the potential operation of these considerations to the provision of advice to corporations by Foreign Ministries at the national level and, at the international one, to corporate engagement with UN sanctions committees.

4.1 Linking public institutions with transnational actors

Conducting trade within the parameters of a sanctions framework – effectively a captured market regulated by the Security Council – may prove profitable. Foreign Ministries and corporations share a mutual interest in exploiting the available commercial opportunities. Security Council Resolution 986 (1995), for example, ring-fenced oil revenue for corporations providing humanitarian products to Iraq. The ability to predict political trends informed prospective commercial arrangements. Political allies also competed for sanctions committee approval for contracts held by corporate nationals. Specific commodities had a history of long-standing antagonism between national exporters and were subject to contemporaneous trade negotiations. Iraq directed trade under the OFFP to corporations from ‘friendly’ states and excluded competitors jockeyed for market position. Foreign Ministries became involved in crafting executive-level strategies on how corporations could best proceed in the sanctions environment.

One link between public institutions and transnational actors involves the interdependency of corporate and government reputations. The urgency of commercial opportunities (including perishable products, price fluctuations, security risks or infrastructure availability) may be incompatible with carefully evaluating all politico-legal implications. One corporation may jeopardise all future applications for other commercial entities, thereby imperilling market integrity, product quality and supplier reliability. Corporations may indicate their awareness of a state’s international obligations or Security Council sensitivities and state that proposed commercial arrangements conform to Foreign Ministry
views. However, such assurances could prove unreliable with Foreign Ministries mistakenly concluding that corporations are unknowingly participating in sanctions violations. These departments must safeguard their reputation for frankness and transparency with the UN system, respect the policy objectives underlying sanctions and preserve international standing.

Mutual information exchange establishes a further link between home governments and corporations. Foreign Ministries must secure corporate cooperation to ensure that documentation submitted to sanctions committees accurately reflects proposed commercial terms. Dialogue springs from well-established symbiotic relationships established at national levels and the unique market rules associated with sanctions regimes. Sanctions committees may defer or veto approval where alerted by the detail of proposed transactions. Corporations exporting humanitarian products may be obliged to disclose sufficient information, including third party identities, to enable Foreign Ministries to ensure compliance with Security Council resolutions. However, information exchange can be incomplete or ineffective, with corporations claiming to lack knowledge or asserting confidentiality to avoid delays in processing export applications. Foreign Ministries may also be prevented from communicating commercially sensitive information to sanctions committees without prior corporate authorisation. Government lawyers may lack the mandate or commercial acumen to appreciate contractual conditions or identify disguised and artificial arrangements.

Are the classical functions of Foreign Ministries, as outlined above, undergoing transformation? Corporations alleviate the political unpredictability of conducting business with states targeted by sanctions by seeking diplomatic and other assistance. Concerted lobbying by Foreign Ministries can bolster weak legal claims and lock-in prospective trade arrangements. Advocacy initiatives include making representations before sanctions committees, presenting technical or economic data and supporting corporate assertions. Foreign Ministry officials routinely provide information to corporations and intervene where intergovernmental processes are or could be unfairly applied. This includes ensuring that corporations receive procedural fairness when investigated (for example, by the Volcker Inquiry) including advance notice of adverse findings and opportunities to comment.

Maintaining an arms-length relationship to safeguard respective roles and responsibilities can prove challenging. Providing politico-economic information or assistance can be distinguished from advice having
international or national legal consequences. For example, the permissibility of humanitarian gifts under Security Council resolutions, as adjudged by a Foreign Ministry, may have tax deductability implications for national taxation authorities. Appropriate safeguards must be implemented to govern close, operational interaction between Foreign Ministries and corporations, monitor departures from usual practice and document informal communications.

Corporate accountability is classically premised upon state responsibility for entities incorporated under their jurisdiction or control. This model obscures competing cross-jurisdictional dilemmas for flag aircraft or vessels, international financial institutions and cross-border trading corporations. Corporations are indirectly accountable for sanctions compliance through the home state medium and as implemented under national law. If the binding quality of Security Council resolutions remains only an ‘emerging trend’ for non-UN member states, direct international corporate legal responsibility must necessarily be less so. States typically undertake ‘top-down’ and ex post facto enforcement against those corporations adjudged to breach national law. They are also expected to fully and in good faith implement their international obligations and undertake reasonable enforcement efforts. States are not obliged to scrutinise commercial intentions. Thus a Foreign Ministry’s ‘duty of care’ is conceivably discharged by informing corporations of Security Council requirements and ensuring procedural compliance such as notifying sanctions committees.

The Cole Inquiry reviewed this orthodox enforcement model. The Minister for Foreign Affairs or his delegate granted humanitarian export permission where ‘satisfied that permitting the exportation will not infringe the international obligations of Australia’. Export permission was denied if proposed transactions were considered incompatible with Security Council resolutions. Australian exporters were informed of national law and policy on properly observing UN sanctions, departmental contact points were nominated and arrangements falling outside standard procedures invited for discussion. Corporations were counselled to seek DFAT approval prior to concluding commercial arrangements. DFAT, moreover, initiated inquiries with corporations when existing arrangements did not appear to have been notified to the 661 Committee. That said, DFAT enjoyed limited investigative powers with suspected offences referred to other authorities.

Similarly, the UN’s Office of the Iraq Programme (OIP) lacked the mandate and resources to investigate corporations at the international
level. It assessed exporter applications on a first-come-first-served basis and could not refer unsubstantiated allegations to the 661 Committee. The OIP refrained from answering commercial inquiries directly with all contact channelled through national missions. That said, corporations affiliated with reputable governments were treated with a discretion not extended to other suppliers. Senior level inquiries were conveyed through national missions where financial arrangements may have exceeded authorised procedures. The OIP readily accepted at face value the plausibility of explanations and categorical denials issued by corporations enjoying home-government support.

In such circumstances a legal adviser’s opinion assumes greater significance. Constructing an advice on the acceptability of proposed commercial transactions is challenging. The milieu includes second-guessing the opinions of the UN Office of Legal Affairs (OLA), the evolving practice of sanctions committees, variable state practice and mutating commercial arrangements. The OLA’s legal opinions are mindful of commercial concerns. The OLA acknowledges that corporations confront significant practical obstacles to sanctions compliance, and seeks to accommodate this reality when formulating its views. For example, ‘reasonable’ payments in Iraqi dinars to port agents for discharging humanitarian cargoes were not necessarily inconsistent with Security Council resolutions. However, Iraqi currency was difficult to purchase outside Iraq with the Iraqi Central Bank preferring US dollars. Similarly, the OLA advised that humanitarian gifts could only be provided to Iraqi non-governmental organisations, an onerous exercise given the existing state infrastructure. Furthermore, the OIP was not always able to provide an authoritative, comprehensive and legally-compliant solution when national governments solicited comments on contractual conditions.

Contemporary commercial practices, as disclosed to sanctions committees, informed interpretation of the Iraqi sanctions regimes. The Security Council required notification for each humanitarian export such that similar transactions were not necessarily comparable. However, export applications found to be consistent with Security Council measures established indicative precedents and the likely attitude to subsequent applications. Fluid, fact-specific commercial practices accordingly became crafted around and led the interpretation of Security Council resolutions. Contracts stipulating supplier responsibility for port fees, for example, would not contravene Resolution 661 (1990) where they extrapolated existing arrangements.
Security Council resolutions are not interpreted or applied by states in a consistent or uniform manner. Public policy considerations represent an unwelcome intrusion into commercial decision-making. Increasing transportation costs or war insurance premiums alter a firm’s risk management profile. Onerous government control over a limited number of authorised contractors constrains flexibility and sanctions committee deliberations influence contractual negotiations. While corporations are expected to assume all market risks, investment-siting decision-making has longer time-frames than the temporary disruption occasioned by intergovernmental political differences. Practical commercial solutions may be identifiable through direct consultation with local contacts. However, where one party to the transaction is a state targeted by sanctions, corporations may be encouraged to conclude collateral agreements so as to avoid sanctions committee intervention. Depending upon a firm’s risk tolerance, options include relinquishing market opportunities, renegotiating contracts to ensure permissible terms and complaining to sanctions committees through home governments if rivals act otherwise.

The partial complementarity between Foreign Ministries and national corporations appears to be accompanied by a decoupling of responsibilities. In addition to national legal compliance, corporations are expected to ensure that proposed commercial transactions conform to Security Council measures ordinarily binding upon states. This self-regulatory responsibility includes additional disclosure obligations. Rather than enforcement authorities investigating whether previous transactions constitute violations, sanctions administering agencies assess proposed commercial transactions ‘up front’ for compliance in advance of their conclusion.

Commissioner Cole identified a duty of honesty for corporations when engaging with the UN and recommended that contractors certify information accuracy. The government responded with the International Trade Integrity Bill (2007) which ‘continues Australia’s tough stance’ and affirms its ‘reputation as a corruption-free trading partner and an important participant in enforcing UN sanctions’. Admittedly, ‘legislation alone cannot accomplish this and it falls on Australian businesses to maintain their reputation of ethical dealing and integrity.’ The Bill creates novel corporate offences for contravening UN sanctions and invalidates export permissions issued on the basis of false or misleading information.
Several provisions are potentially relevant to advice requests. First, false or misleading information given (including recklessly) to Commonwealth entities in connection with UN sanctions administration would be an offence. However, consistent with policy, liability would not extend to breaching sanctions per se and an honest and reasonable mistake of fact would be a defence for several strict liability offences. Second, Commonwealth officers would be able to use that information, including further disclosure, and would be exempt from liability if acting in good faith. Third, the information-gathering authority of government agencies would be enhanced. Overall, liability would be increased for permit applicants but not advisers and criminal sanctions rather than administrative measures are contemplated. That said, industry consultation is anticipated prior to formulating regulations and in the context of outreach programs conducted on sanctions generally. Contemporary Australian sanctions regimes are also specifically targeted at goods or services in arms and dual use goods associated with weapons of mass destruction, leaving all other trade unaffected. However, commercial actors, confronting increasing national level accountability and emergent international expectations, are likely to press for greater receptivity in relation to their rights, interests and legitimate expectations.

4.2 Administrative law considerations and Foreign Ministry advice for corporations

Interpreting the operative paragraphs of Security Council resolutions involves considerable judgment. Such instruments cannot be construed in a manner ‘tantamount to imposing conditions on the implementation of a UN Security Council Resolution which were not provided for in the text of the Resolution itself’. Their applicability ‘is not a precise science’ due partly to the discretion residing with officials entrusted with their administration. Proposed transactions may technically conform to Security Council requirements but there may be little prospect of sanctions committees authorising what could be contrary to their underlying intent. During the OFFP, for example, DFAT provided a reasoned assessment of its understanding that the 661 Committee may request humanitarian donor identity or delay issuing no-objection certificates where sceptical of corporate motives. It also encouraged adherence to the terms and spirit of Security Council resolutions, particularly given awareness of attempted circumvention.
The construction of Security Council resolutions may give rise to differences of opinion between corporations and Foreign Ministry officials. Corporations possess in-house legal expertise and recruit well-qualified specialists. The accuracy of a Foreign Ministry opinion may be questioned as overly rigid given another state’s position. However, the opinions of private practitioners are not comparable to the authority of a definitive assurance or formal undertaking emanating from a Foreign Ministry. The terms of carefully worded advice requests, and the form and content of correspondence conveyed in reply, warrants attention. A specific form of wording or style may imply that a document constitutes an advice or that one exists. Internally prepared memoranda, provided to corporations for informal guidance or background information, can be utilised for other purposes, even in edited form. Corporations may assert prior authorisation or estoppel, particularly if prospective liability arises in several jurisdictions.

Providing advice can also be differentiated from discharging mandated responsibilities. Government agencies routinely explain licensing requirements or provide regulatory information to assist private actors achieve compliance. However, agencies entrusted with sanctions administration occupy a unique position within the regulatory architecture. Foreign Ministry legal advisers as ‘regulators’ would herald a novel departure from their classical characterisation, particularly since monitoring, investigation and enforcement functions are more appropriately exercisable by other government institutions. This suggests that remedies available for challenging ‘decision-making’ by other government departments may not be apposite in relation to ‘advice’ provided to corporations concerning sanctions implementation, particularly where pervasive bureaucratic micromanagement is best avoided. Internal processes of information gathering and assemblage for the purposes of informing corporations of Australian law implementing UN sanctions need not be any different from DFAT’s more mundane administrative functions such as processing passport applications. Furthermore, inasmuch as sanctions administration is simply another set of regulations demanding adherence, then from a corporate perspective the processes typically associated with administrative decision-making may not be desired.

An additional complicating factor is the uncertain basis upon which government employees in Australia undertake the ‘practice of law’, it being unnecessary, for example, to hold practicing certificates. Nonetheless, legal professional privilege attaches to communications
brought into existence by government officers seeking or giving legal advice concerning the nature and extent of governmental powers. The traditional understanding of legal practice as an analysis and communication of legal rights or duties is especially clouded for Foreign Ministry lawyers. Indeed, they may deliberately inject ambiguity into sanctions design such that ‘a careful legal opinion on the current scope of sanctions is therefore no guarantee that the watchful sanctions supporters will not see mileage in catching conduct that is as yet compatible’.  

Corporations are encouraged to solicit independent advice before participating within a sanctions framework with Foreign Ministries generally disclaiming any residual responsibility. The US State Department, for example, acknowledges that sanctions locate commercial transactions ‘under a cloud of uncertainty’. Any purported ‘advice’ rendered by government lawyers, albeit influential, is not per se authoritative or binding, even for the executive branch. A sliding scale could be identified: legal memoranda of advice, assessing and interpreting legal information and providing regulatory information upon request. Legal advisers are simply articulating their current beliefs or conditional opinions concerning the permissibility of proposed commercial transactions. Although this determination is made in the first instance by exporting states, the Security Council or sanctions committees may reserve the right to veto transactions.

Foreign Ministry legal advisers have to facilitate efficient administrative practices ‘and at the same time to ensure that the rights and liberties of the individuals will not be jeopardized by the activity of the state’. It has been suggested that the ‘good working of the public services’ prevails over the legitimate rights or expectations of private persons. The US State Department during the 1960s, for example, considered that few dealings with private actors were subject to administrative review because the conduct of foreign affairs did not entail the regulation or adjudication of private rights. Informal administrative checks and ‘good faith’ were the only safeguards where private rights were implicated. This placed a ‘particular burden of responsibility’ upon legal advisers ‘to see that this discretion … [was] not abused and that decisions … [were] reached on a reasonable and impartial basis’. There was no ‘realistic alternative to department self-discipline’, an unsatisfactory circumstance since:

If the principle of ‘government under law’ is to be observed, it would seem desirable that the maximum procedural protections consistent with
departmental operations – if only an opportunity to know what is happening and to present views – be afforded wherever possible to private parties in any matter in which their interests are substantially affected.\textsuperscript{85}

More recent evidence suggests that a lawyer’s competence, care and integrity remain the principal ‘safety net’.\textsuperscript{86}

The rationale that conducting foreign affairs does not engage the regulation or adjudication of private rights clearly warrants revisiting. The links established between public and private actors during sanctions administration, including prior assessments by Foreign Ministries of proposed commercial transactions for prospective sanctions compliance, have been noted. However, a countervailing self-regulatory responsibility suggests at best full and fair consideration of commercial interests by Foreign Ministries. Further legislative solutions, ‘prodded by the disaffection of out-maneuved domestic constituencies’,\textsuperscript{87} may yet be forthcoming. Are the procedural protections afforded to private rights in international sanctions administration context any different?

4.3 Administrative law considerations and corporate interaction with UN sanctions committees

The OFFP-specific system of humanitarian exporter notification with UN sanctions committee approval as outlined above is no longer operative. Nonetheless, co-operative and consultative arrangements are incrementally emerging between corporations and the Security Council in designing, implementing and enforcing increasingly complex and detailed sanctions regimes. States have the right to consult the Security Council when confronted with ‘special economic problems’ arising from enforcement measures.\textsuperscript{88} However, UN Charter obligations may prevent them from injecting procedural fairness considerations into Security Council resolutions.\textsuperscript{89} States have nonetheless called upon the Council to provide fair and clear procedures when granting humanitarian exemptions.\textsuperscript{90} ‘Due process’ entitles corporations to be informed of sanctions as soon as possible without thwarting their purpose, to be heard within a reasonable time, to receive advice and representation when addressing the Security Council and to access effective remedies from impartial institutions.\textsuperscript{91} For example, although the UN Treasury could not be perceived as granting favourable treatment to any particular state or corporation, it welcomed corporate contributions for improving the OFFP.
The challenges of applying administrative law principles to the circumstance where corporations seek authoritative UN perspectives were foreshadowed in section 2. In relation to transparency, sanctions committees need not have formulated detailed guidelines concerning the implementation of Security Council resolutions or the contract approval process. The former raises compliance issues, assessed by reference to their terms, whereas the latter entails administrative procedures amenable to negotiation. Sanctions committees may require governments to first satisfy themselves that proposed commercial transactions do not contravene applicable obligations.

Second, in relation to information access, copies of communications from the 661 Committee were provided to prospective humanitarian suppliers. However, this occurred sporadically and at its initiative. Corporate inquiries through home governments need not yield clarification or expeditious solutions. Conversely, sanctions committees depend upon the accuracy of export notifications and may be put upon inquiry when assessing permissibility.

Third, concerning participation, consensus decision-making enables any sanctions committee member to indefinitely delay action, sustain objections to notifications and reject proposals. Member states also espouse contrasting perspectives. For example, credit arrangements were permissible in the opinion of the 661 Committee, provided that payments did not release frozen Iraqi assets or realise debts before sanctions were lifted. However, the US and UK assumed a more restrictive position concerning letters of credit. Excluded from deliberations, non-member states agonised over the acceptability of commercial methodologies and, before making representations, resorted to informal soundings from interlocutors or secretariat contacts. In short, the OFFP sanctions framework did not evidence those characteristics associated with a ‘transformative’ version of public law.

5. Conclusions

The circumstances reviewed by the Cole Inquiry were limited to the now-defunct OFFP and no longer reflect contemporary Australian or international practice on sanctions administration. However, the case study illustrates the opportunities and risks for government agencies when advisory roles become blurred with regulatory responsibilities. Some of the documentary evidence available to the Cole Inquiry – specifically, the correspondence, records of interview, minutes, statutory declarations,
ministerial submissions, cables and transcripts identified in the Appendix – has been analysed in this chapter to support several conclusions. The procedural protections available to private actors when receiving advice from Foreign Ministries on prospective sanctions compliance remain extremely limited. Nor would Security Council resolutions offer the requisite predictability or clarity with which to establish claims to a right or legitimate expectation in anticipation of transnational business arrangements, even where corporations are specifically nominated under such instruments. Administrative law considerations remain peripheral internationally, notwithstanding that the pragmatic corporate interest in operational security partly coincides with the political objectives of sanctions committees. As for the local sanctions framework, the totality of national law, together with Foreign Ministry advice on the likely permissibility of commercial transactions, will not encapsulate the full gamut of corporate obligations. Only in the event of perceived disparities in the accountability of transnational actors relative to public institutions are administrative measures likely to emerge.

Appendix: Additional sources from the Cole Commission of Inquiry

UN Office of the Iraq Programme

Note dated 19 January 2007 to Mr Vladimir Golitsyn: Request for Legal Comment, (UNO.0014.0001).


UN Office of Legal Affairs


UN Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990) concerning the situation between Iraq and Kuwait


UN Independent Inquiry Committee

Records of Interview: DFT.0001.0352 (2 March 2005); DFT.0001.0434 (6 April 2005); DFT.0008.0019 (25 February 2005).

DFAT ministerial submissions

Compliance by the Australian Wheat Board with Regulations covering Trade with Iraq (undated) (DFT.0013.0102 & DFT.0013.0105).

Statutory Declarations from past or present Commonwealth Officers

DFT.0013.0262 (12 January 2006), DFT.0013.0264 (28 February 2006) & DFT.0033.0002 (20 April 2006); DFT.0013.0255 (18 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0257 (27 February 2006); DFT.0013.0136_R (18 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0140_R (18 February 2006); DFT.0013.0295 (19 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0301 (27 February 2006); DFT.0013.0320 (20 January 2006); DFT.0013.0196 (20 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0202 (1 March 2006); DFT.0013.0149 (20 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0616 (9 March 2006); DFT.0013.0057 (22 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0076
(23 February 2006); DFT.0013.0157_R (30 January 2006) & DFT.0013.0176_R (17 February 2006); DFT.0013.0313 (31 January 2006) & DFT.0020.0620_R (21 March 2006); DFT.0013.0479 (28 February 2006); DFT.0013.0565_R (1 March 2006); DFT.0013.0571 (7 March 2006); DFT.0013.0622 (9 March 2006); DFT.0013.0602 (9 March 2006); DFT.0020.0010_R (10 March 2006); DFT.0020.0548 (13 March 2006); DFT.0020.0169_R (13 March 2006); DFT.0020.0079 (14 March 2006); DFT.0020.0134_R (19 March 2006); DFT.0020.0177 (21 March 2006); DFT.0023.0051_R (24 March 2006); DFT.0023.0312 (22 March 2006); DFT.0023.0265 (22 March 2006), DFT.0023.0157 (24 March 2006) & DFT.0031.0017 (7 April 2006); DFT.0023.0004 (23 March 2006); DFT.0031.0006 (17 April 2006); DFT.0037.0006 (10 May 2006).

**DFAT minutes**

Meeting with BHP dated 22 March 1996 (DFAT.0010.0078).
Phone conversation with BHP dated 1 April 1996 (DFT.0010.0082).
Credit arrangements under Security Council Sanctions against Iraq dated 16 May 1996 (DFT.0078.0158).
Delivery of humanitarian relief to Iraq dated 27 October 1995 (DFT.0001.0004).
Proposed assistance by BHP to Iraq dated 30 October 1995 (DFT.0013.0094).
Iraq sanctions: Discussions with the Minister dated 16 May 1996 (DFT.0010.0109).
AWB wheat sales to Iraq and associated financial transactions dated 27 October 1995 (DFT.0013.0092).
Minute dated 22 July 1999 (DFT.0017.0039).
AWB: Request for advice on UN sanctions against Iraq and wheat contracts dated 25 August 2000 (DFT.0013.0130, DFT.0013.0306 & AWB.0106.0100).
Minute dated 22 November 1995 (DFT.0013.0503).
Proposed assistance to Iraq dated 30 October 1995 (DFT.0010.0012).

**DFAT correspondence**

Letter dated 6 November 1995 from DFAT to AWB (DFT.0013.0096/AWB.0106.0018).
Letter dated 14 November 2001 from DFAT to AWB (DFT.0004.0341_R).
Facsimile from DFAT to AWB dated 29 August 2000, AWB: Advice re Sanctions (DFT.0013.0134/AWB.0106.0099).

**DFAT cables**

*Iraq sanctions: Methods of payment dated 29 February 1996 (DFT.0035.0006).*

*UN: Iraq – Oil for Food Programme dated 13 January 2000 (DFT.0001.0179) & 10/03/00 (DFT.0001.0171).*

*Iraq: AWB – Wheat Trade dated 10 July 2000 (DFT.0017.0080).*

*UN: Iraq – AWB Ltd Exports dated 26 March 2001 (DFT.0017.0017 & DFT.0001.0161) and 10 April 2001 (DFT.0001.0193).*

**Other DFAT documents**

*Response to IIC Questions of 11 January dated 11 January 2005 (DFT.0060.0326).*

*Ministerial contact with companies involved in Oil for Food dated 13 January 2000 (DFT.0021.0063_R).*

*Iraq: AWB wheat trade under Oil-for-Food Programme dated 2 August 2001 (DFT.0017.0154).*

*Letter dated 26 March 2001 from Australian Permanent Representative to the UN, to Chairman of the Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990) concerning the situation between Iraq and Kuwait (DFT.0001.0458).*

**Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet**

*Iraq: Oil for Food Programme: Compliance Issues, undated (PMC.0003.0069).*

**AWB Ltd**

*Submission to UN Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990) (DFT.0005.0232_R).*

*Letter dated 10 June 2004 to Foreign Minister Downer (DFT.0028.0073).*

*Statements from AWB Officers: WST.0001.0145 & WST.0001.0137*
* Sincere thanks to all workshop attendees, particularly Mr Peter Scott.
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What is the right thing to do? Reflections on the AWB scandal and legal ethics

Vivien Holmes*

No one asked, ‘What is the right thing to do?’

Commissioner Cole ¹

Damien Carrick: [W]hat did Cole have to say about the role of lawyers, AWB’s lawyers?

Catherine Clifford [ABC journalist]: Well the lawyers have done reasonably well out of this, with the exception of the corporate council [sic], the head lawyer, Jim Cooper, he is among the group of 12 who is going to be further investigated by that special task force … The more junior solicitors Rosemary Peevy, Jessica Lyons, they were … exonerated. … [W]e thought that there might be some findings against the lawyers for misconduct or for certainly not doing the job that they were employed to do. … [But there were no] such findings against any of them … although I would imagine it wouldn’t have done their careers very much good.²

1. Introduction

The Cole Inquiry³ resulted in a five-volume report that extensively details the history of AWB Ltd’s dealings with Iraq under the Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP). In this chapter, I reflect on the role AWB in-house lawyers played in the AWB–Iraq story, exploring how lawyers who are too closely identified with the perceived interests of the client can step over the ethical (even if not the criminal) line, and work against both the client’s best interests⁴ and the public interest. I reflect also on the AWB lawyers’ role as counsel for a corporation whose actions had global ramifications. Legal practice today has global reach and I discuss the implications of this for our professional ethical horizons.
Modern psychological research indicates that most of us are influenced by the ethical culture of our workplaces. The AWB culture encouraged sales to Iraq at all costs, sanctions or not; the lawyers went along with this. To withstand unethical workplace ‘culture’ we often need an outside reference group ‘to tell it as it is’. I discuss how traditional forms of professional reference groups in Australia have broken down with the fragmentation of the legal profession, and how the recently launched Australian Academy of Law has given itself the task of redressing the challenges this presents.

I conclude by noting the global nature of the challenges facing humanity, and the nature of legal professionalism called for, if lawyers are to play a constructive role in addressing those challenges.

2. The AWB scandal and AWB Legal

In 1995, the UN set up the Iraq OFFP. That programme softened the impact of UN sanctions against Iraq by allowing Iraq to sell its oil and use the income received to buy humanitarian goods. Iraq’s oil income was kept in an escrow account controlled and administered by the UN. Purchases by Iraq were paid for out of the escrow account after approval by the UN. Much of the wheat bought by Iraq under this program between 1996 and 2003 was Australian wheat sold to it by AWB. The scandal accompanying these wheat sales was that, while providing food for a hungry nation, AWB paid approximately US$ 224 million in ‘kickbacks’ to the regime of Saddam Hussein. These ‘kickbacks’ purported to be ‘transportation fees’ and ‘after-sales-service fees’. They were factored into the price of the AWB wheat, so that payment to AWB from the UN escrow account covered not only the price of the wheat, but also the fees to Iraq. Because the direct transfer of money to Iraq was in breach of UN sanctions, the fees were paid to a Jordanian trucking company, which transferred the money to the Iraqi regime.

It is worth noting that the UN sanctions against Iraq did not impose obligations on individual companies (as nationals of member states of the UN). The UN resolution imposing the sanctions required states to prevent their nationals from making funds available to the Government of Iraq, or from trading with Iraq, except for the provision of humanitarian goods, including foodstuffs. A substantial part of the payments made by AWB in breach of the sanctions were not proscribed by Australian law at the time AWB paid them to Iraq. Indeed, AWB later learned that the kickbacks paid were a legitimate tax deduction. Only in
2007, in response to Commissioner Cole’s recommendations, did the Australian Parliament enact the International Trade and Integrity Act 2007, which created new offences for breaching UN sanctions and further criminalised bribery of foreign officials.

Commissioner Cole found that ‘AWB was confronted with the choice of not agreeing to pay the transportation and after-sales-service fees and potentially losing its Iraqi market or agreeing to pay the fees and retaining its market’. It chose to pay the fees, despite knowing that its actions were prohibited by the UN sanctions. It is a moot point as to whether, had domestic law proscribed payments in breach of sanctions, AWB’s decision would have been different. It is quite possible that breaches of ‘hard’ domestic law with its accompanying sanctions would have been taken more seriously by AWB officers (and AWB lawyers) than breaches of ‘soft’ international law.

In his report, Commissioner Cole lamented that no-one in AWB had stopped to ask ‘what is the right thing to do?’ ‘No-one’ included AWB Legal. The AWB lawyers demonstrated, at best, what Simon Longstaff labels a ‘thin’ conception of ethics; that is, a belief that lawyers owe a duty to the law and the courts, and then exclusively to the client, who is free to do anything except what is proscribed (by domestic law), it not being the lawyer’s role to substitute her ethical judgement for that of the client. By contrast, a thick view of ethics understands lawyers to owe a duty to society beyond their duty to the courts and the law. A thick view would take into account principles of international law.

AWB Legal did not have a direct role in most contracts for the sale of wheat to Iraq, which were negotiated, documented and executed by the AWB International Sales and Marketing Division and the Contracts Administration Department. However, in 2003 (by which time the kickback scheme was well established), AWB Legal gave advice on how certain contracts (A1670 and A1680) could be structured so as to conceal payment of compensation to Iraq for (allegedly) contaminated wheat. Those contracts were later found by the Federal Court to be ‘deliberately and dishonestly structured so as to … work a trickery on the United Nations’. Commissioner Cole noted that AWB Legal’s so-called legal opinion was nothing of the sort. It was an attempt to devise a method whereby the payments to Iraq would not be obvious by spreading them thinly over future shipments … , to hide the fact of payment to Iraq by making the payment to an intermediary rather than [the Iraqi Grain Board] direct and in a country other than Iraq … and to falsify the nature of the transaction by recording it as a transaction different from payment of
compensation … This, AWB’s lawyers thought, might make it ‘at least arguable’ that AWB was not ‘making funds or financial resources available’ to the Iraqi Government, which AWB and its lawyers knew was prohibited by the UN sanctions. This advice was contrary to the clear, specific advice given to AWB by [the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade] after consultation with the United Nations in November 2002.19

Contracts A1670 and A1680 were structured by AWB not only to surreptitiously pay compensation to Iraq, but also to recover from Iraq a debt purportedly owed to Tigris Petroleum Corporation Ltd (Tigris).20 The money to pay both the compensation and ‘debt’ was to be extracted from the UN escrow account by way of payment of inflated wheat prices. Payment to Tigris was then arranged by way of a sham agreement between AWB and Tigris whereby Tigris was paid a ‘service fee’ for (allegedly) assisting AWB to obtain contracts for the sale of wheat to Iraq.21 AWB’s General Counsel (Mr Cooper) facilitated this sham agreement, while Ms Peavy, Ms Lyons (AWB) and external counsel Mr Quennell ‘all knew the true facts of the Tigris transaction’.22

Mr Cooper, AWB’s General Counsel, was the only lawyer referred by Commissioner Cole for further investigation by law enforcement authorities. That referral related to possible offences against the Corporations Act (2001) (Cth), concerning misleading the AWB Board over the Tigris ‘debt’ arrangements.23 Commissioner Cole did not address possible breaches by AWB lawyers of professional ethical standards. It seems though, that in relation to the advice given on contracts A1670 and A1680, and in facilitating a sham agreement between AWB and Tigris, AWB lawyers stepped over the ethical line to breach their duties to the law (contracts A1670 and A1680 were ‘designed to work a trickery on the United Nations’),24 the client (their advice/concurrence in these matters was neither independent nor professional) and the public interest.

3. Thin and thick conceptions of legal ethics

In a speech entitled ‘Lawyers’ Duty to the Community’,25 Longstaff contrasts ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ views of lawyers’ ethics. Drawing on Roscoe Pound’s definition of a profession as a group whose primary purpose is the ‘pursuit of one’s art in the spirit of public service’,26 Longstaff argues that a lawyer who takes the idea of professionalism seriously will not (consciously) act, or assist a client to act, in ways that are contrary to the public interest, but will ‘seek to promote or preserve the public
As Longstaff notes, reduction of ethically significant harms and wrongs is clearly in the public interest. Consequently,

lawyers who are seriously committed to the idea of being members of a profession (rather than, say, just an industry) do not have available to them the ‘thin’ conception [of ethics]. This is because allegiance to such a conception may commit practitioners to acting in ways that will harm the public interest. And to act in ways that might be reasonably foreseen to be against the public interest is, as we have seen, inconsistent with the defining characteristic of a profession.

I suggest that, the ‘thinner’ one’s view of legal ethics, the easier it is to step over the line into unethical behaviour (thereby breaching a lawyer’s ethical duties), as the AWB lawyers did. The thinner one’s view, the narrower the perspective from which to assess a client’s instructions, because those instructions are not considered in the wider context of the rule of law and the public interest.

Of course, there is much debate over what it means for a lawyer to work in ways that preserve the public interest. Some lawyers argue cogently that commitment focused on the rules and the court is in the public interest, because therein lies the best guarantee of justice. Others make the case that effects on third parties and the community must be taken into account when considering justice and fairness. But, however we define ‘the public interest’, the law governing lawyers’ ethics in Australia is fairly scant on the notion of professional service in the public interest. Parker and Evans note that the Model Laws developed by the Attorneys-General and the Law Council make no attempt ‘to set out what substantive values should animate legal practice, or be reflected in the codes of professional conduct promulgated by the profession’. The Law Council of Australia’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct (which have been adopted by most jurisdictions in Australia) do, however, contain the following statement:

Relations with Third Parties
Practitioners should, in the course of their practice, conduct their dealings with other members of the community, and the affairs of their clients which affect the rights of others, according to the same principles of honesty and fairness which are required in relations with the courts and other lawyers and in a manner that is consistent with the public interest.

Longstaff’s contention (which I accept) that lawyers owe a duty to their community relies in part on the fact that the legal profession is a social artefact – lawyers as a profession make a bargain with society to
serve the public interest in return for certain privileges. However, ‘community’, ‘public’ and ‘society’ are contested terms, and all the more so as globalisation causes an ‘inexorable integration of markets, nation states and technologies to a degree never witnessed before – in a way that is enabling individuals, corporations and nation states to reach around the world farther, faster, deeper and cheaper than ever before’.34 Globalisation has broken down the traditional barriers between different ‘publics’, communities and societies, so that the world’s people are now interconnected to an unprecedented extent. There are no longer any fixed boundaries around the public whose interest lawyers purport to serve.

4. Global legal practice

Just as globalisation is expanding the boundaries of ‘community’, ‘public’ and ‘society’, so it is shifting the boundaries around legal practice. Indeed, globalisation is a force majeure35 on the legal profession. An increasing number of legal professionals work as practitioners or adjudicators in international and transnational contexts.36

It is currently predominantly US and UK firms that offer legal services around the globe, but Australian lawyers are joining in.37 Gross billings from the export of Australian legal services in 2001 were AUS$245M.38 Any copy of Lawyers Weekly39 contains multiple advertisements for legal work overseas. There are job prospects for Australian lawyers in ‘leading global’ firms with positions in New York, London, Tokyo, Singapore, Hong Kong, Moscow and China. Alternatively, Australian lawyers can stay at home and work for a leading Asia/Pacific firm’s Sydney office, or join an Australian firm and work in its overseas offices in locations like Indonesia or Singapore.

Global firms are big firms. For example, Baker & McKenzie has a network of 3,400 lawyers in 38 countries.40 Global corporations have their own large in-house legal departments. The demand for Australian lawyers to work in these global practices is increasing.41 In the face of this, there are significant moves in Australia to ‘internationalise’ the law degree,42 something well underway in the US.43 A report by the Commonwealth Government’s International Legal Education and Training Committee recommended in 2003 that Australian law schools should be developing a ‘genuinely internationalised legal education’44 that prepares graduates to compete in a global market. This means producing, on the one hand, graduates who will practise law in domestic
firms but deal competently with an increasing number of matters that cross jurisdictional boundaries (e.g., family law as it applies to spouses living in different countries or probate law as it applies to recent immigrants), and on the other hand graduates who will work for global law firms and practise law at the international level. Both types of graduates need to be equipped to work in a world where the practice of law radiates from a local to a global perspective and back again ‘with great speed’.45 Future lawyers will also play a vital role in the development of local, regional and international law, both private and public, and the increasing intersections between them. An education that equips graduates for global legal practice will need to teach them a broader range of skills, within a broader understanding of law, than traditionally taught in law school.46

Global law firms service predominantly corporate and commercial clients, corporate/commercial practice being the most globalised area of legal practice today.47 The ‘global lawyers’ who work in these firms often have very narrow professional experience and are frequently expatriates, living for long periods in countries other than those in which they grew up and were educated.48 Daly sounds a warning about this type of ‘global lawyer’. Her comments concern the in-house counsel of global corporations whose CEOs (and probably their senior lawyers) think of the corporation first as a global citizen and only second as a nation state citizen. However, I believe her comments are pertinent to other ‘global lawyers’ in private practice, whose clients include such corporations. She says:

[T]he concept [of the global lawyer] carries with it the danger of professional statelessness, a condition in which lawyers over time become disassociated from the legal profession’s fundamental values, such as lawyer independence. … ‘[T]he lawyer’s special pledge is that he or she will help the legal system remain the centrepiece of our fragile sense of community, help it continue to function within our culture as the crucial mechanism for social cohesion and stability.’49 … [This] understanding of the role of lawyers in a democratic society … is shared with lawyers in the United Kingdom and many civil law countries. Lawyering for a global organization runs the risk of creating a new legal elite whose commitment to this understanding is, at best, tenuous and, at worst, nonexistent.50

This caution is echoed by Pfeifer and Drolshammer in their summary of the themes emerging from the growing internationalisation of the practice of law.51 They recognise that, as the world becomes smaller, there
will be an increasing need for professionals skilled in nurturing transactions and mediating disputes between different national, economic, ethnic and cultural groups. But they also raise some pertinent questions: ‘Is the globalized practice of law good for the law? Is it good for society? Is it good for the international community? [And] how will a globalized practice of law deal with the issue of “professionalism vs commercialism”? 52

5. Professionalism and commercialism

‘Commercialism’ is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as an ‘emphasis on the maximising of profit’. Commercialism amongst lawyers is seen by some as a significant threat to legal professionalism. In the Australian context, Bret Walker has commented:

The useful service of mercantile interests, in the public interest, poses conflicts and embarrassment for the legal profession, in ways that are not new but are newly urgent. Traditional restraint and constraints are freshly needed, but may not be adequate in their traditional forms. Imitation of clients is universally rejected when lawyers represent criminals, but is massively growing in the case of lawyers advising on and representing the interests of money, that is money lawfully obtained and used. ... Excessive proximity to business clients, and their money, seems to have produced elements of imitation unlikely to enhance professionalism. 53

Also commenting on the Australian profession, Weisbrot has noted that over the past few decades lawyers have responded to competition and consumer policy requirements that they be ‘more businesslike’, but that this has put ‘tremendous pressure on the “service ideal” that traditionally distinguished “professions” from businesses’. 54

At the international level, the Council of the International Bar Association was concerned enough about commercialism to adopt in 2000 a Resolution on Professionalism versus Commercialism. That Resolution defines legal professionalism as ‘the strengthening of the public service dimension of a lawyer and the putting of the interest of the public and the client before a lawyer’s own interest’, 55 and considers that ‘the pursuit of commercialism, meaning an excessive and inappropriate emphasis on profit without regard to professionalism, is inconsistent with the role of a lawyer and should be discouraged’. 56

Commercialism with no balancing ethical considerations was, according to Commissioner Cole, at the root of AWB’s downfall:
The question posed within AWB was:
What must be done to maintain sales to Iraq?
The answer given was:
Do whatever is necessary to maintain trade. Pay the money required by Iraq. It will cost AWB nothing because the extra costs will be added into the wheat price and recovered from the UN escrow account. But hide the making of those payments for they are in breach of sanctions.
No one asked, ‘What is the right thing to do?’

Payments of kickbacks, or outright bribes, were part of the culture of doing trade in the Middle East, seen as a way of greasing the wheels of commerce. No one stopped to consider the broader picture: that the UN sanctions were designed to bring the wheels of commerce to a halt, to bring Saddam Hussein’s regime to its knees.

6. Consequences in a globalised world

The consequences of AWB’s pursuit of profit at all costs were, in Commissioner Cole’s words, ‘immense’. He noted that AWB had lost its reputation, shareholders had lost half the value of their investment and Australian trade with Iraq worth millions had been forfeited. Further, senior executives have resigned, AWB was threatened by law suits both in Australia and overseas and a shadow was cast over Australia’s reputation in international trade. However, the Commissioner’s description of the fallout from AWB’s dealings with Iraq strikes me as too limited, too focused on economic interests. Overington sees the wider ripples: ‘[T]his was a massive scandal. Money flowed from AWB to Saddam Hussein’s regime. That was obviously a disaster. It happened on the eve of a war that most Australian’s didn’t want to fight (and, indeed, that may have been avoidable if Saddam hadn’t rorted the sanctions).’

AWB’s lawyers did not dream up the ‘kickbacks’ scam. By the time they became involved, the kickback scheme (consisting of agreed contract price inflations intended to extract additional escrow funds without the knowledge of the UN or DFAT) was already well established. However, once the lawyers became aware of the practice, they did not counsel against it, but rather assisted in its continuation and cover-up. They practised law in downtown Melbourne, but their ‘legal’ work fed into a scheme with worldwide ramifications. While the scale of those ramifications may be unusual, the global reach of the lawyers’ actions
was not. Many commercial legal transactions today are transnational in character and consequence. How broad should our professional ethical horizons be, when our legal practice can send ripples across the globe and back again? Renowned medico-legal ethicist Margaret Sommerville, reminds us that:

Common humanity and universal responsibility link us. But much of the time we act as if this is not the case – we are in denial as individuals and societies. In the past, our denial harmed those whose plight we ignored. Today it harms everyone, which is why we, the deniers, can no longer afford it – if indeed we ever could.

7. Ethics and workplace culture

AWB’s failure as an organisation to question the ethics of its actions, to ask itself about ‘the right thing to do’ was explained by Commissioner Cole as a failure of its corporate culture. He described the culture at AWB as one of ‘superiority and impregnability, of dominance and self importance’ and noted that ‘[a]t AWB the Board and management failed to create, instil or maintain a culture of ethical dealing’.

There is increasing recognition in the field of psychology of the effect workplace culture has on the behaviour of individuals. In The Lucifer Effect, Zimbardo summarises thirty years of research into what makes good people behave unethically. Zimbardo notes that:

In trying to understand ... aberrant behavior, we often err in focusing exclusively on the inner determinants of genes, personality, and character, as we also tend to ignore what may be the critical catalyst for behavior change in the external Situation or in the System that creates and maintains such situations ... [S]ituational power is stronger than we appreciate, and may come to dominate individual dispositions.

So, even if you are a fit and proper person to be a legal practitioner, unless you are fairly ethically astute, it is easy to be influenced by one’s ‘situation’ towards unethical behaviour. For lawyers, this ‘situation’ is often the workplace itself. Indeed, the workplace is a crucial determinant of lawyers’ behaviour.

Part of being ethically astute is having a reference group or network outside your situation. Professional bodies and external colleagues have traditionally played this role of reference group, espousing and (hopefully) modelling the core values of the profession. As we have
seen, one core value is the acceptance of responsibilities to the public interest. But lawyers working in large commercial firms or as in-house counsel can easily lose touch with an external reference group. Francis notes that large law firms are increasingly important sites of socialisation for the professional ethics of large numbers of lawyers. The partners in such firms have a considerable influence on the ethos of the firm’s lawyers. In turn, the ‘race for partnership’ has an unavoidable impact on the context within which ethical decisions are made. In addition, increasing specialisation within large firms can mean that the ‘collegial community of a lawyer may be even more concentrated than simply the lawyers in her firm’. Add to this isolation the long hours that many lawyers work and there may be little opportunity for ethical reflection, either by oneself or with outside colleagues.

At the extreme end of this scenario is Daly’s ‘global lawyer’ who is professionally stateless, cut off from any external points of ethical reference.

Another example of an ethically isolated lawyer might be Ms Lyons, the junior AWB lawyer who wrote the ‘legal’ advice later derided by Commissioner Cole as a ‘so-called legal opinion [which] was nothing of the sort’. It seems that Ms Lyons had some concerns about the advice soon after it was given. She discussed those concerns with her supervisor, General Counsel Mr Cooper, suggesting that the Government should be made aware of the course of action proposed in her advice. It seems however that Mr Cooper provided no ethical leadership, but simply told Ms Lyons to seek instructions from management: ‘to not leave it on legal division’s shoulders to be responsible for this transaction, to push it upstairs to the business managers who would make the decision whether to proceed’.

Many in-house counsel today perform the role of compliance professionals. Parker’s study of corporate compliance professionals (including in-house counsel) shows convincingly that the traditional ideal of the aloof, ‘independent’ in-house corporate lawyer advising on legal compliance is too simplistic. Rather, Parker recognises the intimate inter-relationship between a compliance adviser and their employer. Ideally, compliance advisers will be committed to understanding and identifying with business goals in order to align them with social and ethical concerns. This requires corporate structures that protect the compliance officer’s independence and clout, but also participation by the adviser in an external network of compliance professionals, regulators and community groups. Parker notes that, in drastic
circumstances, compliance professionals may have to whistle-blow to top management, the Board or even an external regulator. It is clear that the AWB lawyers failed to take this step. Rather than objecting to the payment of kickbacks, or the sham agreement with Tigris, the lawyers went along with these schemes. Identifying too closely with the perceived interests of the client, and unable to see the bigger picture, the lawyers stepped over the ethical line. In doing so, they forsook what is surely one of in-house counsel’s important roles: that of advising with the company’s *long-term* interests in mind, a role that requires ‘consideration of broad moral and ethical issues and … potential future reaction to current corporate practices’. As Sampford and Blencowe note, ‘long-term self interest is strongly correlated to ethics’.76

8. Ethical reference points

As noted, traditional collegial ties across the legal profession once made participation in a relevant outside reference group easier than it is today for many lawyers. The current range of legal workplaces means that the legal profession is increasingly fragmented. Lawyers are found in small rural practices, throughout the public service, in mid-sized city firms, in NGOs and in global mega-firms. This fragmentation has resulted in a loss of connection between lawyers in different practice areas. Since traditional collegiality was to some extent built on networking between Caucasian males to the exclusion of others, this loss of collegiality among members of the legal profession should not be grieved too deeply. But increasing diversity and fragmentation have challenged the profession’s ‘claimed ideal of core ethical values and the capacity of … professional association[s] to articulate and regulate a uniform detailed ethical code’.78

The newly formed Australian Academy of Law (AAL) has come into being partly in recognition of the challenges posed by fragmentation of the Australian legal profession. Its establishment was recommended in the Australian Law Reform Commission’s *Managing Justice Report*, which noted that the:

growth and fragmentation [of the Australian legal profession] presents [sic] serious challenges to the maintenance of coherent professional identity, and render difficult the maintenance of traditional collegiate
approaches. Without positive action the single 'legal profession' could become a multiplicity of 'legal occupations', none of which see itself as part of a whole.79

Commenting on the launch of the AAL in August 2007, Weisbrot said: ‘we now desperately need to rethink and rearticulate the core ethics and principles that bind lawyers together. I don’t think that it’s overly dramatic to say that we need to fight for the soul of the profession’.80

It may be that the time is ripe in Australia for a profession-wide discussion about the values that underpin legal practice. The Australian community, it seems, would welcome this. Parker notes the ‘plethora’ of reform proposals in Australia that evidence the public’s desire for a legal profession that fulfills ‘its public role in the administration of justice and delivery of legal services by reference to consumer and justice concerns’.81 But as well as articulating values, the AAL would do well to consider how the regulation of the legal profession in Australia encourages or undermines those values,82 and how to build workplace cultures that nurture them.

Lawyers, it is hoped, will also welcome a discussion about values and legal practice. In a 2006 editorial,83 the President of the Law Institute of Victoria listed the issues on the agenda of the Institute and other law societies. Those issues include: high levels of dissatisfaction among the younger members of the profession, especially women; unhappiness within law firms, even at partner level; documented high levels of stress, long hours, and boring and repetitive work; and finally, increasing rates of depression, substance abuse and suicide within the legal profession. While particularly prevalent among lawyers, these problems are not unique to lawyers and it is important that cross-disciplinary insights84 are incorporated into discussion of these issues, remembering that lawyers’ work satisfaction and mental health impact significantly on their ability to practice ethically. Indeed, cross-disciplinary insights are indispensable if we are to create working cultures in which ethical behaviour is facilitated rather than discouraged. As Rhode and Patron commented after the Enron scandal in the US: ‘the ethical challenges that confront those in professional roles cut across subject-matter boundaries. An effective response to corporate abuses requires collaboration among professionals from diverse backgrounds such as law, management, economics, organizational behaviour, and public policy.’85 There is still much research to be done on the most effective way of promoting ethical behaviour within organisations.86
9. Civic professionalism for the future

Cross-disciplinary insights are one of the most important outcomes of the Carnegie Foundation’s Preparation for the Professions Program.\textsuperscript{87} That program involves research into legal, medical, clergy, nursing and engineering education in the US. Many of its findings concerning legal education are relevant in Australia. The Foundation’s \textit{Educating Lawyers} report sees the challenge of legal education as ‘linking the interests of legal educators with the needs of legal practitioners and with the public the profession is pledged to serve – in other words, fostering what can be called civic professionalism’.\textsuperscript{88} ‘Civic professionalism’ corresponds to Longstaff’s ‘thick’ conception of ethics. Commenting on the findings of the Professions Program, one of the researchers has said:

The idea of the professional as neutral problem solver, above the fray, which was launched with great expectations a century ago, is now obso- lete. A new ideal of a more engaged, civic professionalism must take its place. Such an ideal understands, as a purely technical professionalism does not, that professionals are inescapably moral agents whose work depends upon public trust for its success. …

Since professional schools are the portals to professional life, they bear much of the responsibility for the reliable formation in their students of integrity of professional purpose and identity. … However, the basic knowledge of a professional domain must be revised and recast as conditions change. Today, that means that the definition of basic knowledge must be expanded to include an understanding of the moral and social ecology within which students will practice.\textsuperscript{89}

Students who understand ‘the moral and social ecology’ within which they will practise will understand how workplace culture influences ethics, and how they could contribute to cultures that facilitate ethical behaviour. They will also understand that the broader moral and social ecology within which legal practice operates is now global in its horizons. As Australian ethicist Noel Preston says:

[What is non-negotiable in the twenty-first century is that our perspec- tive, our worldview, our understanding must have global dimensions. … I speak of our response as individuals, although the character of global citizenship may also be expected of corporate actors.\textsuperscript{90}]

Preston contends that ‘[e]nlightened self interest beckons us all to this perspective whether our starting point is … philosophy or whether it is hard-headed commerce.’\textsuperscript{91}
A global perspective reveals huge challenges facing humanity – climate change, peak oil, the escalation of worldwide poverty, international conflict and security and corruption. Law – both public and private – plays a vital role in addressing these challenges. Nagan reminds us that ‘the rule of law is not a national or international luxury, but a critical restraining element in the core global issues of peace, security, human rights and a minimal respect for humanitarian concerns’. Given that the quality of ‘the rule of law’ can depend to a large extent on the lawyers involved, much is at stake in the fight for the soul of our profession.

10. Conclusion

Lawyers played a relatively minor role in the AWB scandal. Nevertheless, their role is worth reflecting on because it reminds us of some pertinent lessons. The AWB lawyers identified too closely with the perceived interests of the client, to the exclusion of wider ethical considerations about the client’s best interests, the rule of law and the public interest. Since AWB is a global corporation, the lawyers assisted in unethical actions that had global ramifications. As legal practice is increasingly globalised, the ramifications of legal practice become broader and we need to rethink our professional ethical horizons.

The AWB lawyers’ strong identification with the ‘interests’ of the client illustrates also how workplace culture can influence lawyers to their professional detriment. AWB exhibited a culture of trade at all costs, with no one stepping back to consider the broader picture. The potential for lawyers today to lose sight of professional ideals in the midst of workplace culture is arguably increasing with the fragmentation of the legal profession. As the establishment of the AAL has recognised, we lawyers need to re-articulate the values we share across the multiple sites of legal practice and find ways of nurturing them in the workplace.

While these AWB ‘lessons’ may seem a long way from the international and public law issues raised by the AWB scandal, they are equally important. We now live in a world where everything is connected. Law, both international and domestic, public and private, will play a vital role in addressing the global challenges that face humanity. The quality of the law that will grapple with those challenges will depend to a large extent on the professionalism of the lawyers involved in designing, administering and practising that law. We need to equip ourselves and
future lawyers with a ‘civic professionalism’ that recognises that the flow-on from legal practice can now extend far beyond the horizon, and which is prepared to ask: ‘what is the right thing to do?’
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PART VI

Public law and public policy
Who’s responsible? Justiciability of private and political decisions

DANIEL STEWART*

1. Introduction

This chapter considers two themes running through this collection: the public/private divide and the national/international divide in the context of the Cole Inquiry.¹ Both the private nature of Australian Wheat Board Limited (AWB) and the international nature of the UN sanctions regime and the Oil-for-Food Programme could be argued to have reduced the Australian Government’s responsibility for the circumstances leading to that inquiry. The Australian Government was able to claim that it was not responsible for ensuring the veracity of the information provided by AWB. The Ministers whose portfolios were directly related² claimed that the activities of AWB, as a private company, were outside of their control, that they did not know about the payments before they took action and that other bodies under the UN sanctions regime had the obligation to do more in relation to checking the information provided. The distinctions between public and private, national and international, therefore, were used to deflect responsibility – at least at the political level – away from any deficiencies in the establishment of appropriate governance structures.

Other chapters in this volume examine the legal responsibility that was or perhaps should have been placed on the Australian and other governments in relation to the UN sanctions regime. This chapter seeks to demonstrate the role any characterisation as private or international has within the Australian system of public law. It will argue that the reason characterisation as private or international renders the decision free from judicial review by domestic courts is the lack of legally enforceable limitations imposed on the decision-maker by the source of the decision-maker’s authority. This lack of justiciability is based, not just on the absence of ascertainable standards suitable to the judicial process,
but also on the presence of alternative accountability mechanisms, and, in particular, a reliance on political, rather than judicial, forms of accountability. The characterisation of a decision as private or international thus should serve to highlight, not minimise, the responsibility of the government for the consequences of such decisions.

2. Justiciability of ‘private’ actions

The role of AWB in the export of wheat from Australia, along with its wholly owned subsidiary, AWB International (AWB(I)), was the subject of the decision of the High Court in *Neat Domestic v. AWB.* This case concerned an application by Neat Domestic Trading Pty Ltd for the consent to the Wheat Export Authority to export wheat, as required under the Wheat Marketing Act 1989 (Cth). However, under section 57 of that Act, no consent could be given unless AWB(I) had approved the export. In this way AWB(I), and hence AWB, was able to maintain monopoly control, or a ‘single desk’ policy, over the export of Australian wheat. The issue before the Court was whether the decision by AWB(I) to withhold consent was reviewable by the court for breach of public law standards, namely a failure by AWB(I) to consider the merits of Neat’s application.

The majority rejected the application of public law standards to AWB (I). They relied on three related considerations to hold that public law remedies did not lie in this situation:

First, there is the structure of s 57 and the roles which the 1989 Act gives to the two principal actors – the Authority and AWBI. Secondly, there is the ‘private’ character of AWBI as a company incorporated under companies’ legislation for the pursuit of the objectives stated in its constituent document: here, maximising returns to those who sold wheat through the pool arrangements. Thirdly, it is not possible to impose public law obligations on AWBI while at the same time accommodating pursuit of its private interests.

The private character of AWB(I) was therefore only a factor in determining that it was not relevantly authorised to make the veto decisions by legislation or any other source of public authority. As a matter of statutory interpretation, the legislation merely gave effect to AWBI’s decision – as it was described in a later case, the decision was *dehors* the legislation. An examination of the legislation and extrinsic materials suggested that the legislation intended AWB(I) to act in its own self-interest, as any other private actor, and relied on the exercise
of that self-interest to achieve the regulatory objective of providing for the participation of the wheat growing owners of AWB in the regulation of wheat exports.

The majority reasoned that AWB(I), as a private company, did not need to rely on any public source of authority to enable it to consider an application to export wheat and to express its approval. Whether AWB(I) would approve of any exports depended upon its view of its own self-interest, or more particularly the interests of its shareholders who had contributed to the wheat pool administered by AWB. The relevant legislation ‘neither modified nor supplanted the obligations which AWBI and its organs had under its constituent documents and applicable companies law principles’. There was therefore no obligation placed on AWB(I) to consider more ‘public’ considerations that derived not from its self-interest but from the ‘subject matter, scope or purpose of the [relevant legislation] which are identified as bearing upon the decision’.9

Neat concerned one aspect of the public/private divide in the application of public law standards: when is a private actor subject to those standards. The other aspect – when a public body can make a ‘private’ decision not subject to those standards – was considered in Griffith University v. Tang.10 The majority in Tang drew on the decision in Neat in discussing the extent to which a decision by a university established under state legislation to expel a student is made ‘under an enactment’ so as to be subject to public law standards through operation of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth).11 Although the application of the decision to a broader context is uncertain, it can be argued12 that, as a result of the decision in Tang, the application of public law standards generally, at least where the exercise of Commonwealth legislative authority is concerned, essentially involves two elements:

[F]irst, the decision must be expressly or impliedly required or authorised by the enactment; and, secondly, the decision must itself confer, alter or otherwise affect legal rights or obligations, and in that sense the decision must derive from the enactment.13

The decision of AWB(I) to refuse approval in Neat acted as a condition precedent to the consent needed from the Wheat Export Authority before wheat could be exported from Australia. It therefore affected the legal rights and obligations of both exporters and the Authority.14 The decision in Tang, however, had no such effect, as the majority of the High Court15 characterised the relationship between a university and a
student as consensual or private in character. Even though the university was public, in the sense of being established and relying upon legislation for its authority to make the decision in question, that authority did not provide the source for any effect on rights and obligations.

Both Neat and Tang are controversial cases. They suggest statutory authorisation involves a fine question of construction to discern any intention by the legislature to impose limitations or restraints on the decision-maker that require them to have regard to something other than self-interest. However, as the facts in Neat suggest, a regard for the interests of others may be the very public law standard sought to be imposed. Using reliance on the self-interest of the decision-maker as a determinant of when any public law standard applies unduly restricts the potential applicability of such standards. As Gleeson CJ suggests in his decision in Neat, ‘personal animosity towards an applicant, or a desire to confer a personal benefit upon a particular grower or exporter, would be extraneous considerations, and others may be imagined’. It is difficult to find in the majority opinion the normative basis for rejecting the application of any public law standards other than a general reluctance, based on perhaps subjective notions of legislative intent, to subject the decisions of a body such as this to judicial oversight. The decision of AWB(I), therefore, in administering the single desk, is to be left unconstrained by legislation or other public law source of authority.

The second element of the test set out in Tang is perhaps even more uncertain in scope. The need for any effect on rights and obligations to derive from a source of public authority serves to distinguish decisions to which public law standards apply from those that rely upon private law for their enforcement, such as through contract or property rights. But the second element does more than choose from alternative bases for judicial intervention. The requirement that a decision affect rights and obligations before it can be reviewed requires an examination of the nature of the decision rather than either the public or private status of either of the parties or the practical consequences of any decision that is made. This is because without such an effect on rights and obligations the decision is non-justiciable. As illustrated by the outcome in Tang, even institutions dependent on legislation for their existence are able to enter into, and end, consensual relationships that may not be the subject of judicial scrutiny. The requirement for a decision to affect rights and obligations acts to limit the range of justiciable controversies rather than identify the public or private nature of the decision-maker in question.
The reference to rights and obligations is derived by the court in *Tang* from the constitutional notion of a ‘matter’, which acts to limit the jurisdiction of federal courts. As stated in *In re Judiciary and Navigation Acts*: ‘there can be no matter within the meaning of [Chapter III of the Constitution] unless there is some immediate right, duty or liability to be established by the determination of the Court.’ The concept of a ‘matter’ has since been used by the High Court as a crucial element ascribing the range of justiciable controversies that come within the scope of Commonwealth judicial power.

What constitutes a matter is not subject to precise limits. To the extent that the concept of a ‘matter’ delineates the boundaries of judicial power it is an ‘amorphous’ notion, but generally requires the court be in a position to conclusively determine the legal position of the parties before it. Thus, in *Minister for Immigration v. Bhardwaj*, Gauldron and Gummow JJ stated:

> In the context of administrative decisions, the expression ‘judicial review’ tends to obscure the fact that the reviewing court is not simply examining the decision in question to see whether it is affected with error of the kind that requires it to be set aside or varied. Judicial review is an exercise of judicial power. As such, it is an exercise directed to the making of final and binding decisions as to the legal rights and duties of the parties to the review proceedings.

As I have argued elsewhere, a ‘matter’ does not require that the subject of the decision be the rights and obligations of the person affected by the decision. The fact that the decision by AWB(I) in *Neat* did not deprive the applicant of any *right*, but merely the possible benefit of being allowed to export wheat should the Wheat Export Authority grant permission to do so, did not, in itself, mean that there was no ‘matter’ in dispute between the parties. A ‘matter’ may depend simply on the presence of conditions or limitations on the decision-maker in making the decision or the rights of the decision-maker to enforce or act upon the decision made.

The difficulty with this analysis is that public law standards can themselves be seen as conditions or limitations on the exercise of public authority. It is these standards which impose obligations on a decision-maker or result in the decision made being rendered invalid and unenforceable. However, a possible breach of those standards cannot be enough to enable them to be imposed and reviewed by the court. The determination of justiciability is necessarily prior to the determination...
of whether a public law standard has been breached. Therefore, where a decision does not itself change the rights and obligations of the person(s) affected by the decision, the test in *Tang* requires not only that there be some public source of authority for the decision in question, but that the conferral of authority itself impose limitations or constraints on the decision in question. As the decision in *Neat* demonstrates, the question of whether a private body is exercising public authority may depend on whether the source of authority, in that case legislation, imposes any limits or constraints. The two elements in *Tang*, in such cases, may be mutually dependent.

When described in this way, the majorities in *Neat* and *Tang* are merely applying the *ultra vires* principle based on a strict view of the separation of powers. As outlined by Brennan J in *Attorney-General (NSW) v. Quin*, ‘[t]he duty and jurisdiction of the court to review administrative action do not go beyond the declaration and enforcing the law which determines the limits and governs the exercise of the repository’s power’. The question is not whether or not the body or function in question is sufficiently public so as to require the application of public law standards, but rather whether or not the body in question, in making the decision or exercising the function, is acting outside of the limits of its authority. The basis of the implication of public law standards is therefore dependant on reference to some external, objective source of limits on authority.

This is also the approach generally taken by Gleeson CJ in *Neat*:

> However, the Act gives each a statutory role which may affect the interests of members of the public, such as the appellant. A question arises as to the extent to which that role is circumscribed. When a state confers discretionary power which is capable of affecting rights or interests, the identity and nature of the repository of the power may be a factor to be taken into account in deciding what are intended to be matters that must necessarily, or might properly, be considered in decision-making or whether it is intended that the power is at large.

The effect of the decision is therefore only a factor in determining the presence of limits imposed through the conferral of public authority. Gleeson CJ disagrees, however, with the majority conclusion that AWB (I)’s role is not circumscribed by the statute in question. He interprets the power to withhold approval, a condition precedent to a decision in favour of an applicant for consent, as requiring considerations going beyond AWB(I)’s self interest.
The approach taken by Kirby J is less clear. Much of his judgment suggests, like Gleeson CJ, that he considers the regulatory scheme established by legislation to place obligations on AWB(I). But at times he suggests that the source of those obligations can be entirely external to the source of authority. He begins his judgment with a quote from Gerlach v. Clifton Bricks Pty Ltd:

All repositories of public power in Australia … are confined in the performance of their functions to achieving the objects for which they have been afforded such power. No Parliament of Australia could confer absolute power on anyone … [T]here are legal controls which it is the duty of courts to uphold when their jurisdiction is invoked for that purpose.32

For Kirby J, the legal controls over the exercise of public power in question derive ultimately from the Constitution and the system of responsible government it establishes through which Ministers are accountable to Parliament for the exercise of such power.33 ‘Public’ power includes decisions which ‘derive their necessity or effectiveness, and the bodies making them derive their existence or particular functions, from federal legislation’.34

For Kirby J, therefore, the role of the court may extend beyond enforcing limits on the conferral of authority by Parliament to include holding accountable any repository of public power. As those affected by the exercise of that power are not in a contractual relationship, enforcement of public law standards through judicial review becomes the only way to ensure that accountability. As his Honour suggests ‘the only way that the decisions of AWBI, with their wide and significant impact, could be exposed to legal scrutiny or accountability was by way of administrative review. If such review were unavailable, AWB and AWBI, at least in this respect, would come close to possessing absolute legal power’.35

Kirby J is also prepared to go beyond any direct link to judicial enforcement of limitations implied through the exercise of statutory or executive authority, at least to assist in identifying the character of the decision in question. He refers to decisions in Forbes v. New South Wales Trotting Club Ltd36 and the English Court of Appeal decision in R v. Panel on Take-overs and Mergers; Ex parte Datafin37 which identified various factors that may indicate when a body is exercising public power in the absence of statutory authorisation.38 These included: having a significant effect on members of the public who had not consented to the exercise of power; implied governmental consent through the
absence of alternative regulation and recognition in other legislation; connection with government through appointment or other processes; and the absence of alternative remedies.39

Kirby J, however, recognises that these factors may not be ‘sufficiently precise to be accepted as the basis for review of decisions under the common law’40 and suggests that they merely ‘point towards the conclusion that AWBI’s impugned decisions were made pursuant to governmental or statutory authority’.41 The private character of AWB(I) therefore has no immediate legal consequence: the legal character of AWB(I)’s decision depended upon force of legislation, and then only because the legislation in question ‘gives such authority in clear and unmistakeable terms’.42 It would seem that he ultimately, therefore, relies on the conferral of authority through legislation for the enforcement of public law standards through judicial review.

The judgments in Neat reflect different conclusions as to whether the decision of AWB(I) was authorised by legislation, which depended in turn on different views of the extent of any intention to impose limitations or obligations on AWB(I) through the legislative scheme. Only Kirby J, approaching a type of common law constitutionalism,43 suggests that those limitations or obligations may be imposed through reference to some external source such as the Constitution or through the imposition of common law values by reference to the need to provide legal accountability. As we shall see, similar reliance on limitations imposed through the source of authority rather than some alternative reference to values enforced through the common law is evident in review of executive power in the international sphere.

3. Justiciability of ‘international’ obligations

International obligations have only a limited capacity to create legal rights and obligations at a domestic level44 as they generally need to be incorporated into domestic legislation, either expressly or by implication, and perhaps subject only to clear words to the contrary.45

International obligations may also have an impact on the content of public law standards, such as obligations of natural justice. In Teoh a representation by the executive government at the international level, such as the ratification of a treaty, was held to lead to a legitimate expectation that the representation would be complied with. Obligations of natural justice required that individuals subject to decisions that had a reasonable connection to the treaty obligation in question be
informed of any deviation from the expectation and given an opportunity to comment on the deviation.

It was legitimate expectations based on executive conduct in the international sphere that arose in the UK case of *Abbasi*.46 Mr Abbasi was a British national captured by US forces in Afghanistan and detained at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba without trial or legal representation. He sought judicial review to compel the UK Foreign Office to make representations on his behalf to the US Government. It was held that previous policy statements issued by the Foreign Office indicated an acceptance of a role in assisting British citizens abroad when there is evidence of miscarriage or denial of justice, particularly of what may be termed fundamental rights.47 This meant that Mr Abbasi had a legitimate expectation that the UK Government would at least ‘consider’ making representations on his behalf.48 The UK Court of Appeal held that the exercise of the prerogative, even in the field of international relations, could be justiciable. This depended ‘not on general principle, but on the subject matter and suitability in the particular case’,49 which here extended to the exercise of discretion in deciding whether to act to protect British citizens.

The impact of the decision in *Abbasi* is limited, particularly as the court refused to require more than a consideration of the request for assistance, something which had already been met by the Secretary of State in Mr Abbasi’s case.50 In the course of giving consideration to Mr Abbasi’s request, the court held that the ‘Secretary of State must be free to give full weight to foreign policy considerations, which are not justiciable’.51 While the court suggested that in some circumstances there may be more intrusive review, such as where there were no further appeal rights in the foreign country to which the applicant could argue their case, it is not clear on what basis this could be justified.

Commentators such as David Dyzenhaus have suggested that the decision in *Abbasi* suggests a willingness by the courts to intervene in the exercise of executive power in international affairs only to ‘affirm the value of a practice in which the executive is already engaged’.52 The court was willing to enforce values that the executive had previously taken responsibility for. The court may therefore have a ratcheting effect in ensuring that protection by the executive, once extended, cannot be subsequently derogated from except in special circumstances.

In an Australian context it is likely that even this limited effect may be beyond the courts. The Australian doctrine of legitimate expectations
does not extend to substantive protection. Any legitimate expectation would only require notice be given to an applicant that the Government was not going to consider making representations on their behalf, and an opportunity to comment. The difficulty with this ‘consider whether to consider’ requirement was highlighted in Lam, with McHugh and Gummow JJ in particular emphasising that ‘in the case law a line has been drawn which limits the normative effect of what are unenacted international obligations upon discretionary decision-making under powers conferred by statute and without specification of those obligations’.54

The result in Teoh, however, suggested that the application of procedural fairness might require international obligations to be considered in light of the submissions of persons affected by non-compliance with those obligations. As they state:

The reasoning which as a matter of principle would sustain such an erratic application of the ‘invocation’ doctrine remains for analysis and decision. Basic questions of the interaction between the three branches of government are involved. One consideration is that, under the Constitution (s 61), the task of the Executive is to execute and maintain statute law which confers discretionary powers upon the Executive. It is not for the judicial branch to add to or vary the content of those powers by taking a particular view of the conduct by the Executive of external affairs.55 Rather, it is for the judicial branch to declare and enforce the limits of the power conferred by statute upon administrative decision-makers, but not, by reference to the conduct of external affairs, to supplement the criteria for the exercise of that power.56

The case of Hicks v. Ruddock57 presented similar concerns to those dealt with in Abbasi, namely the obligations on the executive in relation to the imprisonment of nationals seeking to return to Australia. Mr Hicks sought judicial review of that decision on grounds including: the executive was under a duty to consider making a request of the US Government; and, in refusing to make that request, the executive had irrelevantly considered that Mr Hicks could not be prosecuted in Australia and it was desirable that he be held and subject to proceedings in Guantanamo Bay. The Federal Court refused to strike out Mr Hicks’ application, holding that the issue was justiciable and the grounds alleged were at least arguable.

In discussing the issue of justiciability of international relations, Tamberlin J relied on the decision of Gummow J in Re Ditfort; Ex parte Deputy Commissioner of Taxation.58 The applicant in Re Ditfort sought to annul his bankruptcy due to the circumstances surrounding his
sequestration order. Those circumstances included promises made by the Australian Government to secure his extradition from Germany, which the applicant claimed were broken upon his return. The Deputy Commissioner, who had sought the sequestration order, had argued that the conduct of the Australian Government in making and, allegedly, breaking the promises was ‘non-justiciable’.

For Gummow J, however, the concept of justiciability identified several distinct legal rules or principles. It can include, for example, difficulties in admitting or calling into question necessary evidence, such as certificates providing for recognition of the executive government of external states of affairs. It may also extend to questions of discretion as to the awarding of equitable remedies against what may be termed ‘political questions’ or the so-called ‘act of state’ doctrine that requires courts to respect the sovereignty of foreign states by not calling into question acts of the government of another country done within its own territory. However, of most relevance to this chapter is the way in which Gummow J relates justiciability to the concept of a ‘matter’ and the exercise of judicial power for the purposes of Chapter III of the Constitution.

As Gummow J points out, questions involving the executive power of the Commonwealth involve the interpretation and enforcement of the limits on executive power imposed by section 61 of the Constitution. Provided issues of standing are addressed, ‘no question of “non-justiciability” ordinarily will arise’. When acting within the limits of constitutional authority however, international relations generally do not create rights or obligations sufficient to give rise to a ‘matter’ unless it can be shown that the international relations are ‘a step in the process which as a whole has that effect’. In the circumstances of Re Ditford, the events leading up to the making of a sequestration order included any promises made by the Australian Government. As ‘a step in the process’, these promises could properly be considered by the court under the legislation in question, and hence were elements of the ‘matter’ in issue in that case. In other words, the promises by the Australian Government themselves did not give rise to any obligation or substantive rights and were within the scope of executive power. But consideration of the promises, and whether they were kept, lay within the scope of discretion given to the court under the bankruptcy legislation in question, namely to make an order as to the rights and obligations of the parties by annulling the bankruptcy.
Another example of where international relations act as a step in a process which, as a whole, has an effect on rights and obligations is provided by *Minister for Arts, Heritage and Environment v. Peko-Wallsend Ltd.*\(^{64}\) In that case, the applicants sought to challenge a decision by the Australian Government to nominate parts of Kakadu National Park for inclusion on the World Heritage List pursuant to the World Heritage Convention 1972. The listing would have had the effect under the World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 (Cth) of enabling a proclamation to be issued by the Governor-General, which in turn would have prevented the applicants from carrying out mining activities under leases they held in the area. The listing was an act of Commonwealth executive power that, in itself, had no effect on rights and obligations.

As Wilcox J points out, the legislation in question did not authorise the listing.

> [T]here was no statutory provision at all relating to the nomination by Australia of properties for inclusion upon the World Heritage List. The World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 does not deal with this matter. Insofar as its operation depends upon properties being listed, that Act assumes that the property has been, or will be, listed *dehors* the Act.\(^{65}\)

As in *Neat*, the act of the executive in nominating the property was not limited or conditioned by the legislation that provided for the effect on rights and obligations. Because the listing, as an exercise of executive power, did not, in itself, give rise to any direct and immediate effect on rights and obligations Wilcox J did not consider that the listing was justiciable.

It is not clear whether the other judges in *Peko* would have decided the case on the basis of the effect on rights and obligations. Even Wilcox J himself goes further in identifying features of the decision that would have made judicial review of the decision inappropriate even if it had affected rights and obligations.\(^{66}\) He and the other judges emphasise the political nature of the decision, variously pointing to the complex, policentric nature of the decision\(^{67}\) and its similarity with entering into a treaty.\(^{68}\) However, as Gummow J in *Re Ditford* suggests,\(^{69}\) it is arguable that the primary reason for holding that the decision in *Peko* was not justiciable was the political nature of the sanctions involved in making the decision. As Sheppard J in *Peko* states: ‘The sanctions which bind [Cabinet] to act in accordance with the law and in a rational manner are political ones with the consequence that it would be inappropriate for the court to interfere with what it does.’\(^{70}\)
The non-justiciability of decisions involving political sanctions was avoided in *Hicks* through reference to Constitutional ‘restraints on and the extent and nature of the executive power’.\(^{71}\) The Constitution, it was argued, by providing for protection by the laws of Australia as ‘the counterpart of an allegiance owed by a resident’\(^{72}\) imposed a non-enforceable duty to protect against the punitive detention and prosecution of an Australian citizen in a ‘legal black hole’. This duty at least prevented the Australian government from relying on the protection of laws of another country where the offence was not subject to Australian laws. It was also argued that the Government was effectively permitting ‘the prosecution of an Australian citizen for a matter not known to Australian law’ contrary to the exclusive role of courts established under Chapter III of the Australian Constitution in imposing punitive detention.\(^{73}\)

As Tamberlin J acknowledged in *Hicks*: ‘[t]he modern law in relation to the meaning of “justiciable” and the extent to which the court will examine executive action in the area of foreign relations and Acts of State is far from settled, black-letter law’.\(^{74}\) Given the arguable imposition of duties in the exercise of executive power under section 61 of the Constitution his Honour was not prepared to strike out the application. In this way, Tamberlin J can be seen as acting consistently with the requirements for justiciability of private decisions discussed above, namely the reliance on limitations or obligations imposed through the public law source of authority. However, the nature of the Constitution as the source of those obligations highlights the role political sanctions may play in excluding justiciability – the separation of powers inherent in the Constitution brings with it the possibility that not all responsibilities placed on a non-justicial arm are enforceable by Chapter III courts.\(^{75}\) The mere identification of the Constitution as the source of executive authority does not in itself give rise to rights and obligations sufficient to subject the exercise of executive power to judicial review. The obligations and duties imposed on the executive must condition the exercise of executive power so as to give rise to a ‘matter’ and not be subject, as suggested above, to merely political sanction.

Relying on the political nature of the sanctions available to determine when a decision is non-justiciable is, of course, in some ways self-fulfilling and indeterminate. As Chris Finn has suggested, it is not clear what aspects of a decision remove it from judicial review so as to render political sanctions perhaps the only ones remaining.\(^{76}\) Questions of institutional competence relying on the unsuitability of the courts to
resolve policy or policentric issues are an unsatisfactory basis on which to exclude judicial review:

[to the extent that this is justified, it amounts to saying that there are no legal issues for a court to resolve, or no ‘justiciably manageable standards’ which can be discovered and applied to resolve the dispute. But this is to say no more and no less than simply that no ground of review can be made out.77

This criticism reflects the observations made above in relation to private decisions. If the application of public law standards to private decisions is based on the source of authority and the effect on rights and obligations, and those in turn depend on the existence of conditions or limits on the grant of authorisation, then the basis of those limitations has been required by the courts to be sourced from something other than the public law standards themselves. Therefore, if questions of justiciability are to be separated from issues of the application of the grounds of review or public law standards, an alternative basis for the removal of judicial review needs to be found.

4. Allocating responsibility?

Counsel for the applicant in Hicks put the basis for justiciability in the following terms, seemingly accepted by Tamberlin J: ‘The question for a Ch III court is whether the proceeding requires the extension of the court’s jurisdiction into areas political in nature such that it has no legal guidelines or criteria against which to make its determination.’78

This reference to legal criteria reflects a series of judicial statements describing the nature of Commonwealth judicial power. In Wilson v. Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs the joint judgment held that ‘[t]he function of the federal judicial branch is the quelling of justiciable controversies … This is discharged by ascertained of facts, application of legal criteria and the exercise, where appropriate, of judicial discretion.’79 Similarly, as suggested in Brandy v. Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission:

[An] important element which distinguishes a judicial decision is that it determines rights and duties and does so according to law. That is to say, it does so by the application of a pre-existing standard rather than by the formulation of policy or the exercise of an administrative discretion.80

The meaning of legal criteria was discussed in the High Court case of Thomas v. Mowbray,81 concerning the validity of a power given to
federal courts to issue an interim control order on bases including that the court was satisfied that the obligations, prohibitions and restrictions imposed by the order were ‘reasonably necessary, and reasonably appropriate and adapted, for the purpose of protecting the public from a terrorist act’.\textsuperscript{82} The various judgments refer to legal criteria as serving various objectives in separating the judicial task. It prevents delegating to courts ‘the essentially legislative task of determining “the content of a law as a rule of conduct or a declaration as to power, right or duty”’.\textsuperscript{83} Similarly, it precludes judicial determination of how best to achieve government policy without providing standards by which that achievement is to be assessed, particularly where, ‘federal courts are left with no practical choice except to act upon a view proffered by the Executive … [and so] the appearance of institutional impartiality and the maintenance of public confidence in the courts are both damaged’.\textsuperscript{84}

The need for ‘defined or defineable, ascertained or ascertainable’\textsuperscript{85} legal criteria therefore reflects both recognition of relative judicial competence or expertise, requiring criteria which are suitable for judicial determination and an assessment of relative political responsibility.\textsuperscript{86} It is arguably this later sense that Gummow J uses in \textit{Re Ditfort} in removing from the concept of a matter the consideration of undertakings and obligations depending entirely on political sanctions.\textsuperscript{87} The concept of justiciability can therefore be used by the courts as an aspect of the constitutional concept of a ‘matter’ and hence play a role in ascribing the responsibility of the different arms of government.

Kirby J referred to the allocation of responsibility in his dissent in \textit{Neat}. He argued that, in so far as private bodies exercise public power ‘under the Constitution, a Minister must be accountable to the Parliament in respect of such exercise. In turn, through the Parliament, the Minister, and the government of which he or she is part, are responsible to the electors’.\textsuperscript{88}

The possible absence of responsibility is thus used by Kirby J to argue that the decisions of AWB(I) in \textit{Neat} should be considered an exercise of public power, and hence the responsibility of the relevant Minister as well as being susceptible to judicial review. However, to the extent to which judicial review of private decisions reflects general notions of justiciability, it shares an alternative basis for the allocation of responsibility.

Kirby J’s view reflects a perceived need to subject all forms of public power to judicial scrutiny. However, that may not necessarily operate to hold the executive government to account through Parliament and
ultimately the electors. Justiciability’s resort to legal guidelines or criteria may instead reflect a concern that the executive is often empowered to act in situations where there may be few, if any, limitations on the exercise of discretion. By rendering decisions non-justiciable the courts avoid providing the executive with the ability to claim they are acting with the sanction of the courts when they are largely free of legal constraints. As Timothy Endicott suggests, ‘politicians should not be able to disclaim responsibility for such decisions on the ground that they are approved by or in the control of judges’. A finding of non-justiciability, therefore, means that the burden of justification for the decision remains with the executive. The consequences of the decision lie not with judicial determinations of validity but the view of the electorate. The removal from judicial review can be seen as placing even greater reliance on the notion of responsible government that Kirby J refers to.

As a consequence of this view, in the circumstances the subject of the Cole Inquiry, the non-justiciability of decisions by AWB and domestic enforcement of international obligations under the UN sanctions regime are arguably premised upon the executive’s political responsibility, if not for the actual breaches of UN sanctions but for establishing the conditions in which they occurred and which may have suggested a greater monitoring role. The instigation of UN sanctions has no direct domestic effect on rights and obligations since it does not impose obligations on private domestic bodies to comply with the sanctions in the absence of domestic legislation. Enforcement of those sanctions is likely to be non-justiciable in any Australian court. This would reflect a rejection by the courts of any role in determining how the international sanctions regime is to be implemented domestically. It is not for the courts to determine how international obligations are best satisfied. Responsibility for the enforcement of UN sanctions therefore rests solely on the executive arm of government until domestic obligations are implemented through legislation.

Similarly, the legislature placed reliance on the self-interested objectives of AWB and AWB(I) as private bodies in the operation of the wheat desk in order to meet the regulatory objective of protecting the interests of (largely) wheat-grower shareholders, something which the executives of AWB implicated in the inquiry claim was their sole objective. Even if AWB had remained under direct government control, the decision to enter into contracts and the terms of those contracts would likely be non-justiciable unless there were positive steps taken by the Government to require consideration of international obligations in
making such decisions. The private nature of the decision of AWB to enter into contracts in breach of the UN sanctions regime therefore can be argued to have placed the burden of ensuring compliance with any international obligations with the Government, something not considered in the Cole Inquiry to be within its terms of reference.

There remains considerable difficulty in determining when it is appropriate for the courts to, in effect, abdicate responsibility for a decision on the basis that it more appropriately resides in the executive. As the decisions in Neat and Peko suggest, one criterion is recourse to legislative authority as the basis for the implication of domestic rights and obligations. In both those cases, various judges accepted that direct legislative authorisation of the decisions in question would have made judicial review appropriate. This limits the role of the courts to enforcing legislative (or perhaps constitutional) limitations, with the protection of individual rights and interests only indirectly contributing to the identification of the content of the limitations. As the political implications from the circumstances leading to the Cole Inquiry are assessed, it remains to be seen whether the role of the courts can indeed be seen as ascribing political responsibility or merely abdicating the protection and enhancement of the responsibilities of the state from behind a veil of legislative interpretation.

In its response to the Cole Inquiry report the Australian Government acted on the three main relevant recommendations:

(1) placing greater emphasis on companies seeking to export or import goods subject to a United Nations sanctions regime to provide accurate and complete information by increasing the financial and criminal penalties involved, including holding individual officers to account;

(2) implementing legislation which criminalises conduct which breaches UN sanction regimes that Australia has agreed to; and

(3) giving power to obtain evidence and information for the purpose of securing compliance with UN sanctions to those agencies responsible for granting permits in relation to UN sanctions.91

Each of these can be seen to respond to the elements discussed in this paper. They act to overcome the non-justiciable elements of UN sanctions regime obligations by entrenching those obligations in Australian domestic law. The first and second response acknowledges the need for a self-interested body such as AWB to give consideration to the relationship between its conduct and the implementation of UN sanctions.
The third response acknowledges the obligations on the executive through administrative bodies to effectively enforce those obligations. Whether they reflect an acknowledgement of responsibility for the inadequate implementation of UN sanctions leading to the circumstances of the Cole Inquiry is more difficult to discern.
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AWB and oil for food: Some issues of accountability

RICHARD MULGAN

1. Introduction

The scandal surrounding the Australian Wheat Board’s (AWB’s) breaches of the UN Oil-for-Food Programme (OFFP) was played out globally across international and domestic fora. This chapter examines the affair from an accountability perspective, using it as a case study of the similarities and differences between domestic and international accountability regimes. While the understanding of accountability differs significantly between the domestic and international spheres, largely because of the comparative weakness of international political and legal institutions, underlying continuities in both the theory and the practice of accountability provide a basis for fruitful comparison. The AWB affair also illustrates the complex and multifarious nature of accountability structures, whereby being able to hold a particular agent to account for a particular action is often the product of a series of accountability processes by a variety of different individuals and institutions with different powers and incentives.

Finally, the AWB affair underscores the ambivalent nature of all such accountability crises. On the one hand, it demonstrates a failure of accountability. The domestic Australian Cole Inquiry and its international predecessor, the Volcker Inquiry, undoubtedly revealed serious accountability deficiencies in the administration and monitoring of the Iraq sanctions regime in general and the OFFP in particular. On the other hand, these inquiries themselves and the political pressures that gave rise to them provide an accountability success story. They helped to bring the facts to light and so provided impetus for establishing a more effective accountability structure. Every routine accountability procedure is a response to some former scandal or crisis. In historical retrospect, the OFFP may well be seen as the spur towards major improvements in government accountability, both domestically and internationally.
Accountability is a relationship of rights and obligation, where one party, the account-holder, has the right to require the other party, the accountor, to meet certain obligations. The obligations of accountability typically involve three stages or processes: reporting or informing (giving an account of past action), discussion and justification (questioning and providing reasons for action) and rectification (acceptance of remedies or sanctions as required by the account-holder). Accountability can be categorised into many different types, depending on the subject matter (e.g., financial or professional), the relative power of account-holder and accountor (vertical or horizontal), or the institutional mechanisms involved (e.g., legislative, political or legal). Some of these categories remain unsettled and contested. For instance, for the purpose of the present discussion, ‘legal accountability’ will be understood as accountability through a judicial or quasi-judicial process. This contrasts with more expansive definitions of legal accountability that link it to compliance with a rule, in contrast to the supposedly arbitrary nature of political accountability.

In the AWB affair, who was accountable (the accountors), and for what? A number of players held particular responsibilities for which they could be held accountable. One was AWB itself and its commercial offshoot, AWB International (AWB(I)), one of the many companies seeking to trade with Iraq and therefore under an obligation to observe the terms of the OFFP. The behaviour of AWB and AWB(I) and, in particular, the issues raised by its status as a commercial company (albeit a very recently privatised company) are well dealt with elsewhere in this collection. In this chapter, the focus is on the government agencies that were responsible for monitoring companies such as AWB(I) and for holding them to account. The main agencies to consider are the UN Secretariat, the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and the Wheat Export Authority (WEA).

2. International accountability: UN Secretariat

Primary responsibility for administering the OFFP lay with the UN Secretariat. Given that all exports to Iraq under the scheme required formal approval by the UN Secretariat through the Office of the Iraq Programme (OIP), the Secretariat was in an excellent position to monitor the programme and to require compliance from participating companies. In this respect the OFFP was easier for the UN to monitor than other sanctions regimes, including the main Iraq sanctions programme,
in that the OIP provided an obligatory check-point and potential veto-point for all trading initiatives.

AWB submitted details of its contracts to the UN customs officers in the OIP. Each contract was vetted first by a reviewing officer and then a checking officer. In 1999, when AWB submitted contracts that for the first time included references to the payment of a trucking fee in US dollars, the officials initially overlooked the offending clauses, neither of them appearing to notice the breach. When later questioned by Commissioner Cole, the Chief Customs Officer blamed the officers’ lack of training and the time pressure under which they were operating. Commissioner Cole adds another possible reason for their not querying AWB’s integrity – a sense of trust that AWB was a reputable firm that was unlikely to be breaking the sanctions regime. Certainly, the officers were impressed by AWB’s later rebuttal of Canadian accusations in 2000, to the extent of overlooking any apparent anomalies in the contracts. For the most part, however, the relevant staff at AWB took care not to inform the UN officers of any dubious dealings, keeping these details out of the contracts that were forwarded to the OIP. The clause explicitly referring to the trucking fee was subsequently replaced with a general statement giving AWB responsibility for providing transportation within Iraq. This statement was in fact false but was allowed by the UN, notwithstanding some misgivings from UN staff.

As the Volcker Inquiry’s report on the management of the OFFP makes clear, the overall administration of the programme was both incompetent and corrupt, revealing a major lack of robust administrative systems and professional integrity within the United Nations Secretariat. Even when one of the customs officers became suspicious about possible breaches and reported her suspicions to her superiors, no action was taken. Documented evidence of companies being asked to include kickbacks in contracts was reported to the Director of the Contracts Processing Section, Mr Farid Zarif, and to the head of the OIP, Mr Benon Sevan, to encourage action by the Secretariat. It appears that Mr Sevan drafted threatening letters to the Iraqi UN Ambassador and to his immediate superior, Deputy Secretary-General Frechette, but the letters were never sent. When the New York Times broke the scandal in March 2001, the OIP responded with an apparent tightening of its procedures but with no admission that breaches had actually been occurring and with little consequent effect. The new procedures seem designed to give the appearance of enforcement but without any effective commitment to prevent breach.
What is more, the Secretariat was unwilling to report any problems to its political masters on the Security Council. Responsibility for oversight of the programme lay with the 661 Committee of the Security Council (named for the original Security Council resolution authorising the Iraq sanctions regime). On a number of occasions in 2000 and 2001, members of the 661 Committee, voicing complaints from companies in their respective countries, raised the issue of whether the Iraqi Government was demanding kickbacks from companies engaging in trade under the OFFP. The US representative took the lead but concerns were also raised by the representatives of the Governments of France, the UK and Norway. In response, Mr Zarif, the Director of the Contracts Processing Section said that ‘OIP had received no formal complaints from any permanent or observer mission in that regard’. Later requests for reports were met with a similar response that the OIP had no information regarding any kickbacks. Clearly, the senior members of the Secretariat were determined to conceal relevant information from members of the committee.

The performance of the UN Secretariat and, in particular, its OIP was seriously deficient, which raises questions about the accountability processes to which it was subject. How was such maladministration allowed to occur? Being a government bureaucracy, like certain other international agencies such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, the UN Secretariat is designed on standard Weberian lines.

In standard Weberian bureaucracies, the accountability of individual government bureaucrats is centred most immediately around a number of mechanisms which directly impinge on their day-to-day activities: hierarchical accountability to superiors through the internal chain of command; auditing to auditors and inspectors, both internally and externally; and professional accountability to peers and colleagues through formal and informal networks of communication and ethical reinforcement.

The OFFP illustrated weaknesses in the UN Secretariat in each of these mechanisms. The chain of command failed at key points, thereby frustrating the reverse chain of upwards accountability. Internal audit and monitoring systems were not equal to the task of holding the bureaucracy accountable for compliance with policy decisions. Though the OIP was seriously understaffed and though some individual bureaucrats clearly acted from the highest professional standards, organisational culture appears to have been too tolerant of negligent or corrupt behaviour within the Secretariat.
The main reason for these failures lies in the weakness or absence of other, external mechanisms of bureaucratic accountability which, in functioning domestic bureaucracies, help to underpin the immediate, day-to-day accountability structures. One such mechanism is political accountability exercised through a united and effective executive leadership. Discussions of political accountability in international bureaucratic organisations often concentrate on the democratic deficit. Certainly, the absence of a directly elected world government means that international organisations are not democratically accountable through their elected representatives to the population they serve. However, more important than the lack of ultimate democratic accountability to the citizens of the world is a weakness in an earlier link in this chain, namely that between the political leadership of the UN in the Security Council and the Secretariat. An effective rule-based bureaucracy depends on clear lines of command, with policy direction and rule-setting coming from the top, allowing for unimpeded application of rules lower down.

However, the Security Council is deeply divided politically and rarely speaks with the degree of unity that would give the Secretariat a clear political mandate for which to be accountable. As Kevin Boreham points out, the highly politicised environment of the United Nations is also allowed to permeate much of the Secretariat. Unlike the rule-based professional bureaucracy of Weberian theory, the Secretariat is not able to quarantine its administrative functions from the conflicting pressures of its political masters. The full separation of administration from policy is impossible (and logically incoherent) but the distinction can serve as a useful myth to prevent unduly partisan or corrupt interference with administrative decision-making, particularly where integrity of process is an important value, as with the approval of contracts. Here, the problem is not so much insufficient political accountability as too much political accountability of the wrong sort. The problem for the UN Secretariat in this respect is less an absence of a democratic mandate as the lack of any clear political mandate at all.

Another major impediment to accountability, well documented elsewhere in this volume, is the lack of legal accountability due to the weak legal regime in which the UN Secretariat operates. If a domestic bureaucracy had been in charge of the OFFP, legal challenges, either criminal or civil, would have quickly followed up the suggestions of impropriety in the handling of contracts. In spite of the steady development of international law and legal standards, many international organisations, including the UN, are not subject to full legal accountability through an
effective judicial process backed by enforceable sanctions. Internal audit and inspection processes cannot work in a legal vacuum but need reliable judicial back-up to deal with the most serious cases. Again, this deficiency is more important than any democratic deficit. The rule of law or *rechtsstaat*, of which a properly functioning government bureaucracy is an essential component, can flourish without democracy (and indeed, historically, preceded most of the world’s stable democracies). But without legal oversight and accountability, a rule-based bureaucracy cannot be expected to maintain high standards of legality and due process.

In addition to the deficiencies in political and legal accountability, the UN Secretariat also lacks a consistently professional support base among the many bureaucracies that contribute to it. Criticism of the Secretariat’s performance among developed countries naturally tends to assume standards of professionalism set by well-established domestic bureaucracies in effectively functioning states. But, from an international perspective, such bureaucracies are more the exception than the norm. The difficulties experienced within the UN Secretariat are not in principle very different from those of many domestic bureaucracies around the world, particularly those that are dependent on large degrees of external aid and have strong incentives to siphon off development funds or turn a blind eye on those who do. In this respect, the behaviour of UN bureaucrats may simply reflect the expectations and priorities of bureaucrats in most of the member states. Bureaucrats drawn from countries where governance is weak do not come with the same acculturation (or long-term material prospects and incentives) as those from developed democracies. It therefore becomes much harder to establish a strong culture of professionalism and integrity within the UN Secretariat.

The lack of effective accountability within the UN Secretariat has long been recognised and a number of improvements have been introduced. For instance the Office of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS) was established in 1994 on the model of independent inspectors, a feature of the United States and some other bureaucracies. However, this office failed to achieve sufficient independence and resolve, turning its compliance checks into largely ineffective formalities. More than a decade on, the Volcker Inquiry found that auditing processes were still seriously deficient and recommended major changes in this area as matter of urgency.

Other accountability initiatives include the various ad hoc commissions and committees charged with monitoring UN activities, such as the ‘expert’ bodies supervising various sanction regimes. These bodies are performing functions similar to government audit offices in the domestic
sphere which are increasingly extending their oversight beyond traditional financial and compliance audits to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of government programmes. As Farrall points out, these expert bodies suffer from some of the same persistent weaknesses of the UN, such as conflicts over policy direction and lack of professionalism. In the wake of the Volcker Inquiry, and at the urging of retiring Secretary-General Kofi Annan, the UN is contemplating another round of significant internal reform. But, without strong external encouragement from member governments, it is unrealistic to look for major improvements in the levels of accountability.

3. Domestic accountability: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the Wheat Export Authority

Apart from the UN Secretariat itself, two domestic Australian government agencies, DFAT and the WEA, could be also held accountable for not adequately monitoring the actions of AWB.

3.1 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

DFAT had general oversight over Australia’s observance of the Iraq sanctions regime. Moreover, its formal approval for individual sales contracts was required under the Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations. Under these regulations, exports to Iraq were prohibited unless the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade was ‘satisfied that permitting the exportation trade [would] not infringe the international obligations of Australia’. In practice, the Department gave the Minister’s approval on notification that the exportation had been approved by the UN OIP as being consistent with the OFFP. There was no attempt to conduct any independent inquiry into whether the trade breached the sanctions regime.

On the face of it, deferring to the UN’s judgment seems reasonable. After all, the UN OIP was set up to monitor the programme and would therefore be in the best position to declare whether any particular trading deal was in accordance with UN rules, and therefore with Australia’s international obligations. In practice, as has now become evident, officers in the UN OIP were encouraged to grant approval by the fact that the Australian authorities were raising no objection, a classic instance of mutual buck-passing leading to an accountability failure.
On one occasion, DFAT did give independent, formal approval to AWB’s use of a Jordanian trucking company to ease apparent transport difficulties. In 2000, AWB wrote to DFAT saying that they were experiencing delays and therefore extra port charges because of transportation problems at the discharge port. It sought DFAT’s approval to enter into negotiations with a Jordanian trucking company to alleviate the problem. As Commissioner Cole observes, the request from AWB was clearly deceitful and gave no hint of the real reason behind the use of the Jordanian trucking company. The DFAT reply, written on behalf of DFAT by Ms Drake-Brockman, saw no objection from an ‘international legal perspective’ to discussion with Jordanian trucking companies, a not unreasonable reply, taking AWB’s request at its face value. AWB was then able to use the letter as evidence of DFAT’s support for its improper payments to Alia, a Jordanian-based company responsible for funneling funds to the Iraqi government in breach of the sanctions regime.

On the assumption that the UN OIP and AWB, with their much more specialised resources, were acting with propriety, DFAT’s approach was sensible. However, in hindsight, the charge can be levelled that trust was too readily bestowed. As the Volcker Inquiry makes clear, rumours about corruption in the Programme were rife in New York and elsewhere over several years and must have been noted by DFAT officials, quite apart from any queries raised specifically about AWB by trading competitors such as the Canadians. The integrity of the UN approval process must therefore have been open to serious question. Reliance on the honesty of AWB in such a context seems either naive or willfully negligent.

True, DFAT did not have either the resources or the legal powers to conduct a major audit of AWB’s commercial activities. Perhaps also, DFAT officials were misled by misplaced trust in the integrity of internal processes at AWB. Though AWB was at this time operating as a privatised company, its change of status from statutory authority to commercial company was very recent and public servants may have assumed their ‘opposite numbers’ at AWB would still be bound by public service procedures and expectations of integrity. Even so, DFAT officials could have done more to question AWB’s assurances and, at least, to conduct some low-level, independent inquiries. When rumours of possible breaches by AWB were reported back to Canberra as early as 2000, senior officials could have alerted ministers and prompted more vigorous inquiries. The suspicion must remain that ignorance of any wrong-doing...
suited the government’s position. Substantial wheat exports were safeguarded and a powerful domestic political constituency left undisturbed. So long as formal compliance with the UN sanctions regime was seen to be maintained, members of the government perhaps had no incentive to inquire further.

Whether public servants deliberately turned a blind eye to the possibility that AWB might be paying kickbacks, or whether they complacently and negligently refused to believe unfounded rumours remains unclear. Commissioner Cole himself attributed the officials’ negligence to trust in AWB’s integrity and their support for Australia’s economic and political interests. Perhaps surprisingly, he found it difficult to see what possible motive DFAT might have for deliberately turning a blind eye, presumably on the ground that the risk to the country’s reputation from such illegality would have been too great. He does not entertain the possibility that DFAT officials might have been prepared to take such a risk, confident that the government had sufficiently distanced itself from any complicity and hopeful that any potential transgressions from AWB might never see the light of day.

Whatever the officials’ motivation, there can be little doubt that their inaction did not meet with disapproval higher up. How else can one explain the fact that ministers never publicly repudiated the Department’s actions or rebuked officials for failing to report about AWB’s possible breaches of the sanctions regime? DFAT officials either deliberately sensed that zealous monitoring would be politically unwelcome to their superiors or else, in good faith, failed to monitor with sufficient thoroughness, with the unintended, serendipitous consequence that they continued to protect the wheat trade as their political masters would have wanted. The full truth about the AWB affair will not emerge until more records become available and key players are free to speak out. In the meantime, whether official ignorance was deliberate or negligent (‘conspiracy’ or ‘cock-up’), DFAT certainly failed in its duty to monitor compliance by Australian companies.

The AWB affair not only provides an example of DFAT’s failure to hold a company accountable for respecting a UN sanctions regime, but also highlights weaknesses in the capacity of Australian political institutions to hold government departments to account. The Cole Inquiry itself was able to exact some accountability from ministers and officials but it was limited by its terms of reference, which were deliberately designed by the Government to concentrate on AWB’s possible wrongdoing, with the Government’s activities incidental to this main focus.
Moreover, the mechanism of a commission of inquiry is inherently ad hoc and does not provide a regular process for scrutinising a department.

The main avenue by which government departments are accountable to the public is through Parliament, particularly through the convention of ministerial responsibility. Ministerial responsibility requires ministers to take managerial responsibility for all actions taken in their departments, in the sense of providing answers to requests for information, justifying departmental decisions and, where necessary, imposing remedies or sanctions. According to deep-seated (and mistaken) popular mythology, ministerial responsibility also requires ministers to resign for departmental failures, even when they are not personally to blame. However, ministers never resign for such acts of ‘vicarious responsibility’ but only for acts where they are personally at fault, particularly for misleading Parliament.33

For this reason, the government’s political opponents, who are naturally intent on snaring a ministerial scalp, expend most of their efforts on trying to catch ministers out in deliberate lies to Parliament. In response, ministers, with the help of their close advisers and senior officials, pay great attention to making sure that they cannot be caught out in a deliberate deceit. Information about potentially embarrassing issues may be deliberately suppressed or not formally passed on to ministers, to preserve the fiction of ‘plausible deniability’. In the meantime, more important matters of collective departmental failure may become neglected.

The AWB affair provides an excellent example of this skewed focus in the practice of ministerial responsibility. In investigating the role of the government in approving wheat contracts under the OFFP, the key accountability issue should have been whether, and if so why, the government as a whole, in particular DFAT, had failed in its obligations to the UN sanctions regime. However, the opposition spokesman, Kevin Rudd, did not press ministers on the collective failure over which they had presided but only on their personal knowledge of it. The parliamentary opposition was desperate to find proof of a minister directly involved in deceit, though it was always unlikely that any unambiguous evidence existed. Otherwise why would the government have established the inquiry in the first place? Thus, most of the political controversy and media commentary surrounding the Cole Inquiry centred on the issue of government knowledge and potential cover-up. Who knew about AWBI’s transgressions, and when?

The concentration on ministerial involvement also suited the government. When Commissioner Cole exonerated ministers from any direct personal knowledge of the kickbacks, the Prime Minister was able to say
that the government was acquitted of any wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{34} He and the Foreign Minister, Alexander Downer, thus rejected any collective responsibility for failure by the government as a whole and refused to accept that there was any case for them to answer. Such apparent insouciance suited the government’s deep ambivalence over whether the officials’ unwillingness to look too closely into AWB’s affairs had actually been against government policy and not a justifiable risk that had unfortunately been exposed. Again, whatever the actual motivation, Parliament and the public were short-changed in their rights to hold DFAT to account.

The other major mechanism of parliamentary accountability is through the Senate committee system where ministers and public servants can be questioned on their actions. However, while the Cole Inquiry was current, ministers refused to answer questions on the AWB affair, using the excuse that these matters were supposedly \textit{sub judice}, and imposed the same ban on their officials. After the Cole report was published, as part of the regular estimates inquiries, the Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Committee explored a number of issues raised by the Cole Inquiry with DFAT officials, including any changes to procedures that had been brought in response to the inquiry.\textsuperscript{35} DFAT officials argued that, because Commissioner Cole had excused them from deliberate wrongdoing over the monitoring of AWB contracts, their actions were not open to criticism, a position rightly contested by opposition senators. Officials took the same narrow view of their responsibility as their ministers had done, mistaking lack of documented evidence of intentional wrongdoing for complete exoneration over any institutional failure. A full Senate inquiry into the AWB affair would undoubtedly have been held if the non-government parties had held a majority in the Senate, as has been the norm for the last half-century. Unfortunately, however, the government was able to use its Senate majority to block any further investigation.

\subsection*{3.2 Wheat Export Authority}

Another government agency charged with monitoring AWB, especially the trading company AWB(I), was the WEA. The role of this statutory body is fully discussed elsewhere in this volume.\textsuperscript{36} Certainly, the WEA failed to monitor AWB(I)’s activities effectively. But it is unclear whether the failure was due to its own negligence or whether the reason lay more in the WEA’s limited functions and powers. According to Commissioner Cole,\textsuperscript{37} the authority should have taken a broad view of its obligations
and should have required that wheat exports be conducted according to proper standards of commercial conduct. The WEA itself has strongly rejected this criticism, arguing that its role has been ‘to monitor management of the single desk in the interest of growers’ and that it ‘does not have an auditing role’ or any obligation to monitor for proper commercial conduct.\

Certainly, the WEA was never envisaged as exercising a strongly independent role. Unusually for a regulator of a publicly guaranteed monopoly, its main focus was not on protecting consumers from price-gouging by a monopoly supplier but rather on safeguarding the rights of the monopoly supplier to extract maximum profit from the (overseas) market. However, even taking a strict focus on the export trade and the interests of growers, these objectives have been adversely affected by AWB’s actions (or, more strictly, the exposure of its actions). It can therefore be argued that, by taking no interest in how AWB conducted its business, the WEA did fail in its regulatory mission.

In terms of being held accountable for its conduct, the WEA has certainly been subject to unexpected and unwelcome publicity. Belonging to a tightly knit and politically influential group of farming insiders, the members of WEA would have assumed that their activities would proceed smoothly and without public controversy. The Cole Inquiry provided an abrupt lesson in public transparency. Rigorous questioning at several hearings by the relevant Senate Committee followed. WEA executives, not being departmental officials under ministerial direction, could not hide behind any executive ban on public comment. However, the fact that eventual Senate scrutiny had to be prompted by findings from the Volcker and then Cole Inquiries, which were ad hoc and obviously exceptional, underlines the relative impotence of Parliament’s routine oversight of regulatory authorities such as the WEA.

4. Conclusion: Accountability across and between domestic and international spheres

Overall then, a number of accountability failures by government agencies can be identified in the AWB affair, both internationally within the UN Secretariat and domestically within DFAT and the WEA. All fell short in their obligations to monitor the activities of companies trading with Iraq under the OFFP. These failures, in turn, illustrate certain structural weaknesses in the mechanisms by which the government agencies themselves were accountable for performing their accountability functions.
The general effectiveness of accountability regimes depends critically on the extent to which agencies charged with holding others to account are themselves held to account. Through such chains or cycles of *compounded accountability*, every institution should be accountable to at least one other body and no institution or office-holder should be beyond scrutiny. Ideally, no guardian should be left unguarded.

The main accountability deficiencies in the UN Secretariat were a continuing lack of appropriate political direction and judicial sanctions. In the case of DFAT, the external mechanisms of executive accountability through ministerial responsibility and legislative inquiry were insufficient to uncover and scrutinise questionable actions by individual officials, leaving unresolved the issue of whether the government condoned AWB’s breaches of the sanctions regime in the interest of protecting wheat exports. The WEA’s ineffectiveness was largely due to the limitations in its governing legislation, though some weaknesses could also be identified in the capacity of Parliament to subject it to regular scrutiny.

However, the AWB affair does not yield totally negative conclusions about accountability. After all, most of the main culprits were eventually exposed (if not fully punished) and a strong stimulus has been given to improving accountability regimes for the future. In retrospect, the Volcker and Cole Inquiries may prove to have been key events which led to significant administrative and legal reform.

The positive aspects of the affair exemplify the complexity and multiplicity of accountability relationships faced by all organisations. Any organisation, whether public or private, whether operating democratically or internationally, is subject to a wide range of accountability obligations from different accountability agencies and channels. Some of these accountability mechanisms are highly specific, in both what they may investigate and how they may proceed. Consider, for instance, a judicial inquiry, like the Cole Inquiry, limited by its strict terms of reference and rules of judicial procedure. Other processes, such as performance audit or legislative inquiry, are more open-ended in the issues they may pursue but are still grounded in, and derive their legitimacy from, a specific institutional framework. At the other extreme, some accountability mechanisms are very fluid and unstructured, for instance the media investigations and political dialogue that surrounded the abuses of the OFFP, or the public debate arising from the daily revelations at the Cole Inquiry.

Again, some accountability mechanisms can contribute only to the initial stages of accountability – the provision of information and public
discussion – without bringing the final element of rectification in the case of mistakes or faults. The two key reports, first the Volcker report to the UN Security Council and then the Cole report itself, are in this category. They provided the essential element of transparency but they could not bring the closure of remedial action. For that, agencies are needed with the power to act, examples of which include: the federal executive branch of government, which can initiate legislative changes to the powers of AWB; the court system, which may bring criminal charges; and the legislative branch, which can force system-wide changes. Alternatively, the pressure of public opinion and the shaming effects of adverse publicity on reputation will sometimes be sufficient to make organisations impose their own remedies. Under the leadership of successive Secretaries-General, the UN Secretariat has embarked on its own programme of internal reform in response to the Volcker recommendations. Similarly, DFAT has agreed to tighten up procedures for monitoring sanctions regimes.

The AWB affair provides a good example of how multiple accountability channels can complement and assist each other in bringing an organisation to account. The process began with rumours of corruption within the UN Secretariat, which were seized on by critics of the UN in general and of the Secretary-General in particular. This led the Secretary-General to establish the Volcker Inquiry, as a political response, partly to limit reputational damage to the UN. The resulting report, taken up by Australia’s trading competitors in the international wheat market, put political pressure on the Australian government to set up an inquiry into the activities of AWB. The hearings and report of the Cole Inquiry brought new matters to light and gave a further boost to the accountability process. Nor is the chain of events yet over, with impending criminal charges against AWB executives and board members.

A number of elements combined to make this an ultimately successful if belated accountability story. One was political pressure, first on the UN Secretariat and then on the Australian government. The effectiveness of this pressure depended on two further factors. In the first place, hostile critics engaged in adversarial politics with a vested interest in getting dirt on AWB, both internationally and domestically. This arena of political contest crossed national frontiers and included a range of interested parties, not only political players, such as the Canadian government and the Australian parliamentary opposition, but also AWB’s commercial rivals, both overseas and at home. The second, interrelated factor was a system of free media, operating both internationally and domestically,
which sustained political debate, allowing the scandalous accusations to be aired and building up pressure on governments and the UN itself. For the most part the media played an intermediary role, relaying information and comment from key actors. On occasion, however, particular media outlets such as The New York Times and The Australian took the lead, conducting and publishing their own investigations.

The final necessary ingredient was the susceptibility of the major government institutions involved, both the UN Secretariat and the Australian government, to reputational pressure. Neither could be constitutionally compelled to act in response to public criticism. Nonetheless, each chose to defuse the political pressure by instituting credible, independent inquiries that had the power to discover evidence and report in an unbiased fashion.

Many aspects of this process, particularly media reporting and accompanying political pressure, readily straddled both the domestic and international spheres, as did the activities of AWB itself and other international traders. Government leaders and diplomatic officials engaged in discussions with overseas counterparts while also answering criticisms from political opponents at home. Media communication followed in the wake of political dialogue, moving seamlessly across national boundaries and between the domestic and international arenas. While each of the institutional players, including the UN, the US Congress, the Australian Government, the WEA and the Cole Inquiry, was constitutionally anchored in a particular jurisdiction, their actions responded to information and pressure which ignored jurisdictional boundaries. This illustrates how informal cross-jurisdictional networks of communication help to globalise the accountability structure, even though no single, formal institution has a global accountability warrant.42

Such a pluralist framework, with different institutions making different, complementary contributions to an eventual accountability outcome, is not unique to cross-national activities, such as the AWB’s trading with Iraq. It is also familiar in domestic politics, where, for instance, an issue may start with a parliamentary committee, move to the media, then to question time in Parliament before being answered by the relevant government minister who will then impose a remedy. Admittedly, all these accountability relationships occur within the one constitutional jurisdiction, but the various avenues of accountability still act more or less independently and are not necessarily confined within the one jurisdiction. Federal systems, such as Australia, make
the accountability picture more complex by allowing cross-jurisdictional accountability systems, where a given organisation or activity can be held accountable by different levels of government, even when no one level has final jurisdiction. An international dimension simply provides further complexity by adding yet another level of government.

Global accountability requires holding to account individuals and organisations that operate transnationally in both domestic and international arenas, and involves a plurality of different mechanisms. Some of these mechanisms, such as policy dialogue, political pressure and media reporting, can cross borders as easily, if not more easily, than commercial companies or individuals themselves. Others are inevitably more constrained in scope, particularly those involving governmental and legal institutions grounded in a particular, constitutionally defined jurisdiction. The AWB affair, though exemplifying the potential for different mechanisms to combine effectively, has also highlighted the weakness of some particular elements, particularly government agencies. Official bureaucratic organisations such as the UN Secretariat and the Australian DFAT were seen to have fallen short in their accountability obligations. In turn, deficiencies emerged in the mechanisms by which these agencies were themselves held to account, particularly the absence of strong political direction and judicial back-up in the United Nations and the weakness of domestic parliamentary accountability, particularly when government parties control both houses of Parliament.
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PART VII

Parallel case studies
1. Introduction

Controlling the spread of defence technology is a serious issue for the prospects of peace throughout the world, and for preventing abuses of human rights. Export regulations, which determine who will and who will not have access to defence technology, are a necessary part – but only a part – of that exercise in control.\(^1\) Equally, the principle of non-discrimination is a human right that underpins core human rights instruments. Since September 11, 2001 these two fundamental considerations – security and non-discrimination – have been in relentless tension.

On a mild winter’s day in 2003, that tension was played out in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, where the Anti-Discrimination Tribunal was asked to balance competing claims of national security and non-discrimination.\(^2\) Curiously, the national security at issue was that of the US, not of Australia. In the period since, similar scenes have played out in tribunal rooms and government offices around Australia.

These tribunal proceedings are ostensibly a private matter, where employers seek an exemption from the operation of anti-discrimination legislation to allow them to discriminate not in favour of a minority, as a special measure or affirmative action, but against people’s interests, on the basis of their nationality. The employers seek the exemptions because US defence export regulations require an Australian importer of defence technology to engage in unlawful discrimination by singling out workers on the basis of their nationality.

The tribunal decisions demonstrate the difficulty of separating the national from the international and the public from the private, having to reconcile the competing claims of the US’s security interests, the private conduct of Australian companies, the integrity of Australia’s anti-discrimination laws and, by extension, Australia’s obligation to comply with international human rights treaties.
In this chapter, I first give an overview of the history and purpose of the US International Traffic in Arms Regulations (the ITAR). I explain how they achieve extra-territorial reach through what I call a ‘mandatory discrimination clause’ in defence export contracts, which relies on a person’s nationality to assess the risk posed to US national security. After noting the unsuccessful challenges that have been made against the ITAR in the US, I describe the Australian context within which the ITAR mandatory discrimination clause has effect.

Specifically, I describe the anti-discrimination laws in Australia that prevent employers from doing exactly what the ITAR mandatory discrimination clause requires: discriminating against employees on the ground of their nationality. I analyse the impossible situation this puts both employers and the discrimination tribunals in, and the way in which the tribunals have exempted employers from compliance with Australia’s comprehensive – and internationally compliant – anti-discrimination laws.

Finally, I consider the extent to which the US is accountable under international human rights instruments for the discriminatory effect of the ITAR, and contrast this with the way in which Australia is put in breach of its international human rights obligations as a result of the ITAR’s effect on its domestic law.

I conclude that the ITAR are a heavy-handed means of addressing real security concerns, and that there are preferable alternatives available that do not cause Australia, or indeed any other affected country, to breach its non-discrimination obligations under international law.

2. World peace and US security

The ITAR are export regulations, promulgated under the US Arms Export Control Act, which authorise the US President to control the export from, and import into, the US of ‘defense articles and services … in furtherance of world peace and the security and foreign policy of the United States’. The President’s authority has been delegated to the Secretary of State, and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 22 – Foreign Relations, Chapter I, Subchapter M implements that delegated authority and sets out the ITAR. Consistently with the President’s authority, the ITAR are applied to protect, or in furtherance of, ‘world peace, or the national security or the foreign policy of the United States’.

The slip from the US Code’s ‘world peace and the security of the United States’ to the ITAR’s ‘world peace or the security of the United
States’ is significant. While the use of the conjunctive ‘and’ in the US Code makes world peace and US security joint criteria for the President’s exercise of authority, the use of the disjunctive ‘or’ in the ITAR makes world peace and US security alternative criteria for the operation of the ITAR.

3. The global reach of the ITAR

The ITAR are concerned with ‘technical data’, ‘defense articles’, and the provision of ‘defense service[s]’. The ITAR define each of these in some detail,7 and this chapter refers to them collectively as ‘defence-related material’. The overall effect of the ITAR is to prohibit the transfer of defence-related material to people other than US nationals. This statement of effect is deceptively simple, based on the best sense that can be made of provisions that are notoriously difficult to comprehend;8 dating from the period after World War II,9 the ITAR have been described as ‘particularly onerous’,10 ‘arcane’,11 ‘complex’ and ‘at times internally inconsistent’.12 Their complexity has challenged even the US Department of State, which oversees the ITAR through its Defense Trade Advisory Group (DTAG).13

While ‘export’ is given its usual meaning of ‘sending or taking’ a defence article out of the US,14 its meaning is broadened to include ‘disclosing (including oral or visual disclosure) or transferring technical data to a foreign person, whether in the United States or abroad’.15 By using the phrase ‘or abroad’ the ITAR purport to regulate disclosure and transfer of technical data not only in the US, but anywhere in the world. Transfer and disclosure are not necessary to constitute export; the mere transfer of technical data is sufficient, without any actual disclosure; it is likely that sending an email to a foreign person constitutes a transfer – and therefore an ‘export’ – without the recipient reading the email, let alone opening any attachment.16

Although the ITAR do not have direct effect over a non-US person in jurisdictions outside the US,17 they achieve extraterritorial operation by the simple device of incorporation within export contracts. The ITAR require the export of defence-related material to be pursuant to a prescribed manufacturing license agreement18 or technical assistance agreement.19 US exporters and corresponding non-US importers are bound by the ITAR-prescribed terms of these agreements, even after termination.20

Significantly, the ITAR require the agreements to prohibit defence-related material from being ‘transferred to a person in a third country or
to a national of a third country except as specifically authorised in this agreement unless the prior written approval of the Department of State has been obtained.21 This mandatory discrimination clause incorporates the US’s national security concerns into the terms of ITAR-regulated agreements, and brings those security concerns into direct conflict with another state’s human rights obligations and extensive anti-discrimination laws.

If imported defence-related material is disclosed to a ‘national of a third country’ in breach of the mandatory discrimination clause and without prior written approval, the importer (in, say, Australia) is in breach of the contract and, under the ITAR, faces blacklisting by the US State Department for purposes of future trade.22 In addition, the importer’s conduct will place its US export partner in direct breach of the ITAR, exposing it to considerable penalties: a fine of up to US$1 million and imprisonment for up to 10 years or both,23 as well as seizure and forfeiture, and disbarment from future export activity.24 The US State Department ‘routinely charges multiple violations’25 In March 2006 The Boeing Company and L-3 Communications ‘agreed to pay civil penalties of US$15 million and $7 million respectively’ in settlement of alleged non-compliance with the ITAR,26 and in March 2007 the ITT Corporation agreed to pay a US$100 million penalty and to plead guilty to the export of secret military data in violation of the ITAR.27

This imposition of US national security objectives on private actors (US exporters and foreign importers) has parallels with the way the UN out-sources enforcement of its security concerns to individual states through international sanctions, a discussion of which can be found in several chapters in this volume. Indeed, concerns about the extraordinary reach of controls such as the ITAR have been equated with concerns expressed about the extra-territorial operation of US sanctions legislation such as the Trading With the Enemy Act,28 and the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act and Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (Libertad) Act.29

It is arguable that the ITAR are achieving what the US would otherwise have to do through the protective principle under international law, which would allow it to exercise jurisdiction over non-US persons in foreign countries whose conduct threatens US security.30 The ITAR are, however, a much more straightforward mechanism for the US to achieve its ends.

4. The central concept of ‘nationality’ in the ITAR

The term ‘national of a third country’ is at the heart of the ITAR. The term is undefined in the ITAR, but it is probably correct to say that ‘in
the context of an agreement which provides for the export of information from the United States and Australia, [“a third country”] must be a reference to a country other than the United States or Australia. The harder task is to give meaning to the word ‘national’ as the term is used in the ITAR.

The ITAR very deliberately use the word ‘national’, not ‘citizen’, reflecting a distinction in international law which ‘places significance on the legal status of nationality … [because] nationality secures rights for the individual by linking her to the state.’ Citing Nottebohm (Liechtenstein v. Guatemala) Rubenstein says that ‘[i]ntegral to the modern concept of nationality is … “the individual’s genuine connection with the State” [which] involves “a social fact of attachment, a genuine connection of existence, interests and sentiments, together with the existence of reciprocal rights and duties”’. Expressed this way, a person’s nationality – properly understood – is much more relevant to the concerns of the ITAR than a person’s citizenship, a conferred status concerned principally with ‘the national domestic context’.

Although Legomsky observes that nationals are usually citizens, and that the terms effectively become interchangeable, the ITAR’s current wording takes advantage of a real technical difference between the two.

Because a person’s nationality is a ‘social fact of attachment’, it cannot be confidently inferred merely from place of birth or upbringing. But the ITAR do not respect this refined idea of ‘nationality’. Rather, they treat national origin (place of birth) as indicator enough of nationality, and a person who was born in a state other than the US is treated simply as a ‘national’ of that other state. The ITAR use ‘nationality-by-national-origin’ as a crude proxy for national allegiance, and a person who is not a US national is presumptively a risk to US security.

Thinking of nationality in this way, the reasoning that underpins the ITAR becomes clear: the threat that a person poses to US security can be inferred from their nationality. The ITAR equate ‘national’ of another country with ‘foreign person’, and ‘foreign person’ is, effectively, not a US person. The ITAR are suspicious of any person who is not a US person, and use the idea of ‘nationality’ as a means of assessing that person’s security status.

Objections to the reasoning behind the ITAR have been strongly worded; the Northern Territory Anti-Discrimination Commissioner said it is ‘fatuous to presume that people of a particular racial background behave in a predictable way’, and Donald Kennedy asked rhetorically ‘[s]uppose your [research] collaborator was born in Iran, left in 1972
while the Shah was still in charge, and has lived as a British citizen ever since. He’s a security risk? Give us a break.\textsuperscript{40} Kennedy’s supposition is fact: a defence worker in Australia was born in Vietnam, adopted by an Australian family as a child, educated in Australia and cleared to a high-security level for the Australian Air Force, but because of the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause he lost his job. Another defence worker in Australia, born of Greek parents in a plane as it flew across Sudan, had his job changed and was badged according to his nationality\textsuperscript{41} because under the ITAR he was treated as being Sudanese.\textsuperscript{42}

By equating nationality with country of birth, and using that idea of nationality as an indicator of security risk, the ITAR avoid having to assess the allegiance of the employees of the non-US importer. Requiring that all staff be subject to security clearances, even of a prescribed type, could reasonably ensure the security of defence-related material without making a simplistic and crude equation between nationality and national allegiance.

The effect of the ITAR is that Australian companies who import defence-related material from the US can transfer that material only to persons who are Australian nationals,\textsuperscript{43} although under a 2007 agreement between Australia and the US, most Australian dual citizens are recognised as Australian nationals for the purposes of the ITAR, in some circumstances.\textsuperscript{44} Even so, Australia has a population with a high proportion of recently arrived migrants, none of whom is required to become an Australian citizen. As illustrated above, many in the Australian workforce are ‘nationals of a third country’ when assessed by reference to their place of birth, and are excluded by the ITAR from carrying out their normal duties in defence manufacturing without any assessment of the actual risk they pose to US security.

The US knows that the ITAR require discriminatory conduct in foreign jurisdictions, but is unmoved; DTAG minutes repeatedly record the fact that ITAR requires discriminatory conduct in other countries.\textsuperscript{45}

5. Challenges to the ITAR

For US business, the ITAR are a regulatory obstacle. Businesses can ‘routinely calculate their compliance program’s potential vulnerabilities as technology evolves. [They can] minimise the risk of inadvertent transfers of sensitive data without compromising research and development flexibility if they tag data that has commercial value and legal sensitivity, and control it accordingly.’\textsuperscript{46} Within the US, challenges to
the validity of export controls such as the ITAR have come not from business, but from universities.

Universities are vulnerable to ITAR interference, and have been vocal in criticising the constraints that the ITAR impose on their ordinary dealings with international research colleagues in matters caught by the ITAR’s definition of technical data. ‘[E]ven a discussion with a foreign researcher or student in a campus laboratory’ could require a licence. In September 2008 retired professor John Roth was convicted of violating the ITAR for sharing defence-related materials with Chinese and Iranian students at the University of Tennessee, without a license and knowingly in contravention of the ITAR, while working on Air Force contracts.

Two university professors have attacked export regulations on constitutional ‘free speech’ grounds, but resolution of their claims left open the ‘national security’ justification for the extensive reach of the ITAR. Their claims were brought against the commercial, non-defence-related equivalent to the ITAR, the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), and focused on whether a particular type of technical data, encryption, has constitutional status as ‘speech’, rather than on whether the export rules limit freedom of speech.

Professor Bernstein was successful in claiming that the EAR violated his constitutional free speech rights, but when the EAR were revised he lost a renewed challenge. Professor Junger lost his initial claim, but in a renewed challenge he successfully established that the US Constitution’s First Amendment protects computer source code as ‘speech’. In remitting the matter to the District Court, the Appeals Court acknowledged that the decision ‘does not resolve whether the exercise of presidential power in furtherance of national security interests should overrule the interests in allowing the free exchange of encryption source code’. These EAR cases would presumably be an answer to any ‘free speech’ challenge to the ITAR: US national security interests prevail.

The ITAR mandatory discrimination clause is contrary to many workplace policies in the US, and is arguably in contravention of the US Civil Rights Act 1964. In 1990 a US permanent resident, Mr Udofot, failed on jurisdictional grounds in a claim of discrimination on the basis of national origin and citizenship status under the Immigration Reform and Control Act 1986 because, as an employer of more than 14 employees, the General Electric Company was, for allegations of race discrimination, subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Although citizenship is not a basis for unlawful direct (or ‘intentional’) discrimination under the Civil Rights Act, national origin is, and the line between the two can be difficult to draw. Mr Udofot may have had a claim under the Civil Rights Act, but it is likely to have been caught by an exception that allows race discrimination in employment ‘in the interest of the national security of the United States under any security program in effect pursuant to or administered under any statute of the United States or any Executive order of the President’. Sperino is of the view that, despite very limited judicial discussion of it, ‘the national security exception should provide the employer with a defense in all deemed export cases falling under ITAR’. In responding to Mr Udofot’s failed claim, the General Electric Company did ‘note’ that the work he had applied to do was subject to ITAR controls, suggesting that Mr Udofot would have met this ‘national security’ defense had he made a claim under the Civil Rights Act.

It may be that the absence of concern in the US for the discriminatory effect of the ITAR in other countries derives in part from uncertainty about whether the discriminatory effect of the ITAR is unlawful in the US. In other countries, however, the unlawfulness of that discriminatory effect is clear.

6. Perceptions of the ITAR in Australia

Australian-based companies, usually subsidiaries of US companies, engage extensively in defence manufacturing, and the Australian government has actively promoted opportunities for them to do so. Promoting the defence manufacturing industry in Australia involves promoting compliance with the ITAR, but no attention has been paid to the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause.

In 2006 the Australian Parliament’s Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade reported on Australia’s defence relations with the US, but made no mention of the mandatory discrimination clause, and did not refer to the part of the submission from the Department of Tourism Industry and Resources which stated that ‘Australian companies have been required to seek exemptions from relevant anti-discrimination laws to be able to ask their employees if they have dual nationality and to allocate individuals to work on the basis of their nationality’. A discussion paper produced for the Australian government’s Defence Industry Policy Review in June 2006 made no reference to the ITAR at
all, let alone to the compliance difficulties they pose. The resulting policy statement characterised the ITAR as a mere complicating factor, a ‘significant impost’ in ‘creating an environment in which SME [small to medium enterprises] can prosper as defence suppliers’. A similar view was expressed by the Australian Industry Group Defence Council in its submission to the June 2006 review, with the mandatory discrimination clause being identified only as a ‘difficulty’ causing ‘frustration’.

The response of the Australian Government to the ITAR ‘difficulty’ was to promote avoidance of Australia’s anti-discrimination laws. For example, in ‘a series of International Traffic in Arms Regulations seminars aimed at raising awareness and assisting industry in understanding U.S. export control requirements’, a government speaker drew attention to the success that some companies had in seeking exemptions from anti-discrimination legislation, and a 2006 information booklet, ostensibly produced by the Aerospace Industry Action Agenda (AIAA) but with what appears to be significant government involvement, encourages employers to take steps to avoid the effect of anti-discrimination laws and to apply for exemptions. In short, Australian public policy has treated the ITAR as a problem for business to deal with, with no apparent concern about the requirement to discriminate.

In 2007 the Australian Government rejected a recommendation by the Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade that it ‘make every effort to obtain exemption from ITAR from the United States Government in respect of defence goods and services purchased from the United States for Australian Defence Force purposes’. But the security apprehensions of the US are too profound for there to be a realistic prospect of achieving broad exemption from the ITAR. Rejecting the recommendation, the Government foreshadowed a 2008 treaty that narrows to some degree the pool of non-US and non-Australian nationals who will be subject to individual clearance under the ITAR, but which results only in less burdensome processes for some employers to obtain security clearances for employees in some circumstances. The persistent discriminatory nature of the importing regime is clear: people who are not nationals of either Australia or the US will continue to be treated less favourably.

The issue of the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause has not been raised at all in the Australian Parliament. Despite occasional news reports about applications for exemptions from anti-discrimination legislation, the only analysis has been a one-hour investigative radio programme broadcast by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation in mid-2008, where a
number of commentators explained and analysed the discriminatory effects of the ITAR.

7. Australian anti-discrimination laws

In the absence of even a statutory, let alone constitutional, national guarantee of equality and non-discrimination in Australia, all six states and both self-governing territories have passed laws to prohibit discrimination in employment, for both direct (disparate treatment) discrimination, and indirect (disparate impact) discrimination.76 Discrimination is proscribed in all employment-related areas of activity,77 including for contract workers.78 Employers who discriminate unlawfully do not face penalties, but are likely to have to pay damages,79 and to engage in remedial conduct.80

All the state and territory anti-discrimination statutes proscribe discrimination on the basis of ‘nationality’ as a particular aspect of the broadly defined term ‘race’, which is where the conflict with the ITAR arises.81 The federal Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) (RDA) does not, however, define ‘race’ in this way,82 so is apparently not in conflict with the ITAR.83 The RDA does however define ‘race’ to include ‘national origin’, which would seem to bring the basis of actual operation of the ITAR into its scope, but no complaint under the RDA has been reported.84 There is no provision in the RDA for seeking exemptions to allow non-compliance.

The effect of Australia’s anti-discrimination laws, therefore, is that it is unlawful under state and territory law for an employer to treat one applicant or employee less favourably than another on the ground of their nationality, or to impose a requirement with which a person of a particular nationality is unable to comply. This is, however, exactly the conduct that the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause demands of an employer.

8. The discrimination exemption applications

The Australian government has left it to the defence industry employers to resolve the conflict between the ITAR and anti-discrimination legislation. While employers must accept the terms of the ITAR-regulated contract, they have found that they can avoid the anti-discrimination legislation by obtaining an exemption that allows them to discriminate lawfully.
Exemption applications\textsuperscript{85} are usually, but not necessarily, made for activities that might be described as ‘special measures’,\textsuperscript{86} and special measures are ‘for the benefit of some people with an attribute which is protected by that legislation in order to overcome disadvantage which has been experienced by those people because of their shared attribute’.\textsuperscript{87} But the exemption applications that have been made to enable ITAR compliance are in a very different spirit: they seek permission not to benefit people and overcome disadvantage, but to discriminate against them and to disadvantage them.

In their exemption applications the employers have emphasised that they are seeking the exemptions reluctantly, and in approving the applications the tribunals have similarly been at pains to limit the scope of the exemptions to accommodate the ITAR only as far as necessary. Nevertheless, the discriminatory conduct that is permitted by the exemptions is wide-ranging.

In 2004, for example, an exemption granted to the ADI companies in Victoria allowed a wide variety of employment-related practices to discriminate on the basis of an employee’s nationality. One permitted measure, starkly illustrating the discrimination involved, was ‘[i]dentifying (by means of a badge, inclusion in a list or otherwise) those in that workforce whose nationality or national origin is included in those who are permitted, under the United States law, to work on defence related projects or have access to related technology, materials or information, so as to distinguish them from those not so permitted’.\textsuperscript{88} In Queensland employees can be badged according to their nationality: ‘the badge will have a green bar to indicate that the holder does not have export privileges and that the employee is a foreign person’.\textsuperscript{89} Similar steps are taken in Western Australia,\textsuperscript{90} and in Canada where employees have also been ‘barred from certain parts of the workplace, and in some companies are escorted by a security guard at all times’.\textsuperscript{91}

It is precisely this humiliating differentiation of people that anti-discrimination laws are intended to prevent, but which is required by the ITAR mandatory discrimination clause.

In a series of exemption applications around Australia since 2003, defence manufacturing companies have brought into local Australian tribunals the vexed question raised by the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause: what weight to give the US’s claim for national security (and world peace) against Australia’s own anti-discrimination laws. The exemption decisions have dealt with similar arguments from similar parties in similar circumstances, and in every application an argument
of the following nature was made: ‘[t]he Applicants cannot avoid discriminating [in breach of anti-discrimination legislation] if they are to comply with the United States export laws and meet their contractual obligations.’ Despite quite extensive procedural differences among the jurisdictions, the substantive decisions are very alike in their reasoning, and identical in their result.

Applications sought in Queensland, Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia have been granted; only the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and Queensland have refused an application for an exemption. In January 2008 the Northern Territory Anti-Discrimination Commissioner published what ‘would have been my decision [refusal] … but for the Applicant’s withdrawal of its application’.

The ACT decision to refuse an exemption was administrative in nature, advised by the ACT Human Rights and Discrimination Commissioner to the applicant in a letter, and was later reviewed and set aside by the ACT Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT). Differently from any previous decision, the ACT decision was made in the context of local human rights legislation: the Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) directs that ‘[i]n working out the meaning of a Territory law, an interpretation that is consistent with human rights is as far as possible to be preferred,’ and permits human rights to be ‘subject only to reasonable limits set by Territory laws that can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society’.

The Queensland refusal is the only decision to have relied on the existing legislative exemption for a ‘genuine occupational requirement’, thereby obviating the need to grant an exemption.

The interplay between human rights legislation and anti-discrimination legislation is complex and novel in Australia. Exemptions applications made in Victoria after 1 January 2008 will have to be decided under the Charter of Rights and Responsibilities 2006 (Vic) which, similarly to the ACT’s Human Rights Act requires interpretation consistent with human rights whenever possible, and allows derogation from a human right only within demonstrably justified reasonable limits. The ‘reasonable limits’ constraint on derogation from a human right is certainly much stricter than the test of ‘necessary or desirable to avoid an unreasonable outcome’ relied on by the Victorian tribunal in 2007, shortly before the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act took effect.
9. The public interest

In their published decisions the tribunals have been confronted by the employers’ dilemma, and have felt that there is no alternative but to grant the exemption. The tribunals have characterised the exemptions as being in the ‘community interest’ or ‘national interest’ because of the adverse impact on the employer and its work force, and the flow-on effects for Australia’s national economy, if the exemption were not granted.

The tribunals have approached the question of whether to grant an exemption by asking whether ‘[t]he public interest in granting the exemption outweighs the public interest and other interests in not granting it.’ But the inflexible demands of the ITAR present tribunals with no real choice. Despite a ‘paucity of evidence’, employers have asserted that without the exemption the contracts will be breached with serious consequences, including the loss of jobs. In the face of these threatened consequences the tribunals have had to find a way to make a credible decision to grant an exemption, and so have adopted a wider approach to the ‘public interest’ than has previously been the case.

In Western Australia (WA), for example, the applicant employers conceded that they could not invoke the ‘spirit’ of any of the exception provisions in the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA), and the tribunal concluded that ‘[t]he grant of the exemption would not fit within the objects’ of the Act. But the tribunal decided that because of ‘discriminatory, economic and defence ramifications … the public or community interest in this application outweighs the negative discriminatory impact that granting the exemption would have.’ This approach elevates an assessment of the threatened commercial harm to a higher order consideration than the spirit and objects of beneficial legislation that ought to be construed widely and, correspondingly, for which exceptions ought to be construed narrowly. Just as ‘remedial legislation is not to be construed by stretching its meaning unnaturally in order to accommodate hard cases’, nor should exemption provisions be similarly stretched to accommodate hard cases. Hard cases are decided according to the applicable law, and a harsh result is dealt with, if at all, by Parliament; the WA tribunal observed that the process for exemption in New South Wales, ‘perhaps correctly’ puts the final decision in the hands of the Attorney-General because it ‘allows for the inclusion of the political point of view’.
If Australia had no laws proscribing discrimination on the basis of nationality, or if it were unremarkable to grant exemptions from those laws, the impact of the ITAR would scarcely be noteworthy. But the ITAR cut across well-established and widely respected anti-discrimination laws in Australia, and the ITAR’s inflexible demands have distorted the manner in which anti-discrimination exemptions are granted.

10. Alternatives to complying with the ITAR

The extraterritorial reach – the global reach – of the ITAR, their inflexibility, and their very severe penalties, have dictated to the tribunals only one realistic decision, despite the exemption applications being outside the spirit and aims of anti-discrimination legislation. But there are ways to achieve the ITAR’s goals consistently with prohibitions against discrimination.

Alternative approaches are not hard to envisage. The Northern Territory Anti-Discrimination Commissioner proposed a range of lawful measures that would achieve the ITAR’s desired result ‘without resorting to discrimination’, including security clearances, screening, references, inspections, and non-disclosure agreements. Although steps such as these require additional expense and administration, they are lawful and non-discriminatory. But even if Australian importers of ITAR-regulated material were to take all these proposed measures, they would continue to breach the mandatory discrimination clause until the US Government amends the ITAR to recognise the sufficiency of such measures.

Another alternative is to source the defence-related material elsewhere. If it were available from countries other than the US – that is, if the US exporters faced competition in their provision of the technology – the US exporters might find themselves at a competitive disadvantage because of the ITAR-mandated contract conditions. But the US is a preferred supplier, and has an effective monopoly on the supply of technology, because the Australian manufacturer/importers are subsidiaries of US companies, required to deal with their US parent companies.

11. ITAR and Canada

Canada, differently from Australia, has a constitutional guarantee of non-discrimination. In contrast with Australia, the ITAR discrimination issue has attracted considerable public comment and criticism.
In 2006, ITAR-related discrimination complaints were lodged under the Ontario Human Rights Code.118 The Human Rights Tribunal asked whether compliance with the ITAR supersedes the Human Rights Code, but the question was not answered as the complainants reached a negotiated settlement under which the employer in that case agreed to ‘continue with its practice of making all reasonable efforts to secure such lawful permission as may be obtained to minimize any differential treatment for such employees’.119

This show of good faith on the part of the employer provided a solution in the specific case, but did not alleviate the persistent industry-wide impact of the ITAR. It is simply not feasible for every employer to get US State Department permission for every employee. Indeed, it appears that the only way Canada can manage the direct conflict between its constitutional guarantee of non-discrimination and the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause is to negotiate a resolution to complaints on a case-by-case basis.120 Canada’s Department of National Defence, for example, recognises the unlawfulness in Canada of discrimination based on country of origin, and says that discrimination complaints caused by ITAR compliance are ‘handled individually’.121

Canada has reached an agreement with the US on Canadian dual nationals in terms similar to the agreement between Australia and the US.122 This is intended as an interim solution with ongoing discussions ‘to find comparable long-term solutions for other federal government departments and Canadian industry’.123 As with the Australian agreement, the ‘dual nationality’ arrangements are only a very small part of a solution; the agreement does not, for example, cover the employees of private defence manufacturers who are the very ones making the human rights complaints in Canada.

12. International human rights compliance

The ITAR control access to defence technology by reference to a narrow and simple conception of ‘nationality’, and in doing so they discriminate on the basis of country of birth, or ‘national origin’. Discrimination on the basis of national origin violates both article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and articles 1 and 2 of the International Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD). Even if, as a result of DTAG’s definitions review,124 the ITAR were to discriminate on the basis of citizenship rather than national origin, it would violate the prohibition against discrimination
on the basis of ‘other status’ in article 26 of the ICCPR, and is likely still to violate articles 1 and 2 of the ICERD.125

Reliance on national security interests does not excuse these violations. The ICERD does not recognise national security concerns as a reason to derogate from its non-discrimination obligations, and article 4 of the ICCPR does so only ‘[i]n time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the existence of which is officially proclaimed’, and never if the measures taken in derogation involve ‘discrimination solely on the ground of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin’.126

But the US is effectively free of any international accountability under either the ICCPR or the ICERD for the discriminatory operation of the ITAR. In relation to the ICCPR, the US takes a narrow approach to interpreting the extent to which it both constrains anti-terrorism measures127 and limits discrimination on the ground of race.128 As well, the US’s ratification of the ICCPR is subject to an ‘understanding’ that ‘distinctions based upon race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or any other status … [are] permitted when such distinctions are, at minimum, rationally related to a legitimate governmental objective’,129 meaning that the US has effectively reserved to itself the right to discriminate on any ground for its own ‘legitimate objectives’, of which national security is presumably one. Further, the US has not recognised the competence of the Human Rights Committee to receive and consider communications alleging a violation of the rights set out in the ICCPR, and is not comprehensive in reporting on its implementation of and compliance with the ICCPR.130

In relation to the ICERD, the US’s ratification is subject to the reservation it ‘does not accept any obligation under this Convention to enact legislation or take other measures … with respect to private conduct except as mandated by the Constitution and laws of the United States’.131 In so saying, the US has reserved to itself the right to permit racial discrimination within the bounds of the US Constitution, regardless of the more narrow strictures set out in the ICERD.

Australia, in contrast to the US’s position, is accountable for its violations of the ICCPR and the ICERD, and is vulnerable to communications being made to the UN Human Rights and ICERD Committees concerning discriminatory conduct that has been allowed because of an exemption from anti-discrimination legislation, although no such complaint has yet been reported.
13. Conclusion

Through the ITAR, the US dictates the terms of private conduct by non-US people and corporations outside the US, causing them to act unlawfully under the law of their own states. For Australia, complying with this aspect of the ITAR breaches its international human rights obligations.

Workers have no standing to challenge the validity of the ITAR mandatory discrimination clause and, if employers are granted an exemption from anti-discrimination laws, workers have no relief from the discrimination they suffer. In short, the non-US employees of non-US companies in countries other than the US pay the price for maintaining US national security.

What could – and in principle should – be an impasse between US national security and Australia’s commitment to non-discrimination is a one-way traffic in favour of the US. The US is aware of the conflict between the ITAR’s mandatory discrimination clause and the anti-discrimination laws in Australia and Canada, but appears unfazed. Such a situation is unacceptable.

With some justification the US equates its own security interests with those of the world, but it coopts private interests, and the public institutions of other states, to protect those interests. The ITAR show no deference to the legitimacy of non-discrimination as a principle of international law, or to the integrity of domestic legal systems. The US cannot credibly pursue world peace and at the same time show no respect for other states’ international human rights obligations and laws that promote non-discrimination.
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Removing barriers to protection at the exported border: Visas, carrier sanctions and international obligation

ANGUS FRANCIS

1. Introduction

Asylum is being gradually denuded of the national institutional mechanisms (judicial, legislative and administrative) that provide the framework for a fair and effective asylum hearing. In this sense, there is an ongoing ‘denationalization’ or ‘deformalization’ of the asylum process. This chapter critically examines one of the linchpins of this trend: the erection of pre-entry measures at ports of embarkation in order to prevent asylum seekers from physically accessing the territory of the state.3

Pre-entry measures comprise the core requirement that foreigners possess an entry visa granting permission to enter the state of destination. Visa requirements are increasingly implemented by immigration officials posted abroad or by officials of transit countries pursuant to bilateral agreements (so-called ‘juxtaposed’ immigration controls). Private carriers, which are subject to sanctions if they bring persons to a country who do not have permission to enter, also engage in a form of de facto immigration control on behalf of states. These measures constitute a type of ‘externalized’ or ‘exported’ border that pushes the immigration boundaries of the state as far from its physical boundaries as possible.6

Pre-entry measures have a crippling impact on the ability of asylum seekers to access the territory of states to claim asylum. In effect, states have ‘externalized’ asylum by replacing the legal obligation on states to protect refugees arriving at ports of entry with what are perceived to be no more than moral obligations towards asylum seekers arriving at the external border of the state. Simultaneously, states are shifting the emphasis from in-country asylum processing to measures designed to deal with refugees in their regions of origin or in transit (e.g., extraterritorial or transit processing schemes, third country agreements and
resettlement quotas). In short, states seek to exert control over the access of refugees to their territory, while denying legal responsibility for protecting refugees subject to their jurisdiction.

This chapter proposes that new methods and measures must be sought to alleviate the adverse impact that pre-entry measures have on the ability of asylum seekers to access protection. It begins, in Section 2, with a discussion of the general nature and effect of external boundaries. Section 3 then analyses the rationale of pre-entry measures in order to understand why states are reluctant to acknowledge the application of their international legal obligations at the exported border. The remaining sections argue for greater efforts to remove barriers to asylum seekers striving to negotiate ubiquitous immigration controls, while also highlighting the practical difficulties faced when devising effective protection safeguards operable outside the territory of the state of asylum.

2. The exported border

Pre-entry measures threaten to leave the international refugee protection regime behind at the border post. Proponents of pre-entry measures argue that states’ international legal obligations to refugees do not follow these external forms of immigration control—a position that has potentially devastating consequences for the institution of asylum given the pervasive quality of pre-entry measures today. Consequently, state responsibility and obligation are chained to the physical border, while unfettered experimentation with new techniques of control occurs abroad.

Such an approach arguably turns a blind eye to the new realities of externalised immigration control. As Kesby points out, ‘[a]ccompanying the geographical or territorial border are invisible borders which reflect policy decisions and distinguish between people, whether on the grounds of race, class or nationality’. There are, in short, ‘multiple’ borders. The function, effect and location of the modern border is different from group to group and individual to individual. The border for some may be experienced within a foreign state’s territory at the port of entry, whereas for others it may be experienced in a transit country or even within the individual’s own country.

Increasingly, states officially endorse the traditional territorial definition of external borders while operating outside those borders to prevent the arrival of unwanted asylum seekers and irregular migrants. In the EU context, for example, the Schengen Borders Code defines external borders as the ‘Member States’ land borders, including river and lake
borders, sea borders and their airports, river ports, sea ports and lake ports, provided that they are not internal borders. A similar definition is found in the regulations establishing FRONTEX, the European agency charged with the management of the operational cooperation at the external borders of EU Member States.

Yet despite the territorial definition of its external borders, a recent ECRE study on the access of asylum seekers to the EU noted that FRONTEX was active in ‘extending controls from the external borders outwards towards the high seas and onto the territory of third countries’. At the same time, the report observed that the ‘projection of the EU’s border controls away from the EU’s physical borders does not have any clear legal basis and seriously obstructs the creation of a consistent understanding of what the EU external borders are’. In practice, FRONTEX acts outside those borders beyond any effective modes of accountability and transparency in the way it exercises its immigration functions, especially with respect to asylum seekers.

EU Member States make full use of this new immigration control artifice. Although not a formal member of the Schengen Framework, the UK government for example readily co-operates with FRONTEX in order to facilitate the exportation of its border. As stated recently by the Home Office’s Director of Border and Visa Policy before the House of Lords EU Select Committee’s inquiry into FRONTEX: ‘one of the guiding lights of our philosophy of border control generally is to export the border as far away from the UK as possible and hence FRONTEX is part of that process.’

Thus, on the one hand, states formally adhere to the traditional territorial conception of the border in international law, while allowing their authorities and agents to act beyond the physical border to exercise the power of admission and exclusion. Simultaneously, they implicitly deny that their international legal obligations to refugees – that traditionally restrained the exercise of the state’s right of immigration control at the physical border – have any relevance to new techniques of externalised control. In order to appreciate this last point fully, we need to understand the nature and rationale of pre-entry measures.

3. Government ‘remote control’ over the arrival and entry of asylum seekers

States are attracted to pre-entry measures because of their capacity to control the arrival of asylum seekers without (it is erroneously
engaging international legal obligations. Paradoxically, ‘exporting the border as far away as possible’ does not entail the relinquishment of state control over asylum. The ‘denationalization’ phenomenon that lies at the heart of restrictive asylum policies maintains state control while seeking to deny state responsibility. This rationale of pre-entry measures becomes abundantly clear in the following discussion of visa requirements and carrier sanctions.

Visa requirements imposed on the nationals of refugee-producing states and enforced by carrier sanctions are the classic tool of so-called non-arrival or non-entrée policies. The requirement that a person have a valid visa before boarding a boat or plane, when enforced by the carriers responsible for bringing the person to the destination state, makes it almost impossible for asylum seekers to seek protection in a destination state without false travel documents. A typical example of this tool is found in section 229(1)(a) of the Australian Migration Act 1958 (Cth), which provides that ‘[t]he master, owner, agent, charterer and operator of a vessel on which a non-citizen is brought into Australia … are each guilty of an offence against this section unless the non-citizen, when entering Australia is in possession of evidence of a visa that is in effect and that permits him or her to travel to and enter Australia’.

Visa requirements and carrier sanctions ostensibly pursue legitimate objectives of general immigration control and civil aviation security. Looking more closely, the true purpose of such measures in many instances is simply to prevent asylum seekers from arriving in the territory of destination states. Preventing the arrival of putative refugees in destination states ‘avoids concerns about the procedures of the determination process’. Rather than seek to explain or justify such measures by reference to the origins (and supposed economic motives) of asylum seekers from the global ‘south’, recent scholarship views non-entrée policies as primarily a response to the increasing internal constraints placed on government treatment of asylum seekers. In particular, scholars observe that the evolution of constitutional and administrative justice principles in liberal–democratic states have led to the reduction of the arbitrary and discretionary powers of immigration bureaucracies. Restraints on discretionary powers also derived from the gradual development of a human rights culture within destination states that has had important ‘spill over effects for non-citizens’.

Paradoxically, it has also been observed that the development of the administrative apparatus supporting the modern liberal–democratic
state spawned greater and more sophisticated tools to prevent asylum seekers from accessing its benefits, including enhanced data processing and sharing capacities and visa control mechanisms. Moreover, the bureaucratization of the modern state, with its concentration on proper and orderly processes and results, has fostered an immigration control ethos within government departments seeking to deliver an immigration programme that achieves clearly quantified targets.

The ‘primacy of the bureaucracy’ has been extenuated in Europe through the Schengen framework, which has led to diminished parliamentary and judicial scrutiny of refugee and immigration policies in favour of inter-ministerial agreements that codified key non-entrée policies. Since the Schengen framework emerged in 1985, the use of visa requirements and carrier sanctions (required by article 26 of the Schengen Agreement) has increased significantly. Today, the EU has a common list of over 120 countries whose nationals are subject to a visa requirement for entry into EU countries, including many refugee-producing countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia and the Sudan.

The same trend toward inter-governmental policy development is also apparent among other destination states, for example the activities of the Inter-Governmental Consultations on Asylum, Refugees and Migration Policies in Europe, North America and Australia (IGC). The IGC has played host to officials sharing ideas on the development of non-entrée policies – a process that occurs with little transparency and beyond domestic scrutiny. Rather than break down borders, internationalisation in this context has had the opposite effect of strengthening the autonomy of governments by establishing an immigration control arena ‘shielded from the pluralistic domestic arena’, including different sections of the bureaucracy, Parliament, and the courts.

Visa requirements and carrier sanctions allow governments to control the numbers of asylum seekers arriving in the state. They place asylum seekers within the paradigm of irregular migration as part of an ‘official drive to rein in, to control, to constrain, to render orderly and hence manageable’ their arrival. Armed with new and sophisticated means of border control and a control ethos to match, immigration officials have insisted on instigating and maintaining a form of ‘remote control’ over the entry of asylum seekers. By employing visa requirements to ‘export the border’ states pre-empt arrival and access to national asylum procedures by ‘shifting the locus of control further afield’. These measures have been given added energy by multilateral anti-trafficking initiatives requiring states to apply carrier sanctions.
From this discussion it becomes clear that *non-entrée* policies in many instances are designed to circumvent access to asylum procedures in destination states. This is profoundly threatening to the rights of refugees in light of the essential contribution administrative, statutory and judicial mechanisms make to the operation of a fair and effective asylum process. The remaining sections of this chapter present a case for bringing pre-entry measures within the fold of international legal obligation and the rule of law, while also highlighting the practical challenges faced in ensuring the effective implementation of international obligations at the exported border.

4. Recognising the application of key protection obligations at the exported border

The *non-refoulement* obligation is the core international obligation at issue at the exported border. The *non-refoulement* obligation requires that states ensure that individuals are not expelled or returned to territories in which they face (or are at risk of removal to) persecution on account of their race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a particular social group, or torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.\(^{42}\) The following discussion examines the relevance of the *non-refoulement* obligation in the context of pre-entry measures.

Implicit in the following discussion is the view that a good faith reading of the Refugee Convention and cognate rights instruments requires that states take positive steps to ensure the effective application of their protection obligations. The notion that states are under no obligation to take positive steps to exempt asylum seekers from general immigration controls,\(^{43}\) and are thus free to fence off their territory so that no foreigner, refugee or not, can set foot on it,\(^{44}\) contradicts the central purpose of protection, which is to act as an exception to the immigration control norm.

4.1 Recognising the extraterritorial reach of the *non-refoulement* obligation in article 33 of the Refugee Convention

An underlying justification for targeting *non-entrée* measures at asylum seekers is that the *non-refoulement* obligation does not apply to such measures because they are enforced against refugees abroad. This rationale has the support of the traditional position in the scholarship that the *non-refoulement* obligation does not apply to refugees who are outside
the physical territory of the state.\textsuperscript{45} This view also has the support of the US Supreme Court in \textit{Sale}, which held that the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation did not apply to Haitian refugees interdicted on the high seas.\textsuperscript{46}

The preferable position, as expressed by the UNHCR\textsuperscript{47} (and supported by modern commentators),\textsuperscript{48} is that the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation prevents states from reaching beyond their borders to return a refugee, directly or indirectly, to a place where he or she has a well-founded fear of persecution. Compelling arguments are put forward to support the extraterritorial reach of the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation based on an interpretation of the Refugee Convention that accords with ‘the object and purpose appearing in the preamble and the operative text, and by reference to the history of the negotiation of the Convention’.\textsuperscript{49}

Beginning with the ordinary meaning of ‘\textit{refouler}’, the English translations of ‘\textit{refouler}’ include to ‘\textit{repulse}’, ‘\textit{repel}’ and ‘\textit{drive back}’ – indicating that the term is not limited to expulsion from within the territory of a contracting state.\textsuperscript{50} A contextual reading of article 33 also supports its extraterritorial reach given that surrounding Convention obligations explicitly require a territorial nexus between the refugee and the country of refuge.\textsuperscript{51} The drafting history of the Convention confirms this reading.\textsuperscript{52}

Most importantly, the extraterritorial reach of the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation in the Refugee Convention is consistent with the Convention’s humanitarian object and purpose. Domestic courts have stressed the importance of adopting an evolving and humanitarian interpretation of the Refugee Convention.\textsuperscript{53} The overarching aim must be to ensure the continued effectiveness of the Refugee Convention in achieving its humanitarian object and purpose, as expressed in the preamble, of assuring to refugees ‘the widest possible exercise’ of fundamental rights and freedoms.\textsuperscript{54}

Recognition of the extraterritorial operation of the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation ensures its continued relevance in the context of novel and sophisticated tools of immigration control that we have begun to examine in this chapter. The Convention must be able to effectively perform its task by preventing states operating beyond their borders to force refugees back to a place of persecution.\textsuperscript{55} In light of the current trend toward pre-entry measures and other \textit{non-entrée} practices, recognition of the extraterritorial reach of the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation is essential to safeguard refugees’ access to fair and effective in-country asylum procedures.\textsuperscript{56}

The wider human rights context of the Refugee Convention – discussed further below in the context of the scope of the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation under general international rights instruments – also supports the extraterritorial application of the \textit{non-refoulement} obligation.
Refugee Convention’s preamble places it in the context of international instruments designed to protect the equal enjoyment by every person of fundamental human rights. This calls for an interpretation of the Refugee Convention that takes account of the evolving understanding of the extraterritorial application of human rights instruments.

4.2 The extraterritorial reach of the non-refoulement obligation under international and regional human rights treaties

An extraterritorial application of the non-refoulement obligation is also demanded where it is found in general international rights treaties. In order to ensure the effective implementation of the ICCPR, the UN Human Rights Committee has recognised that the ICCPR imposes obligations upon states to respect and ensure Covenant rights to anyone ‘within the power or effective control of that State Party, even if not situated within the territory of the State Party’. The extraterritorial applicability of the ICCPR was confirmed by the International Court of Justice (ICJ). The Committee against Torture has similarly expressed the view that the non-refoulement obligation found in article 3 of the Convention against Torture (CAT) applies outside the territory of the state to persons under the ‘effective control’ of the state party.

It follows that the non-refoulement obligation in the CAT and the implied non-refoulement obligation found in the ICCPR are engaged where a person falls within the power or effective control of a state. This is confirmed by the fact that the Human Rights Committee expressly mentions refugees and asylum seekers when defining the extraterritorial application of the ICCPR. Given the similar nature of the non-refoulement obligations and the object and purpose of human rights treaties on the one hand, and the Refugee Convention on the other, it also follows that the non-refoulement obligation found in the Refugee Convention is similarly concomitant with the exercise of extraterritorial authority and control. Similar reasoning should be applied to the implied non-refoulement obligation in the ECHR, which adopts the same concept of ‘jurisdiction’ found in public international law.

4.3 Applying the non-refoulement obligation to immigration controls outside the territory of the state

It is evident from this discussion that the application of the non-refoulement obligation to immigration controls outside the territory of
the state will depend on whether a person subject to those controls falls within the effective control or authority of the state responsible for those controls. In order to determine whether this is the case, the guiding principles arguably should be the notions of ‘effectiveness’ and ‘competence’ that underpin the extraterritorial scope of human rights treaties.

The notion of ‘effectiveness’ is implicit in the Human Rights Committee’s general comment on the extraterritorial reach of ICCPR rights. The Committee expressly bases the extraterritorial reach of the ICCPR upon article 2, which imposes a duty to respect and ensure the rights found in the ICCPR. Article 2 requires states to refrain from conduct that would breach ICCPR rights and to engage in positive conduct in order to ensure the effective and practical enjoyment of ICCPR rights. Acknowledging the first component of article 2, the Human Rights Committee expresses the view that allowing a state to commit violations on the territory of another state that it could not perpetrate on its own territory would be unconscionable. By relying on article 2, the Committee’s position also demands that states should take positive steps to ensure the effective enjoyment of rights to individuals outside their territory where it is within their power to offer protection.

This reasoning is supported by the ICJ’s discussion of the extraterritorial application of the ICCPR. The ICJ observes that the ICCPR’s object and purpose and drafting history supported the Human Rights Committee’s view that the treaty applies to persons outside the state who are within the jurisdiction of the state. Implicit in the ICJ’s discussion of the drafting history is that individuals should not be prevented from asserting ICCPR rights against a state where those rights fall within that state’s competence.

It follows that a state’s obligation to protect will engage where it possesses the power and competence to ensure to an individual the practical and effective enjoyment of a particular right. A state should therefore take steps to ensure that its external immigration controls do not result in the refoulement of an individual where this is within its power and competence. Where the state has the power to ensure that its immigration officials or agents acting abroad do not commit acts of refoulement, it should do so. The very existence and implementation of externalised border controls provides evidence of that capacity.

This approach is at odds with the view that derives ‘effective control’ from the nexus between the immigration official posted abroad and the location in which a person seeks protection. By focusing on the
destination state’s sovereign control over that locality, this view ignores the same state’s obvious power to change their own domestic laws and policies that direct the official’s conduct. The immigration official’s authority to issue a visa or entry clearance is clearly within the jurisdiction of the destination state in the same way that the issue of a passport by the Uruguayan consulate in Germany is within the jurisdiction of Uruguay. Thus, generally the non-refoulement obligation should apply whether an immigration official is stationed at a consulate or embassy, posted to a port of embarkation, acting at a point in transit or intercepting boats on the high seas.

4.4 The applicability of the non-refoulement obligation to immigration controls within the country of origin

An exception is where the asylum seeker confronts the exported border within their own state. Increasing use of the exported border makes it more likely that asylum seekers will confront a foreign border before ever leaving their country of origin. In those circumstances, governments may seek to deny that asylum seekers are entitled to protection under the Refugee Convention as they are not outside their country of nationality, and therefore do not satisfy the ‘alienage’ requirement of the refugee definition in article 1A(2).

While in accordance with the text of the Convention, this approach is at odds with the true rationale of the alienage requirement. The alienage requirement is not a means of limiting a state’s obligations under the Refugee Convention to the situation where a refugee is within the territory of the destination country; rather, it signifies the capacity of the international community to offer protection to refugees outside their country of origin. This understanding is in keeping with the fact that territorial sovereignty historically was the premise for the state’s right to grant asylum, not a reason to deny obligations. As observed by Hathaway, the alienage requirement recognises the intersection between the ‘ought’ and the ‘can’ of international refugee protection: the international community should offer protection to refugees outside the borders of their country of nationality because it can. Thus, the alienage requirement represents a duty and capacity to protect, rather than an excuse to erect barriers to protection.

Nevertheless, in the face of the express wording of the Refugee Convention, Hathaway argues that this shortfall in protection is best remedied by recourse to the right of emigration found in article 12(2) of
the ICCPR. The right of emigration, or *ius emigrandi* as it was traditionally known, is the other side of the asylum coin – allowing asylum seekers to leave their country in search of protection. In accordance with the right of emigration, destination states are under an obligation not to prevent asylum seekers leaving their country of nationality. The right to leave any country, including one’s own, may only be subject to restrictions necessary to protect national security, public order, public health or morals, or the rights and freedoms of others.

Where the restrictive measure is not in conformity with these permissible limitations on the right to leave, then it will be in breach of article 12(2). It is unlikely that the control of illegal immigration is in conformity with these permissible limitations. In support of these observations, the UN Human Rights Committee has expressed its concern that asylum laws and procedures that impose carrier sanctions and other pre-frontier arrangements may affect the right of a person to leave a country, including his or her own, in violation of article 12(2).

In addition, other rights can be employed to restrain the use of immigration control measures designed to prevent a certain group from seeking asylum. In particular, asylum seekers within their country of origin who are subject to immigration controls that are targeted at their race, ethnicity or nationality also have recourse to the prohibition against non-discrimination found in article 26 of the ICCPR. Article 26 guarantees to all persons ‘equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, culture, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.’ In support of this analysis, the UK House of Lords held that the use of immigration officials posted at Prague airport to prevent the travel of Roma asylum seekers to the UK breached article 26 of the ICCPR and the racial non-discrimination prohibitions found in the Race Relations Act 1976 (UK).

5. Outsourcing of the immigration control function to private carriers

Assuming that states are under an obligation to ensure their external immigration controls do not result in *refoulement*, shifting the locus and function of immigration control places significant barriers in front of asylum seekers wanting to enforce this obligation. Before considering this issue in Section 6, it is first necessary to highlight the role of private carriers. As Guiraudon has identified, ‘denationalization’ of migration
control not only embraces extraterritoriality, but also the use of private carriers to perform traditional state functions.\textsuperscript{81} Carrier sanctions, by stipulating that sea, air or land carriers must not permit a person without valid travel documents to travel to the destination state, effectively enable a state to control immigration into its territory without establishing a physical presence in the states of embarkation.\textsuperscript{82}

5.1 State responsibility for a carrier’s enforcement of visa requirements

The strategic use of private enterprises to perform key governmental functions outside the borders of the state is not unique to the asylum context. ‘Privatization … has gone global.’\textsuperscript{83} International law has struggled to keep pace with this trend. The International Law Commission has taken decades to codify the rules on state responsibility governing, \emph{inter alia}, the devolution of state functions to ‘parastatal’ entities.\textsuperscript{84} However, it is now clear from article 5 of the articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts that international law recognises that the ‘conduct of a person or entity which is not an organ of the State … but which is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the governmental authority shall be considered an act of the State under international law …’.\textsuperscript{85}

In the present context, a key issue is whether destination states are responsible for the actions of private carriers charged with administering their visa requirements. The International Law Commission’s commentary on the articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts expressly provides that article 5 extends to the situation where ‘private or state-owned airlines may have delegated to them certain powers in relation to immigration control …’.\textsuperscript{86} The justification for attributing to the destination state the conduct of private carriers is the fact that the law of the destination state has conferred on the carrier the exercise of an element of governmental authority.\textsuperscript{87} As there is no need under article 5 to demonstrate that the carrier’s conduct was in fact carried out under the control of the state, state responsibility attaches to the carrier’s conduct irrespective of the level of independent discretion or power to act enjoyed by the carrier.\textsuperscript{88}

Consistent with this position, scholars have reasoned that the \emph{non-refoulement} obligation applies ‘to circumstances in which organs of other states, private undertakings (such as carriers, agents responsible for checking documentation in transit, etc.) or other persons act on behalf
An act of *refoulement* undertaken by a private carrier will therefore engage the responsibility of the relevant state. This is in keeping with jurisprudence on article 2 of the ICCPR, which clarifies that a state bears responsibility for violations of rights committed by its agents in the territory of another state.

### 5.2 The role and responsibility of carriers

There is much sense in holding states solely accountable for the abuses of human rights that flow from their extraterritorial immigration controls. States create visa controls; they should therefore be responsible for preventing any abuses of human rights that flow from their enforcement. Any talk of assigning accountability to other entities or agencies, it might be argued, merely detracts from what is a failure of state protection, creating a ‘diversion for States to avoid their own responsibilities’.

Pursuing this line of argument, the enforcement of visa controls should be one case where corporations are not called upon to replace governments in their legitimate and primary responsibility for the protection of human rights. This point of view accords with the typical NGO position on carrier sanctions, namely that ‘[a]irline employees should not be expected to act as an immigration police force, making decisions which put people’s lives in danger; that is the duty of governments’. It also reflects the position of civil aviation staff, who object to being the state’s frontline against unwanted asylum seekers.

Moreover, the view that states alone should bear responsibility for ensuring that immigration controls do not impact adversely on asylum seekers also fits with the orthodox vision of international human rights law, namely that it ‘generally binds only states because it is principally designed to protect individuals from the excesses of state power’. As a result, ‘where infringements are caused by abuse of private power, it is still the state that will be held vicariously liable at international law, if any legal entity is to be held liable at all’. In accordance with the orthodox position, transnational corporations do not have direct responsibilities under international human rights instruments.

Granted that states bear responsibility for human rights violations flowing from immigration controls, the issue remains whether carriers should be involved in ensuring that human rights breaches do not occur. As a pragmatic matter, this may be unavoidable. Carriers occupy a unique position with respect to asylum seekers, often being the only
means of escape or rescue for asylum seekers stranded within their country of origin or floundering in an unseaworthy boat. While a private institution, the carrier role is a conduit for the enjoyment of a number of public international law rights. Thus, it may be necessary to involve carriers to ensure the effectiveness of any extraterritorial protection safeguards.

The special position of private carriers has been at least implicitly recognised by states through EXCOM (the Executive Committee of the High Commissioner’s Programme). In the context of interception measures generally, EXCOM has expressed the view that ‘State authorities and agents acting on behalf of the intercepting State should take, consistent with their obligations under international law, all appropriate steps in the implementation of interception measures …’ Specifically, EXCOM has called on both states and carriers to be alert to the human rights implications of the visa enforcement function.

While perhaps stopping short of imposing a direct protection responsibility on carriers, these developments are in keeping with a growing expectation that transnational corporations will take steps to ensure the protection of human rights within their spheres of activity and influence. Transnational corporations are increasingly expected ‘to promote, secure the fulfilment of, respect, ensure respect of and protect human rights’, including ‘the rights recognized by … international refugee law …’ In accordance with the general principles of the UN Global Compact, businesses are called upon to ‘make sure their own corporations are not complicit in human rights abuses’. Thus, while states bear responsibility for their immigration controls, there is also an expectation that private carriers will be alive to the impact of immigration controls on the human rights of their passengers.

### 6. The practicality of external ‘safeguards’

So far this chapter has proposed that states should ensure that immigration controls operating at the exported border accord with their international protection obligations, particularly the non-refoulement obligation. Moreover, as the vehicle for seeking protection, carriers should be sensitive to protection issues. That said, the current framework of externalised and devolved immigration controls places major obstacles in the face of asylum seekers wanting to enforce the obligations of destination states. This is evident from the following discussion of current safeguards implemented or mooted at the exported border.
6.1 The inadequacy of current protection safeguards at the exported border

The protection safeguards used or proposed to date in the immigration control context are underdeveloped and underutilised. The principal safeguard (where any at all) is the exculpatory provision that exempts carriers from fines where a carrier has reason to believe that a passenger without proper documentation is a refugee.\(^{103}\) The idea of an exculpatory provision is that states should not sanction carriers that have ‘knowingly brought into the State a person who does not possess a valid entry document but who has a plausible claim for refugee status or otherwise needs international protection’.\(^{104}\)

In conjunction with exculpatory provisions, proposals have called for greater training of official and private border staff in protection matters. EXCOM requires that ‘[a]ll persons, including officials of a State, and employees of a commercial entity, implementing interception measures should receive specialized training, including available means to direct intercepted persons expressing international protection needs to the appropriate authorities in the State where the interception has taken place, or, where appropriate, to UNHCR’.\(^{105}\)

In the EU context, ECRE has called for a portion of the expanding EU External Borders Fund (€1.82 billion) to be employed to help member states incorporate ‘protection-sensitive’ measures into the regulation of the EU’s external borders.\(^{106}\) As part of this, ECRE calls for training of staff involved in border control activities ‘on the refugee and human rights implications of preventing access to the territory’, and raising the awareness of carriers on protection issues.\(^{107}\) There is already a precedent in the high level of training provided by states to carrier personnel in relation to the recognition of fraudulent travel documents.\(^{108}\)

While these initiatives are a welcome move in the right direction, arguably it is not enough to rely solely on exculpatory provisions and the goodwill of private carrier personnel. The practice of waiving a carrier sanction for a passenger later recognised as a refugee may waive the carrier’s financial burden, but this is little comfort to refugees who fail to reach the destination state because their papers are not in order or because they are relying on forgeries that are not sufficiently expert to evade detection by the carrier.\(^{109}\)

Over reliance on private carrier personnel also raises the issue of the respective roles of immigration officials and carrier personnel. Further moves toward the use of exculpatory provisions and the training of
carrier personnel only reinforces a fundamental problem underlying carrier sanctions, namely that they oblige carriers to take on greater discretionary immigration powers. As Nicholson has remarked, ‘the act of making the imposition of a fine dependent or even discretionary on the basis of the outcome of an asylum application has the effect of making carriers assess the validity of a potential asylum application as well as the validity of that person’s papers’.111

While some level of involvement of engagement between carriers and asylum seekers would appear inevitable given the unique position of carriers, carrier personnel will likely remain resistant to protection issues. While training would potentially boost the ‘protection sensitivity’ of carrier personnel, they are still likely to be comparatively inexperienced in protection matters and not necessarily motivated by humanitarian considerations.112 Carrier personnel ‘are not and will never become competent immigration officers nor, even, refugee sympathisers’.113 Carriers have a powerful economic incentive to avoid the risk of sanctions on bringing an asylum seeker to the destination state where they are determined not to have protection needs.114 Problems may further arise from the fact that carrier personnel often act as agents for other carriers.

6.2 Greater state and international agency involvement

These criticisms point to the need for greater state and international agency involvement in the protection afforded to asylum seekers at the exported border. Yet it is difficult to foresee how this can occur within the current carrier sanction regime, which even with exculpatory provisions in place inevitably shifts the protection obligations of states onto private carriers. Greater state and agency involvement would require new levels of co-ordination between private carriers, destination and transit states, and international agencies, including the creation of independent mechanisms for the monitoring and supervision of official and carrier personnel.115 The growing role of FRONTEX in coordinating the immigration operations of EU member states would also need to be taken into account in the European theatre.116

In a recent move, the European Commission established a ‘Forum on Carrier Liability’, made up of carriers, officials and humanitarian groups, to consider ways to safeguard protection.117 Yet while recognising that protection is an issue, dialogue is premised on the continuation of the carrier sanction regime.118 On the other hand, a more positive
development is the recent initiative between states, international agencies and sea carriers, involving the rescue of asylum seekers at sea.\textsuperscript{119} The initiative aims at ensuring that asylum seekers rescued at sea without proper documentation are disembarked at a place of protection.\textsuperscript{120} These efforts perhaps provide a precedent for further co-ordinated efforts to make explicit the roles and responsibilities of destination states, transit states and carriers with respect to the protection of asylum seekers at the exported border.

UNHCR is the logical agency to lead this dialogue given its supervisory role under article 35(1) of the Refugee Convention.\textsuperscript{121} While the UNHCR’s ‘10 Point-Plan of Action’ highlights the need for greater co-operation and co-ordination between ‘key actors’ in addressing protection within mixed migratory flows,\textsuperscript{122} it is not clear whether the safeguards contained in it apply to the exported and privatised border. Notably, it is silent on the question of the role of states vis-à-vis private carriers, referring to the ‘key actors’ only as the ‘affected states, governmental bodies, regional and international organisations with relevant mandates’ and NGOs.\textsuperscript{123}

\textbf{6.3 Preserving access to internal protection safeguards}

In-country safeguards in destination states should consist of a range of legislative, judicial and administrative mechanisms that fosters the substantive and procedural justice necessary for a fair and effective asylum process. Extraterritorial safeguards should focus on ensuring access to such eligibility procedures.\textsuperscript{124} This should involve, at the very least, the waiver of carrier sanctions and the referral of asylum claimants to the central authority in the country of destination.

Officers or agents at the port of embarkation should be obligated to permit putative refugees and other persons in need of protection access to the asylum application procedures at the port of entry (the current position in most states is that asylum claims can be made only at the port of entry – thereby denying any duty on officers at ports of embarkation).\textsuperscript{125} Meanwhile, eligibility determination should take place onshore by the central authority charged with this function. This suggestion is in keeping with other observers who have proposed that the assessments of asylum claims should take place at the port of entry (rather than the port of embarkation),\textsuperscript{126} and that there should be a right of appeal to an independent tribunal or court in the destination state.\textsuperscript{127}
At the same time, the difficulty of ensuring that officers or agents of the destination state exercise their discretion in an appropriate manner must be acknowledged. As it stands, the UNHCR’s 10-Point Plan is unclear on the extraterritorial operation of protection safeguards at ports of embarkation. Its ‘protection-sensitive entry systems’ simply apply ‘in-country, at borders and at sea’. Consequently, the 10-Point Plan does not explicitly address the issue of whether protection safeguards are practicable in the context of immigration controls administered outside the territory of destination states and with private carrier assistance. The Plan largely falls back on the notion of improved training and ‘clear instructions’ in protection matters for border guards and immigration officials without any indication whether carrier personnel are included in this reference.

The 10-Point Plan also does not address the question of what accountability and enforceability mechanisms are available at the exported border to provide a framework for the exercise of discretion by fully trained and instructed officers. Awareness raising and information sharing are welcome. However, they must also be accompanied by mechanisms to ensure such training and instructions are in fact exercised in a manner beneficial to asylum seekers, including ensuring them access to fair and effective asylum procedures.

7. Rights and sovereignty

7.1 Circumventing international obligations by avoiding internal constraints

This chapter has observed that visa requirements and carrier sanctions seek to ‘denationalise’ asylum control by denying persons access to in-country asylum procedures. The effect of such non-entrée policies is to circumvent the state’s protection obligations by avoiding internal constraints on government authority. Non-entrée measures extend the reach of arbitrary government power beyond the state, effectively dividing and circumventing the effective operation of external and internal restraints on the state’s traditional unfettered authority over immigration control.

By re-instigating a form of unfettered government ‘remote’ control over the asylum process – which prevents access to in-country asylum procedures and the associated legislative and judicial safeguards that remove government control – states seek to re-instigate their traditionally unfettered right of immigration control through the circumvention
of the domestic enforceability of protection obligations. European confederation adds another layer between the person seeking protection and the in-country asylum procedures essential to their enjoyment of protection in the territory of EU member states.

7.2 Disingenuous appeals to external sovereignty

This analysis makes appeals to the state’s traditional sovereign right to control immigration as a justification for externalising asylum appear disingenuous. Appeals to sovereignty in this context have an empirical and legal element. Empirically, it is claimed that the state’s ‘[e]ffective control of admission requires general restrictions on access’. Underlying this is the belief that today’s asylum seekers are largely the new ‘economic’ refugees from the developing world who pursue asylum as a path of irregular migration and are difficult to deport when it is determined that they are not entitled to protection.

These empirical observations conveniently slip into a normative legal justification for the application of remote control policies to asylum seekers: better to prevent arrival of asylum seekers, than deal with the social and economic costs of processing and deportation. In the UK, for instance, the initial extension of visa controls to refugee-producing countries and the imposition of liability on carriers in 1987 were clearly ‘complementary measures intended to stem the flow of applicants for asylum’. The then UK Home Secretary, Douglas Hurd, made it clear in his second reading speech to the bill introducing carrier sanctions in 1987 that it was ‘intended to stop abuse of asylum procedures by preventing people travelling here without valid documents and then claiming asylum before they can be returned’.

Yet even if the above empirical claims are correct, they do not sustain the normative conclusion urged by some states and commentators, namely, that the Refugee Convention and cognate rights instruments are not applicable where it would mean sacrificing the state’s right to control immigration. An example of this approach is found in Hailbronner’s argument that the non-refoulement obligation found in article 33 of the Refugee Convention is not applicable in the context of entry and transport regulations because it would have far-reaching consequences for immigration control. In this respect, Hailbronner’s analysis evidences a worrying trend to conflate refugee flows with ‘large migration movements’, providing states with a justification for the unfettered restriction of the ‘uncontrolled access of foreigners to their territory’.
The response of the EU’s new migration agency, FRONTEX, to the arrival without proper documentation of Iraqi asylum seekers is typical of this trend.\textsuperscript{136} Between January and September 2007, 18.4 per cent of asylum applications in Europe were lodged by Iraqis. The fact that there was a 90 per cent success rate in Sweden and a 74 per cent success rate in Austria suggests that most of the protection claims were genuine. Yet rather than ensure Iraqi asylum seekers continued to enjoy access to protection, FRONTEX’s response was to view the ‘illegal’ immigration of Iraqi nationals as a potential threat to member states of the EU.\textsuperscript{137} Consequently, FRONTEX engaged in a risk analysis of the ‘illegal’ arrival of Iraqis, focusing solely on ‘threats of human trafficking, forgery of travel documents and possible abuse of asylum seeking procedure’.\textsuperscript{138}

7.3 A higher right?

Ultimately, this type of practice rests on the belief that the sovereign right to exclude ‘irregular’ migrants is a ‘higher’ right than the right to protection from refoulement.\textsuperscript{139} The core non-refoulement obligation is read down according to an ‘overriding’ state prerogative to control immigration. This reasoning fails to grapple with the fact that states accepted an intrusion into their traditional sovereign right to control immigration when they agreed to the binding provisions of the Refugee Convention and cognate rights instruments. While there is no obligation on a contracting state under the Refugee Convention or cognate rights instruments not to introduce or continue a system of immigration control,\textsuperscript{140} the limits that the state may pursue in its own interests at the expense of the rights of refugees are clearly set out in the Convention.\textsuperscript{141} None of them refers to ‘general immigration control’.

Second, this reasoning effectively entertains the circumvention of national protection safeguards. A number of the core protection obligations in these instruments, especially the non-refoulement obligation, depend for their effectiveness upon a tapestry of national institutions, laws and principles. Non-entrée policies unravel this. There is no point in states endorsing rights that refugees cannot access or enjoy.

Thus, while the UNHCR recognises that states have a right to control irregular immigration into their territory,\textsuperscript{142} immigration controls should not interfere with the ability of persons at risk of persecution ‘to gain access to safety and obtain asylum in other countries’.\textsuperscript{143} As stated by the European Commission on Human Rights, immigration controls must be exercised in accordance with a state’s human rights obligations.\textsuperscript{144}
Refugee status, by its very nature, is a “‘trump card’” that can be played in order to avoid the usual rules of migration control.\textsuperscript{145} It ‘is a needs-based recognition of the inherent implausibility of managed migration in circumstances where the need to flee is both ethically and pragmatically more powerful than the usual rules of immigration control’.\textsuperscript{146} Non-\textit{entrée} policies fail to acknowledge this fundamental premise of international protection.

The ‘migration management’ paradigm currently gripping inter-governmental dialogue does not alter this fact:

\begin{quote}
[M]igration management must take due account of international refugee protection obligations, including the importance of identifying people in need of international protection and determining appropriate solutions for them … [M]easures taken to curb irregular migration, whether by land, sea, or air must not prevent persons who are seeking international protection from gaining access to the territory and asylum procedure of countries where protection can be found.\textsuperscript{147}
\end{quote}

In particular, immigration control must cater for the non-refoulement obligation. It is not enough to argue, as Hailbronner does, that applying the non-refoulement obligation ‘to facilitate access to the territory and to grant exemptions from generally applicable entry and transport regulations means a completely new dimension’.\textsuperscript{148} It is inadequate to discount the application of the non-refoulement obligation to immigration controls on this basis. The need to extend the non-refoulement obligation to these measures is new because the sophisticated and targeted application of them to asylum seekers is new.\textsuperscript{149} To permit states to erect a novel and complex exported border, then disown its adverse consequences for refugees, is inconsistent with the obligation to ensure the Refugee Convention, as well as other international rights treaties, operate effectively in today’s legal and social environment.\textsuperscript{150} The exported border must bend to a state’s international protection obligations, not vice versa.

While states may not be under an obligation to seek out refugees, it does not follow that states are not under an obligation to remove barriers to refugees accessing protection. The non-refoulement obligation does not simply impose negative restrictions on a state. The non-refoulement obligation also requires states to take positive steps to prevent refoulement, for example the obligation to ensure that refugee determination processes are fair and effective. The positive obligations imposed by the non-refoulement principle should also extend to the removal of barriers to accessing those procedures if the non-refoulement obligation is to have any relevance in an age of ubiquitous immigration controls.
8. Conclusion

In conclusion, visa requirements and carrier sanctions legislation must be re-examined in light of the general obligation to interpret treaties in good faith and the Refugee Convention’s object of assuring refugees the widest possible exercise of their rights. It follows that ‘a State wishing to obstruct the movement of those who seek asylum are thus limited by specific rules of international law and by the State’s obligation to fulfil its international commitments in good faith; and that in pursuing the “legitimate purpose” of immigration control a State must act within the law’. Practical protection safeguards should be investigated in the context of visa requirements and carrier sanctions that aim at ‘renationalizing’ the international refugee protection regime by facilitating the access of asylum seekers to fair and effective eligibility procedures.
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Not being a legal scholar, I will focus my concluding remarks on the more philosophical and historical aspects of this fascinating and important debate: issues that are especially prominent in the two opening chapters of this collection, but which illuminate and ground all of the chapters in this book.

The debate is triggered by the political developments of the last few decades, vaguely labelled ‘globalisation’. Of greatest relevance for this volume are the aspects of globalisation that concern the relationship of international law on the one hand to public law within each state on the other – and, particularly, how that relationship is instantiated and informed by the development of international sanctions regimes. Traditionally, these two areas of the law, public international and domestic public, have been separate; the latter determined by domestic legislative processes and the former by the treaty-making powers of (the more powerful) sovereign states.

The word ‘separate’ here means, in the first instance, that there was little overlap between these bodies of law, that is, few cases that substantively involved either elements of both national and international law or legal rules from two distinct national jurisdictions. These bodies of law governed in separate spheres, and their main contact consisted in a shared recognition of this division of labour along with deference by each to the rules and judgments promulgated by the others. The word ‘separate’ does not mean that these bodies of law did not affect one another’s content. Competing states are neither indifferent to what goes on within other states, nor unaware of the great causal importance of domestic law. They seek to influence the domestic legal organisation of other societies, and the means they use to do so are constrained and conditioned by the content and effectiveness of international law. It is against this background that Kant asserted: ‘The problem of establishing a perfect civil constitution is subordinate to the problem of a law-governed external relationship with other states, and cannot be solved unless the latter is also solved.’
Two main components of globalisation are relevant to our topic. First, globalisation involves a dramatic shift of legislative authority and legal regulation from the national level to supranational levels. Even when this shift leaves national authorities formally in charge, it hollows out their authority and discretion: they get to formulate and to adopt the rules that World Trade Organization (WTO) membership requires them to formulate and to adopt, for example. Or, in the case of the United Nations Security Council sanctions, which form the background to the chapters in this volume, while the implementation of sanctions is carried out by national authorities, the original decision to enact sanctions, along with the terms and scope of those sanctions, are determined by the Security Council. Second, the jurisdictional spheres are much less separate from one another; it is quite common today for legal cases substantively to engage both national and international law or to involve rules from more than one national jurisdiction. Again, taking the example of sanctions, we see the content of sanctions being expressed across and by reference to other jurisdictional fora: between international law (Security Council resolutions) and domestic law (implementing legislation); as well as between the differing implementation strategies of nation states.

Both of these trends promote coherence and harmony of law. The first does so by replacing a diversity of national rules with one coextensive supranational set of rules. The second trend promotes coherence and harmony more indirectly: by strengthening the incentives legislatures and treaty-making bodies have to adjust their outputs to one another, and by throwing up cases that require courts to develop harmonising interpretations of laws from diverse sources.

These trends may result, as Sampford predicts in this volume, in a second, global Enlightenment that will civilise the institutions of global capitalism; or they may not. Whether they do depends of course, as Sampford writes, on human action. More precisely, it depends on two factors. One of these has to do with how thinly or thickly coherence and harmony will be understood by legislators, treaty-makers and jurists. On a thin understanding of coherence, it means no more than avoidance of inconsistency: specific conduct by some specific agent should not be expressly permitted by one body of law and expressly prohibited by another, for example. On a thicker understanding, it also means that the fundamental moral principles that plausibly rationalise one body of law should not stand in tension with the fundamental principles that plausibly rationalise another body of law. Sampford has such a thicker sense of coherence in mind when he points out the incoherence between
the democratic values enshrined in the domestic law of Western societies and the international rule of recognition that accepts those who hold effective power in any state as entitled to borrow money in the name of its people. Sampford rightly emphasises that this international rule of recognition greatly undermines the prospects for democracy in many countries by allowing putschists to entrench themselves in power and by strengthening their incentives to attempt a coup in the first place. In addition, he rightly diagnoses an incoherence of sorts between the commitment to democracy that is implicit in the laws and constitutions of the US, for example, and the unconcern for democracy that is manifested in US endorsement of, and compliance with, the international rule that recognises rulers on the basis of effective power alone as entitled to act on behalf of the population they manage to subdue.

But such a philosophical incoherence of values is not, and need not give rise to, a legal inconsistency that might undermine the clarity and predictability of laws and legal decisions. Such inconsistency is likely to result when legislatures and courts reason relativistically: attaching great importance to compatriots’ and no importance to foreigners’ opportunities for democratic participation. In this case, different courts might reach conflicting decisions about the same case by interpreting the same rules differently or by reaching different conclusions about which rules or courts are authoritative. But such relativism and legal inconsistency is avoided when a philosophical incoherence manifests itself through rigid discriminations on the model that Martin Hollis has memorably dubbed ‘liberalism for liberals, cannibalism for the cannibals’. On this model, all laws and courts worldwide distinguish between, say, the individualistic and the traditional/communal peoples, attaching importance to the democratic participation opportunities of the former and no importance to those of the latter.

The importance of the first factor for the future evolution of law can then be put in this way. Will the conduct of legislators, treaty-makers and jurists manifest a quest for a thicker, more universalistic coherence of the kind Sampford envisions: a quest to develop a more substantive shared conception of how political arrangements should be shaped in the light of common human needs, rights or interests? Or will such conduct continue to be informed, as Rawls favours, by a thinner, more pluralistic coherence that would be compatible with a variety of diverse substantive conceptions of how national societies may be organised politically in light of their diverse cultures, histories and levels of economic development?
While the first factor concerns how much mutual adjustment there will be, the second factor concerns the direction such adjustment will take. When existing legal arrangements are felt to be uncomfortably incoherent in some thicker sense, there will always be diverse ways of effecting relieving adjustments. For example, international law can be adjusted to be as supportive of democratic forms of national governance as the domestic laws of Western societies are now; or the domestic laws of Western societies can be adjusted to be less stringent and less demanding about democratic governance even at home. Sampford’s chapter gives reasons to prefer a quest for thicker coherence that leads to adjustments of the former kind: to a second, global Enlightenment; and I fully share his preference. But it gives us no reasons at all, I think, for believing that this is actually going to happen.

Lacking the confidence for 50-year predictions, let me just offer a few cautions. What sustains the international rule of recognition Sampford discusses? Is this rule just a hold-over from more Westphalian times? Is it kept in place by the interests banks have in lending to developing countries, which require good repayment prospects even when such countries undergo an unlawful change of government? There is, I think, a far more important sustaining cause in play. Leaving aside matters of transition, an international rule that would allow governments to decline repayment of funds borrowed by their undemocratic predecessors would be only a minor irritant for banks, which would then find it too risky to make loans to domestically illegitimate rulers. By contrast, a rule that would render null and void resource purchases from domestically illegitimate rulers could be catastrophic for today’s affluent consumer societies that use up a greatly disproportionate share of the world’s natural resources and whose lifestyle depends on continuing to secure such resources for themselves in an increasingly competitive international environment. In this environment, a rule that ties the validity of resource sales to the legitimacy of the selling government is not likely to be very effective, as illegitimate rulers would typically be able to sell their countries’ resources anyway. The rule would, however, greatly disadvantage any governments that observe it by not allowing the importation of such tainted resources. Just imagine the developed Western states importing crude oil only from domestically legitimate governments that make decisions about such sales and about the disposition of sales proceeds in democratically accountable ways! To be sure, in such a world more oil exporting countries would be ruled by legitimate democratic governments. Still, with oil markets as tight as they are, the economic
losses (relative to the status quo) that this rule would impose upon Western corporations and consumers would be huge. These prospective losses constitute a weighty counterforce to the predicted adjustment process toward a second, global Enlightenment.

Given this weighty counterforce, there is reason to expect that wealthy established democracies would put up strong resistance against any reform efforts towards making international rules more democracy-promoting by denying domestically illegitimate rulers the customary resource, borrowing, treaty and arms privileges. The same holds for any efforts to interpret existing international law so that domestically illegitimate rulers are unable to confer property rights in natural resources of the country they rule. To be sure, such efforts may succeed nonetheless, and it would be good for the poor and oppressed majority of the human population if they did. But they would have to overcome an enduring constellation of interests among powerful corporations and governments that seem unbothered by the incoherence between national laws that require democracy in the most affluent countries and international laws that subvert democracy in many other countries.

My second caution is even more pessimistic. Far from ushering in a new Enlightenment, calls for coherence between national and international law may actually do the opposite, namely, roll back moral advances at the national level. There have already been a number of cases in which morally based domestic constraints on acceptable commodities have been diluted or abolished for the sake of complying with WTO non-discrimination standards. In other cases, morally based constraints have been eroded by the need to survive in a highly open and competitive trading environment. In the latter cases, the incoherence is practical: by legislating decent domestic labour standards, a country may be courting economic disaster in the context of a global market system that does not include minimal global labour standards and does not permit the imposition of tariffs upon imports produced under inferior labour standards abroad. To preclude such disaster, the country is effectively forced to maintain its unjustly low labour standards: or even to revise such standards downward, thereby participating in and accelerating the so-called race to the bottom.

These examples show how the quest for coherence is a two-edged sword; capable of moralising one body of law but also capable of demoralising another. Appreciating the second possibility, one may look more favourably upon the lack of thick coherence in John Rawls’s work *The Law of Peoples*, which seeks to make central to international law a liberal
idea of toleration among peoples rather than the idea of individual autonomy that informs liberal thinking about social justice within the advanced Western democracies.

Peter Danchin in this volume is sympathetic to this Rawlsian approach and sympathetic also to Rawls’s attempt to present his Law of Peoples as thickly coherent with his domestic theory of justice. This attempt is based on an asserted analogy between the relationship of free and equal peoples to an international Society of Peoples on the one hand, and the relationship of citizens to the basic structure of their liberal society on the other hand. The thick coherence between Rawls’s two theories is supposed to consist in both of them manifesting a specific intermediate position between a fully comprehensive moral conception and a pluralistic extreme of maximal diversity. In the domestic case, the just liberal society will permit a wide range of ‘reasonable’ conceptions of the good, but not as extensive a range as could coexist in one society. Rawls does not deem it unjust for his liberal society to outlaw polygamy, pederasty, incest, necrophilia, sex with animals, eating of the dead and human sacrifices even when these practices are fully consented to by all involved. In the international case, the ideal Society of Peoples will permit a range of liberal and ‘decent’ forms of domestic organisation, but exclude countries (such as ‘benevolent absolutisms’) that domestically fail to respect Rawls’s minimal set of human rights. Appealing to this analogy, Rawls claims that his Society of Peoples ought to ‘express liberalism’s own principle of toleration for other reasonable ways of ordering society’ by accommodating the opponents of liberalism:6 thereby living up to Robert Frost’s humorous definition of a liberal as someone too broadminded to take his own side in a quarrel.

The failure of Rawls’s effort to establish coherence through this analogy becomes apparent when we follow Danchin’s invitation and substitute ‘European states’ for P and ‘non-European peoples’ for Q in the long passage Danchin quotes from Waldron.7 Though Danchin claims that ‘the argument is the same’, in fact it is not. An individual person P can hope to work out how well a domestic system of rights and correlative duties would fit the needs and situation of another person Q, as Waldron suggests. To be sure, Q is likely to have a variety of different needs; but P can be guided by Q’s own weighting and assessment of Q’s needs, and so the project Waldron describes seems viable. Yet, it is not similarly possible for European states to work out how well an international system of peoples’ rights and correlative duties would fit the needs and situation of non-European peoples. The reason is that the label ‘non-European
peoples’ covers a wide diversity of different peoples, cultures, groups and individuals whose needs, values and situations are very different from one another. There is certainly no agreement among non-European peoples about what their relevant needs are and how these needs should be weighted and aggregated. As Sampford’s example of the recognition of effective rulers (regardless of their domestic illegitimacy) illustrates, international rules can do a wonderful job in accommodating the needs of non-European juntas and dictators even while they do very poorly in accommodating the needs of non-European individuals with an aspiration to participate in the governing of their country. In this context, the instruction that European states should seek to shape international rules so as to accommodate the needs and situation of non-European peoples is meaningless. By tolerantly inviting ‘decent hierarchical societies’ into his Society of Peoples, Rawls is offending the aspirations of those who are working, within such societies, for the rights of women and religious minorities and also offending the aspirations of many in societies that fall below his threshold of decency. Most importantly, Rawls is not genuinely accommodating the needs and values of others, but imposing his own liberal values to legislate what ways of ordering societies are to be counted as reasonable and unreasonable. As he writes, his Law of Peoples is developed within a liberal conception of justice as the proposed aspiration of a liberal foreign policy – in disanalogy to his domestic theory, which seeks to accommodate a plurality of comprehensive conceptions of the good without being tied to any one of them in particular.

What remains, then, is the incoherence Sampford diagnoses. As a theorist of domestic justice, Rawls holds that the interests of individual human beings are all that matters. As a moralist of international relations, he assigns exclusive importance to the interest of peoples to be well-ordered (i.e., to have a liberal or decent internal organisation) and ‘to preserve the equality and independence of their own society’. The interests of individuals are not considered at all, as is manifest in individuals not being represented in the international original position. The effects of this decision are most visible in Rawls’s late addition of a duty of assistance requiring ‘provisions for ensuring that in all reasonable liberal (and decent) societies people’s basic needs are met’. The duty of assistance is a duty of peoples owed to other peoples whose well-orderedness is threatened by poverty. There is no duty to help meet the basic needs of persons in benevolent absolutisms or outlaw regimes where such assistance does not contribute to the attainment or maintenance of a liberal or decent regime. Nor, of course, is there a duty to
structure the rules of the world economy with an eye to avoiding severe poverty of individuals. These conclusions fit well with the economic interests and current practice of the affluent democracies, which accept the persistence of massive poverty abroad – about 30 per cent of all human deaths are from poverty-related causes – even while the opportunity costs of its eradication are small. But they do not fit with Western liberal values, of course, nor do they fit with the values of any decent hierarchical societies whose values Rawls’s Law of Peoples supposedly seeks to accommodate. The morally most important effect of the liberal modesty Rawls proposes and Danchin admires is thus to unburden the affluent liberal democracies of any responsibility with respect to the persistence of massive and severe human poverty whose elimination would not render any society well-ordered nor preserve any society in a well-ordered condition. In the name of toleration and pluralism, we are refusing to apply our own basic principles of economic justice to the rules governing the world economy (such as the rules of the WTO), thereby avoidably condemning billions of human beings to life-threatening poverty, despite the fact that there is no actual non-liberal opposition against reforming global economic rules so as to make them more poverty-avoiding.

Now Danchin is right, of course, to view with suspicion the fact that ‘Western states and the international institutions they control have advanced various anti-pluralist arguments that seek to give greater moral substance to the criteria for recognition as full, independent and equal subjects of international society’. Powerful Western states will of course use appeals to morality, and specifically condemnations of supposed violations of liberal rights in other countries, in order to justify self-interested interference in those countries. But this commonplace abuse of morality by our governments is no reason to favour liberal modesty, because the same powerful Western states will also use appeals to pluralism and toleration to serve their own interests at the expense of foreigners. For example, they have justified arms deliveries to the likes of Suharto, Mobutu, Saddam Hussein, Pinochet, Sani Abacha, Mubarak and many other deeply unpopular and oppressive rulers (often put in place by those same Western states) on the ground that it would be immorally paternalistic – even neo-imperialistic – to discriminate among foreign governments on the basis of whether they happen to rule in conformity with our liberal values. Abuse of morality is rampant in politics, especially in foreign policy. It should be fought, of course, by calling our politicians to account, demanding arguments, highlighting inconsistencies and
supporting a meaningful discourse about what a just foreign policy would look like. Pre-empting such abuse once and for all through a pluralistic framework of international law is simply impossible.

This brings me to my final point, one that Danchin, following Waldron, understands well. There is no way that international law could be neutral with regard to the diverse values and interests of people and peoples. While some versions of international law – those that require all states to be organised on one preferred model, and those that impose no constraints on what states may do within their borders (no matter how brutal or dangerous to peace that may be) – will be universally rejected, there will be other, substantially distinct versions favoured by some states or cultures and rejected by others. There is much disagreement, not all of it unreasonable, about minimal international standards for protecting the interests of women and of religious and other minorities, for instance, as well as about the just design of global economic institutions; about whether and to what extent democratic values should be given global application (so that, for example, the will of a majority of human beings is given weight in settling certain parameters of global institutional design); and about what sorts of interference in the internal affairs of other countries ought to be legally mandatory or permissible, for international agencies or other states, under different sets of specific conditions. On these and other central questions concerning the content of international law we cannot just agree to disagree with each country left to follow the version of international law it prefers, because there would be no international law at all.

This is why – engaging with the practical and legal intricacies at the crux of these theoretical questions – the contributions in this book are so important. The authors who take up the issue of a global public law and the extension of domestic accountability norms to the international sphere – Simon Chesterman, Hitoshi Nasu, Devika Hovell, and Linda Botterill and Anne McNaughton – can be seen as attempting to come to terms with the question whether and to what extent democratic values should be given global application. Similarly, Erika de Wet’s conclusion that the Security Council ought to comply with substantive human rights norms and Jeremy Farrall’s proposals for reform of sanctions expert bodies constitute attempts to determine the just design of global institutions. Finally, those chapters that trace the burden of responsibility for sanctions abuse to lawyers (Vivien Holmes), corporations (Justine Nolan) and domestic regulatory bodies (Richard Mulgan, and Linda Botterill and Anne McNaughton) are concerned with elucidating to
what extent these entities are contributing to the furtherance of minimal international rights standards and the just design of global economic institutions.

I am not saying that the need to settle on one version of international law in the face of such value conflict (represented by the range of opinions expressed by the authors in this volume) is a reason for liberals to favour a version of international law that seeks to recreate all non-Western societies on the model of France, the UK, or the US. International law should, of course, provide space for some non-liberal ways of ordering a society. But in thinking about how we should want this space to be defined, and about what standards global economic arrangements ought to meet, liberals must not be so broad-minded as to put aside their own most fundamental moral commitments to the protection of women and minorities, to political participation and to economic sufficiency for all. We may well find reason to compromise our values in order to accommodate the values and concerns set forth by members of other cultures. But when engaging in this sort of cross-cultural dialogue we should certainly live up to our own values where they are unopposed and should judge in the light of these values how and to what extent we have reason to compromise them for the sake of accommodating others.

Notes

2. The existing ‘resource privilege’ and possibilities for removing it from domestically illegitimate governments are further discussed in ch 6 of my World Poverty and Human Rights (2nd edn, 2008). I agree with Sampford on the explanatory importance of the international practice of recognising rulers on the basis of effective power alone. This practice has pernicious effects not merely by enabling illegitimate rulers to entrench themselves in power by borrowing funds that the oppressed population will be compelled to repay, as Sampford stresses. It also enables such rulers to sell the natural resources of the population they manage to oppress and to spend the proceeds of such sales, to bind the country’s present and future population through treaties in exchange for present benefits to the rulers and to use state revenues to import means of internal repression.


9. To be sure, Rawls is concerned to show that his Society of Peoples is ‘also reason- able from a decent nonliberal point of view’ and may thus become the object of an overlapping consensus among well-ordered peoples. But this concern presupposes his decision, from his own liberal point of view, about what nonliberal points of view are decent and hence worth showing concern for. In his domestic theory of justice, by contrast, Rawls does not present himself as deciding, on the basis of his own comprehensive conception of the good, which other conceptions of the good are worth accommodating through a political conception of justice that they, too, can endorse.


12. Ibid. 41.

13. One might dispute this by reference to a supposed interest of individuals to be members of peoples that are well-ordered as well as equal and independent. But Rawls himself shuns this gimmicky move by frankly acknowledging that his international original position ‘is fair to peoples and not to individual persons’ (ibid. 17 fn 9).

14. Ibid. 38 (emphasis added). This eighth law of peoples was newly introduced in this text. The earlier essay version (see above n 6) listed only the preceding seven laws.

15. According to the latest World Bank figures 1.4 billion human beings are living in extreme poverty: below its new international poverty line (IPL) of $1.25 per day (at 2005 purchasing power parities or PPPs) and 30 per cent below this level on average. (Shaohua Chen and Martin Ravallion, ‘The Developing World is Poorer than We Thought, but no Less Successful in the Fight against Poverty’ (World Bank Policy Research Working Paper WPS 4703, August 2008) 31, 36 econ.worldbank.org at 30 November 2008). Yet this entire shortfall is said to amount to only 0.33 per cent of global GDP (ibid. 23). Using a somewhat less extreme definition of poverty, some 2.6 billion people are reportedly living below $2.00 per day (at 2005 PPPs) and nearly 40 per cent below this line on average (ibid. 31, 36). Even their entire shortfall still amounts to only 1.30 per cent of global GDP (ibid. 23).


17. Danchin, above n 7. 35.
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